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your having to flee or anything like tlu t, like they did when they came out of

Egypt. They were fleeing and Pharoah pursued them. But here King Cyrus is

going to say, You are free to go. I am going to give you help from the Imperial

Treasure to enable you to go

Isaiah * 3

So that, then we have here a definite thought of deliverance frorm the exile in

verses one through twelve. Yes, Miss= Chung? (Q) I am suggesting, and
being

I am not dogmatic on this, but I am suggesting that in view of the emphasis

in chapters xkkwx 51 and 52 thus far on deliverance from the exile, and

then on rebiilding the devasted Zion, the devasted Jerusalem, in view of

that emphasis, and in view of the fact that Cyrus gave order that they should

be given the things that King Nebuhadnezzar had taken out of the temple, the

be- vessels of the temple, in other ew words, the vessels in the Old English

wmeKborwat is used for the instruments, dishes, utensils, various kinds of

movable things that were used in the temple. They were called vessels. In

modern English we use the word vessel for a boat, and then do we use it for

a gravy bowl? Do we use the word vessel for a gravy bowl? But I am not

sure, but any way. Any way, we use :he word for a boa'which is quite differeat

e from the ships that go over the oceans, but in the Old English the word

vessel is used for the things that they use in the army as their weapon, utensils

and any movable instruments. tend this means the vessels of the Lord would

mean the things that were used in the temple. Now I don't think that th- just

this verse alone we would immediately say that for sure what that means, but

I mean to say that when we have the whole context, whe-eie- one of returning

from the exile, when we have Ezra tells us that Cyrus gave order that they would
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BE given the vessels of the temple, and carry them back, and then Isaiah says,

" . be ye clean, that bear the vessels of the Lord," it seems to be a presentation

of the promise that they are going to be delivered from the exile, but along with

that promise, there is a suggestion that they are allowed to have a wonderful

privilege of returning from the exile, and carrying with them the vessels of the

temple, they then should then be sure that they do their very best to be (13.15)

they shouldø' be clean, and they should not be How wonderful

it is what God has done for us! Now it is up to us to reveal it, and there shows
them

the sins in their hearts and the need of exile, and it should to- lead 4 to think

now how clean our hands are now to bear the vessels of the Lord, and so it leads

quite naturally on to the new section that starts with the verse 13, which is

dealing with the question how c,3f)be clean, worthy of the vessels of the

Lord. God is going to provide through His servant a way in which we can

become clean enough to beØ' worthy of the vessels of the Lord. And so this
of

makes the transition, and connection, between the idea/ deliverance from the
is

exile, a- which/the reatest thing stressed in chapter 51 and 52 up to this

point, and the part wh that has been streseed pOXi c*yix ecx in the

previous chapters. Whet good is the deliverance from the exile, if the sin

question is not dealt with? Now you should be clean enough to bear the

vessels of the Lord. How are you going to be clean--' God is going to provide

the means of atonement, the means of deliverance, and my Servant is going to acconplish

that which is described here. So, we have a man division between verse 12 and

13, and we have the last three verses in this chapter. Instead, we have a

new section which should be a-i one chapter, these three verses, but chapter

53 is the description of the atonement, the declaration of the work that Christ

is going to do as the only means whereby we can be made clean.
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But the emphasis before that is in the certainty of God's promise that He is going

to deliver from the exile, and the assurance that these promises are goin g to be

fulfilled, and so now I want to look for a while at the certainty of God's promise,

and what these particular verses mean before we get into this great section
se and see

about the atonement which e is of course our final I want to look at the (10.40)

exactly what they mean. Now let me ask you a question. Some people say that
so

I believe in taking the Bible literally. I take the Bible Absolutely literally, every

word of it literally. And well, some body may say, well I (10.00
I take

I would say this, I take most of the Bible, literally, I say/all ef-the Bible as true.

I believe every word of the Bible is absolutely true, but I don't believe anything

of4erigt-- of any length that ever been written by any body that can be taken

entirely literal. All languages include figure of speech. And the figures of

speech often do not make things hazy, they often make thins clearer. And if
he

it didn't have (9/8 --- You say, hee a lion in the f

You don't mean that you went out and shot the animal and
the people with fingers

- or scratched / You don't mean anything like that. It is perfectly

obvpus that- to any bodyhat you mean by that. He shows determination, courage,

vigorous effort. He is like a lion in So that, it is a figurative

language which is peffectly clear as to what you mean by lion. Now there is
weitterithat has ever been the things got to be

a figurative language in anything bf any language/, but they have-aeped mostly

literall-yWhen you say that ll these thing s are symbolic. They are all symbolic,
can

If everything is figurative, then no body w-i-l know ythxg what any of us

means. just we go through the hot air. All things, or a great part of

the figures are goin
it should be literal, i- if i-t-ha-s-got to mean anything. I like t-h to think that

if you say, you take things literally or figuratively, well I will say,
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figuratively, I -lkel.ike salt, you take some stew, and sprinkle a little bit of

salt (8.40) But if you pour a whole bucf salt

in the soup, you will ruin the soup. If you take everything figure, it just

doesn't make any sense. Now in this verse, what is literal and what is figurative?

"Aake Awake , awake, is that literal? or figurative? It is figurative, isn't it?
sleeping

He is t-t--to- asking somebody that is -es-leer toke up, but he is

comparing something that in a condition somewhat some- similar to that of

sleeping to make a change, similar to the change which a person makes when he

wakes up. Here is a person lying asleep. This person is alive. This person
they say that

may be in motion. FoVwhen we sleep, we move a great deal. The person

turn over a great deal(7.00) frequently. There is

a motion when we sleep. We are to some extent conscious of it. We can

be asleep, and some one may come inØ and steals things and we may sM-Il--net-
it.

even ke know/ We are not in a condition to accomplishment when we are

asleep. So when he says, "Wake- Awake, awake," he brings up the, he

makes the suggestion that the one to whom he is peaking is one whohas been

in a situation whee of not being able to accomplish much, not being much of

accomplishment in motion. (6.60) but not accomplishing much,

and now there is geiig- to be a great change in that onee condition, and so

this is a express4e--ed in the words, "Awake, awake." Make a change in
the change

your condition which is similar to #.hat-wh4ch occurs to one who is sleeping, who

gets up and start doing something. Who is it who -sa-ys-,-- tekis to awake?

Is it an individual? Who is called to awak? It is a city, Jerusalem, the Holy

City. Jerusalem, the Holy City is called to awake. So that, it is clear that
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not just a bit of land, but the suggestion of the landxN is included in it. There-

You could take .Jersjerusalem as a figure for a group of people, but in the context

--speaking about it being waste, etc. it is quite evident that it is more than that.

There is the statement that Jerusalem -tha.t which is lying in a state of desolation

with very few people there sc and not amounting to anything in the world--Jerusalem

is going to become again an important city. Awake , Awake, 0 Jerusalem. It is

going to become an important x city. He says , Put on your strength, 0 Zion. It

is going to be a city that is going to have some power. It is going to have some

meaning in the world . And it is going to put on its beautiful garments. It is going

to make quite a change in the k situation. Instead of being just a heap of ruins with

a few people in it, it is going to be a city of some importance in the world. It is

told to put on its beautiful garments. The people are to go there and build a wall-

build a temple--rebuild a city that will amount to something. It is called a holy

city--Jerusalem , the holy city, Jerusalem, a w city which is dedicated to the service

of God, x There shall no more come unto thee the uncircumcised and the unclean.

This is a little difficutdt , to know just how much meaning there is in this last part

of the verse. Does he mean that never again will anybody who is wicked will come

into Jerusalem? Well, I'm afraid that the city never win went on for a single day

without any wicked person entering it. Does he mean that never again will any

Gentile come in, because the unerrn uncircumcised is often used as a term for

the Gentiles? Well, I'm afraid that there weren't many periods when -the-}ews

only Jews were in Jerusalem. Surely, they had visitors that were Gentiles from

time to time. Surely there were representatives of other nations living there , ard,

as a matter of fact, after the exile, 400 years later, they had Antiochus Epiphanes
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this 'shall no more happen" I believe is used many times in scripture te and

I suggests it as a matter on which I would be much interested if you found some

evidence, that when it says it will no more happen, it doesn't mean that it never

again will happen but that often means that something that has been happening

over the years will stop being a present , vital factor. It will no more happen.

This wont continue as it is . It will stop as it is in this situation ... Now, at

this time, the representatives of the heathen powers are coming through Jerusalem

to make sure there is no revolt there. The Jews are completely e under their

domination. He says there is going to be a change. Jerusalem is going again

to be a Jewish city . There is going again to be a city, while it will still be subject

to persecution will not be a city under absolute ruthless control of the Gentiles,

but the Jews ... will have a chance to be in control of Jerusalem.

S-ISAIAHX4l4 p.19

I would think of that as probably referring to the immediate return -of-t-he-G'&ri-les

from exile, in view of the statement afterwards, "Ye that bear the veses- vessels

of the Lord." Now there are three possibilities here, I must say. There is a possi

bility that this is simply referring to that return from exile. They are promised that

that is going to happen, it does happen, and theseK-pr-opheett prophecies are ful

filled. A second possibility is God is going to continue HIS blessing to Israel but

there are going to be times when of special deliverance when this will happen , like

that return from exile . Other times on through the history of God's dealings with

Israel , there are -g-o- going to be times when a period of terrible Gentileg domination

and ruthless oppression is going to come to an end, that will be a second possibility.

Now, the third possibility is , ± if you take it in the most literal way, it would be

that it wasn't dealing with that time at all, but that it was looking forward to the
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coming in with his army and taking over Jerusalem, trying to force the people

to do all kinds of things that were contrary to their religion. So this is not a pre-

diction that from this moment on Jerusalem was never again to fall under Gentile
he

den domination. It is not that. I/i4x looking clear on into the distant fiure

and saying there is a time when Jerusalem will be permanently free of Gentile

domination, when it will become pe netlyf-Fee-ef-Ge strictly a w holy city.

Now that is something that can be -s-u-ges-sted- suggested as possibly included

in the verse , but you don't find much of it in the context and therefore I would

not be ready now to say you mae- must find tht- ta that in the verse. I'm not

ready to say it isn't in the verse. I would like you to think about it and see4X

if you find it in the context or if you find reasons to think that is also included

in the verse a glimpse of a time which they will f-e4i feel in the millenium

when Jerusalem will be entirely free from Gentile domination. I question that

but I am not ready yet to rule it out. But certainly what seems most likely is

that it is saying , "They will know more about ... He means their constant coming

in is going to -ee come 1r an end rather than that they will not come in at all, not

that there will be no more periods of Gentile domination--their was terrible domination

under Antiochus Epiphanesk , and before that there had been Gentile domination

by the X Egyptians, and then by the Assyrians. None of them . .. . but they simply

continued the domination. . . but then of course when the Romans conquered , they

left it a heap of ruins in 70 AD and then when the Jews revolted again in 134 AD

when the Romans conquered that country, they drove the Jews x away and under"

pain of death every Jew was forbidden to come within ten miles of Jerusalem for

the next couple of hundred years. Never again was the city to be under Gentile

domination--after that the return from exile just dees-n'-a- doesn't fit. But this
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millenium
beginning of the/e-a4e and saying that when that time comes, the beginning of

the millenium, then all Gentile domination and wickedness in the land is forever

coming to an end. Now, between those three possibilities, ti~2~ir ..,one is the

most literal, but it does not seem to me to fit withthe context, because the

context c seems to be dealing withthc the return from exile, so for that reason

I am inclined to think that though it is the more literal , c one of the other two

is what fits in this particular , immediate ... of this verse. the The third is

that this isn't return from exile at all but the beginning of the millenium, looking

way forward, saying there is going to em- come a time when Jerusalem is going

to be permanently free from ... Now, I guess that our time is just& about up.

I would suggest that previous to our meeting tomorrow afternoon, you can look

further into what you find in this passage about historical background that fits

with return from exile or any of the other particular .. . See what you can find

in this chapter--see .h at you can find , if you can. That is merely further thought

on what you have already been doing and eetti- continue to think about the meaning

of these verses. Next week we will read these in the Hebrew9c, but for now we

want to go on and get as much as we can from the English of them.

Last time we looked a little bit at the general ni± nature of the book of

Isaiah and especially the nature of the chapters following chapter 40, and then

we saw how we have the various emphaskes of these sections somewhat summarized

in a particular chapter which we are looking at now--52. The last verses of it

being entirely on salvation and tying closely with 53. The first twelve verses of

it being quite strictly on deliverance from exile and tying rather closely with chapter

51. We ; began at the beginning of the hour to t-oek-- look at 51 and notice how

this verse cannot be taken in strict literal, because he is not asking someone who is
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asleep to wake up. The sleep is a figure, waking from it is a figure , coming

back into active , vital life of a city which seemed to be deserted and pretty

much at an end. Anti then we looked at the end of t4e4s this verse and we noticed

the statement that no more shall come unto thee the uncircumcised and the unclean

and we noticed three possible interpretations of that book. That is ,those interpretations

would affect our interpretation of the rest of the sentence, and we noticed those

three and we had to decide kx among those ±ec three in the light of the context.

The first two that I gave rest somewhat on the meaning of this irase that I gave,

no mor e, and that is a matter which we cannot make a decision on , simply on the

use of the English language, you would have to find the Hebrew x words and see

how these k Hebrew words are used in other passages of the Scriptures. That

is something which definitely ought to be done. And now I want to say seti.g

aetthe just a word about the books which we use for this course. Please

after this, don't anybody come to class without the Hebrew Bible with him. I

don't know how much we are to use it today, we certainly will use it for most
se four

-fe of the class. This is the study of the/chapters in idetail.- -And -we -wi-14 use using

the Hebrew very extensively. And we always want to be able to e&&4 refer to it in

Hebrew. kSo, please always come to class with your Hebrew Bibles. Now when
the

we check e/mattei'1ike this, I would recommend that you make a very abundant use

of Brown, Brigg, Driver's lexicon, when it comes to a careful investigation,

don't put any trust in any pee-ke4 little pocket lexicon that just gives you a

couple of meanings of a word. For that is useless for a careful interpretation.

It reminds me of the time when I fst was first in Germany, and I had a pocket
for

lexicon with me, and I ate my meal and I wanted to ask/the -g4Fl- bill. They don't

bring/the bill until you call them. So, I had to ask them for it. I didn't know
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how to ask them. So I had to tbpopp take out the little dictionary out of my

pocket, and look up the word, bill. It gave two German words: Gek.it$(Q4- Rechnung

und Schnabel I did not know which to ask for, so I looked them up in a German-

English dictionary. I found that Rechnung means account, and Schnabel means
Bringen Sie mir1

bill or.Ztk . o, 1said, Schnabel,. Theyad no slightest

idea as to what I was driving at. No body would ever have- connect the word
an bill

Schnabel with/ccount Fin that sense. Our English word, bill is that these tow

two are utterly untelated to it That is true of all languages. One word has

several unrelated meanings, and one word has a range of meanings which overlaps
the

other words. And consequently if you are going to get a real idea of a range pf
a

the meaning of the-word%, you have to use an extensive dictionary.

(6. 10) S tat, I hope that in connection with your reading the/four chapters
will 4q1

you/practicallr every word in B. D. B. 's lexicon. Mow there is another way of

getting a quick idea of the meaning of the- a word. Z'fe I use the way a great

deal. After all, how dd-t-hey4i-nd have they found the-t- what the le-xe-i- lexicon

means. How do they find out? Well, one way they can tell is to see how

the word has been translated through the ages. Has did the Septeagint translate

it? How ... (5.40). Another way is to- by etymology.

Etymology never insures correct meaning. Sometimes they don't even suggest

a possible meanings. Words often change from what
etymology

would

suggest. But the way it has been lM interpreted is always a helpful

clue, bu it may not necessarily true. The only way in any language to prove

what a word means is its usage. If you get nothing but the use of the word,

then you find out how that word is used in that language. You can tell by

context. Consequently, I think that one of I the nzst useful tools for studying

wG-
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words is Young's Analytical Concordance.

If you know what the Hebrew word, look up the Hebrew word in the back, and

you will find a list of English words by which the Hebrew word is translated
each

in the King James Version with a number of times it occurs in that sense. Now
a

you find that a word is translated in/certain way$ twenty-five times, and only
ce

one/ different way. You can well ask yourself and-yoif it is mistake at one

time, or the twenty-five times give you a real clue to the new meaning, and just

one is not valid. Should be twenty-fives times. ;;;... It is a question which
Of course,

may always be raised. / Twenty-fives times may not pwe--&- be enough to

prove anything, but it is pretty good in some occasions when you have two or
instances, you don't get much out of it.

three -eeea-s4ens w1den'--give-mueh (3.90) When you get

words that are used a great many times with quite a number o f different meanings

and see whether they are all variants of one central idea or whether they represent

different, unrelated meanings which may be used of this particular word. Now, in

a dictionary, like Brown, Driver, and Briggs, if they feel that it is an entirely

distinct word, they will put them separately in the dictionary, but if it is the same
showing

word and just a variant rendering of it, er4al-y-a different aspect of the meanings,

well, you will find all these different meanings with the number of times, and that

is tremenduously helpful. Another helpful tool for interpreting is the Englishmen's

Hebrew Concordance. I recommend this very strongly. It's published by Baxter's.

in England and I believe it has been reprinted in the last few years. The Englishmen's

Hebrew Concordance--you will look up a Hebrew word and then you find the places

in the seri-tp scripture where it occurs with the few words quo'ed from the King

James Version, and the translation of the word itself in italics. That w&s way you

get an idea of the context. Sometimes it isn't enough context to tell much about

the meaning, but as a rule it will give you a fair idea of how the word is tid-e used
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and that is-temehios tremenduously helpful in getting an idea of what the word

really means. So those are three tools that I hope you will all use very extensively

in connection with the course. Now we shall no more come unto thee. The strict

English sense, if-the this is an English phrase , you say he will no more come

to this place. Well, when a person is dead , you say he will no more cone

If he used to come every day, and now he has a disagreement , he will no more

come. But the disagreement is . .. and he might become friends again and he might

start coming over again. And so it would be limited in duration. I think that you

will find that this phrase in Hebrew simply showxthec the eessag- cessatiion of a

situation, rather than eeessay necessarily an assurance ef that that cessation

continues permanently. But that we want to look at. Now, then that W question

is , in the light of the context, is there a strong gx argument for meaning that here

Jerusalem with the Gentiles holding it in subjection. There is going to be a change,

the Gentiles will cease to hold it in subjettion, it will again become a Jewish

city. It K will again become a city where the Lord is worshipped and where the

thm pie is set up. Simply the end of the exile that began under Nebuchadnezzar.

The verse continues, "Shake thyself from the dust,Arise and sit down, 0 Jerusalem."

You might say when the Jews come back to -3eFi±&a-l-me Jerusalem, they are going to

do an awful lot e4 of dusting, but you wouldn't describe dusing thehouse as sweeping

the house shaking itself from the dust. The picture is very clearly that of a woman

who is lying in a pile of dust--she's just deserted , abandoned, now she gets up and

shakes off the dust, but of course eye it's a figurative expression for a city

that is abandoned.
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But I would think of that as referring to the immediate return from exile. In view

of the statement afterwards, "Ye that bear the vessels of the Lord' Now there

are three possibilities here, I must saV. There is a possibility that this is simply

re.frrriihat return from exile. They are promised that that is going to happen.

'It does happen. These prophecies are fulfilled. A sec psibility here, God

is going to continue His blessing to His people. There are going to be times of

special deliverance when this w-otiwill happen, like that return from exile and other

times on through the history of God's dealing with Israel there are going to be

times when a period of terrible Gentile domination and ruthless oppression is going

to be brought to an end . That would be a second possibility. Now MX a third

possibility is if you took it in the most literal way would be that it wasn't dealing

with that time at all but was looking 4ewae4 forward to the beginning of the exile

and saying that when that time comes, the beginning of the Millenium, then all

Gentile domination and wickedness in the land is forever if coming to an end. Now

between those three possibilities , the third one is the most literal but it does not

seem to me to fit with the context, because the context seems to be dealing with the

return from exile, so tc for that reason I am inclined to think that though it is the more

literal , that one of the other two is what fits into this particular, immediate case.

The third is that this isn't-iet referring to the return from exile at all, but the be

ginning of the Millenium--He is looking way forward and saying there is going to

come a time when Jerusalem is going to be permanently free from such. Now, I guess

our time is just about up, so I would suggest that previous to our meeting tomorrow

afternoon, if you can look further into what you find in this verse about the historical

background in this passage that fits with he return from exile or with any other parti

cular time. See what you can find in this c chapter, give a little thought fx to that
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if you can and further thought on that. And continue Mxthinking . . next read

week we will read these verses in the Hebrew, but for now we want to go and

see what you can get from the English fcof them.

Last time we looked a little bit at the general nature of the book of Isaiah and

c especially the nature of the chapters following chapter 40, and then we saw

how we have the various emphasizes of this section, somewhat summarized in

te- the particular chapter which we are looking now, chapter 52. -The- The last

three verses being entirely on salvation and closely with 53, the

la-t-ver2-c-s--being -nt4Fe-l-y-e--se-lfirst twelve verses it being quite strictly on

deliverance from exile and tying rather closely with chapter 51. We begn at the

end of the hour to look at verse one and we noticed ±ix how this verse cannot
mess

be taken in strict literaVeee, because he is not asking someone who is asleep

to wake up but the sleep is a figure and the waking from it is a figure for coming

back into vital life of a city which seemed to be deserted and pretty much at an

end. And then we looked at the end of this verse and we noticed the statement

that no more shall come unto thee the uncircumcised and the unclean, and we

noticed three possible interpretations of that verseK. That is, thcs e interpretations

would of course affect our interpretation of the rest of the -seiie- sentence. So we

noticed those three and we have to decide between those three in the light of the

context. The first two that I gave rest somewhat upon the meaning± of this phrase

"No more, and that is a *n&te matter that you cannot make a decision on simply on

the use of the English language, you would have to find the Hebrew words and see

how these Hebrew words are used x in other passages of scripture, and that is

something which definitely ought to be done, and now I want to say something about

the books of this course. Please after this, don't anyone come to class without your
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Hebrew Bible. I don't know how much we will use it today, but 4x we certainly

will use it most of the time. This is a study of these four chapters in detail and

using the Hebrew very extensively, and you always want to be able to referec to

the Hebrew, so always have the Hebrew Bible with c youafter this. Now, when

we check matters like this, I would recommend that you make very abundance use

of Brown, Driver, and Briggs lexicon. When it comes to careful investigation, don't

ffia-k-e- put any trust in a little -peeked-- pocket lexicon, that gives you a couple of

meanings to a word. That is use- useless for a-ee close interpretati n. It reminds

me of a-t- the time when I was first in Germany. I had a little -peek-ed pocket lexicon

in my pocket, and I ate my meal and I wanted to ask for the bill. They don't bring

you the bill there until you call for it. It is very impolite to bring a person a bill

until they ask for it, so I didn't know hae how to ask so I took my li book out

my pocket and looked into it and found two German words: and

and I didn't know which to ask for . So I looked them up in the German to English

and I found that means an account, _means the bill or beak of

a bird. So f I had said , Bring me the I don't think they would have

had the slightest idea what I was driving out. Nobody would ever connect up

with an account, or bill in that sense. Our English word Bill has two utterly unrelated

meanings, but that is true oc of all languages. One word will have two-- several

u-ir-ea unrelated meanings , and one word will have a range of meanings, they overlapc

other words, and consequently, if you are going to get a range of meaning of a word,

you have to use an extensive dictionary, and B. , D., and B., is our fullest dictionary

that we have in the English language, so 4t - I hope that in connection with your

reading of the four chapters you will look at practically every word in B. ,D., B.

lexicon. Now, there is another wat way to get a quick idea of the meaning of a wordk
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and theway which I x use a great deal, because , after all, how are B.,D.,B.

going to know what the word means, how do they tell, Well, one way that they

tell is to see how it has been translated through the ages. How does the LXX

translate it, how have other languages taken it. Another way is by etymology.

Ey- Etymology never teaches the l meaning of any word, it only suggests possible

meanings. Words often change and mean the opposite to what etymology suggests.

But the way that it is eff.c officially interpreted is always a helpful clue, it may not

necessaril prove it. The only way in any language to prove what a word means is

usage. -T -ge-t-e-iot*g If you get enough instances of the use of a word then you

find out how that word is used in that language. You can tell by context, and,

consequently, ±k I think one of the most useful tools for the study of words is

Youn' Anayltical Concordance. You know tc what the Hebrew word is , look up

the Hebrew word in the back and you will find a list of the English words by which

that Hebrew word is tFis- translated in the King James Bible with the number of

times it occurs in each sentence. So if you find that a eerti- word is translated

a certain way 25 times and only on e a different way , you t can well ask yourself

.... ac or does the 25 times give ic you the real clue to the meaning and is this

one perhaps not valid, and the 25 . . . It is a question that one always x has to

ask. Of course 25 ti ns is not always enough to prove the word but it is a pretty

good indication, when you have two or three instances , it doesn't give you much

help, but when you get words that you use a great many times, with quite a number

of different meanings, you can look at those different meanings and see if they

are all variants of one central idea, or whether they represent different , unrelated

meanings which may be used of this particular z word. Now, in a dictionary , in

any scientific dictionary, like B. D. B. if they feel that they are entirely distinct words
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e even though they look exactly alike, they will put them separate in the dictionary

and they may do that in Young's too, but if it is the same word and just a variant

rendering of it, showing a different aspect of the meaning, well, you will find all

these different meanings and the number of times , ard that is tremenduously helpful

--another helpful tool for interpreting is the Englishmen'cs Hebrew Concordance.

I recommend this very strongly. It is published by-B&xgef- Baxter's and I believe

there is a -epi-fkg reprint within the last year. You look up a Hebrew word and then

you will find the places in the -s-ep scripture where it will occur, with the few

words quotted from the King J James Version, ard the word* itself c in italics.

That way, you get an idea of the content, someti.nes it isn't enough context to

tell you about the meaning but as a rule it will give you a f-a.i-4- fair idea of how

the word is used, and that is tremenously helpful in get4n-- getting an idea of

what the word really means. So th&t-s- those are three tools that I hope you will

always use very extensively in connection with this course. Now, W-e-sh They shall

no more come unto thee. If this is an English phrase, you say You will no more come

to this place. Well, when a person is dead, he will no more come, you will never

see him again. If he used to come every day--now he has a disagreement with him

and he will no more come, but the disagreement might be fie- fixed. You might become

friends again, and you he might start coming over again. So it would be limited in

duration. I think that you will find that this phrase simply shows the cessation of

a situation rather than necessarily an assurance that that cessation continues per

manently. But tia t we want to look into --check in the original, check in other

usages. Now, the next question is , In the light of the context there is a strong

argument to be advanced for taking this as meaning, Here is Jerusalem with the

Gentiles holding it in subjection. There is going to be a change . The Gentiles
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will cease to hold it ±x in subjection. It will e again become a Jewish city.

It will again become a city where the Lord is worshipped and wherex the temple

is kc set up at the end of e the exile that begain under Nebuchadnezzar. Then we

continue , Shake thyself from the dust, Arise and sit down, 0 Jerusalem. Well,

you might say, when the Jews come back to Jerusalem, they are going to do an

awful lot e of dusting, but you wouldn't describe dusting the house as -p4eldg

the house shaking itself from the dust. The picture is very clearly th of a woman

who is lying in a pile of dust. She is just deserted, abandoned. Now she gets up

and shakes off the dust; that of course is figurative for a city abandoned.

ISAIAH 4 5

Perhaps in the tithe of King James this made good sense. . but today I don't think

we -dican understand what it means. It is very clear that what it means is shake

yourself from the dust, Get up and take a seat, get up and assume your position

of honour on your seat. If you arise and 2t sit down, makes you think of a person

sitting down, standing up , and sitting down again. It means a getting up from a

lying in the dust, get up and then not stand waiting 31 in the but sit down in

a place of honour, so in present day English it would be much better if it were

translated Arise and Take your position of honour, or take your seat or something

like that. Get up and take your seat. Loose thyself from the bands of thy nedt

0 captive daughter of Zion, continuing the figure representing the captive Jews as

an individual, a woman representing a nation and the nation in turn representing-ed

in turn by the one sitting. The city x of Jerusalem represented in turn by the portion

of the city where David's palace was which is called Zion, so that here we have quite

a series of pictures nation3crepresented by a woman, a woman representing a nation

and a nation represented by a city, and a city represented by a part of the city where
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the king's palace was. For thus says the Lord, You have sold yourselves for

nought. What does that mean? You have gone into sin and what did you get

out of it? You became captives , you went into bondage. You didn't get anything

worthwhile out of it. Reminds me of what a young fellow said to me in 1931 . He

said Back in the days of prosperity before l929,xx ids of us were earning lelots of

money, some of us were saving it and some of us were spending it. Those of us

who were saving - lest it, the banks crashed and they lost all their money and

had nothing . We have nothing left either, but we have our memories , they don't

have anything at all. Well, you here you say you have sold yourselves for nought,

you have nothing left except your memories , ard you shall be redeemed without

money. That's hardly a parallel is kit. Redeemed without money, particularly when

/' Ielsewhere God says , He has given Ethiopia and Egypt for your ranson, here the

figure is that not that God is ±&i-n- not going to give anything for you but that

w
you want have to do anything for it, God is going to show His wonderful grace toward

you by delivering you from captivity without there being anything that you have to

do to get it. They are not going to revolt, many of them die . . Cyrus is going to

conquer Babylon and simply let them go. They shall be redeemed without money.

Of course today, when we speak of redemption, we immediately think of redemption

in the sense of salvation from fc sin, but -thwthe word originally meant something

,....-' much broader than that. It means redemption from captivity. It means buying back

what has dc gone into slavery. It means like when you redeem a w4f-e--yeu watch

that you sell or pawn. You redeem it, otherwise you can't get it back. The application

of tia t figure describes our salvation. Here it could be used for our salvation, b t

in the contest it seemed to be deliverance of the Israelites 4r-ii from the exile. 'For

thus says the Lord God, My people went down aforetime into Egypt to -'ren sojourn

there and the Assyrian oppressed them without cause. I just don't quite know how

to
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to interpre tWith out cause." They went -1onw down to sojourn in Egypt and

then the Egyptians eppreec oppressed them. You might say the Egyptians

se4, said, Why should these Israelites have the best of everything in Egypt
from

--why shouldn't we k take it over c/e.r-m them and make them pay for all they

have gotten out of it. And so reduce them to captivity. They Egyptians might

have some excuse for the way they F& treated the Israelites, ttt but in the case

of the Assyrians--the Assyrians Fx had come &f- a, er into the lard of the Israelites

and had taxed them and taken them--they didn't even have a shadow of a ac

right to it that the Egyptians *th ahd. Theyc.'ptt&rr voluntarily went to Egypt but

the Assyrians came and a-ttee-- ate- attacked . .cebby-t4t4e-wt-is-meekt

Possibly that is what is meant. They oppressed them without cause. Now, t-hereve

therefore , what about here, says the Lord. You notice t4 -what- -is all through

here that the Lord is the one who is speaking. God is speaking to the people.

God is -tal-l- telling them He is going to deliver them and they are to awaken from

j their long period cf suffering. He says, What have I here, said the Lord, that my

people is taken away for nought. "They that rule over them, make them to howl,

says the Lord and my names is -ce i-a-i continually , every day is blasphemed."

"Make them to howl," is the description of the suffering of the people as they

are under the oppression of the conquerors who led them off into captivity. My name

every day is blasphemed 4 of course means, they said their God couldn't protect

them--their God amounts to nothing. They had better quit worshipping him, and

worship our God who conquered them. Therefore my people shall know my name.

God is going to deliver them in such a way that they will know that it is He who

has delivered them. Therefore, they shall know in that day that I am He that doth

speak. Behold , It is I. He is stressing here the fact that He is to be the onewho
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will deliver them. Back a few chapters back we had the Lord saying that He is

going to predict the deliverance of the people , because if he doesn't predict

it they wDnt give him the -efede credit for it. You look bak back in chapter 48: 3

"I have 4ee- declared the former things from the beginning and they g went forth

out of my mouth and I showed them. I did them suddenly and they came to pass,

because I knew thou art obstinate, and thy neck is an iron sinew, and thy be brow

brass; I have even from the beginning declared it to thee; before it came to pass

I shewed it thee: lest thou shouldest say, Mine idol hath done them, and my

graven image, and my molten image, hath commanded them." In atei- other words,

God said, I am predicting all of this in advance, so you will have to know that it
theec people

is who did it, and that is the way that e knew that God did it because he predicted

it in advance. When we had a recession back in about 1933 after we were ... and

the war x was... Roosevelt said that he planned it that way, that but he didn't

tell us in advance that he planned it that way and some ot us were rather skeptical

that he intended that there should be a brief recession in the midst of the -npe

improvement. ..The Lord said I am going to predict in advance Ic so that people will

know that I really did it, and in this particular passage here He doesn't mention the

fact of the prediction, but I think that is in the background of verse 6c, in view of

pet frequent s stress in previous 9C chapters. You will all know that I am going to

do this wonderful thing, the people are going to know that I am going to do this won

derful thing , but the people are going to know that it is I that do it and there again

you have a little bit of an iis-i-gt inference of the sin of the people, that if God didn't

make it perfectly clear that it ic was He who did it, they wouldn't recognize that He

had and they wouldn't give .h4i Him credit for it. And that again suggest the idea

that people need some deliverance fr-ni from their sin. It is sin which has brought
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themto captivity, and if i-& nothing/done about their sin, there will be another

captivity Something must be done with the question of sin, which is more important

than the question of exile, nd so we are dealing with the question of exile, which

is the immediate things that bothers the people, but using it as a stepping stone

to bring to their mark the much more important idea of the deliverance from sin.

So in verse 7, we have that verse familiar to all of us from the Messiah, that verse

which canthe deliverance of God, because it does specifically

deal with it,-but- j4/5-_" How beautiful on the mountains are the

feet of him that brings good tidings, that publishes peace, that brings ood
of good

tiding that publishes salvation; that aeunto Zion, Thy God reigneth!"
What says

How. have the mountains have got to do with this? How beautiful are the

mountains .... What have the mountains got j to do here? What mountains are

they? What do they have to do here? I hope 0 some of you bring me a reasonable

Feu-më--of- explanation of that one of these days. I told you as a qeustion,
on the mountains

and I want you to look into that. How beautiful Are the feet of them that

bringeth good tidings..' Naturally We don't have any picture here of any individual

bringing good tidings. We have the Lord speaking through Isaiah, saying that

there is going to be a deliverance. God is going to bring them back , and he c/

is going to prove to them that God is reigning, and then here we have the picture
in

of someone way up the mountains, coming to bring the news, iow Now we

think that the people are right there ... "Thy watch, en, shall lift up the voice;

with the voice together shall they sing; for they shall see eye to eye, when the

Lord shall bring again Zion." Break forth into

peeee--o-fe*ttslm There in the Heb. the Lord shall bring them-again Zion.

We don't use that in our current usage, and I doubt if they used it inte.

that century either. That translation of the Hebrew, to bring again.., because
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Zion shall return. It does not mean that Zion which was gone is brought back
be

again, but that Zion is going tQ'brought to its former condition. It means the

change of condition. of Zion. I don't think Zion was taken to Babylon, Zion

was left where you are, and Zion is going to be restored. Perhaps "restored,"
the

should be a better translation. It is a change of ,6ondition, rather/ he movement

of a place. When we have a continuance of figurative expressions, "Brekk forth

into joy, sing together, ye waste places of Jerusalem:-fer- . .

How would waste places be able to sing? It is a beautiful picture of the
left

restoration. What does this mean? The places were,*uined, because Nebudhadnezzar
and barren.

had conqered the city, and left the place desolate/ These places are going

to change, because the people are to be brought Ø back from exile. Here

(2.20 "The Lord hath eemade bare his holy arm in

the eyes of all the nations; and all the ends of the earth shall see the salvation of

our God." This is, we are so used to sv1p salvation from sin
well

This verse may/go on tp-4pve- to prove that. But certainly the immediate
significance that it is
siuae-7-i4 is/referring to 8 situation of deliverance from the devastation and

desolation, salvation of our God when the land is restored, the people

brought back, and he makes bare his holy arm - a figure of
one's arm

pei&et4s- the one who is spreading hen one wants to have someone do some

thing, there one's arm is put for in actiois in the eyes of the nations, that

all the world will see ....

In verse 11, there is another command, another imperative, This imperative

which may be taken more literally, ,"Depart ye, depart ye, go ye out from thence...
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Out from where? From the Babylonian captivity, of course. It is a picture of

the people who are to $ return from the captivity. "go ye out from thence,

go ye out from the midst of the land which the Babl,*lonians hold as her possession.

"Go ye out from the midst of her; be ye clean, that bear the vessels of the Lord."
in

The vessels of the Lord taken away from the temple ethe-Jerusalem to Babylon, these vess

are now to be given by the Here is the picture of

a-lewney starting out on the long journey as described in the beginning of

the book of Ezra.

ISAIAH 46

And for this can be literal, but there is an interesting idea in it, "Depart ye,

depart ye, go ye out from thence, ." God is going to protect you. "Go out

of the midst of her." No body is stopping you, and you bear the vessels of

the Lord. But that is not what it says. Here is another idea. "Be ye clean,

touch no unclean thing; be ye clean .. . ." There is a suggestion that these

people are still in sin, that these people who are to be delivered from the

exile A/Ø' need deliverance from the exile. They need

that sin question shall beA1d7 so.diete we have a little touch/ó that pro kIss

an introduction to t= 52:13 on through 55j There is still q question of

deliverance from sin. This is the greatest climax for which all these sections

have been working somewhere ch. 41, and then verse 12 no longer deals with

the transition of that verse, (13.80)
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the transition comes in verses eleven. Verse 12 is further assurance that God

is going to make this possible. "For you shall not go out with haste nor by

flight." Wwhe When King Edward 1st of England, I believe, captured Scotland,

he seized the stone of on which all the Scottish kings had been

crowned. But then when James 1st, a uple of hundred years later, k Kig

when James VI of Scotland becaii e King of Emir England , they put that k stone

in Westminster Abbey, underneath the chairs in ac which the English Kings were

crowned , and James VI who was King of Scotland was crowned King of England

by sitting on a chair which had under k it the stone of on which all the

Scottish Kings had been crowned and his son

Charles I was crowned King of England and Scotland by sitting on the throne of

England with the stone of and all British monarchs were crowned

with that. But about ten years ago some young Scotch students managed to get

that stone out of Westminster Abbey without anybody knowing they had done it

and in the morning when the guards came into the abbey and unlococked the doors

and went ink, they found that the -&o- stone was missing, there was tremenduous

exeet excitement in the papers about the disappearance of the stone of

out of Westminster Abbey and finally it turned x up somewhere in Scotland and

was returned to Westminster Abbey where it remains today. By careful , skillful

plotting and scheming they managed to getx that stone away, but they weren't

able to keep it. Now, he says there is going to nothing like that that is going to

happen to you. God is going to open up the way so there will be no attempt to

stop you. You weiat wont have to use stealth or force, God does it strictly on His

own roe- power. You are to return from exile. How would they ever get a chance

to leave Babylon in that way. Well, in Isaiah's day it would be pretty hard to see
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c You can make guesses as to how it would bee, and the chances are that nobody

would guess how , but what happened was that Cyrus the Persian would conquer

Babylon, and that he would give a decree that the Jews would go back to their

homeland and gc would give them the vessels of the Lord to take back with them.

So he said you will not go out by haste nor by flight . This is a wonderful prophecy
150

that is literally fulfilled, a tteire years after Isaiah wrote . Your shall not go

out with haste nor by flight, for the Lord will go before you, and the God e of

Israel will be your re-reward. Why would they have two rewards? Why would they

have any reward? What is a re-reward. It is a rear-ward, and in English the letter
fallen

W and G in many words has,4,ee together . In Old English you say they are

under guard or under ward, and we have a wardin a penitentiary and we have a guard1.

for a child under age. Both are theK same original English words, the G and the

W have developed in two d-ifef- different ways, and we don't use ward in that sense

anymore. We speak of the wards in the hospital but they are really not places where

they are guarded anymore. The word has quite changed its meaning --we use it in

prison more than in a hospital. We speak of the guards as the people who are doing

the guarding, and the wards as the place where people are guarded. But here k it

means the one who is doing the guarding. It's funny that we should still spell rere,

because in modern English rear is s-peele rear. Rear ward--that would be much

clearer than rear-guard, but what it means is k rear guard , but what it means is

rear guard . The Lord will be 1oyou and the Lord will be your rear guard. In other

words, the Lord is all around you. There is notcinterruption. At4- Nothing

can hurt you because the Lord is your rearguard. (Q) No, ifea unfortunately,

we have very little knowledge of Jewish history. We have, in fact, just a few

ser4t-
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inscriptions by the Egyptians and the Babylonians--but very little about the

Jews . In other words, if we have no knowledge of them prior to the end of the

e& Old Testament except what is in the Bible. If there was, if we had a definite

evidence somewhere that we when they returned from exile they had this book

to read--that of course would utterly destroy the theory of two Isaiahs. But,

unfortunately, we have no evidence of that period. The only period that we have

on it is Josephus. Josephus row- x wrote about 100 AD and what he wrote about

Palestine in the time of the Jewish & Wars in about W70 is excellent first hand

history. He was there and he observed and he visited all kinds of people as a young

man and he has given an excellent account of what he saw and so that is excellent

history but when Josephus writes of the Antiquities of the Jews , his only source

is the Bible. He takes 'whats in the Bible and c he elaborates on it, like i

Shakespeare does. He tells about Saul and how the Philistines were coming and

Saul's Medation was "To be or not to be" He doesn't give exactly those words

but & that is the idea , which may be what they thought or may not but certainly

suggest, bx so Josephus is a first class authority on his lifetime, but on periods

before he is not an authority because he has k no source from which to draw except

the Old Testament , and t1 het- historian has to have several sources which he

puts together and tries to get the evidence of what the situation is. If he only has

one sairce , all he has to do is repeat it or enlarge upon it from his imagination,

so that we have nok other
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evidence on that period but the Biblical statements. We do not have the

decree of Cyrus perm-i1 permitting the Jews to go back but we do have the

decree of Cyrus permitting other peoples to go back. We have those so we

kncw that Cyrus cxb did that, that his policy was to let the conquered peoples

go home. The Babylonians tried to bind the peoples to themselkves by taking

them away from their homeland and leading them off to other lands where it
them

will be easy for him to control Oat- , but of course that makes him hate the

conqueror. Cyrus having conquered the Babylonians thought that he would

/ bind them to him by letting the m go back and saying thc thc he was their deliverer

and we hae- have evidence that he did that with other nations, and the Bible

says he did that with the Israelites, so I don't tha think that anybody questions

the historicity of that abcut Cyrus , even though air only evidence on it in relation

to the ea-- Israelites is the statement here in the Bible, km and in Ezra and

Nehemiah, so that from verse one through verse 10 is a passage which is tightly

tied to chapter 51, and k if there is going to be any chapter divisions between

51:1 and 52:12 , it properly should come at 9 of 51, where you end your three

paragraphs that begin with Hearken and I9e4tg begin your three stanzas that begin

with Awake, but this is the ththird of those stanzas, and our primary interest

in this course is not upon those, it is upon the picture of salvation in the succeeding

chapters, but I wanted to start at the beginning of 52 and from the viewpoint of

method to spend some time working on 52. Now , ha- how n ny of you have your

Hebrew Bibles with you today. God G-oel- Good, so let's look at the Hebrew Bible

together now and let's look at the beginning of this chapter. This reminds me of

a story I heard ofte- once but I couldn't quite believe. A professor of Mathematics

was trying to determine the exact height of his ho\e and k the
hope

rose up
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a certain distance and -s-e4t go in a I4te- little , and so it would be very

difficult to drop a line down there and measure the exact height of the house9c.

And he wanted to know how high/ the top of that roof was from the ground, and

he was .... to figure this and 4-e- he was a professor of mathematics, and I

heard he was trying to figure this, and some wayfarer came ba by and -s4ad

said, Here I'll show you how to figure the exact hie- height e4- of the hose.

He sd said, Look here, a-id he k took a point on the grougcnd, and from

that point he ted- to the top of the roof, and then from a little distance over,

which he measured over, and then he found out how high it was, the point at

which your sites from here would go from the eu ground to the top of the roof.

You have a right angle down here, but a straight line up there, and the height

is so much, and he says how hightc is it here to the point of the house. The

x man said so much, exactly the same because they are two equal sides of

it. Well, a professor of mathematics should have thought of that immediately.

He knew his mathematics , but he didn't know how the- to apply it to life, and

I doubt if there is anybody here d who was not, if I ask him immediately

from the form of word , if 91 he did't, I would request that he sit back

in the 1st year Hebrew. Because any body that gets into the second semester Hebrew

should be able to tell the form of the word, and knows that, and it would be

utterly ridiculous for me to say to Mr. Curry, Whenever you have a seek

word which has h both preformative and sufformative Eee , I used to

have the begining Hebrew students repeat this word, and let them say

from backward 1. 30) Threre it would the lasthg- thing'

to say to Mr. Curry, NAOOR. And so this Hebrew
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And so then this Hebrew word gives you the idea that he is talking to

a woman. Andknowing the Hebrew form,

He is talking to a woman. This is speaking of the Holy City in

figurative expression. We don't learn Hebrew forms! 'ust for the sa-I

sake of being able to parse. We learn it in order to get what is exactly

meant in the er4&l-l&iger

That is why it is very important to examine various forms of each word.

ISAIAH 4W 7

So then your first word here contains an element of meaning that you

English does not express. It is the second femine singular. He is

addressing to a woman. I we. always think

that the greet value of learning ef Greek and Hebrew is not the ability

to take some very difficult verse. Skips

Scholars disagree as to what it means, and make your decision as to

what it ought to mean. Some of these verses scholars may argue about

them, and may eventually somebody may prove that. what whehter it is
he they

correct or/may not. But that is not the purpose of if by all means, but

the purpoe is to see the right that you cannot

express I am not saying that you are not able to make a better

great scholars,
translation than 9+i-s-. these/ but you can immediately see( the things

if they can't get their jranslations or their translation may convey

0
ine ideas which the original may not convey Well, very often a
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Hebrew word, like in this case, is more th precise than another language.

In another case, an English word may be more precise than the Hebrew. There

are so many obvious things t1- in various languages that the value of learning
Greek andHebrew
But here he says,

I ) \ -3 And now what is the

U12
next

word? This word is related to a noun clothing and is a command

to a woman to put 'clothing on, to put on some particular clothing, so that

when you say, in English, put on your strenthgth, it does not convey the whole
on

picture at all. The picute is putting/something like a garment, putting on

a clothing, putting on a clothing of strenth. But if you say were to say, "put

on your coat of strenth, that would not be a translation. But Vhe idea of clothing
to

is very good. "Put orfrn as clothing your strength/Nhich you are entitled.

Put on yo strength. This - -_A CAL=4~z 25)%. &
U /I

Andthen going on. Keep ongoing.. Yes, yes.... Mr. WAles? (Q)
splendor

Now if you say, "the garments of thy stqeith," I think ),( the King James

says, "thy beautiful garments." (Q) There is a point of
construct -e&

the Hebrew usage that a eeiseait cannot take an ending or an article.

And consequently it is a regular usage .... Even when you have nothing, even

if it has nothiigto do with the word, to put the pronoun after the latt word

so that it does not mean that you are splendid w*thgh 4=.- It just means

you the garments are splended, i.e., the splendid or beautiful garments.
That means

The garments of your splendor is a very common Hebrew idiom./Your splendid

garment.w1eh4s- That is a Hebrew idiom which is very/common in Hebrew.
the

Put on your- garments of your splendor would be altogether correct, but wear

your beautiful garments is quite all right. Is there any one? Is the Holy
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City strictly liter? Yes.. . Is the Holy City a strictly literal expression?

It is very important in Hebrew that there are two kinds of adjective. There is

attributive adjective, and predicative adjective. And the predicative adjective

agrees in number and in gender, but not necessarily in definteness, but 4-

retu an attributive adjective agrees 4i number, in gender, and in

definiteness, but in addition to that, is not an adjective.
that modifis the city,

If it were an adjective! it couldave an article unless the City also has an

article, and it would be with an article,

But this is a noun which means holiness iterally it is a city of
an incorrect

holiness, and a holy city is not 1translation but I feel a litt more literal to

translate exactly the city of holiness, the city of shrine. This may even refer

to Jerusalem where the temple of God is. I am not sure whether V

is used for shrine, or whether it is- could be used for holiness in general,

ef or it has to be a shrine. The city of holiness or the holy place. Continue....

But the Hebrew... its Hebrew is---------------------------------------------------(8.90)

The form is masculine, and it could be rendered, he. But he is better here.
meaning

In English we say, the uneeft4circumcized and the unclear/y'the uncircumcised

people and the unclean people. And in modern English we never use in the singular.

This is here a singular, but it means an uncircumciz ed one and an unclean one.

It M really means the same thing. Uncircumcized people are unclean people.
think

I -see that the English translation is not exactly literal, but it expresses the

exact idea, and it is slgihtly different. I believe here it is a collective thing,
one

that any uncircumcised (vill not continue to (7.50) 1 think
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our time is about up, and for the next time, please translate from the Hebrew

verses from 1 to 12. I don't think it would be too much to ask you to write oik all

the verb forms, all the verbs in their precide form and the root of the verb, and

turn them in by Friday. lust the verb forms, and exact meaning of the form,

the exact form of the verb. But I 'd like to have it all translated before 4

next Monday up to verse 12, and I wish you would consider other ways in which

it imight be translated, and I might say that we might have a chance to look into

the Revised Standard Version, translaticn of Modern English(6.50)

translation by-, the H9y Holy Scriptures by -tiers

and the Jewish translation, and Moffat's translations. Some of these translators

are modernists, and some are believing men. It is interesting to see different
woule like a

possibilities, I want- you to think of other possible works, When right suggestion

is made, _______, (Rhaa) instead of saying _____, the fir-st- this word never

means -_(Rhaa). In each of these words throughout-this chapter t4'ˆet'e think of

meèe other possible ways of rendering the word, and see whether you feel

this is te best way of rendering it. That is not so important in this chapter,

but this is a good preparation for the next chapter in which every word has been

argued over tremendously. For such a preparation I would like to spend a

fair amount of time. I would appreciate it if every body will turn in the
to me

verb forms/by Friday. Please be ready by Monday the translation of the whole

chapter amd the discussion of t4e words in this chapter. This is a work-class,

not a lecture course, I am sapyy sorry __. (5.50)
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You really can't tell here in this first verse where it says, City of the 8e.e- Sanctuary,

city where the Holy Place is, or whet1r it mans city of Holiness, in other words,

the Holy G&t- City. Both ma- meanings are possible and there is no way to tell

which the Hebrew means. Doubtless the King James made a good guess in the Holy

City rather in the City of the 8etua- Sanctuary, because they translate

the wordas Sanctuary and the King James Version 68 times while they

translate this noun as if it were an adjective, being used in the genitive

with the eo construct before 219 times, se-yei as holy, so you see they have taken

it as holy far more times the- than they have taken it as sanctuary but the word could

mean either one, so here is a case where you have to use your judgment as to what

it means. It is suspectible of both meanings. Both are possible, just like in

every sentence in English nearly--there are two or three possibilities. We have to

decide from context and from our general knowledge what is meant, but the different

possibilities in the English sentence will be different that the different possibilities

in the Hebrew sentence, and -heFe that Ic is the valuable of learning a different language.

(Q) It all depends on how definite the contest makes it in that particular case. For

inttance , if you take a word that you think means two but you are not sure. If you

say, James gave him a box and Henry gave him a box, so-hat now he has two boxes.

You see the context makes that usage clear there would be no questi. n about it.

If you simply had the sentence, That man had two boxes. You see there is nothing

in the ix context to tell whether that means 2,3,6 , beautiful, big , or little. It

depends how Ic clear the context is, but in that case where it m&e s it perfectly

clear: one gave him this and the other also, that makes it two . One instanct'

which is aI- absolutely clear will establish a peptIar-me- possible meaning of a word.

It will not establish that 1c that is the meaning which the word always has. There may
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other possibilities. But if you have one case absolutely clear and unquestionable,

then it establishes it. One case that is absolutely clear and unquestionable is

far better than a dozen cases-wh each of which might be questionable . But one

clear case will establish it, but you have to be sure it is clear. It's a very good

tieeoit question. I'm glad you asked it. It's an important question. We have

here then -teh these two possibilities. Is it the city of the sanctuary or i4x is it

the city which is itself thought of a s a holy city. Does it mean the whole city

is xkx set apart for God, the whole ohc city is honoured by being thought of as having

this quality which we call holy or is it the city where the holy place is, the city of

the sanctuary. Now, both are possibilities. And this contest does not decide between

the two, but there are t other contexts where it clearly means sanctuary, and there

are other contexts where it clearly means holy. There is the abstract quality or

whether it is a concrete place.

ISAIAH 4 8

I am inclined to think that the translation that you suggested 'ho longer"is a very
\

exeele-e¬1- excellent one. We often translate this . . Henceforth there shall no

more come unto thee, the King James says, but I am inclined very definitely to at

say that no longer"is a much better translation. The word expresses continuance

--he does a thin and then he does it again. To say that he w&n-d- wont do it again

means that he wont continue to do it. I am inclined to question whether this is dealing

ith--w- with something that is going to be ultimate and permanent. I am inclined to

think that it rather means continuance is broken rather than that there never again is

a continuance. (Q) Yes, because "No more" will an uncircumcised and an unclean

man enter into thee. Now, more freely, you can say , the uncircumcised and the unclean

is a general idea of groups of people, but what it &eu-ta- actually says i s an uncircum-
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cised, an unclean. (Q) The word can mean repetition; the word

in the Hiphil , as here, means a ett±e p repitition or a continuance. You

can get that idea from either of them alone, having them both together I don't

think makes the idea stronger, I think it is just a frequent way of saying it, He

will not add to come in, is rather literal but not exactly. "Add to come in means

he will not another time come in. He wont keep on coming in, and you notice

and he wont . It shows that it

is an act that you see occuring and while I don't say that it is impossible that

here they are saying Here is a wonderful promise to you. There is a time coming

in the future when Jerusalem will be so holy that no unclean person ever comes

into it. I question very much whether we are right in finding that in this verse.

I am inclined to think the more natural meaning of it is't1a- they are telling the

people at the end of the exile to awaken, Jerusalem lies there postrate. It is in

heathen hands. He says cease to be something that is just do-in dormat, lying as

if it were asleep. It's dead. It's in ruins. There axe are very few people there

and there are heathen governors who come through it ever once in a while just to

be sure that it is still continuing as it is . This is going to stop --these heathen

oppressors coming through--putting an end to any attempt to rebuild it. That's going

to stop. You are to rejoice and wake up. The city is going to seem like an awakening \\

city. I think that is a figure , if I can find a clear illustration, the experience I had

in 1927 in going into Prague. Prague was the capitol of Chezschoslavakia in the days

of John Huss, and in the succeeding eethri-c-- two centuries, Prague was the capitol

of that country. Then in 1621 the Austrians took it over, and they took the leading

citizens and beheaded them all and reduced the city to a subject city and they gave

e- the orders that the Bible is no longer permitted in the city and they aicedaH

th1&S seized all the Bibles that they could get and burned them, and there were,
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however, a lot of people who hid their Bibles and it was 150 years later that

the Emperor, Joseph II, permitted them again to have freedom of religion, and

while, at that time, out of about 10, 000, 000 pr-og- probably 95% were

( t4 ts !
definitely Roee-R-&n&s- Romara dn&verheard ofanything else, it was amazing

-1&t- how many of those H*is Hussite Bible came out of hiding where people had

had them44efi hidden away and read them to their children and passed them on

secretly to them 250 years, and then the Hus site Bibles came out but they were

s411 under Austria, they were definitely subject to Austria and held that way for

another 75 sears, and then at the end of the First Word]. War, they took this country

again, and made it a new nation once more, which is not for three

hundred years. At the end of the First World War, Czechoslovakia which is

just a part of Austria all this time, now became an independent nation with their

capital there at Pçaq, an they named one of their railroad stations after their

LQ1
great President/ Nasserit -(?), and another after the name of 1/ç/ a president

gaining
of the United States, Wilson who had so much to do with 9+i-e their htioanationality.

1
4y,t?4ti

Ile

It became a new nation, and Geeho Czechoslovakia is (really cg-of-the

nation!, çovakia is another united one nations, and when I was

there in'27, they were building everywhere, W4e- and they were crowltng out
a

of the cities, just as if it were waken up after three hundred years of being asleep.

That was the way it went. And everywhere there was a light of activity, and,of
then 1940

course, that continued ,6ntil r942-, and after that, they had to have a new start,

when the end of t1 War came, but therIi the Rusians marched in , and took it

over, and
it
an the son of the President was, after t-eemmui

it was taken over the communist, he was up in his room. Then they found his
the next morning
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body/lying on the ground with '- - I

(8.45)
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I am picturing a just as waking up, just like Jerusalem here. This is only after

seven years. (8.50

waking up, after Yes? (Q) Literally, absolutely literally,

it would be the garments of thy beauty, and if you want to say, thy beauty-of-the- iful

garments, thy garments the beautiful one, using an adjective, instead of a noun,.

However, we find in Hebrew that it is uery, very common to have a noun put-

in construct form f-oflewed- and followed by another aoun which expresses q a
you

quality, which that one has, if you want to say, $' golden sett}ewe7sceptre,

instead of saying thy sceptre, thy golden one, they are more apt to say , "the

sceptre of thy goldenness Of course, it doesn't have any goldenness. There

are many cases, where it is perfect clear what it means. That is a most common

way in Hebrew meaning, it is not thy beauty, but it is thy garments. They garments,

th.y garments that are beautiful. So that, this would r+1-t- not be impossible as
by

far as forms are concerned, the other is/tar mefe-eoMmen- the more common usage.

hy beautiful garments here uuw is -he!e more correct, and I am quite sure that

than these garments of thy holiness. It isn't that

the beauty belongs to the person, but that it berjgs to the garmeflts and there
it

are many illustrations about/hat this is by far a more common usageof expresi- sing

that idea. That would be the correct way, I am sure. Let somebody go through all

these cases, and find something that is interesting where they beauty rather the

beautiful garments. 10' don't think you will firti wtaFiyr great many, but you might
that I question.

find some which would not be enough to make an argument/. Then the next verse, please,

Mr. Kim? (Q) The grammarians all way say that Hithpael is a refle4é4xive or

reciproal. Reflexive or reciproal or very rarely passive, but the grammarians are

wrong. I went all through all the Hithpaels in the al- old Testament, and w found
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that maybe a fou th of these cases are clearly reciprocal, and we only found

places which are clearly reciprocal, like tie way they have translated this, we

ave only found two places which could reasonably classified as reciprocal, but
of he

we found maybe a fourth/cases or more where the passive meaning is required by

the context. They all say, rarely fl/the passive, and we have found many passives,

and then we found that in at least a third of them has a different meaning altogether,
1(1 o1Ac

it has the meaning of repetition, the neaning of doing things repeatedly, like the
is in hithpael. that he himself walked with God, but

c ase where Enoch walked with God/ That doesn't mean,t'4riat he walks , and walks,

and walks with God. It shows skipping.

This is one of the most common usages of hithpael, but it is not in any of the gar

grammar. Dr. Speir of the University of Pennsylvania discovered that

by analogy k4-eh of the usage in the Babylonian. The Babylonian analogy does

not prove it, but suggest that idea, and ben you look i nto it, you find abundant

cases, and I have looked into it a lot mcre tnan he did, and I sttl1thnd a lot more.
the

So that, in this case, probably the feflexive as translated is ,Iest, "-seh shake

yourself." Ithere4 anything in this word that we cannot translate into English?

It is clearly a feminine form and again then it is addressed to Zion or Jerusalem.
a

It is t4-City ersonified as a woman. Shake yor self! Yes, ? It doesn't
Shake yourself

say the dust , does it? -thange thy&e14 from Wdust. Of course, in English

the dust, what dust? Any dust. If you say the dust. But actuall there is no

particular reason for its being so. It means to shake off the dust. 14 means to

get up from the dust, it means the- shake the dust off. Shake yourself fiem- off

from the dust. Shake the cii St off. (you have been lying all this time in the dust.
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(Q) There is a possibility that this word should be but it is more likely should
be




be in that case as a word. Arise, get up 0 Captive Jerusalem is not impoBsible

but it is usually taken instead that this is the second feminine singular imperative from

- taker meaning to take - and picturing her as getting up where she is
throne

lying in the dust and sitting on se*ie. g Get up and take your seat. That is the way

it is usually translated. is very, very similar. It means . I want

say that is an impossible sense, but -weu-kIit would be more likely that there would

be a He on the end of it, I believe. I notice that Kittel in the footnotes suggest

that he recommends that it shoudcli be with the He on the end, wh oc which

would be captive. The way it stands it is just "Get up and take your seat " . . . and

of course He being a vowel letter it is sometimes long. I wouldn't say that is impossible

but I would say the it other is more likely. Get up and take your seat. Loosen the

bands of your neck. Now this H thpael ic immediat&ely suggests a word that I am

sure isfamiliar word though you may not connect it with this. You Mr. Curry, happen

to think of what that word would be. Another form of the very same ro*,p4 would be

familiar to everybody . And the word Pah- Pathah which starts -. that is a word which

means the most-0j34- open vowel. The most open vowel of the all the vowels they call

Open, Pathah. Here we have a we-t-het verb that seems to open and this

is a Hithpael, so it is connected with the name of the e vowel , and so the word

means to open. Now, this is a Hithpael.of it.

ISAIAH 9




as regards
One possil- Possibility is to take it as reflexive. Now, eep open yourself/k the

bands of your neck. Some suggest that there should be two i7 . I think Kittel has

that -s eton in the footnotes. Instead of taking it -_±c he has it

open yourself, or release yourself from the bands of your neck. Of course there is

only one 0 here As it stands it would be an &eeur-s- accusative of specification.
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Open yourself as regards the bands of your neck. I can't help wondering that it

might be that it is here again a form . . . but repetitious. Starting opening the bands
.y

of your neck. Get busy opening the bands that hold your neck . Whether that is the

meaning that is literally open the bands that hold thec your neck down. But be open

is the reflexive sense translation which is a rather -me- common one. -{os- Loose
captive

thyself, be open. -Losse Loose yourself from the bands of your neck Open 0/daughter

of Zion. The next one , Mr. Curry. (Q) This is the case--you see this Kittel Bible

confuses you a bit as to the Quere and the Kethib, but other Hebrew Bibles ±kx like

we use to have--they don't have any of these notes except the Qere and the Kethib,

but they put those in. Qere is what is to be read, from the word jto read.

The Kethib is what is written, the Aramaic passive participle fr from the word

kathaev to write. What is written here is waw. If you read those

consonants, you have to read it Iiithpathahoo . That would

be a passive. Let them be loosed. Let the bands of your h-= neck be loosed.

That would be ' taking a hithpael as passive, but evidently the Massorets while

they found the Ø'waw, most of the$ ir manuscripts, they may have found some

manuscripts that had a yodh. TI/V At least t44/most of the manuscripts had a waw.

They keep the waw in the text. That is the kathiev, that is what is written.

But the waw is to be read is what they put in the footnote. That is what is read as a

foot-meted-note, or the vowels, see the vowels you find they added
WANT

that. They add the vowels, and that means we ough-t to read this

hithpateuee. Id)P But what is written is hithpattchoo.

What is wi written is a waw. We are going to read it as yodh. They read it
But what is written is

as Yodh, and read lose the value of it (11.50)/hith

patthoo) which makes no sense unless you reconize the possibility of the
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a passive meaning of hithpael. And I have that in many cases, 4/ but Dr. Speier
not

denies that there are any. I have/taken time to gather together to provide the
theologically

proof for it to him. This becomes
If

great importance to-Elifah, because it says

in Genesis that Abraham , in thy seed shall all the nations of the earth shall be

blessed. And that "be blessed"-10.75)

Reflexive, or passive or reciprocal. In thee shall all the nations of the earth

shall be blessed. But in two cases it is in Hithpael, so all the liberals say%.
must be ed

that since two cases are hithpael, and hithpael cannot be passive, /therefore

shoudd be taken as reflexive and so they say that when God said, to Abraham

in thee shall all the nations of the earth be blessed, the septuagint is incorrectly

translated, and what should be translated, is in thee shall till the nations of the

bless themselves. In other words, they shall j6 bl esse' themse1ve .... They will

be fortunate enough to bless themselves. In other words, they will bless themselves
and good

by referring themselves to the fact ha-t- as to how fortunate/they were, and that(.ay

they get rid of any Messianic prediction. That is why I am in-(9.90)terested in finding out

whether Hithpael can be used as passive, and so I am now interested in adding

that t-ai& as it stands here, it is passive. Let the bands of your neck be

loosed. That makes a sense. Let the bands of your neck be loosed, or loose them-.

the bands of your neck. (9.80)So, it seems to me that it is

better to / take it as passive,. a-l-thehtr$-The liberal scholars would not recognize

it, they would take as a reflexive, and then put in a (mem) before the band,

and say, "Loose yourselve from the band of your neck. There is no mem there.

So 1= think that there is somewhat of an argument though not so strong as the others

in y' favour yf passive meaning of the hithpael, which I thinrIk we need to have
has so

j- in that Mess$aoic promise in Genesis, and the Septuagint ,(ranslated because

they understood it. Yes, Miss Chae Myung? Yes, (Q) Yes, a very good question
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there which would make a great doubt on the suggestion that I just gave. The

translation I just gave really should have an imperfect rather than an imperative.

Let them be loosed. The imperative (Q) Ie-eaet- yes, yes, yes, you cannot

have a passive imperative. There is a pasEive niphal imperative. You can have

a passive imperative, but you don't ordinarily *eu have an imperative in the third

person, the bands of your neck be loosed. That is a very good argument

against the the suggestion I just madex±mgdx which I am glad that you have
up

noticed. I slipped4n that. I appreciate your calling attention to that. Then the,
Mr. Curry

the next,verse, number 3. /Mr. Kim , I am so glad tthat you have called attention to

that, because it was so important to have some understanding of kathiev and Quere.

I want to be sure that everybody understadds it. (7.50
I appreciate your raising the question.
Yes, Mr. Curry? You shall be redeemed $ but not by silver, shalt thou be redeemed.

Yes, Yes?(Q) Change here from Feminine to Masculine, also from singular to plural.

ou think of the city as a unit which is personified as a woman, w(W You think
a lot of

of it as &n- individuals, and you ce-em refer to these individuals as men so that when

you are addressing the individuals who are aeferred to as men, when you think of

it as a unit, you think of it under a figure of a woman. So that you are thinking of

it as an individual rather than thinking of it as a corporate whole. And of course,

you are dealing more with it, and now it is their responsibility of dealing with the

privilege of coming to that, think of the privilege of coming back to the city personified

now you think of the responsibility they have for having got the city and having

skipping you think of an individual, so as you planned out the change
The

/Niphal was originally reciprocal, but then it came to take over the passive

meaning. It really takes place of the passive of qual. In most cases, the passive
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meaning fits in the context. But there are just a few cases where a reflexive fits

better, so reflexive is not at all impossible. Reflexive is a well-established meaning

of niphal, but I don't think it is common. In this case, it seems to fit the case

better than the other, and they both are common. skipping

I think that really it shouild be possible, because what is the

point of that? (5.10) They went out to Egypt to sojourn there

and the Assyrian opprssed them withhout cause. Now what does that mean?

This is the point of it. They went to Egypt for a definite purpose in order to e

be saved through the family, in order to get some help from the- Egypt. You might
SKIPPING

say then they have a responsibility. They went down there- to Egypt, and partook

certaine good things /444/ which Egypt gave them, Now the Egyptians turned

against them. You might say that, the Egyptians have some claims on them. They
and yet

came down voluntarily./ God delivered them from Egypt, he led them through the Red
not only that? If

Sea, and God Extk brought them out safely, and now he says,/I did this for

the people, but they have gone to Egypt in order to so journ there (J.50)
will when they are here,

How much $YI do for my peopleV here,?because the Assyrians simply twew- through
desire to conquer

aggression and

They went down to Egypt to sojourn there. God delivered them from exile, but the

Assyria simpi,Xy throogh wicked)' desire to conquer has taken them. Now he will

certainly deliver them from Assyria. I think that is the point. I think that is
again

correct. (Q) Well, again let us recite on that .... They never were seized,y
back to

Egyptians and taken )4f Egypt. There was an Egyptian army under

at the time of Rehoboam... marched through the land, and they took a lot of booty.

TA/ But they did not hold them , and when Solomon married a daughter

of a Pharaoh, the pharaoh came up and seized a couple of cities that were under

Solomon, and Solomon gave away.
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Thus the Egyptians broughts habits to the Israelites at various times, but they never

actually held the people under their subjection as they had before, but Assyria did.

Assyria came in, and conquered the land, and took the people off to the pris/on( inte

subjection, and of course that was the beginning of the exile. (skipping)

43/-- (3.00) -vai very often it is used in singular, and you notice here it is

(I

kk in masculine. Yes, it is used with a singular subject which refers to the people. Now

there is another in this verse to which I would like to call your attentionl What is

the, I will ask Mr. Kim. th&-ff-th-weidof, one, two, three, four, the fifth word,
one word

of this verse, how woubd you pronounce it? Every/sees that the fifth ve&e in

verse .ir, you notice it, and then you look at 'erse five, and then if you have

Kittel's Bible right under the verse five, you have the consonants, but are the vowels

same? Vowels are different. Aren't they? See howw different they are? Why are

they so different? Now the reason is that the kathieve is yodh, he, waw, and he,

which is the ancient name of God. And how docY you pronounce the word in the

Revised Stardard Version? American Standard Version gives it Jehovah. That is
he

How it 4/ works, no body knows. These letters, yodh,/.v'aw,

he, represents the name of God. These letters, yodh, he, waw, he, represents the

name of God. But the Jews at later time, instead of saying the name of God, usually,

says, the Lord, which is Adonai, here in verse five, that is correctly pronounced

adonai, it has W yodh, shewa, which is under it, and $ the beginning of the word

Adonai, it has the dot above the waw, which has -the oh of adonai which is a common

underneath it, and ah of adonai up in verse 4, you don't have those vowels, you

have different vowels, you have a hiriq under the waw instead of qames. That

is quite different. You cannot pronounce it.- adonai, adonia.
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Does any body see any sensible1why they should

be different? The--m name of God is usually pronounced ADONAI, but if you have

ADONAI right before it, they do not pronounce itDONAI, but they pronounce it

ELOHIM. And here it has the voweof ELOHIM, which is just the same with the
which

vowels of the ADONAI, except for the last one/instead of being a qua mes /Y is hiriq.

So when you have that hiriq there, it is ELOHIM. It is the Lord's God when they

say it, but what they have written there is the name of God. I am afraid

our time rs up.

If you take it as reflexive, open yourselves from them, release yourselves from them,

but there is nok from. That has to be assumed , if you take it that way. Release

yourselves from the bands of your neck. ± You can take i it as an accusative of

specification, Release yourselves as the bands of your neck, and that s uld make

pretty good sense, but the Kethib as it stands ends in Waw, and the only way you

can take that , would be what? ± Simple perfect, that's right. Third commomn plural

perfect. Yes, they have loosed themseves. They have loosed the bands of your

neck. Now, if you were to take it as a perfect, Shake yourselves from the dust. Arise

a- 0 Captive and take your seat, 0 captive daughter of Jerusalem. They have loosed

the bands of your neck 0 captive daughter of Zion. In other words, it woti4 could be

taken as meaning that someone has removed these bands from her neck which are holding

her down and therefore she can get up and she can rise from the dust. Instead of being

two imperatives, it could be an imperative given in view of something that has happened

--now, of course, you would expect the Lord to say I ñ have released you rather than

they have, but maybe it could mean they have in the sense of Someone has or one that

God sent to do it, the armies of the Persians. They have released the bands of your

neck. And I think t ere is this advantage. They have tee- released . They have kept on
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releasing the bands. They are steps in it which are i'e-1a releasing the bands ot your

neck. I don't see why it should be Hithpael. A Qal would be c better. And the Fe-1F-

reflexive wouldn't make much sense. They have released themselves, that wouldn't

make much sense. The bands of your neck have opened themselves. Maybe that's

it. He says Get up, Bands have opened up. The bands have loosed themselves.

They are no longer holding you. I think we would probably get better see- sense from

the x Qere than from the Kethib. (Q) Yes, thank you for asking that quest on.

That's is very important for us to understand. The Kethib, that which is written is

originally s mply consonants. The consonants are in the manuscri1s The synagogue

manuscripts have only the consonants, but that does not nan the vowels --anybody

can use any vowels they want. The parents read them to their children, the Rabbis

read them to their students, so people had heard them read over and over . thc They

knew how it should be read, but the vowels were not written, then when they feared

the pronunciation would be lost , as Hebrew was not used much any iee more, the

Rabbis invented a system of vowel marks --there are two or three 4ide- Ic different

systems. We have the Babylonian system, the Palestinian is a different system. They

invented two or three different systems ot vowel marks and they put vowel marks on

to show what vowels they felt should -b4e be used. Now, the o*l-es- vowels Ic are part

of the Qere, not of the Kethib. The Kethib is what is written, the Qere is what the

Meu-ser4pt,+- Massoretes said should be read, and where the Masoretes said it should

be read differently from the consonants which are written, they put in vowels to go wth
consonants

what they thought it ought to be, and in most cases they put in the footnote s,4oweI.s

that they think should be read with the vew] vowels that they put in the text. Wherever

there is the Qere , the vowels are part of the Qere and not of theKethib and the vowels

of the Kethib you have to say what they ought lx to be , because they are not written, so
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the vowels ci the Kethib would be a Shureq , but the wim vowel ci the Qere would be

Hiriq, and the consonants of the Qere are put in the footnotes. And so when you get

the name of God, t'at is the Kethib, the qere is either A-don4a Adonai or Elohim., and

they put in the vowels cI the Qere but in that case they don't put xx it in the footocnotes

because it is so common peope people know what it is, and the same way in the book

of Genesis. Whenever it says She ic icit is but the Qere they don't bother to

put in the footnotes--they put a hiriq in with the vowels in Genesisix because in Genes s

it has the --but they put the vowels for the k right one . (Q) Nw;1\To, the hirig under

the He we read with the Yodh--we read the Qere --we read the Kethib --we put in the

vowels that go with the Kethib. (Q) The lexicons never determine the re aning. The

leci- lexicons can only give the opinion of the writers of the lexicon as to what the

meaning is , and -they- when all out-- our lexiw ns were written, it is believed that

the W4 Hithpael was reflexive or reciprocal and the fact , which is easily t proven

now that the Hithpael is often a frequentitive, was not known. Therefore, they would

say, Hithpael is the same as Qal. It it is the same as Qal why the Hithpal. The

fact is that the writers ot all ac our lexicons did not know such a thing as a Hithpael

Freuentqtivesc, so they say Enoch walked himself with God doesn't make any sense

ik job says He has been walking himself up and down in the earth, but when you recognize

that one meaning d the We- Hi thpael is that the frequen,itive, it makes perfect sense.

Enoch walked and walked and wa4ded walked with God, and I would question very

seriously whether the Hithpael ever means exactly the same as the Qal. But when

they say it is the same thing as Qal, it means they don't see how a reflexive would

fit, but of course , they don't know what to do with kit so they say the same as Qal, but

I'm ready to be proven that Hithpael is the same as Qal, but we have to have a few dc

cases, but when we have a number of cases iih ere people thc have thought it to be the

same as Qal, it is a frequentive. Why, then, I am inclined to think that if it is not
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fr-e- reflexive, it must be frequentive. And that to me is the difficulty here. It

would not then mean they ac had watched, but they mean that they have opecied and

opened and opened , which may mean that something happens ich releases them

a little, and then a little further, etc. that would account for the Hithpael, but the

same problem -pep perhaps .... when we take it withthe K Qere. He says release

the bands ot your neck. Well, he re1ae releases it ee once for all , but 4t-- if it

happens again, it is fr-eet -i frequenfive. Of course there is a real truth, when

one is in slavery you don't just get released immediately. You have to get free x

not only from the fact of slavery, but from the feeling, from the habit of slavery, so

it may take several-f-frings before one is really free, like one who is really free

from, like from a habit. I heard of one man who icc was converted not long ago

who was a chain smoker and he was converted and he said the next morning he woke

up and he had no desire for tobacca, it just left him like that. Well, that is not

usual. Usually, when people free themselves of a bad habit, they have to keep on

doing it. It doesn't happen instantaneousA And so I would be inclined to think that

there is a possibility that it could be frequentfive. At any rate, to just take it exactly

the same as Qal, I am inclined to think there must be a reason. Well, that's an interesting

question that you have raised. Now, let's very rapidly read through, calling attention

to any vital things and then let's go on from there. Miss Pickett, will you very rapidly

read the first verse, and etc. and we will very rapidly catch up to where we are.

ISAIAH * 11

In English we have the word All and we have the wcrd any. And somebody can t-aske

translate the word all and -see-1ee-y somebody can translate the word any. the x

Waw . We have the word and and we have the word for and whe we have the word

---the±e- this has all that range of meaning which in English we divide up and
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give different approaches. We can say and for aor , We can say and for but, we have

greater distinctives of meanings in English than in Hebrew and if you say an uncircumcised

and an unclean person will we never come into you, we mean that particular uncircumcised

and particular unclean and all the rest will, or we may mean that everyone of that type

never will. There will never be an uncircumcised nor an unclean person to come into

you. There is an unclean and uncircumcised person wc that we know will never come

into you. There is a range of meaning which-the-Hebrew- he-g44h in English

we often use quite vaguely and vich in Hebrew is more vague than the English

It's a bit vague at this point. The word is literally a construct for- before

the genitive, but the construct before the genitive; this particular word

has two part4euei:- possible meanings. It can mean Holiness as an abstract or it can

mean a thing which is characterized by holiness, and therefore what we ee call a

Sanctuary , a Holy place is fc often called a - , but also inHebrew there are

many times when it is used for the abstract, when you say that he is a man of Holiness,

t is a nationo of holiness,, what you are really 4-- saying is that it is a holy nation.

And that is one of the commonest ways in Hebrew of giving a Aety house of

stone, or a stick of wood--it's describing its quality. It's much better to say a stick

of wood than to say a wooden stick. It is much better to say instead of a house of stone

a stone house. The other is a wxk sort of a roundabout way of saying it. When you

say the gardens of thy beauty. What ± it means is the garments of
the beauty

beauty that belong to you, the you goes with ite garments w rather than with/Yet. Well

you have here no to go with it. If it were the city of your -, I would have

no doubt that it would mean your holy city, but when it is just the city of the

whetler it is the holy city or whether it is the city of the sanctuary , I don't know if

there is any wa y to tell. Now i if you would find that the very phrase used, many
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times with one of these two meanings , as proven by the context, you would have

a pretty argument for saying this particular ... is that way, but when you don't

and find the word you are here qc requiring other evidences to determine which

is which, g whether it means Jerusalem the Holy place, or Jerusalem the place where

God's holy place is , I don't think we can tell which is which. And it is nok use

translating it in English--when you, 1ate translate in English , you translation

has te got to select one or the other, and that is the problem of trans tion, You have

two possibilities in your Hebrew and in your translation, you have to c take am one

of thetwo, because there is no word in the other language, and the other problem is

that when you-i+&- tranislatek thelanguage into which you 4Fa-r1l-s- transaclate often

whatever you say has two possibilities , only which one corresponds with the original,

so in my opinion, the val-ue-ble value of Hebrew and Greek or in order to c get the precise

am meaning ot the original--in my opinion it is even more important to see whet's

in the original that just cai't be translated. I think that it is even more important.

Well, we were going to read this first verse rapidly--we w-ra-t- want to get through the

chapter for sure, and so let's read verse two very rapidly. You have sold yourselves

,,without cause--sold yourselves is a perfectly eerecorrect way of ec translating the

Niphal as a reflexive. There is an equally correct way of translate it to take it as
t (

a pa-&&i-be passive--you have been sold for nothing, and the last part of it is als a

Niphal, and you did not say . And without money, you will redeem yourselves. You

did not translate it that way. It is a Niphal, it could be reflexive. It is quite evident

that they were not k able toredeem themselves at all, so in the last case c it 1 s quite

correct to say it is a passive. The first of the two--it can be either passive or reflexive

--wheter- whether they sold themselves or whether they were sold it does not 9C tell--
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that is a matter which our knowledge of the facts or of the context must determine

for us. Number four , Mr. Curry. You say, Now, therefore, which is now therefore?

Ordinarily, "now 'is atta, Ayin, tau, he. This is, therefore is ordinarily,

alkin, on account of such, therefore, I think it would be better to

translate the ki, as"for" or "because' and the ko, thus. How

does the English word express the the ord sojourn? I don't know what we can

do with it, because f-o-"sojourn" is an Old Englihh word that is not used today.

The idea of the word, "sojourn" is quite common today, but I just don't know of
You meet an English tb this country

any word for it. Hee-4a-&-man who came 4ern-Eig-l&d-2O years ago, and he is

working in this country, and he li is living here, but he is intending ç/ to go back
is

to England. He/only here temporarily. He is sojourning. He is not ge±g-te-

becoming a citizen. He is becoming a dweller, He is
Old

hn-he-t\mpeiar4y. one who is living here on a temporary basis. InZnglish
the

that is "sojourn. but I don't know , I never heard of 'word used except in the

Bible. I doubt if an average person when he reads the B ble would know what it

means. You say, I am going to sojourn. I doubt if they will. So it would be

good if we could find a word that express that idea. The idea is simply to dwell.

It is not living, because goor, has that definite idea of living as a

stranger living as a foreigner, s-ig- living as one tha-t- who is there temporarily.
better

I don't know of any,'Way of i saying it. I don't think the word, sojourn is a better,
understand it

one, because an average person would not -k- whet-it-me&ns-, unless they have read

the Bible many times. I am just wondering how many people are reading the Bible
v

and spend Ø' much time on figuring out what the word 'sjourn" means. I don't

know.
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It is interesting to ask. Ordinarily many Christians have read the Bible, but have

never taken time for special studies, ask them what "sojourn" mean. It would

be interesting to see how many of them have a real idea. So, anyway they went
It was that

down there for a definite purpose out of their own volitions,/they went down there

to sojourn. That is much better it is a very strange word. It means an end, it
from

means an end. But/has cone to be used for that ,ihich you get something. therefore

for nothing beca,use that is beyond end. You are going to the end of a railroad, you

are going to no country, in the wilderness, beyond the end, frV so it comes to mean

/ nothing. They oppressed them without cause. That is quite a jump from $ the

original meaning of the word, but it may result in reaching i,4// it. So it was not

a real cause, a serious cause, or a real purpose in the Assyrians' coming and

devastating the land. T'ey did not o to Assyria. The Assyrians came and gra9ed

/ them. They have done this without any real justification. Number 5, Mr. No. 5?

How is that? Oh, yes, very..., that last word is (aeshahooko), and

that is a form which we rarely learn int/ the beginning Hebrew, but which occurs

quite prominently in the Bible,. &XC*XIX±X It is a simple word, ashach.

3rd masculine singular, perfect Qual, but when you put a suffix on, it, it becomes

(im). 3rd masculine suffix$, you change the accent, and therefore, the 1st
then

letter drops to a shewa, and the second becomes quames and/you have a 1o1effi
if you have that------------------

at the end. It is interesting that if"yoti-ave-thet instead of infinitive,

which the infinitive construct be shove, if you want to say,

(4/5-01, Hiphilperfect(?), that would be ashobho. In other

words, the form of the subject would be just the opposite in its focal(?) sense.

asheck, with a subject, becomes a . shove,

with a subject becomes ashka. It is rather important to have that in
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mind, because quite a few appear in this fro- form. So I would appreciate it

if you all try to remember that. Quite a few times they appear in the Scriptures.

We usually don't mention in the first year Hebrew. All right, please, continue, Mr.

Kim. In Hebrew it is very important to have in mind of tw .g_.of g' sentences.

There is a verbal sentence where this did something to that. There is a noun sentence,

or a nominal sentence where this is that. A noun sentence can have a verb in

it as an integral part of the sentnecd. He is standing is a nounce sentence.

standing is an adjective describing what he is doing. He is standing is a

nominal sentence. He is standing or is a noun sentence (nominal

sentence). So this one here, it is a noun sentence, It is a question. It is a
is

quest on, and the subject of it is i4/a question as-t-o what and the predicate is to me.

"What is to me? or what do I have? What is the rea song of my being here?

I think that is what the King James has translated. What am I doigg? What am I

doing here? What do I have to do here? I think that is what K.J.V. translates.

Because to me is very often used for I have. When I was in college, it was very

regular to use the expression"to.. .", so we would say, this is the book which is

to me, instead of saying "my book SHOM'I, . They use the word

SHEO, JUST SHEMIas a relative. My books is, has to be the book which
Modern , The road that is to me, the rose

is to me. sheomi. It is very comon jr/Hebrew.
)Soi

when I go up that is to

to the service, I
me.
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station I saw a man with Shern Lameth on it in capitols and I said what is he

s-- saying belongs to him, and then I realized t1 t it stood for Shell Oil

Company . Now, what is to m here, what is the form of In beginning

Hebrew we would say this is a Pual, the form which is exactly like a Pual, x

but when you get into advanced Hebrew you realize that there are quite a few

cases where it looks ik like a Pual --it is used as the passive of Qal rather than

the passive of Pual, and so it is usually considered to be a Pual, used of the Passev

Passive of Qal rather than the passive of Pual, and so it is usually considered a

remainder of an old passive of Qal which has been lost by the time of Biblical

Hebrw. By the time of Biblical Hebrew there are very few cases of the passive

of Qal but there are a few cases whre it occurs, so this we woul. d say is the

passive of Qal...

ISAIAH * 12

Yes, but in this case there is a Qere, a one, there would be in full writing a Yodh

before the final Waw. Active Qal Participle, ______, one ruling. I always

remember the word as one who rules or directs or oversees. is

to rule, and is the one who rules. is the ones who are ruling

him. His ruler . Yes, but what form is it? It's a Hiphil, and ordinarily you x

translate the H4 Hiphil as a causative,,-as.-a-_7-they cause to cry --thejr make him

wail . His rulers mistreat him so they make him wail. H.s rulers , they are constantly

causing wailing. (Q) Well, itis a strange form. As it stands, it does not fit with

any form known. The usual interptetation in the past has tc been, should be

passive of Hlthpael, a Hithpoel, the has been assimilated into the Nun so you

get a double . That is, ______e ee becoming .. In the Kittel Bible they
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raise the question , would it not be k better to read this as in other

words, if you just change --dcER away withthe doubling of the Nun change the

Mem to a Shewa, then you would have a Pual Participle . My name is blasphemed

--they suggest that as k a question. It is interesting that they have a footnote in

the Kittel Bible which says the Greek adds "among the nations" so in the Greek it

the word is added "My name is blasphemed among the nations, because in of the

things that have happened among God's peopixe. I don't think you kneed to have

among the nations. The fact that His people can't be protected , so on x

account of this His name is continually blasphemed among the nations. Number

six, Mr. Kim, the word "Behold Me" is very often just the equivalent in English
.I1




of Here I am. I thc tried once to we-eu work out . . (Q) This word - -the

S word does not exactly correspond with any form that we have and consequently,

it has usually beeen taken in the past as being a passive of Hithpael with Taw

assimilated into the Nun, so that does occur , but very rarely, se-0i4_-peeet- so

therefore a question was raised, so the present interpreters ix largely suggest

that instead cf being the way the Masoretes have pointed, it should be

Minoa with a N1+.- shewa , and in that case it could be a Pual Passive Participle.

Well, I'm not sure we can say this. The situation is simply that the Masoretes

pointed it this way. Why did they point it this way. Why didn't they ... it looks

as ±c if they saw that kit made sense , and the only we- way I know that it can

make sense is to say that k it is the passive of the Hithpael, but then the Taw

is assimilated. How can the taw be assimilated into the nun, that doesn't occur

in the Hebrew , well, it doesn't occur much anyway. It doesn't occur much in

.IeJre
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Hwbrew, and, consequently, if that isn't right, t4-ere then there has been a mistake

in the transmission. It might be that it has been erroneously transmitted, but if

if is correctly trai smitted , that's the only . . Yes, Let's see . We've finished

1
six, now we are ready for seven. Mr., Kim, uld you read us seven. Now,

this word xii wk this x word in the Hiphil , this word means give good

tidings, give good news, and so in Aramaic they call the gospel the the

gospel , the good news, it is all one word, but in English there is no word to

express it, and we have to say in English , the one who brings good news. The

one who brings good news is This word which is the last

word in verse 7, this word comes as a noun, and the root the name of

Jesus. It is x the very same word and it nans that it is the t-ae- abstract

Now , I asice you to get this whole chapter in shape this week. We have been

dealing mostly -w4i4th- with small points of grammar, but I think that is very

worth while, and I think it vital, the most interesting thing we4g is going to be

chapter 53, but I think a little practice before getting into the chapter is very

helpful, so please for next time, finish the Hebrew of the chapter, that's only

three verses, but finish those three additional verses in first class shape

pele please for next time. Then, in addition to that, please, everyone of you

take some other tranlation-en4 of chapter 52 --I don't care if you get the American

Standared , The Revised Standar1, whether you get the so-called Chicago Translation

--Moffatt, get any translation at all but get a different4rn translation and see

how that translation differs from the King James and be prepared to tell us how

it translates different from the King James and to show whether you think it is better

or worse. I think it would be good if you would write that out--could you get that

to me by Monday--I would appreciate it if you gc could get it to me by Monday Noon

so I would have a chance to look it over by class tire . Please put it in my box there
before Monday noon. Some other trans. and your opinion of how it differs.
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We compare various versions for today of this 52nd chapter. I don't think we find

in the first part nearly as many ise- interesting p?eg- problesms as we will find

toward the latter part. The one who is making people hear peace, not just the one

who is saying peace, but the one who is really bringing news of peace. We have

"Cursed is he that saith Peace, peace an.- the false proclamation of peace telling

people there is peace when there isn't. But this is one who makes them real news

of peace, causes people to le ar that there is peace. This word Shalom doesn't

just mean cessationof war , it means well being. It 's not peace in the sense that

the people of West Germany are at peace now, now that those who ?eele revolted

w against the Communists ten years ago were seized and put in prison and the

others were forced to the very limit of their x endurance with hardly any energy

leftto produce for the Russian war machines. That's peace in the sense that

they are not f4gti fighting, but it's not peace in the sense of Shalom. It means

well-being, mew- things are good, new not just free from war. -Poo&1i.rn Proclaim

is to tell loudly. Now that seems strange doesn't it, the King James says reigneth

--how do you get reigneth out of Malak. When you say reigneth, that is Old English

for reign, and you would think that reign , isn't it, and you would think that reign

--you wouldo expect to have .erny- a participle a-the something continuous

but in this case the meaning is not incorrect in the King James but it is the pee ieiy

peculiarity of this verb. This word Malak does not mean to reign, it means to begin

to reign, to assume and so when it says your kn king has reigned, what it means

is that your king has taken over --your God has taken over control. Your God has

established y.ou His power supreme. We have this word over and over in the books

of Kings and o Proverbs in the Old Testament. Such a eetth such a man Malak--he
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began to reign, so the word-doe doesn't mean to reign in the sense of continually

exercising functions, it means to assume these functions, and as- t-9ay7-?ettr

if you say your King has assumed those functions,-t-mee.ns-th&t- what it means is

that he still continues to , and so Thy God reigneth is not an incorrect tesa

tranxlation at all, but it is only a part of the meaning, it is not simply a declaration

of the general proof of the sovereignty of God. It is a declaration that God is

beginning to exert His sovereignty in a very special way. He says to Zion Your

God has taken over control. Your God has assumed the reigns. And then the

next verse, Miss Luke. WOC The word - - can be made defl definite by having

an ariticle or by having a suffix on it, or-br-- the voice of God, when you get NX

it in the ecit-s construct before a noun, it becomes the voice of . And the voice

of what? The voice of thy watchman--there is a little difficulty with that. What

is the difficulty of that? No, watchmen couldn't be in ee construct. Yes, the----

-and- voice of thy watchmen has been raised. That would have to

have a singular verb to agree with a e±g- singular subject, -the this is not a singular

verb, it's a plural . How many plural words do you have. That will be possible.

They have raised up. I think you will probably find in BDB that ic it was

the very to watch. And then if you have a very -_you would have an

Active Qal Ptcp. a watching one. It might take - as a noun. Very frejuently

participles become so that if icx it is so, a watching one, a watcher can

become a noun. It depends on the view. I have not K looked to see whetter it

giecves_ as a noun but =sat leasoct it co.ild be , and if itis a noun , it is

derived from a participle. Thy wah- watching one. The one who belonged to you who

are watching. It is not common to use with an indefinite article. Grammatically

it is entirely possible that'They have lifted up the voice of your watchmen," but it
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makes xic better sense to say , 0 watchers have I-ife lifted up the voice, have

lifted up a voice, definitely, an object may have but doesn't have to have it.

So Miss Luke you say, your watching ones have lifted up a voice and-e4ru

continuing. They will sing a voice togettr, they sing so that it sounds like one

e.- voice. Now this , you say they shall sing, you take iax it in the future , but

it doesn't have to be. They will be or they do this, so that they have lifted up

the voice, they keep on k singing joyful notes together. The second one is

the object of the see sentence. I havei't looked to see just how they have placed

it there , but everywhere else ... but the more literal way , it was very common

but if that would be perhaps the more natural way, well, you see the watchmen

would see hcc high. That's a very interesting suggestion. The teen. watchmen

ee4Fiy see te eye to eye, with the pc physical eye, when the Lord comes back

to Zion. There is that other idea of the watchnn being unanimous, they but if

it were. To see with the eye, that would be more in line with this idea... the idea

of unanimity ....
rn
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And then Tregefles an Englishmen got out an edition. And Tregelles was a very

fiI fine English scholar, but I don't think he did any where near as much work on

the Old Testament as on the New. He is not as much an expert in the Old Testa

ment , but Tregelles ac was an earnest scholar and a I very fine Christian, he will

give his own interpretation c in brackets, where he differs s4xc strongly and then

B. D. B. got out an edition of Gesenius and then there has been another edition since

B. D. B. but it is only in German, and that is much later but there are two or

three other dictionaries, but if they don't take an earlier edition of Gesenius and
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then they call it by their own name, but B. D. B. put in years of work . Now

this one weh which came out around l-0 1909 and then it was used for quite a

while and then forgotten, and then they let B.D. B. get out ofp prin t because they

intended to get out a new edition which Professor Driver

one of the three--Driver of Oxford was going to revise it , but most scholars don't

think he is anything like the Ic scholar his father was . . .1 went to see Oxford

press and ask the? them about it and absolutely wouldn't give anybody esle- else

inforanation, neither o uld Ix they ... so when Erdman reprinted an earlier Tregelles

it would be of tremendous help . And then Oxford reprinted B.D.B). . . The tranisation

of virgin in the RSV-ie-- said if we are to be scholars and to be accepted as

as- scholars, all of our leading Hebrew lexicons agree that virgin is young NY woman

rather thati virgin. But in k his footnotes he named his three Hebrew lexicons and

they are all three editions of Gesenius, and one of these editions is this one Tregelles

and c you look up Almah in Tregelles and it says young voman of marriageble woman

and then in square brackets Tregelles says This utterly unwarranted interpretation

of the word Almth which means virgin shows the anti-Christian presupposition, of

Geseni.us and yet Laor quotted that as one of the three , fc one of which he said

proves that all of the dictionarecies agree. One of the three quott'ed denieiI it speci

fically, although he did what Gesenius x did. So that I am very interested in t

whatever Tregelles said but we want to che ck out the facts . But I would be very

interested in what he said and we wdx ac will check out the facts. He is a very good

man. He is a man that went to Rome and was 'ea- granted permission to see the

Vaticanus mss. and x in those days the Poe Pope would ri' t let any one see it,

he got permission to see it and they would bring out and if they thought he was looking

closely at mething they would i-iei immediately turn it over to anothe r page an d

wouldn't let him look very long on any one page. But in some way he managed to
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copy quite a bit of it. Then later the popes changed their attitude and they

made a facsimile of it . & A very iii eresting thei- thing is that La r made

this statement and then he proceeds to give some very involved evidence from

etymology in relation to - and then he takes up usage and he points out

the case in which he ac takes a thousand and Lasoi says in this case

it must be virgin, and actually the only way wc you at ac can determine what x a

word is in any language is by usage. . . shows that in every case it was a woman

oc who was a virgin. It's pretty hard to prove by uø usage when you only have

nine cases. If you had a hundred cases it would be very easy to prove. But Dr.

Wilson said that there is no one of the nine in which the ppeof can mean anything

but a virgin, and of course the Sept. trai siatedit Virgin 200 years before the tine

of Christ, they k rendered the word by the regular Greek word for Virgin, ac so that

shows that tky they understood it to mean virgin, and the man, the Jewish man

who was on the RSV commission in his article about the RSV , he puts great stress

on the LXX, its the final authority. Most do not think so, but this man does. He

says the LXX H&-beei'i- after it has been purged of the Christological additions,

such as the word virgin, well, you have no evidence that the LXX ever had anything

but virgin there--that must be a Christological addition, if you can purge anything

you want out of it , its no ... but if you take the view that most scholars tha take

that the LXX was translated well before the time of Christ, that this Jewish transla

tors with no knowledge of the virgin birth , considering that that was word Almah

meant virgin. So that is very strong evidence in my view. But of course if you have

a * clear case where it was used of -so-mew someone who evidently wasn't a virgin,

that is a -ate strong argument against it, but Dr. Wilson undertook to show that there

wasn't any such case, like for instance, where it says that this young man went out

and he w&ssaw this young woman and he was interested in her and wanted to marry
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her, it clearly means a virgin, not a young woman of r-rt4- marriageable age

whether married or not. He says it is not a specific, -teeth technical word virgin.

There is another word that means that, the word -__which means one withheld

--it's not the specific word virgin, it is the word which describes a young m woman

who is a virgin. So it is strange that the LXX should have translated it by this specific

Greek word . Now that is getting into Isaiah 7 away from Isaiah 52. Now, we continue

then . The Lord hath comforted His x people . He has redeemed Jerusalem. Now

He has cx comforted His people is a word and it is what form? Yes, Piel
Niphal

is aliright but it could also bWH4ph-l. You see, on account of the He you have to

have a pathah under it, so it ceucan be He Piel, and H,e the Lord has caused His

people to ______, but if it is used , you have to use it in the Qal, but if it is the

subjective sense, it is N1ap1 Niphal, i4t4e in the positive sense it is a Piel.

The Niphal would be with the Nun assimilated. The Lord has caused His

peepel- People to is often mistranslated --it doesn't mean repent

in the sense of godly sorrow but it means a change of mind in the sense of)elief

--in the sense of changing from an unhappy state to a happy state.

ISAIAH * 15

... you simply say Piel intensive, but the fact is that there are a great many cases

particularly with more or less subjective or -btfat- -arb tetee- abstract ideas

whereas the piel is not intensive but ____and particularly in cases where it is not

a qal but vth ere the i3,& niphal . . . why, the Piel is the eaavtcausative of that

--a very clear case of the causative is in the qal and in the piel ....He

has redeemed Jerusalem --simple rescue.. .Verse 10 , Miss chung. I think .he this

is quite a clear case where it isn't the arm of His holiness that is laid bare but His
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Holy arm. We have a case above where there was a question, but I think this

is quite clear. It is a common way of putting the suffix on the genitive rather than

on the words , but ±Kx first the ... He has stripped it for action. Before t1 eyes

of all the nations. I think it is salvation rather than _. It is from Yashah,

to save or deliver. Number eleven. This word is used for armour -Barer, but

in th this case it seems to me more proper as ---the vessels of the Lord. They

were not armor-bearers of tie Lord , simply because they carried the Lord's armor,

but they were people to whom Cyrus had given the things *x from the temple. Yes,

means almost any sort of a movable thing that is used in connection with

any function, it is used for weaps.oflweapons. And ± it is used in connection with

eating, and we don't have an English word that exactly corresponds--utensil

is somewhat near but we wouldn't use utensil in that sense, we wouldn't use uttei

utensil for guns and weapons. And I don't think we would use utensils for dishes

--we would for knives, ohm forks and spoons, but I don't think we would for cups

and saucers. That is all in 0*--it is a general word for movable equipment, and

here is undoubtedly the things that were from the temple that they were given to

take back . Then in verse 12 , Mr. Curry. And of course it could be marked out

--that is one particular way of doing it, but if they are going out tq raise

this is saying you will not rather than . You will not depart in 1*t, you will not

walk-by flight. You will be perfectly free and easy in doing it. It wont besomething

that youhave just been barely able to do. Something that God is going to perform

for them, Ic rather than they are going to be able to ... Yes, the Lord is one going before

you--the Lord is ping before you. literally is to eo-1egecollect but the word

is-r.eg+.1aF1e- regularly used for ones who geirit go behind to collect the stranglers,

to collect the ones who plouglit behind. And then it comes to mean the one we-
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Rear guard is a perfectly correct4aRsa translation, but it is not stt'ek st-t'i-n

strictly literal. The Lord goes before you and leads you, k He goes behind and

gathers up the stragglers. So you don't need to flee , you don't need to fear.

In all these cases in this x chapter it always starts the verse --we are going to

take a whole new subject//. ..well, if we are, thc and then we are talking in the

third person and we say, SomedDody is going to /... George Washington crossed

the Deleware and he attacked the and won a great victory. Whe*?o1 And

then I say , Will you please shut the door, would the you refer to George Washington

--who would it refer to. To whomever I was looking at unless I used an expression

-I said, X George Washington did so and so , and I would say Oh, President Kennedy

you are different from George Washington, you never crossed the Delaware. Well,

& there, even though 4Ced Kennedy were not here, I wotte¬I would be addressing

him metaphorically. he-ia-me But I would insert the name to ki wbc show wtho I

was talking about. If I were talking about George Washington, al d all of a sudden,

I say You, nobody is going to think I am talking about George Washington. they are

going to have some indication of who I was talking about or k what and if there is no

indication in the immediate context, and if I previously ftr a long time begift being

using you for a definite personx, dee&t- does it not seem reasonalbe that that would

be the most likely suggestion, that I w&4- x was talking about the same one. Suppose

I was k to say, Mr. XX1 Curry, you e have done a lot of work on this and I am

interested in the way that you have gone into this, and then I say Oh, by the way,

did c you know that George Washington w&s- crossed the Delaware on one cold night

and whe was energetic just like you are and he won the victory that time and he

went eut on to become peeek4e- president of the U.S. Well, when I said he was
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energetic just like you are , would the you refer to George Washingb n.It would

ref-- naturally refer to the person that I had been talking to . Now, we might say

.and somebody else came in and I turned to talked to them but if you don't have

any indication of that, it's hopeless. If you introduce a you, it would be very natural

to expect some indicati n of who its talking to and thc if there isn't an indication

it would be natural to expect x a continuation of the pee previous usage, and when

we have all of these instances before where you is4e Israel , Zion, Jerusalem,

the people, t4ie- then all of a sudden when I am talking about My Servant, He is

going to do this, and ±EeHe is going to do that, then I say like you do &oi so and

so he is going to do so and so. Well, to say that the you is the same as He seems

to me to be utterly r4±lti- ridiculous. Why on earth would a man who is taking about

He in the first place, all of a sudden for one person call a you and then go right

hake back to he. It is reasonable to think that the you c either is indicated in

the context or i you look back to see who it is saying it to, and all ci these many

cases of the oape chapter you have always . never oc once had any thing but

Isral , so it would seem the most natural thing to say that He is talking about

Israel, and in the RSV they say in verse 14, As many as were astonished at Him

His visage was so marred (and then they have a footnote , Heb. you) and if the

Hebrew was you why change it to Him eid-. Wouldn't Isaiah be able to sayHim if

he meant Him. Why does he say you if he means Him. The you is in the Hebrew

as it is in the Greek translation of it. Most versions have given you because there

is noix question of the you being in the e4ww- Hebrew, there is no textual problem

whatever. The Syriac and the Targum, according to this footnote say Him but I

wouldn't trust the footnote in the RSV, I would want to look at the Syriac and the

Targum and it is also that ik out of 50 manuscripts inthe Syriac, one has Him, whereas\

one out of 50 in the Targum, one has him. I'm not saying that it is, but I have
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struck cases in t1 RSV where the notes are just about that re14ae reliable, and

so when it says Sriac or Targum, I don't pay too much attention unless I check

on it first. It gives you a clue to something to look into and see, whethere they
much to us

have correctly k given the evidence or not, but it doesn't really matter w1ee weehr,

whether e -ko-mue1 the Syriac or the Targum says , we have the Hebrew. The Hebrew

is you there is no question. Why does it say you. Well, if it has always meant

you before why should it mean anything different. The Hebrew is you. If you x

always means you before, why does it mean anything but ox you here. Why try to

make you-j.ea- mean something different. Behold, my Servant shall deal prudently.

He shall be extolled and be k very high, as many as were astounded at thee, His

visage was so marred. Well, if you want to say as many as were a- astounded

at Him, His visage was so marred. I don't think that makes much sense , do you.

What's the point of as many , what does the word as n mean. Does not as m in

English have a meaning of comparison, like , and if semeboey- somebody were to

speak about my-gc-ee grey heirs, Like his kg hairs are grey, his hairs are grey.

If I were to say, Like 4.le this man's kgthc hairs are grey so this man's had.rs are grey.

But to compare otie's hairs to one's own wouldn't seem to make much sense.

ISAIAH 4 16

That's before we look at tle Hebrew. At that point we ought k to look at the

verse before. Verse 13 begins with the words, Behold My Servant, and there ac

have been some interpreters who have claimed that these last three verses are

a part of 52 and there is a complete break wbetween that and 53. Most interpreters

Raom consider that the b-3& break should come between 12 and 13 . I only wish

the Archbishop had been a little more careful when he made his division because

if it belongs there it certainly confuses many people to have 53 start three bverses
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after the start of the subject. I question seriously whether the break which

is in one of these two places is to be taken as a major break. There would surely

seem to be a reason to feel that the break is a minor one instead of a major break.

But at least there is a break . There is a division. From verses one to twelve we

have been talking about Israel, about wonderful blessings coming to Israel but the

principixe emphasis always has been Israel is going to be taken back from exile,

they are going to be delivered from the control cf the uncircumcised and the unclean.

The waste places of Jerusalem are to be 4¬I built up again. They are to take the

vessels of the temple and to carry them back , not by stealth or by tremendous

effort to get away from t1 Babylonian. God is going to deliver them and take them

back. That is the thought from one to twelve. Now from 12 on in the rest of this

chapter , we have no reference to return from captivity, at least no clear reference

to return from captivi.ty, nothir that is very definitely said to be a promise of deliverance

for Israel from captivity. In fact, no reference that this is for Israel for certainty

unless it is "As many as were astounded at thee," and incidentally, the Old English

Astonied is mistranslated by the RSV as asteshed astonished. Astonied does not

mean astonished it means astounded. But of course we don't care particularly, it

is interesting to know what the Old English says, but that is not our interest. Our

interest is what the Hebrew says, and the Hebrew means to be appalled , it's not

astonished. He was astonished at the wonderful gkx Ic gift he got, you would never

use appalled. It is very different from astonied. Aston d notes a sudden change,

which may be a sad one and may be a glad one, but astounded is more accurately

the translation. But astounded is x never glad , it is always sad, always

something that is unpleasant, and the Hebrew is always something unpleasant.

And so, it is just unfortunate that the Old English sounds like astonished and the RSV
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translate3c±crs put it in their text. I'mz sure that everyone of them, if you ask
not

them what Shamn means they would/say astonihed for any one of them who knows

any Hebrew, knows that Shamn doesn't mean astonish, unless it meant that he was

appallecboc, terrified, m filled with misery at a thing . . but I doubt if x he would.

I t4m- think the RSV did a very miserable job 11 mx translating this astonished, but

in reading the King James I doubt if the average person knows what astonied means.

Now, tbe discussion of these three verses are different from what precedes , there

is a break, not a major break but it is a definite break and on the other hand, they

are certainly connected with what follows. What makes us think they are connected

with what follows. We are x tal king in the second person mostly before this, now it

is third, it is describing an individual , it is an individual talked of in the third person

and it continues to do the same thing, and we are not saying in the main how wonderful

this individual is, and we go on per- pretty largely about His miseries in what follows.

There is such a great similarity and that is strange that it does not belong with what

follows and then we find that it begins in verse 13 with the words, Behold , My

Servant shall deal prudently and when we get on to verse .1 11 we read , By His

knowledge shall my righteous servant justify many, so we have here not only

a third person with a same general tone , but we k even have the phrase with which

he begins , My Servant , used about the end of 53, by His knowledge shall my

righteous Servant justify many, so it would seem to bind it together as a definite

section. Now, immediately we k ask, Who is this we talk about, who is tha. this

that is my servant, and we find a very interesting h4n4 thing when we look into the

Book of Isaiah . This word Servant em occurs previous to Isaiah Ic 40 nine tires,

and of those nine times five of them are x in the plural. The four cases x in the

singular, one is My Siervant, Isaiah 20, my Servant, EI4gElijah, in chapter 22, and
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and in 24, so that the word My Servant is comparatively uncommon in the first

40 chapters of the Book of Isaiah and when we come to the last part of Isaiah from

chapter 54 on to 66 the word Servant occurs l--ti- 11 times, everyone of which is

in the plural. But from 41 to 50 , in those nine chapters we have the word Servant

used 17 times in those nine chapters, and this word servant is ux1c used in thcse

elpa- chapters in such a way as to suggest that there is prophecy that is being

&nfef1 traced through about My Servant, this is Israel, My Servant, this is the

Lee- Lord's Servant. It speaks of His servant Israel. It fieg--f4e- frequently occurs

to one who is called my servant or the Lord's servant orQ.pee-- 3eye1t4me&- 17 times

in these 9 chapters , so here x we he,t1_ have a unified concept fr. from chapters

41 on up to 50 e-t-- of the e*'v Servant of the Lord . This concept occurs Ic so

frequently that present day critics speak of Servant Psalms and some critics will

say that the Servant Ps1nrs were not originally in this section of Isaiah at all but

were inserted by a different writer, but they will at least recognize that 01443- these

ServantPe are an outstanding k portion of the material between chapter 41 and

the end of chapter 53, we have here these two . ..which will bring it 11 up to 19

in these 14 chapters or 17 in kx those ten chapters that I mentioned. Now, we have

to look back at all of these previous chapters to see who this servant is and we will

find evidence there that this servant is spoken of a- in very much of an individual

way and while this servant is Israel, yet he is distinguished from Isral and he is

even compared with Israel in chapter 49 and he is spoken of as doing things Ixx

for Israel. That's a very important and interesting study . How much time we ought
want

to take for it in this course where we4Ree-get over these four chapters as soon as

possible may be questionable. (Q) Some people talk about the 3e- law of double

reference, and if they do, I wish they would define it, because I don't think there

is any such thing . That is not to say there may not be double reference, that's not
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to say that at all. If I say , If anybody misses class 4 times , then I can't e

give .the oc that individual credit in t1 course. Well if two did it, then I could

say that there is a double reference because it would apply equally to both, but

if I said I asked someone to write their name on the board and then two people wroteK

their names on the board, theii you wouldn't say I made a double reference , when

I said one, I s meant two different people. YOu would say one of them misunderstood.

A word can refer to two or three people, or to a hundred, it depends on the usage, but

the idea that the- a person talking about one thing , and it is very clear that is vth at

he is talking about, and yet you have to look for . . .xI and if you start that kind of

an interpretation , you can get artyi anything out of . . that 's wywhy I am agai nst
)

what is called Double Reference, . You fox find In a1ai- Isaiah 7 lx where it speaks

of Christ who is to be born in Bethlehem, and it speaks of someone who is to be -ass-5gfle

e- as a sign to Ahaz that before the little child reaches a certain age that the land

will have been overkrun by Ix enemies. Nw, some speak of that as a double reference.

When4-ep it speaks of se4-13en,a son being born, it means Christ and it

also means someone born in gx Ahaz's day. G You kx ask who it means in Ahaz'

day, they don't know of anybody . Son will say that ± it is 1ff Ahaz's son, and others

say Ahaz did not have any son born at this time. Some will say that it is the prophet's

son. Then we when it says that some one born then before he reaches a certain age

the land will be overu n , some people say, Well, this is double reference. . Before

a child reaches the age of four , say, the enemy will have overfun the territory. Before

Christ reaches the age of four, Ahaz will have been dead ? _yrs. One reference

reference is to Christ, and one is to Ahaz. Each one has a single reference, to get

a double reference out of it you have t imagine something for which there is no evidence.
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You might have a primary reference and six secondary references and that wculd

be seven-fold. In most cases you only refer to one, and where you refers to more

than one, there must be some evidence in t1 passage to show that it is talking about

more than one thing. My criticism is the idea that when eee-ød somebody says

that George Washington is going to give a speech against Entangling Alliances, it

also is talking about President Kennedy. Now ic if you say the President of tle

United States is giving the speech, he might refer to Geoge Washingt n and President

Kennedy and three others. But if he says the President will, he is talking about

one person, not about six. If you say, The Time will come when the pee- President

of the United States will e- live in the White House. Now, -Gap George Washington

never lived in the White Heuw- House. If someone says the Tim will come, that could

refer to all the times since and that could include a fourth of them, because it would

refer to not one but a series of one. It is an obscurantus method of interpretation
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I do not kc like to definte the double references, because I don't think there i s

sucy'h a thing as a double reference. But there are some people, you know, it

is an interesting that you can prove mostly an%'-thing to most people if you give
say that this happens

some technical terms. If you u e-etch4ong epfeeiet'ts-a-s since so and so,

because so and so... using long words, and that satisfies most people. I

guess, later wrong after all. SonB times these long terminologies satisfies

most people. Some times what we call a double reference.flung around people,

that way, and the people se-i t-seem-t¬p cannot explain it,so simply they
let anybody who says that

use such a term like that. I will is such a
and let us examine if

thing as a double reference, give the definition of it, and explain itjand see if there is
any evidence of nt.

/But a word normally refers to one thing, but it may be that it refers to a whole

series, like where it says, after such a date President cf the United States

will reside in the Whitehouse, then it refers to the whole series of the president

of the Whitebouse, and not just to the f4et first one president. A singular may

refer to a series, but usually refers to one object,, but not always. Bitt-when

But iq' I would say that this is much more apt to be a theory than (13.35D

Well, in this case.., this is a very interesting study to look back and see who the

servant is. And s I said, it is Israel, but it is called, Israel, by- yet somewhat

it is distinguished from Israel, so there is an interesting problem. How can the

Servant be Israel, and yet how yet can this servant be distinguished from Israel?

That is in- an interesting problem.

Yet it is a very vital background for this chapter, so I may somebody iiede
But for the

to study through the chapters one of these days. A&4& moement

I woudd like to go on and see what we learn about the servant. "Behold, my servant,

..." Suppose, Mr. Kim, Young Ikkim, suppose you read for us, ------------------------------skipping
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because, in present day English, prudent is more like saving your money,

and that sort of a thing. It is usually translated as dealing wisely, and occasionally

very rarely the Bible translates as wiseskipping

And I think in every case the Hebrew word is transalted as to do wisely

It speaks of one as doing things really in effective way. My servatit shall

deal wisely, and continue then, this is simply he will be lifted up, and now

he is lifted up in a figurative way, He shall be praised, He shall be extolled.

And it certainly is not literally what it says. He will be praised, because it i s

he will be lifted up. Jesus said, .'. I am lifted up, I will draw men unto

myself...". They don't translate that as I am praised, and I will draw men unto

myself. That woud not be an impossible translation. Somebody could say that
the people lifted up

it means that the/Lord Jesus , and they
andthey

exalted Him/extolled, and they praised Him. This is a possible interpretation

of the verse, but certainly it is not the only possible interpretation of the
to one

passage. Because j if you say, extoll, you are limiting 4/possib4.i.ty-e-e

interpretation of the verse, that bf a figurative dxpression. If
being

you say, lift up, the qeustion is open as to/lifted up literally, physically, socially

the servant is going to be physically lifted up, or is he going to be lifted

up with wor, or lifted up with praise. How is he going to be lifted up? It seems
near

to me that it is much better to leave/the literal rendering and lea4ve ne4he

4e1-ai-1eavc and leave the redder to have a change to interpret than to

put, the- one interpretation upon it so it does not seem to k me that the King James

did a good goc job at all in the translation of this verse. It certainly is

an exact parallel to what Jesus said when he said I, if I be lifted up, will draw

all men unto myself. This says He will be lifted up, and unless we are tcc going

to se change that other to extol, it seems to me highly questionable that it should
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be rendered extol. He will be high aid He will be lifted up and what else.

Well, exalted is a word which can be literal bit which is more commonly

used in the sense of extol. It is commonly used in the sense of -he'fw- having

a position of importance or position ifc in the figurative sense, not the position

in the spacial . . literally, He will be high, will be lifted up, He will be i'er-6

very high. It's a little s trange to x put the lx very with it, because we have

two words for a hill, we have 4g- Gibeah (it's from this root; it means a hill)

and then we have Har , which means a mountain, but the hills 11 around Jerusalem

are called Hars, so that Har can be fairly small and Gibeah fairly large but in

general a Har eei I think would be higher thati a Gibeah, so I would be inclined

to think that this is not necessarily like a high mountain but like a fairly sizable

hill, He will take a high place, whether spacially, whether in honor, whether

in position , whether in praise rendered Him. All these are possibilities of the
it's

meaning of these words and/they e pretty hard, just from the statement , except

that the Servant is going to deal wisely and His dealing wisely is going to lead

to all of these things being said about k Him, and how they are said about Him

is it honor simply-is He hightc in position, lifted up physically, or is He going

to be given honor or be gthe given high position. The verse does not tell us a great

deal about that, it's a rather general statement. Then we go on to verse 14, Miss

Pickett? k Well, let's read it literally and in order as it stands, is a term

used as Like this so is that , it is a regular comparative, lust as . You will find

no place where this Shaman is used. t49-ivhethe! +i ere it means astonished

unless it is astonished at being so bad. Astounded. They were appalled . They

were horrified. You see our English Word astonisFreth rxcc the emphasis is on

the suddenness of it. This word W*ix Shaman has no thought of suddenness in the

word. It is the thought of something being bad, causing misery. Something coming
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suddenly upon one, and therefore have something in common, bit ix it is not

in the word. ±c There is no suddenness in the word . Just as many were appalled,

Yes, but what is the subject of - . Well, aliright , what is the last

word in the I don't see anyway to fit the Rabbin ? ax in here.

reasonably, unless you take it as a subject. There you have a plural verb and

no other subject. There is no -__anywhere in the context it's connected to

except the Rabbim, so k why not say i±&at- Just as many had been appalled con

cerning you. Well, is there anyway in which many people have been appalled

concernlxing K Israel. If somebody came k over from Greece and he visited

Jerusaixiem, in about 600 BC and he bc came to Jerusalem and there he found

people who were getting along prosperously. They wefe- had very fine textile

factories. They were selling these textiles, -ine4te4r making a good Mo income

from them, li-ing quite luxur'ously, and a very high state of prosperity. He comes

back 30 years later and he comes to Jerusalem and he finds it a heap of ruins. The

buildings have been knocked over, they are just lying in ruins. The walls have

been broken down, and the temple of the Lord has been burnt with fire and the

placex is just a ruin, and the people who were there had been carried hundreds

of miles across the desert and they had been settled in a strange country and they

said , How can we sing the songs of Zion in a strange land, and the- there are,

and these people of Greece who thea saw the situation in 600 now in 575 he comes

back and he-pele-aFe he sees hat happened and he would be appalled. And

he x would say, Isn't it terrible what has happened to Israel, and that would

be the site- situation of many, many people who had seen what Israel was and

how they had prospered, how successful, and all that.
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everything is going to be fine. It cañ happen here.

Everything is going to happen be wonderful. Then there they look at

(4. 35) They would be appalled. They would be astounded. That is right
all part of the

in with the whole previous section of the chapters, because/the earlier/chapters

we can read/, "Awake for the joy, sing together, ye waste and desolate places

of Jerusalem, for the Lord has comforted His people. "u Why did the Lord

comfort His people? Because they were in a terrible condition and they did

need a comfort. Then verse 2, "Shake thyself from the dust; arise, and sir take

thy w seat, 0 Jerusalem; loose thyself from the bands of thy neck, 0 captive

daugher of Zion. " Now just as many have been appalled at you, many people

from all over the world have seen the terrible condition of Israel. A great

happy thought of this nation which might be not like that of a nation at all...

But a group of captivt.y-es who' had Rome. Just as many

people were appalled concerning you, continue Mr. Kim. How is this "so"

naturally coming? As ma were so, there is a comparison. But our King

James does not bring it! As many were astounded as thee; his visage was

so marred____ skippingbut actually the Englihh so is,
a term of degreeor it can be a tomparison, or it can be a term of something

is simply a eept4ve-. or it ean be a eon paisoi---------------------else.

The Hebrew here is definitely a term of comparison. Unfortunately the translation

does not bring this out here. In the Hebrew, it is placed in the beginning.

And the Hebrew word/does not mean degrees, it means comparison. As many

were astoundedt thee, so (Q) 57 that would not have this vowel

and it would not have this tau on the end. ( Yes, - Shin, chey,
the

tau. It is an adjective derived from verb, which means to injure,

to maié, to be harmful. It it figurative? Or is it figurative? It does not seem
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like a nation. Because they -----------------------------------skipping.

So, yes, (Q) Yes, So, ... it is figurative. Israel Oio longer looks like a

nation. Because of the way it is treated here. He does not look f like a

" "nation. Now this word, is of course is a man, but " a preposition
very common used

which indicates an idea of separation, and i/in Hebrew to indicate the idea

of selaration which is compared with being away from, more than, another

separation is going from this place to that. Here it may signify that he is

so marred that he does not h-k-l4ke look like a man. He is marred more than

aman can be èa marred. Is it a matter of degree or is it a matter of not looking

lika a man at all. Hes-et He does not look like a man at all.

ISAIAH 4t18

Those are two possibilities of it. Away from being like a man or more than a
a

man. Perhaps away from being like a man would be,/more natural possibility.

Just as you were, people were appalled, because yeti you did not look like

a nation any more. So, he is so marrrd that he does not seem like a man.

He is no longer look like a son of man, more marred than an ordinary man would

be. may be possible. Here then you have, just as Israel has been
Here you have a comparison.

mistreated, so is the servant of God is to be mistreated. /Just as the Israel
so

has nt4- beer/mistreated, // that it does not look like a nation, he is so

marred than he does not look like a man. Now, the King James translators

actually did not realize it, because the wqy they have translated it does not bring out eh

the idea at all. The Revised Standard Version and other people who look at
either

it do not seem to realize it/J',' But in the Hebrew it seems to me that this

eee--re is very clearly expressed. Because just as ... so....

Anybody who has studied Hebrew is familiar with the expression like just

as) o that It is a regular, common usage, and I don't know w4 how
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the King James translators have missed it, andiow many commentators have missed

it. I have seen quite a few commentators ve-i s-e4t who would simply

take the word, as if the writer meant - why so

that? It, .. . such a trnalsation would not bring out the idea of comparison.

does not mean degree, it means comparison. I am sure that all the

translators have known that, but just somehow d+-they did not put the words

fit together right. But I am afraid we have but a few minutes. We have opened
week

up some interesting questions, and the nex,(Y, I hope that you all will do

through iMonday and Tursday, and please do four hours of

week before the next Monday, but I think it would be worthwhile to spend a

little time on each three verses . For the next work on them. And I would

suggest that this we-eJ word, my servant/ the usage of the servant.

Another thing would be the verse 15. So shall he sprinkle the nations.

The Kaing James says. But the Revised Standard Version says, " startle."

Now , which does it mean, startle or sprinkle? I would suggest that when

you do four hours of work, find out the answers by putting about two hours

on my servant, and about two hours on sprinkle. How is that? Let's every

body, please try to put in my mail box before Sunday, so that I can look at

it before Monday. Two questions: (1) The usage of the wrod "my servant'

from chapter 40 through chapter 50. You can easily get every usage of the

word servant in the Englishman's concordance. Whom is he talking about?

What can you learn from those passages? Spend two hours on that, and get

an idea as to how the word servant issed. Then in the.... The other question

is sprinkle. What,is the Hebrew here? So shall he sprinkle many nations.

How many times does the King James translate the word startle,?, How many times

does it translate it sprinkle ? Does it every translate in some other way than
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either way. If so in what way, and how the word relate to it? Let us look
we will spend most of our time on

at those, and then we will,... I think that probably/èeer-e-Monday and Turesday

on those two verses.

This thirteenth verse here is av/ very interesting one. Tle-- It is impossible

to be absolutely dogmatic about what it means. "kBehold, my servant h&&-H-... .."
We
Yo-have to study that. Who is my servant? What is meant by that? My servant

will e The King James version translates it as "deal prudently"

Although the word occurs about 80 times, this is the only time where

ft-y- it is translated "deal prudent, y". It is oncc translated, deal prudently,

and twice adjective prudent in the participle form. These are the only times

the word prudence is used in connection with it. In fact the adverb prudently is used
this

oee-hs-eee-- only one time in the whole of the King James Version. The

prudent which is used 20 times. The word prudent which is used 20 times in

akithe Old Testament only translates this word twice. Mostly it is the word
the

which is translated/same as the word prudent. Now the word prudence in English

today rneas then would hardly seem to be a complete presentation of the

meaiing of this word. It is translated 8 times in the King James Version. It is
every

possibly once as success, and so we see one time out of/8 the King lames
prosper or have good success.

translates it as So, we see one time out

of every eight the King lames translates it as prosper or have good success,

but for the rest of the times, it translates deal wisely or be wise or make some

one wise, or something like that. Alexander questions whether the word ever
to

really means ,rosper. He4 &tha4eou1d-Mea*- becuae it means to do
&

things wisely or do wisely... or be wise, or prosper of' have good success
Aft a

The word itself has always eressed _action or i attitude of a person
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rather than on 'result.

At least in the case of the King James VersiciIs translation in at least 7 or 8th of

cases, though it is reasonable to say that- to try to fit in every place as
acting

being wise or j wisely rather than prospering or having good success. The

meaning of prospering or &et4- having a good success is never a proper translation

of the word. It would seem tome that it could be so only if the re&&oi'- prospering

or having success is a result of one's own activity. In other words, a man working
things come

wisely, and com'out right, may as a result of that action be prosperous. (i Z))

It may possibly as a result of the action. If you say that this man prospered,

they had an unusual amount of rainfall, and so he had a large, prosperous

harvest... Or His uncle died, and left him' some money or something.

Prosperous is not this word. This word is probably, generally descriptive of
something as a

one's wise, thoughtful action, and he is ever prosperous, it would be beea,e
result of such an activity.
ehei4-aeti.fty. Therefore we are justified in saying that it means that

this one who is my servant.., this one is going to possess a wisdom or will

exhort the wisdom in his activity, and hb is to be one who will be respected

because he does the things that are calculated to produce the expected desire,

not simply just one who accidentally finds such a situation, or
very much himself

(5. 10) others worked for him, and that he is nol/responsible for it. Well,
or

then, this one is going to be wise, and- to do wisely. I don't think you will

prove that this rendering is good. 1! In our present English language, the

word prudent means to abstain from that which is dangerous or to avoid that

which is , but I don't know whether is much in or not. (4.80)

This hardly covers the meaning of the word.
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(Not clear enough

But to deal wisely in such a way that it will produce certain effects. Then
either

whaii& are the certain effects? It may be Xhe effect or may be the way in which

he is w,e-? dealing wise. Both of these are possibilities. He is going to deal

wisely. He is going to deal wisely. He is going to do that which is wise.

He is going to do that which will produce the desired effect. Well, what will

happen? He will be high, he will be lifted up, he will be very much upon hills,

the word, 4, the word for hill, is high in the sense of
upon on

being 4i4h-of-a hill. It speaks of a mountain, (3.45) It

does not suggest a great mountain. Now the translation of the King James

"... my servant shall deal prudently, he shall be exalted and extolled, and

be very high. " I don't think extoll means be lifted up at all. He can be

lifted up and be praised. It is possible, but it is only a part of the possible

meanings of the word. Then you take the word exalted, and ext'olled.

This bne is going to be very successful, and is going to be exalted as a result of

his wisdom. Well, that is not an impossible interpretation. But You if you

take it more literally, he is going to show a real wisdom, and what he desires,

he is going to be showing in his being lifted up. being up on a hill. Well,

think about him that is on a green hill far away. Is not there words of Christ,

when he said, I will be lifted up and will draw all unto me... He must be

lifted up. If you take these words literally, then there is a literal suggestion

of a great wisdom which the Lord is going to show, and most of all, His

enduring the crucifixion for our sins. Of oourse, that is an idea which has

not been explicitly explained anywhere in the Old Testament. Certainly not

in the book of Isaiah. Why, it would be quite a old thing to say that ithat is
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verse
the literal, the exactly natural meaning of the wo*d-... skipping.

But if you take the word literally, I think that the

WOULD be much nearer to that idea than to &i- any other idea. The wor d

King James Version translates, "my servant is going to do wisely, . .."

and to be highly praised, and be exalted.. " ." that may be, I may have to

look it up myself., but I am not sure myself either whether we could be dogmatic
C

on that . . . . . The possible meanirgs... Whether this ia a general statement

of the servant being be succeasi± in What he is undertaking Øy' and therefore

he is highly praised , or whether this is a specific statement as to the way

in w1h which the servant is going to accomplish this great work, is something

that we cannot be dogmatic about. But the rest of the chapter 53 certainly

is now viewed by the most Christians as the most wonderful

INAUDIBLE.

-48

ISAIAH *19

So, it i- is ar/ very interesting verse, and one which adds to all that assure
literature

you to read anything .. you can read anyf great things in your life. You can

read oneeand you can reed-4ea- get ideas out of it, and again you can read again

more and then you can4e"' get much more,because you interpret the earlyI used to do that
parts in 'te view of the later parts. /When I was a youngster, &d-.'ea-- If I

always
read a book, I nearly a14-read the last part first, and then I would start in the

middle, and then I would start from the beginning. And I have done it many

years now, and I enjoy that, because I knew all about it now when I read, then

I enjoy seeing how it is leading up to that, and then when I had all that ii?i
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tremendous interest of the last part, then to read the first part and to see the

preparation l 4-te-th&t-.s laid for that was fascinating for me. When

I read a Shakespearean play, especially one that I have never read, I would

read through once to get an idea of it, then I have a general O'idea of the

whole movement, then when I have a general movement of the play, then

I would read it for the second time, and then see how some parts fit together,

and then after I have done that, third time when I read it, the third time, t1 re

is so much in each sentences that is related to the th4e- thing as a whole, that

you just don't see until you have that, and I think it is one only c fair to say the

same thing about the Bible . You don't read t1t a portion of the Bible as though

it was something that stood absolutely alone, you read it in relation to the rest

of it. God is the author of it all. He knew the end from the eig- beginning

and so when k He tells us this about His servant, He is just sta4 saying well,

my servant is-go4*t-t-o going to be very successful and be highly praised for

dcx. the very language k He uses taken literally, points to the way in which He

is going to accomplish His great work. Well, I haven't seen that statement by

any man, that that is the correct interpretation of this verse. It is &tey- such

a specific, literal idea , that the lifted up means physically rather than being

praised, but when we consider the contents of 53 and when we consider the ful

fillment of the O.T., I don't see how we can rule out that that is at least a part

of which is in the Divine mind, that the directive idea is to use these particular

words, so it is a tremendous verse, actually. Just as you read in the King James

He is going to be praised, and He repeats it three times in different language.

Lifted up is what the BC Hebrew says and if you want to translate it as extol , it

is not impossible, but ______says iec it is lifted up. Now, we look at the next
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verse that we have already looked at to some extent. Let's read it very literally.

and bring out in your reading exactly what it says. The fitx footnote says concern

ing k Him rather eeeer than concerning thee, and the translation takxk-a&

f¬eiet-fr-en it as if it were him but it isn't. Xx This is thee, that is what it

says, there's no -qtie- question that this is what the Hebrew says. I don't believe

that there is a single manuscript that says him.. Just as many were appalled con

cerning thee. It is from which can have two possible meanings. From is separation

(separation can be by ... it's a common way of y saying more than man, but also

from can be away from man, different from man).. He was so marred that you would

hardly know that He was a man. And His appearance was so marred that it x didn't

seem to be human at all. Just as Israel was so marred that it didn't seem to be

a nation at all. So He is marred, His appearance is away from that of a man.

And Roc His form so that He didn't seem to be like humanity at all. He was so

marred and eeir-upte so injured that His form and appearance hardly seemed human

at all. Just as Israel was so injured that it didn't seem to be a nation at all. There

is a specific comparison expressed in these two lines. Just as, so .. In most

re-nea- translations, instead of starting the lire with so, you stick it over in the
(Q)

middle somewhere. His appearance was so marred. Well, I don't know. It's

a very common word today, and whether people weu would quite understand

it--just as n ny were appalled at thee. Astounded might be better. The word

is very often rendered astonished but t1 t is not what the Hebrew is at all. They

could not point to anything where Wh&Shamaim is used simply for surprise.

Shamaim is always shock, astounded, not surprise. So it is an utter mistranslation,

but it is a mistranslation that has been found a great many times and it is probably

due to the misunderstanding of the Old English word Astonied, which originally
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means eied astounded. Well, here is a comparison. Here we have kKz two

steps. We have three lines in the verse, and two xp steps. Just as this happens

so (well, what had 6bpx happened) why were they appalled at you, why, you

were so treated that you didn't seem to be a nation anymore. Just as they were

against Israel, so He is going to not seem to be human at all. His form is so

marred. You can get this properly translated x He is marred more tha-t- than

that of a man and His figure more than that of the sons of men. What does that

mean? How can your form be marred more thati that of a man. Do you mean more

than that of any man. It doesn't seem to me that the more than idea has sufficient

in the verse to give warrant. There's no more than any mar, it has more than man.

More than is one way of interpreting the from, and equally possible here is the

x from is the translation that l He was so marred that He didn't seem human, and

in that case, man, or the XDC sons of man, -hiai-- humanity in the general

sense fits. But if you say He was more frjte injured than a human, how is anybody

more injured than a human, more injured than a man, you would have to say more

injured than any man, and there is no any there, and the Heb. has a perfectly good

word for any, the word that is used over and over. The em serpent was

more sttbte- subtle than any beast of the field. It ha-Qa1.Qol. It de& doesn't

say more subtle than the beasts of the -¬-led--ft4- field. The Wee- Hebrew puts

in the Qol and it is regular and so for us g-to- in English to insert the any , to

make it more marred than any man, there is an insertion of something that isn't

in the Hebrew. Marred so that-he-- He didn't seem like a man is a perfectly

good translation. (Q) That seems to me as a different idea. If you would

say, Helen Smith is more m beautiful than a woman. What sense is that ? It

wouldn't mean anything. Helen Smith is me-e more beautiful than any woman.

Yu are putting her up--all of these otle r women have beauty but none to compare
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with k hers. She is more ki beautiful than any woman, but if you say she

is more beautiful than woman, that doix doesn't make sense. There are some

beautiful and some aren't . There is no standard of beauty which is called a

woman. The same way , He was more marred than a man. Well, there are loads

of men that aren't mere marred at all;, i1c what doesix it mean to be more marred

than a man. They are two distinct ideas, and to get the idea of not more marred

than mankind in general but more -n'tei'e marred than any one of those men who are

marred, you have to have an any to get that idea but there is not si± just not

that idea. This does not seem to me to be a valid s-r&4sa4- translation.

I'm not ready to say dogmatically that it couldn't be. The way to prove it is to

fx find the parallels . Get a case where c you read that somebody c was -moi'eI

more wise than man without the . Well, maybe He was more wise than

mankind, more wise than you would expect a man to be. Well, if it is that , then

that is the same thing that as the tc other. He is more wise than you would

expect any man to be . Well, if you say that , yoti-have4e- it is not that He is

more marred than any man who is marred, He was so marred that it doesn't seem

that a man would be marred like that. If you say that, He was so marred that

He doesn't seem like a man. You say He is w4sed- wiser than any man. You

mean you take different scales of wisdom that people have, none of t1 m are as

high as this one. If you eas- leave out the any, He was more marred than man.

It 4mdoesn't mean anything unless it is , Here is a- the amount of wisdom

that man would have and He goes beyond it , He seems superhuman, He ei'&

doesn't seem like a man at all. He is so marred that He doesn't seem like a man

at all. dxx He was so marred that He ees&-t- didn't seem like a man at all.

He was so marred that the evidences of humanity were just about destroyed, and
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of course it is a parallel to what happened to Israel. Israel was led out of

captivity, scattered into different sections of t1 Babylonian x Empire so

that they didn't seem like a nation; they lost their identity as a nation. He

goes through such suffering that makes 1k Him not seem human. (Q) There

are the two possibilities here. Does anybody have the American StandarI Version

--they used to have a footnote . There are two ways in the&- which this phrase

can be rendered, ee once is ie more than man, the other is away

from being a amn. Those are the two ways which it can be rendered. I\Towk,

most any commentary and most any Bible that has marginal x notes given giving

alternate translations, give that as a possibility. Now, I don't know of any

third possibility for these words. Now, if you take thee thc8 e two, more marred

than man, they say More than any man (I'm questioning the right of saying any)

but if you say more marred than any man, what M4ee- Miss Chung just reee

referred to is very much in point. There were ein thousands Cf people crucified.

There were many other men , who from a physical viewpoint were just as marred

as He was and so to say that He was marred Ic more tc than any man doesn't -eer

fit in fact i all, but He was marred as all of the crucified were, He went through

such agony and contortion and such mistreatment that it idc didn't seem like a

human being that was left, like something that kx had been terribly ... and injured.

It could be said of anyone who was crubified but to x say that He was more

marrecbcc than any man was just isn't true. There have xx been many cases

when people were just crushed so, there have been all sorts of accidents

which from a physical viewpoint was just as bast bad.

There was never anotter± crucifixion that was exactly identical with that of the

Ord._
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Lord, but there was eve probably no one particular

element that was not a part of another. I wet would doubt from a p purely

physical viewpoint. W His suffering was terrible, but that was from a stricitly

human viewpoint, worse than that ct any other person. There had been ---tk

take the case of the thieves who ud 9e-1ew underwent the terrible suffering

for a much longer time than He did. Thee legs were broke ee.tse- because they

were still living, in order to put an end to their life they went through this

terrible suffering for a longer -perk4 period . Well, from the viewpoint of purely

human suffering . Their suffering would be longer . Now whether the suffering

at any m particular moment was more , we ic feel that He endured mfe}4he- not

pee merely the physical suffering but that He thetas the 'econd (person of the

Irinity
had our sins upon Him and that what He bore was much more than simply

the physical fact of dying.of the physical fact of suffering in the crucifixion, which

was something that many thousands did undergo in th3 e iodd. cruel . . and you

take some of the vicious tortues have invented in recent years. Some of the

tortues that the4it4of1Inquisitions performed in the Middle Ages, surely some

of them, x from the viewpoint of py&9e- physical fc suffering, I would think k would

exceed the physical suffering of this particular case. Now, you take the crown

of thorns. That was real misery to have the thorns sticking in his head , but I am

sure otle r parts of the eue4o crucifixion, would be much worse than that

as part as Ic u¬e- cf suffering is concerned. There would c be the humiliation

of it. The mental suffering as well as physical suffering mould be the worst part

of it. I think you have a very interesting idea there. There would be a-es&i-b

third possible idea of this away from man. It said He suffered away from

man, He suffered inxia way in a way in which no man could suffer. I think that
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would be a very possible interpretation . Now this isn't suffer or corrupted

or injured , now to be injured as a result of treatmentthat He was injured in

a way different from xAh ich man could be pe perhaps would be possible idea

--now, we have three possible ideas, He suffered more than man, He sf4eFe4

was marred more than man (He was -m.n- miarred so that His appearance ac was

not like that of a man) , H-&ppeaee He suffered so that His appearance was

not like that of a man, or He suffered in a way that no man could sufferøc. The

problem with that third is that the &ppecae appearance was c marred

away from man. It has the word appearance and the word and I'm

afraid that the werd use of those two words would rule out the-- this third po&s4

possibility, c and then the other
we have to

two would have possibilities in it, and,/Ø/l/recognize that we are not here given

a description of the crucifixion afterwards by someone who observed it. We are

here given a prefiguration in which the -pre prophet is being pet -perite

permitted to give us a glimpse of the tremendous things that are to happen in the

future, and in these glimpses he is gradually opening up truth and showing ideas,

and in this case, the opening up ox of an idea is introduced with a comparative,

just as they were appalled at you, so is His figure marred. We]L, now, how was

--what is the similarity between people being marred and appalled at Israel and

--the similarity could not be that Israel suffered in a way that no human being

could -std suffer . They suffered in natural , human ways, and it can't k be that

they suffered more than any other people ever suffered because other nations

suffered just as much and more, beeas- because they had -not no God watching

over them and protecting them and-- but there is a very definite similarity just
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having just spoken about Israel how God has delivered Israel. Aid the

chapters tht1tthe 40 is going to bring back from exile. Now, he says,

yet, the great work of the servant of the Lord is going to be accomplished.

And in connection with that/ work we are here givenapree. Just as

Israel, the people were appalled at the Israel,------------------------at what were

they appalled? Bee&u.ee They were appalled at Israelis suffering. They

were appalled at the lot of the nation, for it is scattered, dispersed in

different parts of the world. Then we find that just as people were appalled

at what had happened to Israel, so will his figure w411-be marred( away

from man. What is the similarity? Not that Israel has suffered more than

any nation has suffered. But that Israel was so treated that it did not seem

to be like a nation any more. And he is going to so suffer that he will 13,&

hardly seem to be human. His figure will be diMigured so much that he will

hardly look like a man as a result. So, it seems to me that the prophet seems

to be introducing s-He these ideas in comparison. Here is Israel

which has suffered terribly. Why did Israel suffer so? Israel suffered because

of her sin. Now, the servant of the Lord is going to suffer, too. Why is the

servant of the Lord going to suffer? Not for sin, 1/ for he has e no sin. for which he
should suffer.
Hut he is going to suffer. He is going to be so marred that there will be a

similarity between the way in which the servant is marred and the way in which

Israel is marred. That is why the people were appalled at Israel. For Israel

seems to lose its identity as a nation. He seems to lose his identity as a

human being, because bf the terrible way in which he will be treated.
&

Then, we have e third case. You notice that we have the first line which
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starts with and the next line starts with
1 so. This so

is a comparison. Again we hava I don't think is the Englis

so, degree. Degree - - -- That is not
1

, but it is a comparison,

but another thing that ea it may be is its result. Because this happened,

there9ofore something may happen. In fact, the word therefore is - - lachein.

on account of something. And Øiere we have a third line , which again starts

with How would you read that third line? The beginning of t1 third
in the

line, which is 'division made eec.eej and reversed(?) How would you read

that first part of that line , Mss Luke? Thus pl 'e shall sprinkle many nations.
to

I am sure that/anyone in Isaiah's time this would sound very queer, lust as

people were appaliled at Israel, so will his form be marred away from man.

And so will he sprinkle many nations. What does that verse mean? It is a

strange revleation that God gave, but what does that revelation mean? Well,

it means that t4'e- as the resultiw of his suffering, something is going to happen,

and that something is going to be that many nations will be sprinkled . Well, they may

think rig away, how is the word sprinkle used? It is used over and over again

in the Old Testament to express the idea of being cleansed, cleansed from impurity,

or from defilement, or the like. He is going to undergo a suffering so terribly

that he is not going to seem like a human being. As its result, it is going to be

that many nations are going to be cleansed, are going to be cleansed from impurity,

and defilement (5.00) Apart from our whole Biblical teaching

ttth on this matter, it is very hard to get much sense out of this passage. When

we have the Biblical teaching, then it could make a sense, and when you have

this word sprinkle, then you look into the Old Testament, and you find the word

used so many times for cleansing. It is over and over again used, and core tantly

used in the book of Leviticus, describing the cleansing the teple, the sprinkling
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of the blood, or of water, or oil, e-- upon them that It would not
seem




difficult for an Old Testament student to 4.30
some suggestions as to

Look up the usage of the word, and gel/an idea of what it should mean.
has

Israel wotild- really undergone certain experience which had taught the

people to be sharp enough to see what happened to Israel. The servant of

the Lord is going to undergo an experience so terrible that he will hardly

seem like a human being. And what is the result of the servant's sprinkling/
the

of the nations? As you look at the Leviticus, and/other parts of the Old

Testament, you will see how the wore is used, and you can easily suggest

a meaning toward it, a but a meaning which you might find it difficult

to see if this is waht it really means, Until you get on to the New Testament,

and until you get to certain other portions of the Old Testamen which bring

out the similar meqning. Well, the modernists pf course,cannot believe that

Isaiah could have possibly $ dreamed something like that. That is

simply an impossible idea to them. Therefore, they must translate the word

in some other way. And so they say, what else can you do with it? - -

I imagine that the translators of the Septuagint could not get any sense out of it.

They came to this, and they said, what on earth does this mean? To sprinkle

many nations, how could he sprinkle many nations? What on earth does this
I don't remember e Ø'xactly how

talk about? So , they made some kind of wild guesses. They oe101-Ret- translated it,

et.t1 , but it is hard to say ... some thing like ... Some kind of

general effect on the nation. And perhaps one third of the nations would be

made to wnder(?) something like that. That would make-4e-&4a fit the idea that

the nation, one third of the nations .. 4ve is very different to say what

it is. Gee- The"septghit ... Many were appalled at you. the

going to be made to winder at what happened to him. And the septuagint
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does not give us anything of the literal translation of the word. But now the
ly

modern interpretei sy, Hebrew is perfect/clear, they shall be ate--

sprinkled, and the/only doubt that is raised against this is that a lot of people

will say4(Øhow can you sprinkle a nation? You don't sprinkle a

nation. You sprinkle water. You don't sprinkle the altar, you sprinkle the

blood upon it. You sprinkle oil upon something, you sprinkle blood, you

sprinkle water. That-49- You pft sprinkle ? That is absurd,

they say. You have the word used in the Old Testament twenty times. It is

used always in connection with sprinkling. He sprinkled the blood upon the

altar. He sprinkled the water upon the priests! garments. He sprinkled oil
you

upon this particular thing in the temple. How would/sprinkle a nation?

Wei+-&pkle- Do you 3p1tI'kle take up or pick a nation and then sprinkle
often

it? That does not make any sense. In America today, you/hear people

talkØ' about sprinkling a lawn . How can you sprinkle a lawn? Do you
sprinkling

take up a lawn, and put it in your can, and &nd- then sprinkle it?

Of course, that does not make any sense. We use the term constantly,

to sprinkle the lawn. When you lave only twenty cases in the Old Testament,
are you going to not

how //ç44/lØj( say that the Hebrew could/have the same thought of the
word
usage that we have. When we use the word, sprinkle, /',4tI not of the

on
thing we_rkeotrk en-which we sprinkle, but of the thing/Which we sprinkle.

We don't have the- proof that they did it, but if we say that it means sprinkling

the nations upon something, it would be impossible, and it would be rather

d4eue ridiculous. It would be utterly impossible.
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It seems to me that it is $ mucher better to say that this is waht it says. If

we cannot understand it, we cannot understand it. But to think that you can

insert something else, well, they have to try to figure out how to insert something

else, aiieI-lew Well, they have tried to figure out, and they find that there is

an Arabic word . I don't know whether the vord is used or not, but at least

there is some evidence that the Ø Arabic word which means"to jUmp,"
it means sprinkle,

and they insert this word,-am- in the Hebrew used in HiphilØ', but used in the

Qal, which means to sp4i'ike- be quick. To be quick.., sprinkled on

his garment, that is in Qual. It is sprinkled is Qal. To sprinkle is Hiphil.
startle, or start(?)

But they say now that 4 Hiphil, must be a problem, so if hiphil is '4rtke,
start

then that must mean to start to jump, that is, /to leap. In Arabic they say

is it the case. But I am not sure to what extent that is certain, except that......................

. But now they say that there must have been a

Hebrew word that is lost, which which mean to leap or to

jump. And that word is never used in the Bible, never used in the Bible, except

here just once, as "cause to jumpt So many nations will j- jump, and

if you cause to 'ump, he will cause many nations to

jump. How would you expressØ that word? Well, he will startle. Many

will be startled, and He will make many nations to startle. He will startle

the nation. But Ø there is absolutely no i'iat4on- evidence of that word ever

being used as "startle" either in Hebrew or in Arabic. It is not logical

l2.75 So he will startle many nations, they say. But

when we try to find an evidence in the context, many 'iibLi1 will be astonished

at the nations, they will be astonished at the nations, they were startled,
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It does not astonied, it means asty'ounded. astounded does not mean astony.

______(shameiM m) does not mean something like startling, ... appall,

the meaning of it is, a shock at a misery,... shut their mouth at him.

Well, why would they shut their mouth? Is that the way they would be surprised

to shut their mouth? 4e You see, when a person is astounded at something

is that the way he is- is astounded? Does he -his shut his mouth ?

They they are aurprised, do they real ly shut their mouth? When they are

surprised, the general tendency is that they open their mouth rather shut it.

It does not fit the context at' all. ow-w.Hhe' The kings will shut

their mouth. They would be unable to shut their mouth. It is an entirely

different idea. Entirely different. So that, there is 91- although-e
being

as you read it as in RSV... The idea oVastonied ee cannot be there. And

it is not something of the mouth that will show astonishment. But the idea
startbed &- something

there is that they are appalled. So this idea of 4'cYis,4vihout warrant/

in the usage of the word, without warrant in the context, withot- and the

word occurs so many times as sprinkle, ,4i but of course if sonbody comes,

well, what a )6 crazy idea is Ø// it that they sprinkle the nations. Where

do you find such an idea of sprinkling the nations? Where do you ever find
as

such an idea J,1)<'/that? Well, I think the App stle Peter heard such an idea,

if you turn to the 1st PeterZ: chapter 1 and read the first two verses,

"Peter, an apostle of Jesus Christ, to the straigerscattered throughout Pontus,
(r,
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Galatia, Cappadocia, Asia, and Bithynia, Elect according to t] foreknowledge

of God the Fkther, through sanctification of tit Spirit, unto obedience and sprinkling

of the blood of Jesus Christ: Grace unto you, and peace, be multiplied."
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So here Peter says something that is described exactly alike by Isaiah the

prophet.. that many nations will be sprinkled by the blood of Jesus Christ.
So certainly, if

(9.65) Tr¬1444 this translationi,4/ is going to be called a Christian translation,

it must consider that the apostle Peter knew what he was talking about, and

it seems to me that it is pretty hard to mistake the the- idea that Peter is

actually here referring to this very verse, Io he has exactly the ithc idea that

Peter is here 3f referring to this very verse. He has exactly the idea k that

Peie-1ec- is expressed i--the-be- in the beginning of this epistle expressed........................

And so shall he sprinkle many nations. That is the literal rendering , and

seems to make sense, and is, after all, an 4-ti -4 odetei- introduction to

the chapter which follows an which tx tells that He is going to redeem many

nations. He is going to bear their sec sine and if youread the REvised Standard

Versecion and th in chapter 53, you find the atonement of Christ; otherscwise,

it is pretty hard to get any sense out of the chapter. That is surely what it refers

to tc or there is no sense in it z& at all. If it refers to that why should not that

be ".. but they go through, The RSV explains away )at just as many messianic

passages as they possibly can, but they k still have enough left to show that

it is really there, and if it is really there, wh's- what is the point of getting

rid of these. It's like Dr. Machen used to say, you take the gospels and they

get rid of all that they can, and wbe n they get oyad don- down to what they say

is the original Mark there is a little bit that is left, even in that, "The Son of

Man came not to be ministered unto but to minister and to give His life a ransom

for many."

Now, we will look a litth further on Isaiah -&3-Mhe-52 in the Hebrew now, and

so Mr. Curry will you look at that verse for us. ..Some grammarians don't like
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to call that a relative x pronoun, but whatever you call it , it-dee actually

does about the same thing in Hebrew as our relative pronoun does in English.

Now, a relative pronoun in English introduces a subordinate thought, and this

usually does that, but one thing worthy of note is that in the relative

pronoun , introducing a subordinate clause maihly refers back to a very in the

main clause and sometimes there is no word expressed in the main clause.

Like you would say in English, inhuwhat irritates me is the fact that he does

so and so. Now, you see, the xx what doesn't refer back a-i d the whole thing

Fh- takes the place of the subject, What irritates me is, You might say the thing

that irritates tx me is, and then you would have a that or the thing which ±c

irritates me, that irritates me , the man who it-- irritates me. But you doc
word

could just say what irritates me and have it take the place of the,4ei-in the

main clause and also of the pronoun in the subordinate eae clause. Now , them

this is a tremendously important fact in Hebrew because we come across tax it

a great many ti-ee times. Well, in this case, the question you ask is when

you have the Asher indicating the relative -c4aete- clause, does the subject or

the object of the relative clause, whatever it refers back to in the main clause

have an antecedent to which it Ic refers back or does the relative clause stand

as a whole in the place of the subject o& or object or object of preposition or

something . ...You remember people said to Christ, formerly we have heard of

this but now we see it for ourselves, and now, they have seen something which

had never 1&n- been explained to them. This is something brand new in their

experience. There is something that is an entirely new factor . They

shut their mouths 4jw- because they had to have experience of a new , vital

ldfx living factor. Because what they had never before been, now actually is
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seen. And they had come to perceive , understand, i to seek gain insight into

something thatthR previous ly-ttrd,wn was utterly unknown, 1xix. Now in these

clauses it is interesting to note that 1e_relation w in the relation between them

often we ha to be specific as to what the relationship between them, often we

have to interpret what the relationship is. Your clauses often do not get tie whole

meaning -li-tet"e literal. You can't always take 1e things absolutd. y literal,

because there is always a relationsxhip between clauses or between expressions
immediate say

that conveys a meaning for-wye- beyond what th'literal words/and there is

barely any of us who when we take all the thin we oc say in the course of a

day and we find that a good many of therr,.are-our tone of voice or its relationship

to something else involves a tremendous lot. For instance if you meet somebody

and you say, "It's a fine day today." àáWell, why should you tell them

it's a fine day, he can see just as well as you can, and in most cases if you say

the opposite you wont argue with them. You agree with the opposite . Your

statement that it is a fine day de doesn't mean to convey information to them

about the day , what you are really saying is, My, it's iuec nice to see you.
I you and I are

They/.4v-ant to give recoqnition to the fact thatA1ey they-e* human beings

and are needing each other and expressing a real need for each oft r. And so

you say, "It's a nice day," and the meaning is very, very different from wia t

the words are, but it is perfectly obvious to all of us what the meaning is, we

may not express it in words, but we certainly understand Kk fully what it is

that we mean, eeftM-nIy- very different from the words that we say. And

very frequently we use the rhetorical question. We use statements which convey

an idea that is perfectly clear to the other person but which is not expressed

simply by the bare literal statements. And that is true of tie Bible as it is in

all other writings. Particularly in poetry that is true. And so I want us to think
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of exactly what these phrases mean. I have gone through these three and

explained rather m fully the relationship of them to one another and the meaning

and I would like you xixx to do it all through the succeeding verses. To think

through what do these phrases really xc mean.

ISAIAH 4 MC22

It emeth- sometimes stands alone. If I say, I know what you are4hkg

thinking, the what you are thinking is alone; that is, what doesR not refer back

to any word in the main clause. You might say, I know the subject that you are

thinking about. Well, I know the ideas that are in your mind. The that would

refer back to ideas, but if you wc say I know what you are thinking, well, what

is the object of your thinking. It's a complete relative clause which takes the

place of the object in your sentence. And, in most languages, have that kind

of relative clause. Now, in Hebrew Akhs- Asher introduces a relative kclause

which stands by itself taking the place of the stibeetsubject, and objett, an

e &- object of preposition some other position in the main sentence or it may

have an antecedent to which it refers back. In English we very generally have

but not always. If I said , Whoever told you that is a 14ie- liar. Well, what is

the relative ? The relative is whoever, and whoever told you that stands as a unit

--it could be your subject, or if you take the whoever inyour main clause, whoever

is a liar, makes no sense, but it NX isn't whoever that tek-- told you tax that, it

is whoever told you, and so the whoever is really fulfilling both functions. I think

it is probably better tot say wxwhoever told you that is the subject. You call it

relative clause but you mean a relative clause without an antecedent. It is a

relative clause , that is what is important. Now, relative clauses normally have

antecedents but there are many cases where they don't have &teeeJ-
5$11'

-e

antecedents, and this is one of those cases. There is no specifiword to indicate
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a relative clause without an antecedent. Now, I don't think that is an unimpor

tant question, I think that is a very important question. Let's look now at our

English Bibles. You notice that this section that we just started now beginning

with verse iIx 13 begins, "Behold, my servant shall deal prudently." And you

ask yourself, what is meant by this , My servant, and we notice that M Servant

occurs again in verse ±xll of chapter 53. By H-9-kftesHis knowledge shall my

r4gt- righteous servant justify many. This phrase, My servant, which occurs

here in 52:13 and 53: lihas not been used , the word servant has not eeewed occurre

for two chapters, not since 50:10. And so it would be quite reasonable to ask,

Who is he talking about? Behold, my servant shall deal prudently. He has been

ak talking about the exile, you go out from there , be clean, God is going to

protect you and take you safely through , and all of a sudden, Behold, my servant

shall deal prudently. Who is this servant that He i s talking about. Is this servant

He is talking about the people 4--6 He has been describing who are going to

be r.e.setwe rescued and able to leave without interference or trouble. Well, a

strong argument against that would be the fact that the people He has been talkinga s you
e- ahout and addressing/ He continues to address as you. As many as were

a5te+ishe¬iastonied at thee, He continues that, so that would sound as if the

servant is It not a personification of the people but is something else, and the

way the servant is used here in verse 4- 13 and anagain in verse 11 of 53 would

suggest that it is here used almost like a technical term, as a specific indication

of some individual or group of individuals of considerable importance. Now, that

impression is strengthened when we notice that this wee- word servant is used

about x 35 times in the Book of Isaiah, and of the 35 times that it is used,

approximately half are 17 of them , no, more than half, 19 of them occur between

chapter 41 and chapter 56 in this one section of the book. In fact, between 41 and
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53 , in 15 chapters of the book occur more uses of the word servant than x in

all the other 52 chapters of the book. That's an interesting thing isn't it?
so

Using that word servanVx frequently R in the particular chapters and very

frequently using it with the pronoun my before it, my servant. Now, we have

the word servant used 9 times in all the chapters from IsaIah 1-40, only 9

times, and of those 9 times , 5 cfrthem are in the plural, so it only leaves

4 in the singular, of those 4 , one of them is My servant, Isaiah, -et-he
Eliakim

another is My servant,/1T, the next one in chapter 24 is a general

statement, as a servant , so with the master, and then in chapter 37 he refers

to my servant David, so we have in the course of the first 40 chapters we have

my servant Isaiah, my servant Eliakim, and my servant David. The term My

servant, used by the Lcrd of these servants. The-ptot prophets of one of the

officials and of David. And after 53 the word servant never occurs in the

singular again in the book, but it occurs eleven more times and every one of

them is in the plural. They refer to the servants of the Lord, never gm again

does it speak of the Servant of the La' d. But between chapter 41 and chapter

53 we have these nineteen occurences of the word servant and many of them being

My servant, so that is sufficient to suggest that w here we have a special

technical expression. We have a special concept here expressed here by the

he term my servant. And I ask you to make a study of that this week and to see

just what the 4feceiiees-ei'e- is involved in the use of it, what did he mean by

His servant. Here when he said My servant shall deal prudently , who is He

talkirg about? Well, we had the phrase used before iwlc in the context 17 times

between chapter 41 and chapter 50 xw so we might look at those xl±x instances

and see what they prove as to whom he is talking about. The first of them is

in chapter 41 verse 8 and that would seem to be very clear. Chapter 41:8, he sass
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But thou, Israel art my servant." Now, that certainly is clear. There He calls

Israel His servant. Thou, Israel, art my servant. And then in verse 9 he says

tag we toward the end of the verse, 'Thouc art my servant, I have chosen thee

and not cast thee away. " So here we have two uses of the phrase , My servant

and both of them are clearly referring to Israel, and the whole meaning of it in

the context is quite obviously is that the other nations are very much afraid of

the international changes that are taking place get- described in the early part

of chapterädx 41 but that Israel is God's servant and therefore Israel doesn't need

to feel that God is going to cast them out and destroy them. In the same chapter

4 1 in verse 19 ; 42:19 we have again the ref erence , no, 42:1, in 42:1 we have

the expression , "Behold, my servant." Now, before that we read twice that

Israel was His servant, and He is not going to destroy Israel but he is going to

preserve it because Israel is His servtt, and that is a new thought that we have

not had before. We have often read about God's wonderful blessings to Israel

but now we read that the reason that God will not destroy Israel is because r&1

Israel is His servant, so naturally we wonder why He could call Israel is His

servant and say that is the reason that He wont destroy Israel, and the only

reasonable answer is that He has called Israel for form some specific purpose.

And that purpose must be fulfilled, and Israel worxt be destroyed , because

Israel is called for a definite purpose, and the purpose is not yet fulfilled.

And then the third use of it in these chapters we notice is in Isa. 42:1 where

we read that "Behold, my servant, whom I uphold." Now, is this still speaking

aet about Israel. He has just twice spokn about Israel and now you say,

Behold, my servant, well, the logical thing to say is that He has been talking

about Isralcel and He is still talking about Israel." My servant whom I uphold,

my chosen one wei- in whom my soul delights, I have put my spirit upon Hm
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if
He shall bring forth judgment unto the Gentiles. Well, naturally, he

&4-g- is talking about Israel. Israel might bring forth judgment to the

Gentiles, that seems very reasonable. But then we read He shall not cry not

lift up nor cause his voice to be lifted up in the streets. Some how that doesn't

quite strike with your impression of Israel, which is apt to be very vocal , very

eee vociferous, and very full of effort in accomplishing what they want or expressing

their voice, "He kx shall not cry, nor cause his voice to be heard in the street

hreitg a bruised reed shall he not break, and the smoking flax shall He not

quench." There we get an idea that the 9e4 servant moves &&4v deliberately,

calmly, full of certainty, ad- and of accomplishment. It hardly fits with the

whole nation. But we he have been told that the servant is Israel, now this

is what the servant is going to do. "He will not fail, nor be discouraged until He

has set judgment in the earth4 'nd the isles shall wait for His km law." So the

Lord declares this is what is going to happen, !e is going to do this wonderful
through

thing/4e-His servant. We 1x have a little ... is He speaking about Israel as

a whole, is He describing Israel as a E whole as not failing nor being disturbed-,

read the words of Jeremiah where he tends to give way to his misery and the situation.

where he tries to stand for God in a wicked and-pea perverse generation/he certainly

is very far from not failing nor being d4ser discouraged. Can this be true of all

of Israel. Can this be true of the wicked part of Israel . Is this perhaps true of

a portion of Israel which can be described by this termonology. Well, it almost

seems as if it would be strange if x a sizable pre portion can be worded or described

this way, makes you wonder that it might even be that Israel is the Servant to do

the work but that it is an individual out of Israel who is to represent rele Israel

in doing the work rather than Israel as a whole. It does not give you a clear
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picture on that. It simply assures tc you tha the work is going to be done and

tells you that this mix is a characteristic of how it is ei-eH- going to be done.

The work for which God has preserved Israel. Now, 1*c where is the next
42:19.

instance of the word Servant. 4-3-.49. Mere you read about the Lord's Servant

agMn, "Who is blind, but my &e'e- servant, deaf , but my x me&eet-ier messenger

that I sent,"Who is blind as he that is perfect and blind as üc the Lord's servant.

Two- Twice the word servant occurs, once my servant, once the La- d' s servant.

How can he say that the servant is blind, when he just says these wonderful

things in the beginning of 42 , that the servant is not going to fail ncr be discouraged

--he is constant, he doesn't lift up the voice in the streets, andyet who is blind

as k His seva servant. How can you fit them together. Well, we look at the next

usage of if, 43:10 where He says, "Ye are my witnesses," this is plural . Who is

He talking to? Surely He is talking to Israel as a whole. "Ye are my witnesses

saith the Lord, and My servant whom I have chosen." Surely then,

9e&-sea-Israelisthe servant of God.

ISAIAH 41 23

And then, we look at the next instance, which is 44:1, and there we read, 'Yet

et now hear, 0 Jacob my servant; and Israel, vh om I 1 ye chosen." Surely , Ax

this makes it clear that Israel is God's servant, but of course the question must

be before us, Is all of sieIsrae1 the servant. Israel is the servant. God has

called Israel for a definite purpose . God uses Israel for a definite purpose. God

uses Israel that this purpose should be accomplished. Israel has been preserved

that this purpose may be accomplished; therefore, Israel is the sev servant. But

in the more precise sense of the word , Is the servant which is to accomplish

this work all of Israel, or is it a part of Israel, or maybe even one - individual
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out of Israel that is going to t do the work which I-si"ae- Israel is obligated

to do, and for which Israel has been called. Well, the next after 44:1 is what?

Exactly, and then on 44:2, "Thus saith the Lord that made thee, and formed thee

from the womb, whi4 sk which will help thee; Fear not, 0 Jacob, my servant, and

thou, Jesurum, whom I have chosen. "
Jacob is God's servant. Jacob is eg

going to fulfill the word- work for which God has called it . Modern English

we use Jacob for a man, and Israel for all of his descendants, but the- in the

Bible we are told his name was changed to Israel and i'-&l- then it often speaks

of Mrs- him as Israel, and later on his z descendantecs are sometimes called Israel

and sometimes called Jacob, -nest both can either stand for the man or for his

descendants so in English we have special ... we never refers to Israel as Jacob.

'n modern English but the Bible ... Yes, I would think so, }3eei±sbecause Zion is

the eep geographical area of part of Jerusalem, but I think it is used generally

to indicate the whole. And it &er actually is a part of Jerusalem, whereas Jacob

is a man's name age- as a young man, aid 4sre Israel is the name that God gave

him later, -i±t-it- ¬t4e- just like Abram aid Abraham. There are two names for

the sane man at different times in his life and both are used for his descendants

but the word Zion means a specific sectionK of Jerusalem where David's palace

was ,-ad-- but it is used as a figure of speech for the whole city, and it's -ke

like Zion and Jerusalem, someti. e s used for the whole nation. So then we have

here Jacob my servant, iee*e referred to in 44:2. It does not occur very frequently.

but it is quite obvious in the context what he is talking about. He a1- calls him

Jøv Jacob and JeshtwmJesurun, and the letters& of Jesurun are (consonants)

R- I S R N just like in Israel, they are are I S R L, and so that it would seem

most reasonable that it is another way of saying the same thing withthe sbe--
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substitution of an N for an L. I don't know as we have any pri proof on it.

We have to make a conclusion on the facts, but the facts are , of course, that

4. it is here used strictly as a parallel, with the otle r and it is identical except

for the final L. And then verse 21. He says, ejbef- "Remember these, 0 Jacob,

and Israel (there He calls them- him both names); for thou art my servant: I have

formed thee; thou art my servant: 0 Israel, thou shalt not be forgotten of me."

Again, the assurance that Israel will be brought back from exile will not come

to an end . That Israel, not simply that they are God's pets, and God therefore

is going to protect them, no, they are His people for a definite purpose. He

has definite purpose that He is going to accomplish through them. Therefore, c

He calls them His servant, and they are His instrument, for the accomplishment

of His pti.p purpose, and His purpose wc was described in the beginning of 42,

to bring judgment to the whole world, ,thc oto bring light to the Gentiles, to c

bring judgment to the very distant k islands of the world. Israel is His servant

which will accomplish His purpose and therefore Israel can be sure that He will

not destroy them. Now, verse 26 would seem to be a little different perhaps.

There , God said, "that ee-fconfirmeth the word of His servant, and performeth

the counsel of His es&gne- messengers ." Now, in this case, surely it would

seem that this servant here is Isaiah,a& any of his prophets because they are

a part of Israel, a part of God's Israel is to bring light to the Gentiles for there

are various aspects in that light, but one aspect of that light is to bring the Word

of God, to be God's instruments for revelation. We k read in Hebrews that God

spoke i ive-vei- at sundry times and in divers r nners xx spake in times

past unto the fathers hath in these last days spoken unto us by His xx Son.

So God has used various instruments of revelation. Isaiah was one of them, to

bring light , and this light that wou- was brought to Isaiah is et-g going to be
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confirmed. Yes, there is one instance in the book of Jonah, where God sent

JUnah to Ninevah in order to call upon them to repent and w4 when they repented

God p&was merciful and did not destroy them immediately but pe ,red postponed

the destruction because Jonah preached to them, but it is a fact that with the

great force of evil in the world and the great success of leading men to put all

remembrance out of their minds. In the Old Testament tine s, God's method was

- iee- to reveal Hmself to a little group and in that group to keep alive the

memory of God, keep alive the map- knowledge of God and of His wed- Word

until the time &f-&I4-thei- when the wheleIwhole of the Old Testament should

be given and the time when thx Christ should be brought into the world. Then

when that message was read, then to ... them out in all directions to ... but

in the Old Testament there is eve evidence the-- of some carrying the message

to outsiders but not much. 0N1 in the one case. But thrcugh the Old Testament

this was the method God used at that -t4- time. Now, He did bring t1 message

to some outside, like Job (who pe probably was not an Israelite) and when Aa-W

Abraham came $ there was Melchisedek who was the pre- priest of tie most High

God to whom Abraham gave tithes but there is clear eve- evidence that there were

those who knew God outside Israel but there were not many for most pee people

put God out of their hes- hearts and wished not to know anything about Him,

and the Israelites were also prone to do that and many of them did, but God

concentrated during the Old Testament period on keeping alive the k knowledge

of God and using Israel as an instrument to give the Wcrd of God to them and

prepare the way, and so when that was accomplished Peter s.ey said The times

of this ignorance God w4i-wHd-- winked out but now He commands now men

everywhere to repent. And very clearly the promises in the O.T. are that the
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message is going to be brougto the Gentiles. And here is one of the clearest
servant

verses. In chapter 42 where - he says that the Sefva is going to bring light

to the Gentiles, and judgment to them. So, hwe- here we have in verse
G

eU.les 21 two mentions of Israel and the servant of God, and in verse 26

we have reference to all the a13bstles , wee- those whom God uses instruments

of revelation that carry his message to the gentiles, that bring light to the

servant of God, and that he will fulfill 4-p se-a the message he give

through them. And of course, in Hebrew he says that He spoke t4eyh-t.e-
instrument of

through the prophets and later He spoke through the Son who was the greatest/
referring to

revelation of all. But this is,of course, /a prophetic message, aid- that Israel

would be rebuilt after t1- exile. And then next, 45:4 which again, says, Jacob

is my servant. Israel my elect. "For Jacob my servant's sake, and Israel

mine elect, I hav/ even called thee by thy name; I have surnamed three,

though thou sast not known me. " I have even called thee by thy- Cyrus, thy

name. He has called him, he has designated even 150 years ahead of him

that Cyras is mentiore d by name in the last verse of the previous chapter,
their has

and the first verse of chapter 45. For h4.& sake he was-predicted him by name
was

150 years before that Cyr'us i'/going to come and deliver Israel, not simply
e-pepes

because Israel are pets, those to whom He

wants to give special blessings, but because Israel is the servant, His instrument

through whom He is geegoing to brI4ng light to the Gentiles., but not necessarily

all of the Israel. The work must be fulfilled through Israel, but mayb$e not

by the whole of Israel, but by a pear e44 portion of Israel, maybe by an individual

among the nation. And when we look at the chapter 42, it sounds more like an

individual rather than a large group. Then the next usage of the et phrase,
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the eeF',&t- servant is on when you get to chateippter 48, and there in chapeter
the specific

48, we find in verse 20, where the people are given as te-ythe--prornise

of the deliverance from Babylon, where they are told, "GoØ ye forth of Babylon, flee

ye from the Chaldeans, with a voice of singing declare ye, tell this, utter it4'

even to the end of the earth; say ye, The Lord hath redeemed his servant Jacob.
and

So there again Israel is called His servant/ ,hØ'y are told that they are to be
Egypt-, and they have previously been delivered from Egypt

delivered from Babylon/, they are to be rescued and restored, and the reason

is, God has redeemed His servant Jacob, so the Israel or the Jacob is going to

do the work of the servant of God. And in 42, we have a brief idea of the work

of the servant of God. Now, when you ea- come to chapter 49, and there is

t1 chapter where the se word servant used four times in that one thapter.
speaking

And the chapter seems to start with some body,6ther than simply t4wegh the

Lord through Isaiah, or simply Isaiah speaking. It starts with the 1st person.

Listen, Oisles, unto me; and hearken, ye people, from far The Lord hath

called me from the womb; from the o- bowels of my mother hath me he made meit ion

of my name. " We have had that earlier just calling Is'rael from the womb.

could be Israel speaking. "... from the
be

bowels of my mother hath he made metnion of my name. " It could/Israel

or could be some individual. "And he hath made my $g4/ mouth like a shprp

sword; in the shadow of his hand hath he 44-d hid me, and made me a

polished shaft; in his quiver hath he hid me; And said unto me, Thou art my

servant, 0 Israel, in whom I wil-1 be-g1erie.- Then Surely, that is Israel,

isn't it? "Thou art my servant, 0 Israel, in whom I will be glorified." This

one who is speaking said, "He is my servant, Israel," But now, is )he one
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who is speaking of the entire nation of Israel, including all the wicked people?
really

Is it one who is speaking, excluding the4-icked people, but including the- even the
really

eves- indifferent people or is it perhaps .t?= just ,he righteous people or is this
S

just the particular one/Who are going to accomplish the work of the servant.

Yes, how large is / the group here that is here speaking? He says , "Thou

art my servant, Israel, in whom I will be glrofified."

ISAIAH *24

Then we firhat he continues, "Then I said, I have laboured in vain, I have

spent my strength for nought, and in vain: '\ret surely rnj.udgmen is with the

Lord, and-my w-ork-with-my God-- That sounds contradictory to what

we read in chapter 42 in verse 4, "He shall not fail nor be discourage, till

he have set judgment in the earth: and t1 isles shall wait fcr his law."

He says, "I have )(laboured in vain, I haw spent my strength for nought, and

in vain: " It seems that the sera nt is discouraged. It shows the- at least
seem to be working out.

that the work is not Now, of course, he shall not

fail, nor will he will be discourage, may not mean that he will not have time

of hesitations, or times when he looks back, but certainly he will not get

away from Here he says,"I have laboured in vain, I have spent my

strenth for nought,... yet surely my judgmetzti is with the Lord, and my work

with my God." God is going to do the work. So, -the-w-ct'k-ef-the Servant,
Israel as a whole merely

whether it is an individual or whether it is the-whe1e-ef-.ecee17 or a,4art

of Israel, ot it is just the godly, the servant does not seem to be accomplishing .

the work, but he At is assured that his work is going to be accomplished,
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because the judgment is with the Lord. For His God is going to do it. But

he continues in verse five, "And now, saith the Lord that formed me from the

womb to be his servant, to bring Jacob again to him . . . .' Now can Jacob

bring Jacob again? Here we seem to have the servante distinguished from

e-i'am the nation as a whole, even distinguihhed from the great bulk of

the nation. You would say that the 9/10 of the nation is going to bring the

other449- 1/10 to Him, to bring Jacob to Him, He says,/) Though Israel be

not gathered, yet shall I belogrious in the eyes of the Lord, and my God shall be

my strength.
" So, this servant is such a glorious one that even te-e- if the

Israel as a whole may fail, he will never , yet the work of the servant

is going to be fulfilled, and the seçvant is going to do it. Then he 4e.s

says, " "It is a light thing that thou shouldest be my servant to raise up the

tribes of Jacob, and to resotre the preserved of Israel: I will also give thee

for a light to the Gentiles, that thou mayest be my salvation unto the end of the

earth." This reverses again what we have had in 42, because 42 shows that
a

the servant is bringing/light to the gentiles, in 42 the servatit is going to the
S

judgment to the very end/of the earth, but now he says, it is not eh-4e

enough to rise up tl tribes of Israel. Y0u are going to be my servants to bring

light to the very ends of the earth. Well, you might say , it's as if you see in

42 the great promises. God is delivering Israel to do the werd- work. The work

is to iring light to the Gentiles, to bring judgment to the whole world , to spread

the knowledge of God's truth and to bring redemption to the wo4 whole world

Well, that is the marvelous thing the Servatit is going to do, and you think that

Israel is going to do that tremendous thing, and you wonder how can it bee, ard

then as we go on we find Israel in }9endge- bondage, Israel in exile, and Israel

tending to give way to despair . How can we ever be rescued. How can we ever
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be rescued. How can we ever be rescued, and God saying I am going to rescue

you. You are my servant, and the work of the Servant must be done, finally

comes to realization here in 49. Israel needs the work of the servant just as

much as the Gentiles, but Israel has got to be redeemed from sin, Isral has ±

got to have the light of God's blessings, and the Servantx then is a very small

part of Israel, Israel is to do the work, Israel I s the responsibility , it

must be one or ma e out of Israel to do the work, and it certainly sounds like

one (?) and now when we thingk of Israel needing the work so badly, well, we

think what is the work of the Servant ofthe Lord. It is to deliver Israel. That's

not enough, that's a light thing to bring Jacob again. He said that you

should raise up the tribes of Jacob and restore the of Israel I will also give

thee for a light to the Gentils that thou mayest be my salvation to the ends of

the earth. So the tremendous promise of 42 which ±z sounds as if it might be the

whole of Israel by this tine -iseeme- we have seen is the need of Israel ic itself

and you might think we have all that we can possibly do to reach m&-s- 4w Israel

with the message but that is not enough. No, the word sx is going to be carried

out , as described in 46, it is not merely that Israel is going to be alone the object

of redemption but he is to be a light to the whole world and will bring judgment in

the very uttermost parts of the earth. So that- by this tin we have the servant

sharply distinguished from Israel even though He isn'.t. The servant is llsrael but

it is a part of Israel. In fact, we see by this time one individual. This one,

is glorious s- in God's sight, even if the rest of Israel were to perish, but the

rest of Israel isn't going to perish. He is going to deliver the preserved of

Israel . He is going to bring them redemption, and He is going to fulfill the

great hopes and promgises of chapter 42, He is going to be a light to the Gentiles

to the end of the earth. So this thought of the servant x &x has been developed
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in these chapters, and been enlarged from this and individualized at this

point. nd in verse 7 we read, Just- "Thus saith the Lord, the Redeemer of

Israel,, and His Holy One, to him whom man despiseth, to Him whom the -iaen

nation abhorreth, to a servant of rulers," 4cig-ehe4--3oc Israel, which should

be God's servant to reach the ends of the earth has become a servait of earthly

rulers, Israel ha become one who is subject to the commands of those who
Though

are not God's representatives. /The-tr- I-seal Israel which should be the

servant of the Lord is a servant of rulers, yet God is-go4g- going to fulfill His

tremendous work through Israel to that out of Israel which God has ordained

to be His servant, H is going to accomplish His whole , tremendous and

then we find the word servant used aga again in -e chapter, 50:10. In chapter

50:10 we read, "Who is among you that fearth the Lord, that ee obe%reth the

voice of His servant, that walketh in darkness, and hath no light? let him truest in

the name of the Lord, and stay upon His God." Whether this is just Isaiah speaking,

calling h4ffl-G- himself God's servant, that would be the natural thing to think, we

have had sem- so many uses of e the word Servant , used in this rather technical

way, H and we look back to verse 4 , "The Lord God hath given me the tongue of

the learned, that Ishould know how to speak a word in season to him that is weary

he wakeneth morning g by morning, he wakeneth mine ear to hear as the learned."

The Lord God hath opened mine ear, and Iwas - not rebellious, neither turned away

back. I ge gave my back to the srniters, and my cheeks to them tht plucked off the

hair: I hid not my face from shame and spitting." Well, did Isaiah ever have that

experience, That-4- wig--the or is that describing the Servai t of the Lord,

showing that He is going to have to undergo suffering in the course of His

ministry. It ceMie.- continues, "For the Lord God will help ne; therefore shall

I not be confounded: therefore habe I set my face like a flint, and I know that I shall

not be ashamed." He is near that justifieth me; who will contend with me? Let us
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stand together? Let him come near to me." Isaiah would never speak like this

that I know of . Isaiah is here giving us the actual words of the Servant of the

Lord. "Who is among you that feareth the Lord, that obereth the voice of Hisservant,

t1t walketh in darkness, and hath no light? let him*etrust in the Lord, and stay

upon His God." So ... but it certainly looks as if it is }3r4ng-e-- bringing out an

idea not previously suggested in the chapter that the servant who is to do the

work that Israel has the responsiblity to do but is going to have it accomplished

by one who is representative of Israel is going to suffer and is going to have to

go ttigthrough tremendous difficulty in the accomplishment of the work. And

Well, then, we have no further use of the word servant, until we come to the -the

5.3 52:13 , "Behold, my servant shall deal wisely, he shall be 4e- lifted up and

__ as many as were astounded at thee, s.x so shall h!-s- His visage be marred.

The se- suggestion in chapter of suffering of the servant is here brought

out. The servant is to be marred --even as Israel so that it hardly seemed like

a nation. So this way shall He sprinkle many nations, Now, this word 9pr4rke

sprinkle is regularly used for cleansing. Nw,issprinkle always for cleanMng?

Is there anyone here who could say dogmaticaly that the word pr4ng- sprinkle

is not always used for cleansing. The word sprinkle is used in Leviticus repeatedly

to describe cleansing, but now we have the word Nazah used in other pa.ees

cases in the scripture. And inthe other cases .. .11 KIngs 9:33 some of their

blood was sprinkled, see if you think that was used for cleansing. Of course

there is also Isaiah 63:30, And there blood shall be sprinkled . Take thew4hs

those two and look at them and see if you think they indicate cleansing. £pi'

Don't do that now, but have a definite interpretation for me next time. Do those

two instances indicate this word means sprinkle and not startle or something klike

that. Do they indicate that all it means ele- cleansing or does it mean cleansing
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without the ideaR of ... so there are two references to look at with that in

m- x mind. The second one is Isaiah 6 3:30. Now, we will not be meeting

again for a week and z since we will have two days in a row then, wit- rather

xx t n have two hours of study it is better to give you a four hour assignmert

now. And so I would like for next time for you to get the first six verses of

Isa. 53; that is , half of the chapter, in the Hebrewso that you don't have to

look at any notes ia for translation so that you know the meaning of k all the

words. It is only six verses for two lessons, so these six verses please have

every word in them so tFa t if at the ei-rkg- beginning of the hour we have a

little quiz in certain of the words in their root form you will have no difficulty

in telling what they mean. It is only six verses. Please get them well in the

Hebrew. Now, that shouldn't take you more than hour. Get it thoroughly, but

then please take the few of those s- verses and as far as you can think what

they really mean. "Who hath believed our report." Is this a question or is it
statemert

a Feh- rhetorical/qtle&t4eN. Does it mean tia t no body has spoken. What does

it mean? Who is talking here? Is it a prophet talking? Is - it a king &e

talking ? Ask xg various questions about this thing and wiwe whether you can

.in some other way.
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As I looked up this word in Delitzsch, Alexander, and Lange, those commen

taries, and I found that all three of them says that this word should

be from a man, that is, ,3 not like a man, inhuman, so that they all e 1eiri three of them

agree in feeling that it should be translated as "so was he marred that his

appearance was not that of a man, his appearance was away from that of a man.

See, the word L
HAS the meaning of separation, that is different from,

in the sense of
but separation also may be separation-$tcomparison, so that he could be more

marred than a man. That is the way our King James Version translates the word.

But that does not make the sense, that has to be more marred than any man.

More marred than a man. Naturally that does not make a sense atØ' all. But

marred away from a man, so that he does not appear to be a man at all. They
that

all three agree in that interpretation of it. Now that, t-he-fourteenth verse then as
comparison and

we noticed starts with a eøiper&t4ve, that I have not noticed in any of the

commentaries t-h- the recognition of the comparison, but it seems to me that

it is quite obvious. Just as you are, so is he. Nearly every one tries to make them

both refer to the same one. Just as you have been, then he e- suddenly turns

and starts t& talking that you is he. - skipping - I dont tay that it is impossible,

but I would say , it is rather silly/ I don't sn-- say that it is impossible, but
starts with

I would say, it is rather silly. ,'He in verse 13, then changes to you , then changes

to he. You has been Israel all throughout the scene, and it seems very definitely
that you is Israel, and he is the ss servant, but-he-4e-e-pa

a comparison, it seems much more reasonable to say Who is Israel?' e-i-s-

but who is a part of Israel compared with the whole nation of Israel. And so then
is first is marred,

we have then the climax of thØ' comparison, -the- Israel '.s_m.thd and the servant.s- is

lrn11I! JUJ.;
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marred in similar ;d fashion, but not for his erv sin as Israel is for his sin.

Then the result of it, so he shall sprinkle many nations, and I asked you to look

up the particular two cases, I gave you two parttcular references to you, did I

not? At 1/ the end of tIe hour? What was the one that you have? It is two.

All right, II King 9:33. What was sprinkled? Jezebel's blood, is that a

purification? (Laughiers) Hardly. In that case , therd is, that is a clear
the word

case osprinkling, there is no question as to what it is. But/of course, the blood

was sprinkled upon the wall. The usage is usually that something sprinkled

upon something, and tt- quite a few commentaries take the idea that this

cannot be sprinkling many nations, because you sprinkle something on the
20 ryke-- rule

nations, but with only 9 cases, you cannot simply make a ease like that
the evidence

When 1-is very clear that the word prtk1e means sprinkle, it is only reasonable

to say that if you sprinkle something on the nation, unless you have 200 cases,

and it means all sprinkle something upon something... We all sprinkle water
could sprinkle water

on the lawn. Why, you een say, you cannot sprinkle the lawn, but you kiew-
in English

how common / it is/to sprinkle water on the lawn, and there is no reason with 20

exeept- or 25 cases to say. They can do the same thing. It makes a perfect
So shald he --H-

sense,t6 sprinkle many nations, not till sprinkled. /The other

cases- I gave you, in4at that was Ø'anotehr verse in Isaiah. Was that
It was

a purification? ,Not a pudication, it was a vengence. Sprinkling was not a
the

part of it, and it was just an incidental featurecjconnected with ,'&rengence.

We have these two cases where the sprinkling is the literal, physical sprinkling

with no thought of purification connected with it. But I believe that all the

other ,a cases et'e are cases where it represents purfication. 'So shall he

P 'd7
sprinkle many nations with all these usages in Exodus and Leviticus, is perfectly
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to say that
obvious that-- what is meant, that is,/whether it has a relation to a purification

of some sort. Then we find that in the I Peter 1:, there is exactly the same

statement that these people were sprinkled with the bi o od of Jesus Christ.

Incidentally you notice t-hat--Peter says-,-ing, "tte-o-" . . unto obedience and

sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Chirst. He says that t1 se people are

sprinkled with the blood of Jesus Christ, even using the very same syntactical

form as the Hebrew form has, "So shall he sprinkle the many nations." It

seems to me that the climax of the -_(9.75) So shall he sprinkle

many nations. After that you start a new discussion, that is a continuation of

a little break, So shall he sprinkle many nations, then we find that it continues,

Concerning him they shall shut the kings their mouth. That is a very queer
Concerning him

arrangement of the words. /They shall shut their mouth. It is a -

verb, ... subject and object. Kings shall their- shut their mouth

concerning him, and that is Ø not an expression fe- of pride, or astonishemeht

It expresses the j4/ inability to answer the q±e&t4eis situation. They are

faced with something that is unanswerable. Kings shall shut their mouth

c onceming him. People are going to be convinced even against their will.
recounted to them they have seen.."..

"... for that which had not been teiel-Oie-m-sha4l--they see -and-Rfat and you

notice there the emphasis on the-experience, g they have seen. Someone has

said that What Christ is looking for is not lawyers, but witnesses. W/ Now

we do need lawyers, -1t- who explains and expounds the oa-G-hfs-- law,

but the duty of Ø Christian is -tat-Gh&ti&c-ae-primarily to be witnesses,

and , of course, to train the theological leaders, is always the duty of laymen.

But every " Christian including has to do the witnessing. And here "they have

seen it. They have actually seen it. The best argument for Christianity is
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VC the evidences in the lives of those who have ee,-ie become Christians.

That i-s-e-mee4- carries more weight than any other. I was c/ at an intravarsity
they were leading a camp fire (?)

campy at one time, when the leader of the camp, different ones who have- had

become the Christians 1-'a-fd- at a college through thwork of the intra'ersity

chapels, - - - - - - - -

to give their testimony about their experiences, and when they got through,

the?-s4/-t.h he said that you could see certain points in common o &- in
different

the experiences of all these 4eori e. He said that thete-was one thing eome

was that everyone of them ev before they were saved a had heard a clear state

ment of what the gospel is. It had been presented to them in such a clear fashion

that they knew what it meant, but then he said that in every cases where the

testimony was given there they had seen the lives of bthers that influenced

them, many features that were (6.50) not at all. There are

cases where without any such observations, in fact they actually

see the work of kChrist in the lives of th- others. He did not mention

that, but I think that is somewhat .... I think some people have troubles,

difficulties, some frustrations, and in most cases , they come to the end of

their arguments, of their answers, of their satisraction, of their situations

like that - - - Some troubles comb in and they

need help, and needing the help, already knowing what the gospel is, they

turn to Christ for help. Some can have all sorts of t5oubles and they never bring

them to the Lord, if they do not know about the Lord at all. I think that very often
to someone,

a-- people have given some testimonies, And that person hears the testimony, and

shows no ite- sign of interest whatsoever.------------------------------
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But what is interesting, the meaning of it lodges in their minds, and then troubles

come laterto them, and when the trouble j'comes, they come to the thing that

they are already familiar with the--e4r-mM4. So that it is like 4(the scattering

e- seeds by the wayside. You cannot tell what he is going to produce. God

alone knows what is to be produced. But He does not bring forth fruit without

having seeds sewn. We just never know what fruit the

seed is going to bring forth. Here they 4er see, they shut their metth- mouth,

because what had not been recounted to them they had seen, and what they had
perceied.

not heard, they had be--see, shows a complete sense/ , something in their lives.

Then in chapter fifty-three, of course, as youg know, the chapters are purely

matters of convenience, and there is no inspiration of the main divisions of the

chapters. In fact, in many, many cases, he is quite wrong in making chapter

divisions. But chatter fifty-three starts with.. Would you please read it

very, very carefully? Myung Kim? Very, very literally, the first three

words of the verse 1 of chapter 53. Well, the first two words you gave us

a very literl rednering, Who has believed, put confidence in, trusted to.
this word

That is all right, but then the next word, this word, ai I think this word I think /can b

/can be more literal. What is the form of it? It can be taken as a noun form,

but it is a noun form which is derived from a verb, and it can be a verb. What

form of a verb is it? Who has trusted or believed, to what has been heard by

us? to what we have heard? Now, our report is not a good translation at all.

The word occurs a few times in the English gBible, with the meaning report.

It is the passive partici1e of -r , translated report. But report can

have two different meanings_ - - - - -

But report, I just have heard an interesting report. You have just given me an
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something that
interesting report. You see the report. A report can be whal/I hear, a? "of-ee-r

or something that I eartnet.tell. Our English word report has

both meanings, that is, something I hear, and something I tell. But the Hebrew

word does not have both meanings. Hebrew rd has only one meaning. What

is that hone meaning? It is what we lapd heard. These are not the people who

are telling the eer story, saying who has believed what we have been

telling? These are the people who have heard the story. They are saying

thet Who have believed what we hard-ye heard? You see? Who have heard

our report is not an incorrect translation, but to thi an average person, that

rendering can give an incorrect idea. It sounds as if somebody-i-s-- were saying,

well, I am telling you this, why don't you believe it? Because it sounds

as if somebody saying, I am telling you this, why don't you believe it?

And 1 that is not what it is here at all. I hard them. has

believed what I hard heard. That is what it is. And consequently, I have

the feeling that this word report in Old English may e have been exactly what

the Hebrew word means, but in the present day Englith, it does not give

the average person that meaning. It is quite important when you come to

interpret the phrase. Who has has believed our report? Who is saying this?

Who is the a' our? Who has believed our report? Many people say that it

must be the prophet. The prophets speak stcries about Christ, and %i they

say, Who hs believed what we have been saying ? That is not it says, This

says, Who has believed what we have heard. Now of course, the prophets

may say, well, this message I get from God, I heard from God. That might be

the case. That would be most natural for them to say that. Sp that the question
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to us question
immediately occurs/when we read this/ Who has believed our report? Who

is the our? Whoa" is speaking? Who is our? And one of you expressed

to me as the answer to that question.

ISAIAH 41:26
Moffat' s

The- epttieg4. translation is a very misleading translation. I have
it

taken a verse in Hebrew, and studied ,'&ery carefully, and found exactly what

the word means. I did not have any idea as to whet how &ewese can I

express this in English? And the struggle to get the English word that will in

a yew words give the exact idea, led me to find the exact word in the Moffat' s
Such a marvellous use of English!

translation. Then when I did the same for another verse, then I found that for

the next verse, he had thrown aside the Hebrew, and then put# something that

has no relation whatever to the HebrewN0,4at all. It was what just he had

through wIeu should be said. So you see, you cannot trust in him. I don't

1,e41- believe in anything that Moffat says. MoffaV% does not care what the

original says. He tells you what the original ought to be. And he is way, way

away from the original/ many, many times. But sometimes he expresses

very exactly... He has a marvellous command of English, and so it has been

most helpful sometimes, when you get the meaning tl'i from the Hebrew to find

Moffat's suggestion as to w!'i how to say it. There are many other caees

where he does not say what the Hebrew says at all. So, t-el4-o-- I

say never start with Moffat and then o to the Hebrew, go and start with the

Hebrew, and then go to the MOffat's a1ef and se if Moffat helps you/ to

express what you find in Hebrew. Now, our message may be something that
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we have heard. That is entirely possible. But I don't think ordinarily it is

understood that way. - -ITICa -de- t-mea-the 4hg- 4eathe-1g

1- Ordinarily, if I say this is my message, I do not mean what I have heard, but

whe4-I mean what I am telling. And there is a plenty way of expressing the

thing that we are saying. The thing that is heard. Who has believed the thing

that we have heard? Well, who is it that is p speaking? One suggests that

may is t1 p0 It is a sort of funny all of sudden

when Isaiah is speaking, and giving God's message, that Isaiah would all of

sudden start including a lot of other prophets, Who has believed what we
why

prophets have heard? If that is what he wants to say, Ahen doesn't he say

out we prophets or something to show who he-is os talking about? And you could

say, I could... Who has believed my report? Who has belived what I $'.zfi have heard

tea4g-, my report? That would be quite natural for Isaiah to say. But I do

not think that Isaiah would use that editorial we of our modern times.

I don't think --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(12.25)

So, when he says, our report, it seems to be talking about a group of people,

and who is this group of people? Well, maybe Isaiah is associating other prophets with

himself. But I do km k= know of any other cases where Isaiah

Therefore, it would be rather strange that he should be doing here. What other

suggestion would there be? That is a very interesting suggestion. And such a
fit if there

suggestion can b/vd'eH very well the with the general context. But i/ is there

anything definite -_(11.55) Yes, is there? Do you
would seem to

find anything in the pssage that/give' us the suggestion of- something to be

died with the verse? (A) Is there anything? Yes, yes, there are watchmen
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way back earlier in-ver&ein 52 who are speaking. So, there is a reaonab1e
there speaking.

suggestion. We find watchmen mentioned,' Is this the watchmen who are

he&g= here asking the question, Who has believed oi±tei,et- what

we have heard? I am inclined to think that the watchmen are a little too

far away to be the people here in mind particularly since there is a vital
and verse 13

break between verse 12 a-,er-ee ]4/,/where we stopped the discussion of

the return from the exile and verse 13, 4t/ we started talking ae specifically

about the servant of the Lord, getting hi s woi4ik done. So, I think that this

is an excellent suggestion for consideration of the watchmen. Since the watchmen

are specifically mentioned in the earlier chapter. I think that is an excellent

suggestion for consideration, but I don't think it one for adoption, bt-fef'

Is there any
'
other suggestion for consideration? Miss Pickett? Who is that?

They have not heard. Kings? The kings are specifically mentioned. Are they

n ot? We have the watchmen mentioned. That was an excellent suggestion,

but we have much more nearer than the watchmen. The kings shall shut their
This is a general statement.

mouth at. Now who are the kings? /hey are not Israelites, are they? These

kings are gentiles. These kings are outside. There -o Israel has no king

at the time ef-t-he- when Christ comes, but of course when Isaiah comes, if he

is going to mean the Israelite king he probably will say the King will shut His

mouth, but this is kings, and if k you think of k kings , you bac are apt to think

of various nations for them to be kings of but it is most natural to think

that the kings are Gentile kings, at least ... and so kings are going to shut their

mouths. Why are the kings going to shut their mouths , because what the y have

had not been told they shall see and what they had not heard they shall consider.
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Who, the Kings. We are talking about the kings, that's 3/4s of verse 15.

Oe- Of course, it is not the k important thing that these men are kings, tc The

important thing is that this shows xxx irhat what the x Servant is ging to k do
in positions

is so important that it is going to reach to people/of great importance. And

not merely in a peek position of great importance but in positions of great

importance. In other words, that carries with t1t it the idea that ea-go, geogra

phic distribution is going to go into various nations, because various nations are

going to be involved. It is going to go to the pep people in leadership in these

various nations. Well,k i if it is going to go to people in leadership, it is

going to go to otle rs too, so tie t the kings here are representative of the Gentile

and so the suggestion that Mr. Curry uot\ed for us is I think an excellent suggestion

but I don't think c it is a suggestion that we have to merely face on its general

relevance in the contents, I think it is one that we can draw directly fromthis

specific statement. We ended our gei'ieai&l- general statement, the work of the

(
servant, and He is exalted, lifted up. The servant is humiliated, k Israel is

humiliated, He loses even the appearance of a man , but by means of this i

He is going to sprinkle many nations. Now, this many nations then are going

widely out, and then we look at the wide distribution of the word of the Servant

and we find that it is going to be widely extended , even including x people in

great positions of leadership . Kings shall shut their mouths at Him, because

the what they have heard now they see before them and what do they say, Why,

whoti- who would have blieved it. Who would have believed our report;I think

it is just as possible to translate it, Who will believe it. It is not a statement

simply that there is going to eIieve unbelief; that is included in the statement.
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There are going to be those who do not believe, yes. It is used for that purpose

in the book of Acts where it says, I guess it is Romans where it says , they

haven't all believed because Isaiah says , Who has believed our report; in other

words there are going to be some who believe and some who don't believe. It

is a M denial of the th idea that every one is going to be we one by the gospel.

Some are going to believe and some are not going to believe, but that is only a

part of the meaning. -.W4eIt is not asking a specific question. It is pointing

out a situation that some believe and some don't believe but in the context the

important ta-. thing that is brought out is the -l+I-- kiee-il4e- unlike

liness of this statement (?) It is going to come as the pee- pewev power of God

in ways that man never would have bIx believed. Who hath believed what we a

have heard. The Jews in the time of Christ expect a man to come riding on a white

horse with a lot of &o11d4 soldiers and He is going to take over the land, do away

with the oppression of the Romans and introduce peace. Who would have believed

that it would have been by means of suffeei suffering and humiliation that

victory over Satan would have been achieved. Of course He is going to evenually

going to erne come with power to establish but the right to do this has been won

by His destroying the power of Satan by His death on the c-Ses- cross. So, who

would have k believed what we have heard, and then we go on and he shows how

eHti- contrary the whole thing is-t4e to the general human expectation, and that

fits with the context immediately before and also with the a ntext immediately

after. Who would have k4e e-i&t- believed what we have heard because

this isn't a matter of some one who everyone points to and says why there is

the King of Judah, there is the lion of the tribe of Judah, brought up in the palace

of the King, the one who has all the authority and the rights to be the great con

queror. No, He comes up obscurely. Wx As we continue, we find the obscureness
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of His coming up and of His starting out. They said , Can any good thing

come out of Nazateth. It i is not the way man would expect it to happen , and

so, who would have believed what we have heard it seems to me is the idea

that is involved. The Aern- Atonement is God's wonderful working in the Divine

way, not the way k human beings would expect or imagine. And xx so who

has believed what we have heard , and then continuing, Mr. Kim.. ..I would

make it the arm of. The word is definite -beetiase- because it is in the construct

so unless you put an_ you can't put a the, so I would rather p say the

are-armof, so the arm of the Lord upon or concerning hash been revealed

or exposed or laid bare? Now, it is very difficult at this particular point before

you have more context to be altogether sure cf the full meaning of this phrase.

I'm not even 100% sure of it anyway. X To whcm is the arm of the Lord been

revealed. As it stands in our King James Version, you might immediately say it's

just merely a parallel , a repetition, saying, Who has believed our report; to

whom has the arm of the Lord been revealed , but I think there is more to it than

that. The iec arm of the Lord... Jesus said to Peter, Blessed art thou , Barjonna,

for flesh and blood hath not revealed this to thee, but my Father which is in heaven.

It is not the thing whe which the human being would naturally expea- expect. It

is a divine act to reveal the arm of the Lord. It takes the Holy Spirit in our hearts

to do it, so it can be to whom hath God revealed the meaning of ththis, who are

the elect of God , those who believe this and who receive the dee understanding

of it. Now, that can be or Al may mean concering. Al is used to mean to at times

though properly , I think, to should be El rather than Al. Al is more p upon . NOw

-- you might be upon whom the arm of the Lord is revealed--that might point to

the Divine act of the Lord in regenerating individuals wo through what Christ
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suffered . If is concerning, it might be a reference to the servant, eerteei

concerning whom the arm of the Lord is revealed. How would you come to 1hdx

think that this should be the one who is the f4mm fulfillment of the prophecy.

Now , those are the three possibilities, and I'm not sure whether you can say

dogmatically which is the meaning of this word here.

IsAIAH 427

People sometimes are dissatisfied that we do not say that thi s means exactly

this, but it is true in any language that there are different possibilities of

meaning, and it seems to ne -that me vital to see what the possibilities are

and then see what there is not a possibility. And that way we get what the

meaning is in the context. In any language a statement has a various possibilities

of meaning. Here the statement as a whole is, this is something that would have
the

not been expected. This points out that this requires Divine revelation,

The Divine intervention, to bring it to pass. It is so diffleti4-erent from what

one might have expected. What is it that is so different? Mr. Curry?
in

Could continue please ... . It could be that he goes up before us/this way.

Is there any body who like to ask some questions? We can say, who would have
Because him, before

believed it?/He would go up like this before,the one before whom you are

acting out. Who would have believed such a thing, because we would see it

this way. Or it can be before the Lord. We just cannot be too dogmatic. what goes up

Before the Lord. Or He goes up before the servant. I would be inclined to

think that it is beere- the servant, because it is explaining to us how

DlFFeretn from what one would expect. Who would have believed this?

To whom is the the b arm of the Lord revealed. He goes up before him, He
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He goes up before just like a tender plant, - - - - not a sufiden,' marvellous

vision of the Lord's power, but a natural, gradual development where you

might say, that is out of place. Then continue, Yes? (Q) Yes, yes, as a

root that goes up in the desert place. The dry ground is not a bad translation,

UI
for it gies the idea, but it is not literal. From the earth, from the ground,

which is a desert, which is a wilderness. The philosophers of Greece think that
bring the

the one who is going to 40/answers to )(the problems of k' life will eome-up-

certainly come up in Athens in the midst of all these great philosophical

discussions. Tpeep The people of Rome think that the one who will bring
w

all the an?'ers to the problems of life will certainly grow in Rome, the center

of power, and intellectually way out there,

the,. in the little land of Palestine, in that desert region. They don't
in

expect to be out in the corners Ø'the world that such a thing would happen.

They expect ( ot-- it to happen in he one of the great centers of life

and thought. Who would have believed that this would ha1ppen in this corrr
in the first two centuries

of the world? I am pretty sure that irA! there were many of them wet/ who

wl-he--be1eed4.at You mean to say that the

Redeemer is going to come there. That seems to be , just a like
Miss Chung ?

a root coming out from a dry land, out of a desert place. Yes I would not
could

say that ~__ - wet4iot be a construct state, but I don't thin1c,4' the meaning

requires it so. A land of a dry place, would not be impossible, but I think

a land which is a dry place, a desert places seems to sound better. A land

which is a desert. You see, this is a word for ground, not for land. I would

say that grammatically, as far as form is concerned, can be a construct,

but as far as the meaning is concerned, does not mean ground, but it
1.-I
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means a land, a region, or area, and a region of wilderness, I don't think, makes

a good sense. So, on the basis of the meaning of if the word,

which means ground, the ground of the desert. There I thinrjk the construct

would be quite feasible. Thank you very much for the question, Miss Chung.

Well, we have not gotten too far, well, we will continue from there

tomorrow........




ly
Certain/It seems to be the most reasonable interpretation. The only

people that is mentioned in the context, whoc would be reasonable to have
or at him

said this/In the previous verse the kings will shut their mouth/ it is logical to

think that they are the ones who must have said, Who would have believed

what we have heard? It is not what they expected to -g4veT be, and it is not

what they would have expected, and it is not just the kings, even the kings

say this, how, then, much more the average person would .... they represent
S

all the people/the nations, say, because it is so contrary to what they

have expected. Y .4S I t is not astonished in the sense of some sudden change,

astonishment in the sense of causing to jump, nothing like that. It is something

that is very hard for them to believe. Because it is so different from what they

have expected. Is any good thing eejte come out of Galilee2. d Is any good

thing come out of Galilee? Is this the way it is going to come? Who would

have believed what we have heard? Mr. Curry, did you have a suggestion?

That is a correct statement, but I would think perhaps it is not quite complete.

That is ... the kings f shall shut their mouth in the previous verse says,

Now, who are those kings? Are these kings the Jews? How many kings would

there be among the Jews? At that particular time? It seems tnostW likely that
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when it is plural, ti would seem that

THIS IS not, bui/this mght-represenlsa number of different kings, 94ftee-k-s

-b-ef-seu&e-, of course, just before that/1 we have read that

he will sprinkle mainy nations, so we hac nations in view, and now we find

that these nations including their most common people are going, some of them

to come to the knowledge of truth. They are going to shut their mouth, and

thete-- there is no answer they can give, but there are going to be surprise'd

to what they find. This the way it actually is going to happen. So, they say

tM's- these nations are represented by them, and may include the Jews, or

it may not. But certainly includes the gentiles. They say]j, Who would have

believed what we have heard? Yes? I do not personally think that that

would be a corct answer. There are commentaries that have suggested that

it is the prophets who said, Who have believed our report? But I would expect

that the prophets would have said, Who have believed what we have told them.?

This is what we told them, This is what we hard- heard. Of course, the

prophets could have said, we had-h have heard from God, and we pass it

on. That would not be a logical one to say. But-jwou 4ltwei±k1-ftet'-e a

iea4-t4H-to-say, Who has believed what we have heard, and then say,

Who has believed what we have told them? So, it does not seem to me that

it fits with the prophets. And also it seems to me that the whole context

ardthe4ee--1-gives us the idea that the way it is going to be spread out,

and therefore, it is not going to be believed by everybody, but it is going to
seems

be something which "strange to anybody to believe. It seems strange to

anybody to believe, because it is so different from what they expect. And

so, it would seem to me t(/,4'o to make a muchØy' better sense to have

the kings rather to have prophets purely imaginary to assume the prophets
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in, because there is nothing in the context t1 t suggests the prophets. Unless

way back in the previous chapter we find some watchmen. But 4 it is a long

way from the mention of the watch-men. It is in the context, it
They say,

says, the prophets are amazed at what they hear. /Who has believed what

we have heard? It is perfect to say, Prophets, there is, however, no mmention

of prophets before or afterwards. So, it seems to me that it is a sort of dragging

apart out of the air, because there is no mention of it where as the kings are

memt- mentioned right there. That is the reason hi.1!'-k I would think it

is much more like that it refers to something that is mentioned here than

something that is not mentioned. Now I do not wish to be dogmatic on it.

I don't say that it has to be this way. But I think that the evidence is far

stronger for the kings who are mentioned than the prophets who are not mentioned

in the context. (Q) Yes, 1' yes, it is entirely possible, but I think it un-likely

thet because if that were the case, Isaiah would have said, Who would have

believed what I have heard instead of what we have heard? It doesn't seem

to me that we fits with Isaiah. The we may appear to point to a group of
suggests

prophets, but there is ,4'(Ø nothing in the context that prove-s- the tp- group

of prophets. Isaiah, of course, has heard, He is right. You could consider

that it is something that Isaiah heard, but then it would certainly be expected

to be singular then/ rather than çiural. I would understand that Isaiah is

here showing how kings shut thier mouths at him, they say, we have heard

of something that we never dreamed of, and we find it true. He is just describing

that as their attitude. And now be is picturing the very words they are using.

They say, who would have believed what we have heard? It is just exactly
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It fits exactly what was in the previous verse,
what was in the previous verse ./It seems to me. It fits exactly in the context

from that viewpoint. And then the passage goes on to say, He has no form

nor comliness that we should desire him. Who are we that should desire?

It might the people that are like But we have no specific mention

of the people there .... I think the people are included there, but it seems

to me that the kings represent all the great multitude of the people to whom the

message is brought about him. And they say, what a strange thing. He goes
Can any

up like a tender plant/ from a dry ground. /)4',444/good thing come out of

Galilee? Who would have expected it to be this way? There is no form,

nor comelieness that we should desire him. It ress expresses all the people
merely

to whom the message come, which include rot 4W/the kings, but also all the

gentiles, but not only all )( the gentiles, but all the 3c-a& Jews who have

seen him. But I do not think that there is nothing that suggests 03.50

We do not ordinarily think that the prophets are that skeptical. These people

are rather skeotical, and rather surprised, when God shows them the truth. I
d

think that they are included, definitely, but I think that it inclis not only
isi brought

the people who see the thing, but to whom the message ,444i44'/ and that is

t eh-way the way-K James-Vers-io'i-- it starts from the kings. The message

goes out from the simple people of Galileehere, it goes out from them, and it

goes out to many nountries and nations, and he says, he will sprinkle many

nations. 't/ And it reaches ieteft1y not only the poor people of the nations,

but also some of the kings, even the kings may have to shut their mouth at him.

They see what they did not expect, and so it includes the people of that day,

but it seems to me that it .& very definitely also inchies the gentiles, I do
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not think that it can be restricted to the Jews alone. Miss Chung,
not

is the reason why we have to say that God is speaking through the prophets,

because== I do not see any basis for it. Now, if there is any I would be interested

in having it pointed out, but I see nothing in it. I-mean-- I mean you can ç/ take

any place in the Bible, and say that here is a dozen prophets talking, but I

do not see any basis for it. God spoke throug1 a group of j prophets at certain

times as such evidences are available in the Scripures, but in most cases, he spoke.

through kne one prophet. And in this case where he &ya- says my servant, that

is not Isaiah, that is God, God is fs speaking through Isaiah. I do not see

you can get any prophet then. Now there are many commentators who say it, and
ally say that it is wrong.

therefore I am not certainly dogmatic, bettt-1t-- But I do not see

any e -den&e a e-4e!"-r-G-od-speke evidence whatever on the basis and if

anybody finds any evidence, I would be interested. I don't see any whatever,

but there are many things that you will find in commentators that are made by

taking a verse by itself and not paying any attention to content, and it seems to

me that they are cases where we have to 4 interpret a verse without a place

or context but I don't think that's the best way to do, g I think usually, and

especially here I think it is all -th tightly tied eee- together, God is speaking

to one prophet. I don't think any of them suggest a group of prophets, now, if

anyci you come across evidence, I would be glad to have it mentioned, but I don't

see any. But continuing, we noticed yesterday tia t he said And upon whom 91&

has the arm of the Lord been laid bare or revealed and it seems to me that this

shows the- hw df different it would be from what people would expect, that

these particular individuals here and there are the ones to whom God reveals

His -mea- message. That God gives His revelation, His message of salvation to
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one here and here and here, and He reveals Himself. It is God who reveals.

Again, I don't see any prophets in it. It seems to me that He is pointing out

the recepients of salvation and it is Divine selection not a human selection.

It is not that these people are more clever than eth-r, ot1 rs .

ISAIAH 4 28

So that it seems to tk me that we have here the unlikelihood of the salvation

being the way it is , it's not an- what man uld have selected but it is dt

God's method and God's selection of those who were to understand, it is not what

man vo uld have picked. To whom is the arm of the Lord been revealed. The

This is the- surprising the selection that God has made. Well, I certainly don't

see any pel-em prophets, whatever. The prophets are perhaps the on you would

expect to have , not the ones you would say, To whom . And then continuing there,
a apposliton,

Mr. Curry would you read . It i is very definitely , I uld think, /a land that

is desert. A de-r- desert land can be called a dry land but it is not a literal k trans

lation, it is a land that is deBert or a land that is desert. In other o rds, can

any good thing come out of Nazareth. The Romans think, What would you think

of any thing important coming from this 1c little land of Palestine. I don't thg

think the prophets would ever say that. Prophets would expect c it to-be- Um to

come from the land that He came from. This is the nations seeing how strange it

is that God would bring His salvation in the way that He has, and then ct-n- con

tinuing there, Mr. Kim. It's always interested to k see how a k word like this

is translated in the King James Version, and so we look up the word _Toar in the

back of Young's Concordance and we find that Toar is translated once, countenance

three times form, and once visage. Well, now countenance and visage are the same.

They are two different ways of saying face. So, four times it is translated face and
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three times it is translated form , so it would stand x for a human appearance,

wouldn't it. A human appearance, a face, a an attractiveness, a face øk or

a figure. So there is no visage, it doesn't say god- good visage or bad visage

it just says visage, thereis no form, well, he must have some kind of a form.

Very 1.iter- literally, it is not a form to him, and this word to him is a ' very

common Hebrew idiom, The idc- idiom is when you say that son one has a horse

--in Hebrew you will say, There is a horse to him. Someone owns a house , you

will say there is a house to him. They &#e have no word have. The expression

to possess is used by this pfepe-- preposition . There is a form to hi-rn Him.

That means He has a form. So there is not a face or countenance to Him, that

means He has no face. And that doesn't seem to make much sense, does it?

He has no face, there is no face to Him. He has no visage, no countenance and

she heir went on and said Dignity for . Well, now , dignity is not very

bad for . I think it is just as good , as a matter of fact, as c what the

King James See-, says, comeliness. I think one of them is just as good as the

other, but I think we can probably do better than aoc icc either one of the m. The

word occurs-in-e. according to YOungs , there are two different words. I think

one of them -prea- probably is in reference to Aramaic, but the word that they

give here (oh, yes, they give two here fcr Hebrew) one iac they say countenance,

honour , glorious. The other they say beauty, comeliness, excellency4glory,

honour, and majesty. Seven tire s majesty which ee'- certainly isn't far from

dignity at all, five times honour , and six times k glory. So here we have nineteen

ti ns glory and honour and majesty , and dignity in one interpretation is exactly

the same, not being dignified but having a dignified standing or position, and

in that sense dignity is not bad at all. Now it is tri4- translated comeliness

twice. It is translated beauty four times and excellence four times. Now
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comeliness is not bad but it sees seems to me glory or majesty or something

like that is better, and so if you say that He has -net- no face and He has no

glroy- glory, is it not likely that 4 you are pc putting two things -tow together

as is often done, in Hebrew, meaning there is no glory of face, there is no

attractiveness of appearance. It certainly doesn't mean that He hasn't

a face. It means that it is not a face that is an attc tt'&n- attractive one. He

has no glory of face. And the next word, Miss Luke inserted a few things that

I don't find in the Hebrew. So I stopped her to look at this first one, and xtc

now the next word, would you read that a**i- again to us Miss btte- Luke. And

we shall see Him, He has no face and there is no glory when we shall see Nim.

I m not sure but what and could be taken that way but it seems to me a better way

to take the and is to take it as so that , especially when it is preceding an i.nWe¬te

imperfect, so t1t we should look at Him, t4ef+s- there is no beauty that should

attract us to look at Him, there is no beauty of face, so that we say, My,

what a wonderful man, Isn't it marvelous. There is not that sort of attractiveness

that He has. He came with marvelous teaching. He came with a wonderful life

but it is not the kind of glory of a great conqueror or a great philosopher who comes
glory

and attracts people in that way. There is no',eatt in this one as the thing that

attracts people to Him that we see- should look to K Him. Alexander rather rejects

this because it doesn't saybac-i±pe- look upon Him, it just says see Him, but I don't

Wh&-th4Hk see any great difference a in see Him and look upon Him. At any rate,

the Waw here g seems to me is exactly the same form as the- you have the last

word in the line and usually clauses like that are parallel, and especially vh en

they have the identical form. Let's look at the rest of the verse. Miss Chung,

would you read on please. The Asher is sometlire s used for a relative clause , the

one whom we will do or which we will do this, but very often tFe re is usage to
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that germs gets you. But they did not have germs t-h.t- in those days.

We may say fiat it is something that virus gives you. They were not aware of

virus in those days. Literally the word, means something that removes

your ease or comfort. So, the Hebrew word does not distinguish' between t

something that germs give you and sorn thing that man gives you. A man

may stick a dagger in your side, and it does not kill you, and it gives you a

discomfort, a dis-ease, physical unpleasantness. So the word is used-u--

usually used tor physical unpleasant-ness. So the word is usually
casued

used for physical unpleasant ness/ whether caused by a germ or/by a

physical thing like a blow./ or by-a4o fall, or a break or something like that.

kT- Then from that, w 4e-i--eaee-b-e-ge it may be covered-y- passed

on to cover anything, but when we say that one is acquainted with griefs, why,

that is a little too general. More it refers to his awareness

of physical infirmities, and difficulties like that. But here it describes him

as not one who simply---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------skipping .

3. 00) i3--&3e-he How he is hurt, when he suffers
the of

and thinks like that. One, who ënteres into Infirmities iii-.4 human life in that
to

have seen the power of God/ the Galilean peasants, to the

average persons who suffer. "Acquainted with disease or 'a misery or

AND THAT very/ next word which I have just had, Mr. Kim, what does the

word mean, you can tell us. Do you have a qudstion? Yes, it shows the

humiliation of the servant of God these verses sho'/ (Q) So different

from what they expected/ for a great, marvellous, miraculous interYvention

of God's re- tremendous power. And we may have to stop there. We have

assigned six verses for this week, but we have got to only three of them.

This time I will assign only three verses, but please review the whole nine.
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show that something has a certain thc result and the result wee-4t- clause

is usually in the 4iipe imperfect introduced by a Waw. He did this that -that

would happen, He did this c and that would happen. That ± in that case is

not e- like a relative clause. It e-dee- doesn't mean an appearanc e that

we will desire it means tk an appearance so that we will desire. It is axk

result elas- clause, so that we will desire . Then , verse three , Miss Chung.

There is no question that they who is that we should desire Mm and so it is

14
translated in all translations, I knowof , Well, if you take Ic it that way, it seems

strange not to take the identical form before in the same way. That's w.ya what

seems strange to me that the identical form shortly befbre in the same way.

That is what seems strange to me that the identical form is taking the

one. But now in this case, we are (5.45 to switch to take it,

we will despise or being despised. What is the next word? _fl (Yadoo) is

Qal passitive participle, just like & And this is a construct/. It is

the construct of the Qal passive participle. from * , to know. It is

the construct of the Qal passit ye participle. I did not put that on the best,

because I knew that every body would know it. This particular word, ç

to know. He is one who e- is known of, one who is qcqainted with . And

disease would be t interpretation given for is very often

used in the Bible for illness. or disease. And there we want to realize that the
two

Bible is written in words used/thousands years ago. And there are ideas that
recent in

we have today, as a result of the 4evelopments fscience which the people

thet-- at that time did not have. Therefore, they did not have the word

C
What is the disease? They say that disease is e-GmIhinJ
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THAT a germ gets you, but they didn't have germs in those days. You

say it is something that a virus gets you. But they were not aware of t viruses

in lix those days. Literally t1 word n English is something that

&e-- removes your ease, your comfort, and so the Hebrew word does not distinguish

between that a germ gives you and something that another man gives you.

Man sticks a dagger into your side and it doesn't kill you , it gives you

discomfort, a physical unpleasantness, so the word is usually used for physical

unpleasantkness whether it is caused by a germ or a physical thing like a blow

or a fall or a break or something like that, and then from that it may be passed

on to cover any type. But when you say acquainted with grief, why that is a

little too general, I think it is more referring to the awareness of physical infirmities

and k#f--did difficulties, but here it describes Him as one not et who simply

Few-t-pfeper- flew up to the top of the temple and 5iip threw lx

Himself off and shamed how He wasn't hurt, He suffered in all things likeac

as we do, who entered into the infirmities of human life. He did not seem 1r

have the power of God, He seemed to be a Galilean peasant to the average m

person. Acquainted 'kth i,-,& disease amand misery and suffering and that

is very mueh- next word is one which we just had on our test so Mr. Kim

you can tell us at the next word is. You have a question? It shows that
humiliation

the/dega.dae& of the Servant ofGod, different fromwhat was expected of t1

marvelous miraculous intervention of God's power. And we are going to have

to stop there , we assigned six verses but we have only gotten over three of

them. Next time, I will only assign three new ones. Please review the whole

nine. Three More in real good shape.
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surely it is a literal rendering of that fourth word in the last
section

half/of the ls-etse-- second verse, so that we should see him, or we should

look at him. Otherwise, the translation, And when we see him, I never heard

of this imperfect form with waw ever meaning and when we see him. What would
saying in

be the ordinary way of,'liebrew when we see him This linea' has two clauses

which are exactly parallel. So it seems to me that that would be the most
taltng

preferrable way of- yi-4t. so that we should see him. There is no sigh- glory

or sign that would lead us to look for it... that we should see him. And
Hebrew

continue. Yes, both of them are quite regular, normal a- a#&1 way of

expressing .s-ueh-kea.-4 a result. It is a common thing. And that it is exactly
4-eae1 -e-




parallel to each other. It seems as if it...

I just don't quite see how we can get this out of that. What about the waw that

follows it? See, we have four waws in the verse. And what is the point of
to e

the waw next to the last waw, if it is not the-separate the main part of it,

a nd when we shall see him, there is beauty that we should desire him.
out

If you take it taht way, why, you have left/the waw, the next waw e et== altogether.

It is not a big point, but it does seem to me that the two parts are parallel.
the infirmity as

Let us go on to verse three, Mr. Young 1k Kim. Probably this necessitates,'

subjective geneitive. One made known of the ier infirmity would be one to

/
whom the infirmity is made known. M4et- Although acqauinted with vet- grief,

acquainted with infirmity is not a translation at all. For it does not say that at

literally. Literally, it is passive, being made known. Byt- But the pain or the

infirmity is made known. Pain is made known. So, I think that p( acquainted with
English

it is probably a good idiomatic/translation gf but not a literal rendering. And

continue. Like one who causes to hide his face from him. Like one who
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to eseem
In the present day E4hsEnglish, -i-b means to think highly of, but I do not think

- has the idea of thinking highly, but just eeiMeIeng-,- to consider or

to give estimation, or maybe to give a good estimation or bad estimation. I
not

think it vuld be more of an idea not so much that he is/one of whom we highly

think-4d, but &eee-- as one whom we did not think it necessary to think a

lot about him. One whom we do not specially consider. He was despised and

set aside without consideration, rather than not thinking eh4ii highly of him.

That is of course comparatively a small point. The enxt one that, Miss

Luke, can you read the next one please? Number four? Yes, what does this

word, surely mean? It means that it is certain. I noticed that the word is

translated as certain in one case. In Zephanaiah 3:7, it is translated, but.

In Isaiah 15:15, therefore, I suppose then that it just means it is quite a, it is

of course, it is 4efknt& definite that .... This is of course definite when

you are sure of i#. a thing, or you can say so when it is contrasted. Yes?

Definitely so and so. I still think this word conveys the precise meaning

Surely, then, certainly, truly. Yes, yes, this word, means to 1-f- lift

up. It is often used as lifting up something, importing. This word,

is very similar to- but the ba me& -4-raf1 the emphasis there is on the

transporting. It means transporting something something by means of lifting it

u p 3emet1g- and carrying it. Both have the emphasis on the liftigg up something.

The word, the emphasis of- on the is more of lifting up

and this is more of carrying it along. Both of them can express the

lifting up and carrying it along. In that way, they can be synonyms in that sense.

____So you could take /
-ç

first, liftp up and as carry along.

He lifts up and carry it along. In other words, he is lifting 4p and carrying along.
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(Q) Yes, he takes away a. out sickenesses and our pains away. Yes.

And the translation of the King James is 4y-- , "he has borne our reif and

carry-- carried our sorrows. Sickeness or disease. Pains are sorrows. But

I think the Hebrew words are more specific than these words. So that it

would seem more to refer to specifically to his physical things rather than

his general things. Physical pains may have been used as figures of speech

for a' general things. But as is given it is physical -pins pains. Soni4-
therefore

think that this, t1e4eie, shows that healing is in the atonement. Here he

has borne our grief and carried our pains. Therefore Jesus D-- died on the cross

and- to take away our sic-= sicknesses from us. And we have no right to get

sick. It shows like k- a faith, we should say, we might say, we are not sick.

we are not sick. It is 11n just a matter of mortal errors, or it is just a matter of

my having not faith enough. This cad-et- -ee-rtd cancer is growing, and growing.

But they say they do not have ( faith enough. If they have enough faith,

that canscer should go away. For our Jesus did tak1e away our disease and
sick

pains from our- us. Because after all Jesus bore our pains and our c1.-eeknesses

in the atonement. Now, is there anything wrong 1.we-4ha with that argument,?
You do not bear them, and there is xofee14or-yow

They say that your sins are laid on him. There is therefore no reason for your needing
to

year complaining .... feel bad, feel sorrowful , repent of your sins, Christ
You want to gain victory

has borne them, you are free. You should 'pf/ learn to sin no more. /Over t1

house. As far as -Christ has taken that. Well, now, if this

says, this does not say that he has borne our sins. The King James agree that
pains and

he has carried our sorrows, but they are py physical/sorrows. That is w- what

t he word is. f-&ive4--(4e-4-word If the Hebrew word says, he has
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our pains, our sicknesses, it is just like (6.95 (Q) IcY do not

know whether there is a real parallel or not. But I think this is a big argument

that this shows that in the atonement he took away our pains and our sicknesses.

then why should we have to bear them? But the question is what does this verse

have to do with the atore ment? Have we had anything about atonement yet?

Miss Chung, what would you like to say? (Q- (A) That is a very interesting

suggestion. I have never beard it. I have never heard of that before, but I

think there should be a lot to be said for that. I never thought of it before.

As I understand it, the question seems to be a very good one. If this ia a
the

picture of/atonement, he has on the cross borØ'n the suffering

which we deserved./ for our sake, and therefore, it refers to his suffering
as

rather than our suffering. His b/ suffering $eing the suffering that we deserved,

therefore, that is ours in that sense. But the difficulty with it is that he says

that he Y has taken away and and he carried and borne., not borne in the sense
to take away

of unddrgoing. In English, the word has two meanings/ The common

rendering of the word is men-- to endure. Surely he has endured the

suffering that should have been ours. That would be very different. If you take

the word in that sense. But the Hebrew word is to take away, not simply to endure,

but to take away o free us from, so e-&ee-1±3-fFo if it means to free us
if

from/this is a picture of atonement , it would mean to say that our pains and

suffering have been taken away as a result of what he has done. Now it is true

that eventually all our suffering is going to be taken away from believers as
5

a result of what He haØ done on the cross. Physical suffering is related to
11

sin, even though it is not necessarily related to our sins, is related to sin
I
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resurrection
p-'- in the world, and when that is removed we will be given our ereee body.

And eventually we will be all free from any suffering, and we would not be if

he had not performed the atonement. But the basic thing that people overlooks

is, why should $ they be the descrp"iption of the atonement any way. Now,
a

they say, Isaiah 53 is t4e-greate&t-passage on the atonement. That is right.

It is. But if the whobe chapter is a great passage on the atonement, does it

mean that he is lying about the atonement? As a matter of fact, up to the

present point, what have we had about the atonement? He just a statement

that he will sprinkle the nations. That is all that we had as yet in chapter 52

and 53 about the atonement. There is no other mentioned made about the atone

ment. And then all the sudden he says, surely he bore our pains and our

sicIçnesses. We did not have the atonement. That is reading into it.

That is readi ng into it. Isn't it? What ground now do you have to read into
If you have been

it? He4 talking about the atonement several verses ago, then you have

another verse, it is a natural suggestion, if that can be a statement referring

to the atonement? When you have not had the atonemebt, except for the
brief

one a4mple statement several verses back, if he is 4HaHg-aett--the

ate ieet-3 starting to talke about you have to prove if that is

the case. But_ - )3.00) (Yes) There is

a point. The New Testament says, 4/ by his stripes, we are healed. The

New Testament saj s that is the description of the atonement. And that in
much

Isaiah 53 raises a presumption that there may be ,lnore in Isaiah 53

about the atonement also , because it directly proves the particular
more

about, Because it suggests that there may be much about it in Isaiah 53 than

about the ator ment alone. Then how about this partiuular line?
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We had nothing about the atonement ye up to this pointx, except the
many

statement that he shall sprinkle the-nations. That,of cou;se, after you notify

it very clearly, but at your first feading/ of the verse - -whom Isaiah_gives

that would not be very clear. But when you come to this statement, what

would somebody in Isaiah's day mean as he says that somebody has taken

away our sicknesses and carried off our pains He would immediately

say that he is '
describing the atonement. What would he say he is describing?

And, also, in touch with what Miss Pickett said, Is 4t- there a New Testament

statement that says this is dealing with the Atonement. Well, do you have any

N.T. quotations of this particular statement that we are looking at now. John

The Baptist said , "This was the Lamb of God which takes-the away the sin of the
duplicate

world. That word, Take away, ± is the exact WY---of this word here, but this

says that He has taken away our sickgness and our pain, that says He takes k

away the sin of the world. I don't think we could say that John lx the Baptist's
is

statemenr4i the quotation ofthis verse, because there is only one word in the

passage. Is there any c statement in the N.T. where there is what we would say
ISAIAH 4 30

is a quotation of this verse. Mr. Curry? We look at Matt. 8:17 and see if we

hav there a quotation from this vere verse and if we do see how it is used. What

does Matt. 8:17 say? When the even was come, verse 16, they brought cut to Him

many that were possessed with devils. This is just after telling about Peter's

wife and Mother and then it goes on. Many others who were possessed with

devils, ai d He cast out the spirits with His word, k and healed all that were

sick: That it might be fulfilled which was spoken by Esaias the prophet, saying,

Himself took our infirmities, and bare our sir- s4-eke- sickness." Now Jesus

ki- did not then Himself 4a1- take on the sice-ii sickness that these c people
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had. He cured them cf it. He took it away from them. He carried it away.

It doesn't say He took it on Himself but He took it away from them. There is

no explanation in this verse, Matt. 8:17 has no Ic reference to the Atonement

but it does refer to Matt. 8:16 describing the healing mininstry that Jesus performed

in His earthly life. And verse 17 says that Jesus earthly ministry was a-fl-M

fulfillment of this verse ; therefore, Matt. explicitly e- tells that this verse in

Isaiah is a description of Jesus' healing ministry, and we have your Bibles that

have references to them sometimes will ae refer to a verse in I Peter abcu t

His taking away our sins. It xi could just as well refer to the ones in John

the Baptist's Day, tc but there is Ix only one thing in common, the word-t44

took away, and actually we have no N.T. Reference to say what we just

read these words are speaking about the Atonement, but we have a specific

statement in Matt. that this is a prediction of Jesus' healing ministry. And

when we claim-hel-1 healing , . . . but I d on't this very, particular verse in

Isaiah has anything to do with that. This particular verse in Isaiah , according

to Matt. is a prediction of the healing ministry that Jesus performed in thx his

earthly life. And that is all that it is . Now there are other verses that bring

out those wonderful 1ru.t thc truths , but this verse is talking about Jesus
'
earthly

ministry and so this particular verse cannot be used as an-eye- evidence of healing

in the Atonement because it is not about the Atonement --it is about Jesus' earthly

ministry. Yes? As we study the atonement, we see that the Atonement eventually

will be the complete release of all Christians from all ... eventually, but this

particular verse is not speaking about the Atonement, this particular verse is

speaking about Jesus' eaity earthly ministry therefore, any argument about the

Atonment meaning that we don't need doctors, that we get healed simply through
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our faith in Christ cannot be based on this verse because this verse is

not talking about the Atonement , that is , this part of the Atonement. This

part of the verse is picturing some people we who see Christ. These are

the ones who are saying, Who could have believed what we have-ea-he heard?

Who could think that out of a dry ground here would come something k is so

wonderful as you say. They are very skeptical. Well, they say, it is true

that He took away our s4e4&s- sickness. It is true that He took away our

diseases but we esteemed-h4m- Him stricken, smitten of God and afflicted.

He slw- showed wonderful healing power. He said , If you won't ehef

believe my words, believe me for my Wefd-- Works s'a#4 sake. They say, we

saay saw your works but we did not believe. In spite of the fact that He performed

these miracles, when He was taken , we said He &was smitten of God. It

is fc k a further elaboration of ie1-i4 unbelief desctibed Eak in the first verses

of this chapter; that is, that He did not come any immediately appate- apparent

evidence; and here they refer to m e evidence and this is a great evidence of His

deity and His power; that He was able to perform these mighty miracles of Healing

and they said, Who hath believed vhat we have heard. Why, even when we saw

this, like the men on the road to Emmaus, who said, We thought that He was the

one who was going to redeem Israel. He has been taken byw4elwicked hands and

slain. He isn't the one that is going to redeem Israel. There are those who suggest

that on the basis of the ... and there are one or two verses that have been 4tteree

interpreted that way. Most have not been 4t interpreted that way. Most take it

that the suffering that Christ bore on the-ee- ee cross i that there He bore the

pain which takes the place of what we c would bear, but that He went to Hell to

suffer there is no basis for that . There is a verse which may mean that He

went to the abode of the departed spirits to announce ±k what He had done on the
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cross. Thece- That is a possibility but there is much dispute, but there is

no verse that would indicate that He went to Hell to suffer. (?) No, as you

pointed out the last part of the chapter is still the reference to the ac Atonement.

Verse twelve has it in it. Verse eleven has it in it. It's not specifically in nine

but the definite reference to the crucifixion . Eight has itin it. Seven had a reference

to Messiah rather than to the crucifixion. Six has the Atonement very definite]y.

-F4r Five has it very definitely. So when you have the Atonement in verse after

verse from five on. We do not have the Atone ment-de&e1fe described in verse

one , two , or three. So your question is, "Does the de&el description of the

Atonement start with verse four or verse five, and the answer is he- that the

first part of verse four is specifically interpreted in the N.T. as a description of

3eett,s--- Jesus' healing ministry. There is no quotation in the N.T. for thesecond

part of verse four, butv-e-e- verse five is specifically quotted in the N.T. as

the Atonement. And verse fair here is a parallel to yes- verse one rather than

to verse five. R Verse four is carrying on the idea of verse one, that this thing

is not what men would have expected. Who would believe it. This is something

that is the way that God has done it but not the way that man has- would expect

it. So they say, Well, it is true that He healed --He did marvelous we4s-ef-

works of healing. W should have recognized that He was the Son of God when

we saw Him doing these miracles, but when they took and killed Him we did not

think the- this was the Son of God. We a+seeN44±-mer4ekei- esteemed Him

stricken , smitten of God and afflicted. We-&.-mp-1yThe disciples , on the road

to £mme-s Emmaus, they said , We thought He was the one who was going to

redeem Israel. He did these wonderful miracles , we thought He was the one

who was going to redeem Israel, but He has been taken by wicked hands and

slain, our hopes were all s- shattered. This sc is a description of the people
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who did not believe, they were shattered until the qeue- resurrection came

and they proved it. So the descirptionhat of their feeling that way is given

in verse four and then we go on to verse five to get the true explanation. He

wasn't one who was smitten of God and afflicted. He was one who was bearing

our sickness. So verse five shows the error that was nade in the last part of

verse four. And the ones who w are describing the next to the last part of verse

four are admitting that they shouldn't have made such an estimate , because they

saw His wonderful i- works. That is verse five which is giving the true

explanation of that of which the disciples gave a false explanation. Verse four

is first the wonderful miracles of healing, second, the false explanation given
when

by the disciples and *et'e--t-he-they saw the e- crucifixion, they did not

interpret it as the Son of Gxx Glory doing a great act, but as a man who they

thought was the great Redeemer but proved not to be by the fact that He wasxc

thus mistreated. He-eai4 They said, We esteemed Him smitten, stricken , of

God and afflicted. We thought He was ba going to t4'e be the one who was going

to redeem Israel, but they go on to say how wrong they were in this false impFe&is-
-eeew3d- occurred.

impression. It's an exact picture of vthat/c,eeied-. We find acutally the meaning

of the Atonement is in verses five and following, and xfcx in so doing it pted4ote

predicts His marvelous healing ministry. (?) The latter of verse four shows the

erroneous misinterpretation of the er±f.s crucifixion by those who did not

understand its true meaning. and then verse five goes on to show its true men

meaning. They si'ipey simply thought that He was one smitten of God and

afflected. Actuatly I was one who laid down his life voluntarily, not smitten
a
of God. He Himself laid down Ms life for the atonement. Verse 5 f gives
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the true explanation. Verse 4 gives the false interpretation of it. So that this

verse is not a verse on which the- any argument of heeling in the atonement can

be properly made, because Matthew specifically says it is the f4iet-ef- prediction

of Jesus' healing ministry on earth. And we know Jesus did not heal every body,
today

and Jesus/can heal hi whom he chooses. But there is no promise that He will

heal everybody now. He will eventually give us g' bodies that are free from

corruption, and weakness, but there is no promise that We will have it now.

Now we are given some more energy, some left energy, and we have responsibility

to use the amount of energy given us for His glory, not to waste it. So the.,- then

the latter part we anticipated the latter part of the verse in considering the

rreaning of the verse. Surely it is true that he bore our sorrows and and our p.i-&*?

pains, that he carried away our sins. That is true. But what was our attitude?

Do you know the emphatic we here. We do not usually put in the word
it is

we, /carried in t1 verb. The last part of tie - word has been we. It is right there.

The first part has been the , he.------------------------You do not have

he. Surely, this is what lie did. That is His part. But as far as we re / concerned,
as for u

/are we completely misunderstood in the meaning of ie what happened to Him.
en

He was smitted of God. He was stricken, and smittedn of God. We thought he

was just one that just had that had a great

We did not realize that He was the Lord of giroy who was doing this

in order to accomplish the great work. And in verse five, it goes on to describe
this

what the-great -feiee- work was. This was what we thought of Him, but as fcr

Him, He was doing so and so, and then verse five goes on and tell us why really

He was smitten. He was smitten of God. The pbor fellow who got in a way

of events which I' he could not help himself. He is, however, the one who

was bearing our sins. Yes? (Q) Also it is true that He says,
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Also, it is true that He said , No man taketh my life from me. I lay it down of

myself. Yes, He is the Redeemer. He is the one who 4e1 deliberately gave

Himself, as verse five shows. Well, I guess we don't have time to get to verse

five
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And the fl-ourth one is nun, ayin. We were looking last time at

verse 4, and coulc you please turn the in the papers, Thank you / Bring

them up to me please. I might forget them later. Thank you. Thank very

much. Uh, uh, (Q) How do I mark them? I cannot answer them. Becasue 0

I usually do not seem them any way. Verse four of chapter fifty-three here,

We notice that the first of it, surely he has carried away our pains , our sickenesses,

and he has removed our pains. Matthew eight says, that it was fulfilled in

what Jesus did in taking away the pains and sickenesses f4- from the people.

And so, the people says" that surely it is right that he did do that. Surely oura'

sicknesses he . You notice the emphatic he. Then we we have the contrast in

the next one. There is he, and there is we. You do not ordinarily write
they in Hebrew.

of- -(he) or . For the verb carries with the idea. He did or they did.

It is only for the purpose of contrast or emphasis that pronoun s are expressed.
ye

So you hake the emphatic contrast between what f he did and what we thought.

Surely he did that, but as for us, (enachnoo),we thought k1(Heb.

we-e impressed by-SW being one who isv- 0 -111-3 (Heb.) that
1

was our opinion of him. But as far as he was concerened, he asctually did these
five again

wonderful miracles of healing. Then / verse/has/the emphatic thought. Here we
wehadanidea

have he did such and such. But we consider, 2- we thought.. we -ha-be- have

esteemed this one. But as for him, now here it is again contrasted by _______(hoo)

which is ordinarily not apparent., except to bring out vividly the contrast. But

as to him, he was we have not yet translated
Would you

this , have we? Miss Chung/translate that, please. (meeii) it is

literally from,isn't it? He was stricken from this, he was crushed from this.
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That is the common meaning of the word. From, of course, is a separation,f-re

away from. That os the most common meaning But that does not seem to make

any sense here. away from ... Now another common idea of the preposition

is the source, that proceedes from this please, w-h that comes from this background.

And so, doubtless, the source here gives the new meaning. Me was pierced
he

The source of piercing came not because/simply he fell a victim to the hands of

fate, and was crushed/ under the circumstances of life, circumstances,
it

(11.00) but he came from our transgressions,that which lead to his piercing.

It came from our iniquities, not from wickedness or sin of His own which has

produced from His being a poor vicitim of tie--poeor circumstances or blind fate

as the is said in our modern times as active - of God. By that they mean
acting

not a wonderful gr.&ee-e d--btt-&etu-a4 gracious God aetimg aet-i-e-in

kindness, but the course of nature which man cannot control, and so that in

contrast it is often understood without an act of God entering

in like a great storm of disaster way out of the ordinary effecting .. . But

in this it is not h used here. Here it was not circumstances
our wickedness,

It was not His q.i- wickedness, it was our sin,/our ei- iniquity that caused Him

to be bruised and crushed. Now, the next word, what form is it?

( , which means , yes, but actually though it is from __

it is a noun. This is a noun, yes, it is a noun. Yes, this wrd is used very often
it says, Seek after (moosar) for (moosar)

in Proverbs where / (Moosar) your father. (moosar_
which the Probers often tell us to seep

is something we are to desire. (Moosar) is not knowledge,/th.etFg-h/

t-efte-te-l-s-±s -(moosar) is -ooften more like discipline. The

moosar is that which may be disagreeable, but which is to accomplish a good

purpose. The word chastening is altogeher different from the word, punishment.
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Punishment is often retribution,! for what is bad. Chastening is an attempt to

bring one in line with good. This is a discipline. It is that which may be difficult,

my be disagreeable, but which is to lead to a desirable effect. Some years ago
prob. on the first year yp up here,

I gave a talk on (moosar) in chapel/.. And then they put up on , in

front of the library the word And then it remained there for

some years . A sign which says, "Halls of (Moosar)" They called the
one

name of the library the Halls of moosar. It is the place where -'Attelent-& disciplines

themseee-- oneself to accomplish that which one -di-se4pli-e-M- should one-se1f- 7.51

train oneself put in line with what he desires And so here it is very hard to

know just exactly how to express the idea in this particular sentence. But

I think you can catch i exactly what it means . You know what the word

(moosar) means. Yes? Because it is a noun which is derived from a root
1 lke

form . Now in some cases a word is exactly i-n-ari i-t--cwm- ---rht-with-
in

the verb form, and the meaning of the word perfect'ly fits with the context. And

in that case, you often can èw not be sure if the word is the verb form,
a verb.

or if it has become crystallized into a noun derived from/But in other cases

it is derived from the root wa of a verb, but t--sen-vefFem- has simply

become a noun, and sometimes the meaning has no relation to the verb- apparent

verb form that it would. In this case it is not related to the hophal participle.
preffix

It simply is a noun. The em is not a participle -sti-ffi- .pef1-x here. It is a

noun sf4.±-x, preffix like 7 our English -dom, or Ness, or something 0/ like

that twhich is pu t to the end of a word to make an abstract ending. The mem

is put before a word. Somebody gave an illustration which is not a proper illus

tration, yet it is similar. In English we say, 4leat, and that is a noun.
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,dçthat what we eat. Just like in Hebrew, (. (akael) is eat, and

(maekol) is food. It is similar except that in English it is not that form at all.

Purecly accidentally it looks like it. But it does illustrate the idea., even though

tat is not an appropriate one. Then-i44 eiyhai'd-t.e-- But this then is very

hard, and the word discipline does not give the idea here.at all., and it- in

Proverb, you say, seek chastisement. That would iet- give the idea . The English

word, discipline, chastisement are within the area this word (moosar),

but we do not have any words that exactly express the idea. In this context,

probably chastisement is as good as anything, though I do not think that an

average English-speaking-person would not be quite sure of exactly what the

word means. That which is disagreeable, that which i-s- requires effort or

endurance, but that which is for the acconp1ishe-tment of the good purposes,

and here of course, ________(moosar) is a noun , and its construct is

(moosaer). What is the next , word, Miss C Chung? Yes, our peace is

.hem (shalom) is the word. It is the ordinary Greek

in Hebrew. if-1e-4e-I-sfaeteday, If you re ei-m going to Israel today,

every one you meet today, you mm-&t will say shalom. That is the ordinary

Greek. It is li-k-e- not like our ordinary G greeting like "How are you?" It is

more like our greeing,_"Good-bye), that is, good be with you. It is more like
? -erthe4-.oze.... Just like

that. How is your peacr May you have peace. It simply says, peace. /In

Germany, in German, very often you hear them say, Mahlzeit! By that they

wish you to have a happy meal-time. But here, peace, may you peace, or

how is your peace? Either one. But the word, peace, (whshalom)

does not simply mean freedom from war, but it has a far deeper meaning than
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in Hebrew has a number of usages. One usage is as preffix to make a
of MEM

participle of a verb. And another usage/is to make an abstraction, to make an

abstract noun. Like the word that means to chastise. Chastisement. Juast as we

add -ment at thee end they would put a mern before. Mem is very often used

like a word (yalad) to bear, you put a MEM before it, and you get
meaning

a word, /kindred, so here, it is originally derived from (yasar), but

the word (moosar) is beating for a purpose. (Q)

ISIAH *32

Continue then. This is the discipline, or the chastisement which produces

our peace. Continue then. Yes, yes. -I think it is a noun, healing. Healing.

healing. If you had a verb, it would be an imperfect. We will be. I do not

think this has this form here. This is a noun. nirpah which means

\hea1in.
I do not know. There is no (13.20 And in his stripes

Piere is healing for us. Yes, now the King James says, by his stripes we are

healed, which is right, which is not strictly literal, but which gives a precise

meaning. We are healed, but literally it is -his-- in his stripes or by meai s

of his stripes there is healing for us. Yes, yes, the King$' James the good

translation of the idea. But it is not strictly literal. But,of course, a strictly

literal a" translation often does not make much sense. You have to get a little
what

literal understanding oVthe idea of the word is , then put into your own lanauge.

His healing was to us. Yes? There is a noun, yes there is a noun. He does

not give as a noun, but he only gives as a verb form, the word (nirpha)
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a
that. It means welbeing. It means/condition in which you are well, you are

I have here the Jewish translation put out in 1917 by a Jewish

C'ornmittee of the Holy Scriptures accord ng to the masoretic text.

And in this translation they say that the chastisement of our wel/fare is upon

him. Now welfare does not give the full meaning of the word halom . But

it may come nearer than, and perhaps tha-n it may come -bea a little nearer than

simply peace, although peace in its is nearer than welfare. Now what
that

does t4ni.eweid exactly mean? chastisement?--ewe-l-fare- of our %' welfare?

What does that mean? That is to an average English reader

of the Scriptures. But when you think of what chastisement mean, it means something
the

which is to accomplish good purpose, and then hai-s--chastisement of something.

Of course, the chastsement of eu- could refer to one who receives the chastisement,

but it would be even more natural when you think of the real meaning of it,
it

the chastisement of peee, the chastisement that wH-1-produce s punishment of

something , maybe the punishment that is the penalty for having done something,

but the chastisement of something is- which is intended to produce something,

Consequently the chastisement of our peace would be that here was a distpline

here was something t- to be borne, here was something that is disagreeable,

here was something that requires a tremendous efforts, but it was something

which was for the pupose of securing our welbeing, our peace, something that
with/

produces peace with God for us, and peace/in our hearts for us. Chastisement

of our peace. I think that ±s-- one is very clear ... he-Eftg-i-s1-w.ed In English

the word chastisement is not used much any more , and so we do not really

think of it as much... we do not have the full power of the meaning in mind.

Miss Chung? (Q) No, it does not fit the mea-iing at all. (Q)No, the letter MEM
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He does not give as a noun, but he only gives as a verb form under niphal.

But it is rather hard to get the meaning for that. (Q) Well, that is a problem.

If you take it as a -phNiphal, it has been healed for us, or to us, it certainly

is very unliteral. It doesn't.. . It has been healed for us. If it is an abstract

idea, the healing for us would certainly make some sense, but we do not take

it... but if we do not have a parallel to it, it is pretty hard to be sure of

it, and the other in that exact sense it is pretty hard to find the parallel.

Yes, yes? (Q) 117(/ Yes/ Inother words, that is his guess, and I think that is

rather difficult to . .. I do not know of any other case where that occurs as

a noun. If it would be found, that would make a much better solution. I do not

know of any parallel to it. (Q) The great advantage of the Brigq Drive and Brown

is . .. It is a very, very useful work. The reason that it is such a useful work
his

is that it gives/evidence so fully, and, consequently, if he makes a statement

without evidence , you Qe- pretty well know that it is a guess, because he gives

his evidence very fully. That's t1 great advantage of it. It is not that whatever

Brown, or Driver, or Briggs says is the authoritative souce. Dr. Robert D. Wilson

in his early days-t-ok told how he heard a great theological discussion and said

tee- there was this great debate on a theological point and he found that the debate

was hingeing on the meaning of certain Hebrew and Greek words and the debateres
of 4.hee& theology

--these professors/Nere simply quotting the dictionary, and the dictionary said

so and so, and he decided that he w&e- wanted to get back of the dictionary , be

cause the dictionary expresses the opinion of the dictionary writer, and that is

the disadvantage of the- a little dictionary , that it 4 gives you his conclusion

but doesn't tell what they are based on, and actually, you take these three men:

Brown was the -pfed president of Union Seminary in New York , not nearly as liberal
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aw- as they are at Union today but pretty liberal, and Driver was the English
in

pms- professor who-wetwrote a commentary on the Psalm-5/which divides every




\
one of them into two or three -ev- different documents wit-which he fits togetl-e r

and g very often in his commentary he will say, I differ with BDB on this p± point

and then, Briggs was the professor of Old Testament in Union Seminary who was

put out x of the Presbyterian Church USA on account of his heretical ideas about

the Old Testament, but they were three men who put many yearks studying Gesenius'

Dictionary , examing the words and comparing this and they did an excellent

piece of work, not too m much for their conclusions as for the ways in which

they present their evidence, so that when they give you a word and they say it

means this and there is only one usage of it, you can say that that is their opinion.
in

But when they give you a word and they say it means this ,é eight cases, you

have a good deal of evidence, but it's good to look up the eight cases when they

do, see whether their conclusion is e- correct. But if you a-Sf are working hastily

and you find eight cases the chances are they have some pretty good amount of

evidence, if they only give one, well, -loko look it and then look up the meanings

of the words that are most common and see whether one of them would fit better.

Brown, Driver, and Briggs were quite in touch with the critical thought of their

day and they reflected it in their dictionary, but they give the--eeewe occurrences

and they arrange every word, and examine the different suggestions, so that the

putting together of the evidence and making it available is far better than any other

we have. Young's Concordance where you can look up any Hebrew word and find

out just how it is translated in the King James Version and if you find that a word

is translated a certain way 6 times and another way 88 times, you know that the

88 times probably is pretty close to the real meaning of the word, and-the you can

examine each one of them to see whether it is really different from the 88 or not.
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And the case where a word is only translated one way, then it is certainly very

useful to question what the evidence is, now hey-they there may be good evidence,

but it-g e-k--ei.the- raises the question immediately, and the n this Englishmen's

Hebrew and Greek Concordance, you look at the words and you see all thex uses

of it with a little bit of context, very often at a 21 glance you get an idea of what

the context is , because the only thing that proves what a vo rd ire ans is context,

there is no other way to prove what a word .means in any language, the history
0

o it , the background, thejs*igeV &uggests possibilities, but they

don't prove it. And of course-4r&ns-ae translation of a word is helpful for suggesting

the or-g- original knowledge of Hebrew comes from the tra nslations into Aramaic

--comes from the tradition of the Jews,comes from the translations into Greek.

Those are very , very helpful and useful but they only suggest , they don't prove

ta-- translations. But Context proves, if you say, for instance, if you have a word

and you say does that word mean a sheep or a lamb . Well, you read san ewhere

in the context, and it says that this is such and such. Why it's more than two

years old. Well, you know immediately that the word doesn't mean sheep, it means

lamb, but when you find that in the-eeit'te*t is rete- translated sheep

iniery case in the New Testament , and when you find that and are

a-1-s- always tr i-is-le translated lamb, Ix you know that in the New Testament there
two

are two words which the King James Ti&r'ls&- Translators consider /-One of the m
lamb

to always mean /keep, and one they consider always naning sheep. But when you

look at the Old Testament and you find that each sword used, and-tef- there are

about five of them, it is 4a&lete- translated about hay- half of the cases lamb and

about half of them sheep. You find that there is &ft no word in Hebrew which the
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King James Translators consider the lamb rather than sheep. In other words

eight- age difference does not enter in as far as they can tell into the meaning

of these words. Now, of course, we might find proof that they were wrong, but

when you have a good ea many occurrences not just a few, it's pretty good evidence

-so that looking at them in their context very often you will get a great deal of very

vakiagl- valuable information that way, and the advantage of Brown, Driver, and

Briggs is that you see how many cases . When this is the only case iec it gives

you can know that the evidence may be very k slight. Well, the advantage of the

English is that you have a lot of references that you can get from B.D.B but the

references are arranged so that you have a little context, and from the context

you can get an idea of what the basic meaning of the word is. Now, the trans

lators of the RSV varied quite a bit on their view on certain things. I was much

interested to le ar that- one -c--the-- of the members of the committee speak one

Sunday night NA-e- whe n they had eele celebrations all xif over the country

of the publication of the RSV. and so I went to this church Wi ere the Dean of

Drew Seminary was speaking, and he was on the New Testament Committee and

the N.T. had come out already, but now the whole Bible was published, and he

spoke there in celebration of its publication, and in the c urse of the talk he

said , From vthat the members of the Old Testament Committee, the situation was

very d-i'4- different there from us on the New Testament Committee. They tell me

that time and time -and- again one committee would get up and he would say this

word has to mean this or I don't know anything aID ut Hebrew, this is what it must

mean , and some other member of the committee said that word can't possibly mean

that, if dx it does , I don't fflea- know acc anything about Hebrew, and he said

that happened repeatedly. And I'm not sure just he-- how hgh-t-t-e high the level
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of Hebrew knowledge of the Committee as a whole aei*t-a-l1-aea-l4- actually,

but I think that they were all men of verjcwk4eaH-y-- the attitude of accepting

whatever- ght.ef the Higher Critics said as true, and I was much interested up

here in Jenkintown , one of the eyagees- synagogues had a meeting up there

in which they invited all the persons in this whole area to bear the Jews- Jewish

member of the RSV committee speak on Bible tran isation. I went up there for

about 5 hours he just spoke and answered questions, and it was most interesting

what he told us. He said someone asked him a question. He said Did Re-l4en

Religious ped- prejudice enter into the translation. He said I can only think of

one case where it did. Well, what he said , it really gave an--e interesting

sidelight on the wcrk . He said they were examing--that that particular day there

were seven members present of the committee, and he said they were discussing

in Genesis where it says the Spirit of God moved upon the face of the it-es

waters.., and the question was shall we tra-i& translate it spirit or wind. Moffatt

says there was a i-d- mighty wind which came e- over the face of the

waters. Some argueil for spirit and some aues- &tee argued for wind and

they argued for about an hour. -Pefr Finally they put it to a vote and three voted

for spirit and three w voted for wind, and one didn't vote. And then the chairman

turned to this man arri said, -you- You have to vote because we have a tie here

and we have to break the tie. Well, all right he sid s4a-- said, I vote for

Spirit. So then they said, now shall it sc be Spirit with a eat4 capital S or spirit

with a small s, and they-- this Jewish member of the committee said , Spirit with

a capital S would mean Spirit in the ee sense o the Christian trinity, but Spirit

with a small S would mean tle Se Spirit cf God in a geeer-geea-- general sense.

with no idea of the trinity.
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And so -they he said they argued again fior an hour, ask to wh ether it-sheit& should

be spirit with a capital S or spirit with a little S and at the end of that a put it

to a vote and &g-iii- ag4ia again three voted e- for4t-e-s-- Spirit with a eat-e- capital

S and three with a small . And the one who didn't vote was the same who didn't

mvote before. So they turned to him and they said you have to vote and he said

he -dr.'-t- didn't want to vote , and he said you have to vote because it is

a tie and so he said allright I vote for spirit with a capital S. And then the man

who was speakinging said after they adjourned he went up to this fellow, and

said, Bob, why did you vote for Spirit with a capital S. You know the idea of

the trinity didn't even begin until 300 AD , he said, Oh, yes, I know that, but

Harry, I voted as a Christian. So he gave that as the one instance where k he

knew that i.i-g- religious prejudice entered into his determination. But to me the

interesting thing about it was three this way and the- three that way and in the

end one man's teN iei determining who didn't want to vote at all. So

when you get through it it could have come out a mighty wind, but I think if it

had bein mighty wind, the chairman of the big committee would have made tie m

change, because be was looking out for sales and they didn't care how radical

they were in place s-wheFe- not usually noticed but when it erne- comes to the

very first page they wouldn't have allowed a mighty wind there. Just like when

the members of the RSV say we put in vh at the Hebrew says, we just tell the

i±i-- truth , and we always follow the Hebrew, I would like to ask them, Did they

few follow the Hebrew in the Wx 23ri Pasa RK Psalm, and my guess there wasn't

a single man on that committee who believed in the shadow of death,-t--they

I'm sure the Chairman would have4ok- told them, This book has to_see sell, you

can't change the 4- 23rd Psalm. And so, in the 23rd Psalm and other places they
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follow ideas that they know hardly any of them believe, but where there wasn't

a motive like that, they followed the critical suggestions that had been worked

out in -eon-meiar- commentaries by the higher critics throught the years, and

a great many are summarized in Brown, Driver, and Briggs. Set-t-4s- Sometimes

they give us facts-they±ve; other tirm s they give us possibilities. Bu when

you see the suggestion ther-- you can see there is no evidence for it in most

cases--it stands isolated. And when they give semefe something for which there

is good evidence , you will see how much good evidence there idx is, so it is a

very, very useful book. The only authority is God'sWord and the only --and when

you can't find a parallel you should not be dogmatedc. So here then we go on

to that six verse and Mr. Kim , would ocx youix read us tFe six verse please.

What is , piel, a pual , or a Hophal. It looks k like a pual, doesn't

it, except for the first sylable, but the ending looksk like .. And what are we

going to db with . When you put the all of us, you see, you dcn 't need

the All of us have done this, this is what we did, the- this is what the Lord

did. We have about . 1. Let's get the next three verses so that you will have

the whee-- whole of the 12 verses in mind and give particular attention to the

verses nine and ten, eleven and twelve.

In a passage like this , the problem is explained in First Peter that the prophets

were wondering what or what manner of time the Spirit of 'h4. Christ which was in

them did signify. In other words, the prophets were speaking to their own day.

They were dealing with the problems of their day. There is a great deal in the

prolxphets which can't be uers-t-a undersbod. That is very important. But it

is also important that we realize that God was leading them to give a suggestion

of important things in the future-wh-±-- which He would graudally let-t- making

known, and therefore, sometimes the language is such that ic it is difficult to
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12 52:11 vessels of the Lord

13 52:13 new sections dealing with how we can be clean, worthy vessles
ohJd

What good is deliverance from exile 1f sin question not dealt with?

,& 14 on taking the Bible literally
gp speech

15 52:1 "Awake, awake" . Condition of one who sleeps
Jerusaiis called to awake

16 meaning of lb

17 time when lb will be fulfilled?

18/i-S JeJ is again going to be a Jewish cty
6-10 Donext seems to deal with the return from the ei1e.

Three possibilities of interpretation mentioned

19/1-5 cont'd

7-10 summary pf previous study

10 not stircr_literal

20/1-L summary of 52:1

9 Story when in Germaiy and asked for bill at restaurunt, :T

21/1-5 Bill = accounts beak of a bird
One word has a range of unrelated meanings

How to get at the 'uanjgfaJAatd
Usage, etymology, way it has been interpreted

22/1-6 Value of Yours Analytical Concordance
7-10 " " Englishman's Heb. Concord.

23/1-5 "shall no more come into thee": temporary or permanent cessation?

8-10 52:2 iveexrsion for an abandoned city

L-- 24 Three possib1eejations
the third one the most literal, but doesn't fit context

25 review
26 repetition of the bill given on p. 21

27 repetition of material given on p. 22
28 " " " " p. 23

29 52:2 " " " " " p. 23
"arise and sit do" get up and take a seat of honor.
Get u and take your seat
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29 52:2 of icture represented by a woman; a woman repre
1' sening a nation, a nation represented by a city, a city

represented by a part of a city

30 52:3 You've gone into sin and what did you get but of it?

Illustration: before the depression
Nothing left but memories

30/5-10 "redeemed without money".
Rjpjqn.-from captivity

31/1 52:11 "without cause" clear

31/6-10 52:5 "make them to howl"
"my name is continually blasphemed" -their God amounts to nothing

31/9 52:6 God will deliver them in such a way they will know it is He

32 cf. 118:3 God pr ict it in advance sopeople would know He did it
If He had not madeit perfectly clear, they would not recognizeit
or give Him credit

32/10 brings captivity

J7 33 question of sin -is more important than the question of exile

33/3 52:7 what do js have o do with it??

the Lord shall bring again

3)1 "bring again" in sense of "be returned" to its former condition;
/"--_ bejxd. A change of condition rather than movement to a plac e..LL _

((Why not "the Lord shall return to Zion"???)

1/-9 52:9-10

311/10 52:11 picture of people who are to return from the captivity.
Described in the beginning

3/7 people are still in sin and need more than deliverance from exile.

,44 They need the sin-question taken care of.

36/1-8 52:12 Story of disappearance of stone from Westminster

37 Discussion on "rereward"
7? .

38 Josephus' use of the Bible. He is a first class authority on
7 hTiTrt not on periods ef ore.

39 Matters of historicity - his permittigg the Jews to return
52:1-10 is tightly tied to ch. Si

39/10 - Math professor who knew math but not how to apply it±1ife in

Fl 110/1-7 measuring height to top of his house.

111/1 52:1 Form of Heb. word indicates he is speaking to a woman; they
Cy under a figure.
Value of kno3reek and Hebrew

42 put on thy beautiful garments i.e. the garments of your splendor
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, 143 .52:1 the j, viz. the city of holiness.

1414 assingment, preparation for next class.
the

145/7-10 of word determined by how definite/context ±± is.
One instance which is absolutely clear will establish a
possible g of a word.

a
146/1-S One clear case can establish the_meaninL.

It it the "city of the sanctuary" or is it the "city having
the quality which we call holy"?? Abstract quality or con
crete place?

a
146/8 "no more" = "no longer". Continuance is broken, rather than

something that is permanent.
b

-' 14/7-1O 52:1 exegesis and interpretation
ratjjn from Prague,Cèch.in days of Huss

147 Illustration on Czech, continued.
In 1927, they were awakening after 300 yrs. of sleep

/ 148 "thy beautiful garments" rather than "the garments of thy holiness"
The beauty belongs to the garments, not to the person.

/ 148/9 52:2 Hithpaeldiscussed

249 Iterative veduratJ meaning repetition, as Enoch walks and
A walwa1ks with God. Doing things repeatedly.

249/5 Analog Ofjusage in Babylonian

149/7-10 "shake off the dust"

50 "get up and take your seat! on a throne
"loose. from the




a '173T' "o open"
50/7-10 acc. of specification

Si start opening, get busy opening
Kethib and Quere

52 Importance theologically of the hithpael having passive meaning.
"in theebe blessed" not TTblThemseTLvesT1

52/7 "let the bands of your neck be loosed"

53/1-14 impf., not impv.

53/5-b 52:3 exegesis and interpretation

514 They went down to Egy. to sojourn there.,God delivered them and
the Assyrian thro wicked desire to conquer have taken them. Now
He will surely deliver them from

55 Kethib and Quere vs. 14, cf. vs. 5 (adonai)
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56 52:b-5 adonai

56/3-10 52:2 "loose thyself." May be acc.opeification
Could be taken as meaning that someone has removed these bands from
her neck that are holding her down, so she can rise from the dust.

57 52:2 cont'd
Kethih and Quere

58 cont1d
ael - frequentive use. Enoch walked and walked and walked

59 52:2 releasing taken frequentively ??
Must of one with habit of smoking. Have to keep on

freeing self from that habit.

59/8 52:1
1. 60 grammatical and linguistical problems

61/1-7 problems of a tnsgpr

61/8 52:3 sold yourselves foothing

62 52:L sojourn

63/1-3 cont'd

63/5 the Asyrians came and grabbed them without any real justificatiai

63/6 52:5

6)4 Two kinds of sentences in Hebrew: the verbal, and the noun.
Here it is a noun sentence
What is to me?

6)4a discussion not clear

65/1-5 52:5
65/5 52:6 "Behold me" = Here I am

66 52:7 hil -- give good tidings

67 The meaning ofTTShalom'! and of "thy God reigneth" (malak)

68 Thy God reigneth == God is beginning to exert His soveir in a
very special way.

68/5 52:8 voice of thy watchmen

68a 52:8

68a/7-l0 Kinds of Hebrew Lexicons

69 cont'd

69/6 Almah

70 cont'd
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The course that are covering now is to be a survey of the first six chapters

of Isaiah and of approximately the last ten. Now this, you might say is two

distinct courses because this does not really aake a homogenous section.

They are two distinct sections. It seems to me that it makes a good unit deal for a

course to put them together and so that'ts the way I'm going to take thin. Now

before we look into the sections let+s look into the book of Isaiah as a whole. You

look at the book of Isaiah and you immediately ask yourself the question "Did Isaiah

write or speak everything in this book in exactly the order in which it is contained in

the book of Isaiah as we have it today? If I ask you that question and you turn

to the first page of Isaiah what will your answer be immediately. Will it be

yes or no? (14) Wy not? Yes, I think tha tics a very good answer.

This is a vision that he saw concerning Judah and Jebusalem in the days of U&Siah

Jotham, Ahaz, and Hezekiah . Did he write that in the day of Uzziah? He could

not have written that in the day of Uzziah? He could not have written that in

the day of Uzziah because he would not yet have known the kianes of the succeeding

kings. Now if he wrote this after he knew the names of all those kings, then it

would have to be that all of the other material was given later and it couldn't

have been given in the years of Uzziah, Jotham and Ahaz, so tha t it would seem

quite apparentthat this verse was written long after much of the vison was

received byhim. Of course, someone might say he received it but didn't give is

any of it until later., and that would&kt be possible for a man to have vision

through the rings of fortune but never tell anybody about it or write any of it

down until the end (13) That would be entirely possible but very unlikely

and when you read the book you will see plenty of evidence (13) Yes

Yes, it could be , but the thing that I'm stressing is that we don't start in

verse I (12-3/4) verse 1 is written at the end of the whole business and we

fl23/4) we can at least say he had received a great many

before he passed them on. So, that is that4ê true of verse one what about
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verse 2 well, we have no or verse 2 is the first verse that he gave

either. We xg have do look for evidence as to when verse 2 was given. Now then

the book of Isaiah is not necessarily in complete chronological order.

That isn't to say it isn't in chronological order but we want to see if we find

evidence on whether it is or not. As we take up this book of Isaiah, these

sixty-six chapters which go by the name of Isaiah and we ask ourselves how are we

going to divide them into what divisions does this naturally fall we immediately

know that out of the sixty-six chapters there is a group of four that is very different

from the rest. Most of them are, in fact they are entirely they are messages

which Isaiah gives whether speaking in his own name or more generally speaking
who

as God* representative so that it is God nat speaks even though Isaiah utters

the words. That is true of most of the chapters you open almost anywhere

Listen awhile to me and hearken ye people from afar. 49. 48 Hear (111/4)

For the Lord will have mercy on Jacob and will yet choose Israel . It is a

sárt of material which we might call prophet in the true sense of the word. That

is not prediction necessarily, it may include prediction. But it's purpose

is not necessarily to tell of the future but it is to give God*s Word to man

He is a spokesman for God to those to whom he speaks and tha t isxtixu true of

all of the book except for an occasional verse but for all of the book otherwise

except the four chapters and these four chapters are strikingly different from
through

the rest of the book . These are the chapters from chapter 37 t 39. These four

chapters we would entitle . They are chapters which tell us about

certain things happening. Chapter 36 through 39 . 36 Now it came to pass

in the fourteenth year of King Hezekiah certain things happened somebody went

and talked to somebody and somebody else talked to himback and forth it is

and we have no other long passage of narrate . No other long passage of narrate

in the book of Isaiah except in these four chapters 80 it is immediately apparent
that chapters 36 to 39 form a unit by themselves. They are a historical section

of the book.
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Now in these four chapters Isaiah occupies a prominent position. They tell

about his dealings with the various kings, the things he does, they do, etc.

They include prophecy. But the prophecy is in the midst of a lot of history

a lot of narrative so we divide the book of Isaiah, immediately we have one

section that is separated out and that divides the book in to (9)

Now this historical which is in chapter 36 through chapter 39 and with a
gave

prediction that Isaiahxaz to Hezekiah in chapter 39 verse 7 "@Of thy sons

which shall issue from thee, which thou shalt beget shall they take away; and

they shall be eunichs in the palace of the king of Babylon. Then said Hezekiah to Isaiah

Good is the word of the Lord which thou hast spoken'.' xxzxis1iatrnmxxu

fxx¬aáxizxxtht That "good" is not a very good txañal translation . It

means I recognize it, I'm satisfied. Godd is the word which thou has spoken. He says

Whatever comes from God is right and I'm glad to receive the Wcrd of God but he

said, moreover for there shall be peace and truth in my days . He says this is a

terrible thing that you have predicted that my sons are going to be ta ken , slaves

in the palace of the king of Babylon. My dzme defence of the worse son in the

Bible does not mean the things that our modern english means today. xixxx(81/2)

We say that Jesus is the Son of David and if you speak somebody's name you say

that man there is the son of Benjamin Franklin everybody will think you're crazy.

libbbbhböbbbbbbbbhbbbbbböhy The word son today means the next generation.

- The word son in the Bible means anyone who is descended from the one named Jesus

was the Son of David , son of Abraham. It was for descent not for the

next immediate generation. So So then we have this prediction made to him and

in chapter 40 we begin at this that which we to this prediction a section

wus which Isaiah looks forward to the exile in Babylon xathi and comforts God*s

people with the assurance that they will return. Chapters 40 through 56

approx. are dealing with this definite historisal backgrounds The exile into
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Babylonwhich Isaiah foresees as coming he doesn*tm know when actually it is

more than a zviir century later . Well, we will look into this later part of

Isaiah later on in the course. Now, we note simply this relation between

the historic sectionchapter 36 to 39 and what follows. Now we look at what

precedes and we find in what precedes, we find that we have this verse which

gives us a date in chapter 1 verse 1 , "The vision of Isaiah the son of Amoz

which he saw concerning Jud ah and Jerusalem in the days of Uzziah, Jotham, Ahaz and IdEzRk*

Hezekiah, kings of Judah. Then chapter 2 starts with"@The word that Isaiah the

son of Amoz saw concerning Judah and Jerusalem"and we will spend a little time later

pondering what that verse means because it is a most inteesting verse . We look

on to Chapter 6 "In the year that king Uzziah died I saw also the Lord . So

that is dated. But then in Chapter 7 we have another date . "And it came to

pass in the days of Ahaz the son of Jotham, the son of Uzziah, king of Judah,

that certain things happened and he goes on to describe these things and there

is ag a situation in Ahaz*s day with which he deals from Chapter 7
Enunanua 1

So that we call that section the book of the aa Because in relation to

those things in that specific historical background the wonderful prophecy

of Emmanuel is given and developed during these chapters. That is chapter 7

to 12 and then when you look at chapter 28 as we did a year ago this month

in this class of Isaiah then, you l&ok at chapter 28 you find that 28 had the

same background as chapter 7 so I put into one course last Spring Chapters 7

to 12 the Book of Emmanuel and the x*at*ea related material from Chapter 28

to 35 so that makes a section. Between those two sections there is a section

from Chapter 13 through 27 which is a unit which I may cover next Fall or in

the future. We will not tgk touch on it in this present course. So that we

have glance now at all of the book except the first six chapters. But we

notice that chapters 7 to 12 and 28 to 35 Are closely tied to a specific-----------------
historical background and deal with the immediate situation of that time and that
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is
Chaptersx 40 to 56/closely/tied to a predicted historical background

and deals with that situation but Chapters
,)._4.

which we are now going to

look at do not tie themselves up tightly to ny immediate historical

background and. so I present the suggestion tha in thK at least the first

five of these six chapters Isaiah is giving ma erial of

dealing with message rather than soLmuch specificaly with a

particular situation . Now that may be the case or it may be that in the

days of Isaiah he gave these five first chapters giving the general message

which was first given to him before it was tied to a specific historical

background to any great extent and then Chapter 6 is the story of his call.

Now chapter 6 you might think ought to be chapter4 one but it isn't it's

chaiter 6_-wte.far_to_caJJ..it An Inaugural Vision or somethin2 like that but

whether it is the very beginning of his prophecy or not we don't know but at

least it was very near the beginning . It was not a great time after the

beginning of it that he had this great vision in Chapter 6 Now this material

then from one to six is going to be the first part of our course lxcx1 this

year 1 - 6 which we take as a unit because we have all of these other units

that it is separated from , it sort of pulls it together and its more general

nature does not relate a great deal to a specific immediate situation . In wich

which he is talking about what Ahaz done or what Hezekiah does or ( 2 3/4)

xks What is your question m (2)

I think so. I think that in 6:1 his inaugural vision came the year Uzziah died

and in 1:1 he got the message in the days of Uzziah , Jotham and Hezekiah and

more than that the fact that Ahaz had become a leper and consequently the

kingdom had probably been ruled by Jotham while Isaiah was still living

and some scholars think that Jotham died before Uzziah did. Now we are not sure

of that but it seems at least very good conjecture when you try to fit the dates

together and consequently it would seem very likely that part of this material
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might have been given prior to Chapter 6. xx (1 3/4)

I think that it is most likely although I would not be dogmatic about bikxtx it

but most likely that these five chapters were

given before. They are more or less general in nature. The next thing we

want to do -- we want to do one of two things, we would start on verse 1

and go forward step by step or we coald glance at the whole of the sixñ chapter

to get a general idea of their contents and I think that is why I always think

it is good to get a general idea of contents of a section before you begin looking

at it. You cannot get a complete satisfactory idea of contents of a section

until studied in detail but as you go at the detail r*i*xkaxaxaxgaaaxal

you do much better with that if you have a general idea of contents so the

two must be done you might say side by side. That is if you approach something

absolutely new and fresh you know nothing about it you must make a general

survey to get the contents.

2x
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You must make a general survey to get the general idea of contents before you

are really in a position to satisfactory work out all of the details. But

you have to look at the details before you are able to make such a general

survey so each one can prove the other , you can prove your division, you can

prove your details but you have to (14 3/4) Like when an archeologist

digs into an ancient city, he does not just go and start digging he tries to

take a certain little section and there dig a hole way down to try to get

right to rockbottom at the very beginning and to see how many different types

of material he gets., how many different foundations he gets in order to get
a history of the

a general idea of the / city. Then having gotten the general idea

then he starts at the top and tries to learn all he can about the top area.

The latest area and digs that off and then goes into next . As he

does this he may greatly revise his idea of the general history but he will

do much better if he has at least a good general idea to take as a basis to

either to improve, hold to or reject, improve or change (13 3/4)

People talk about an open mind when you approach something with an absolutely

open mind it is like trying to carry water in a can that is open at both ends

you don't get anything . If you are going to work into anything it is good to

make hypothesis, ideas and suggestions but don't cling to them make them for

invest igation . See how your material fits in but if you just go with an open

mind with nothing to prepare it you come out with nothing. You should keep

your mind open in the sense of being ready to revise any idea you have when

you find proper evidence that requires it but you should have your mind set with

certain definite problems which you are looking for answers , definite hypotheses

which you are trying to accept or reject. If only so youxxika make progress in

any type of study . So, we want to see if we can get a general idea of this and

in doing that I bring you an observation which is based upon study of many

sections of Isaiah and also other prophets , kparticularly Jeremiah . This
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of the prophets
observation is that the great bulk of the material/falls into two categories.

A great par , obably the greater part of the material in the prophets is

material rebuking__peopler
their sn and calling upon theist2 ur.n_awaL

from their sin. Th s material then just for a general term we can call rebuke

and at lea st half may be two-thirds *mxtxixøkRtBxx*z of the material in the

prophets is rebuke which in most of the sections of the prophets is rebuke.

Now rebuke consists

of pointing to a person that he is sinning it consists of telling the person that

if he continues in his sin he is going to have a terrible (11-3/4) or it consists

in telling a person that if he continues in his sin he is going to miss certain

blessings that he can get that he hadn't been continuing in it. Rebuke is trying

to get people to turn away from sin . Now this rebuke is as I say in most

(11-3/4) in a very great portion of the material. As you look at Jeremiah

and at most sections of Isaiah you find that the (ilk) devotes all of his

space to review although they devote very long sections but there are other

sections which are very, very different as different as anything can be and

these sections I have given just for a title I call Blessings now that is

not such a good title neither is "Rebuke" such a good title because they do not

give a full idea of what I mean but I don't know of a better one . If you come

up with a better ne I will be very glad to make a change but as long as you know

what I mean by that this may do for this course . What I meai by Blessing

is that there is not something simply said about a b*zzi*n .blessing , because

a Rebuke passage can contain discussion of blessing . He can say if you hadn't

sinned you would have received this kblessing and that one and that one . If

you continue in your sins you'll miss this blessing and that one and that one.

That's talking about blessing but he is talking about them for the purpose of

rebuke so that is rebuke. Blessing is a different sort of thing altogether
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What I call blessing is a passage in which the prophet is assuring God's people
in the future

that there are blessings for them.! It is not a passage in which he is

specifically trying to get people to turn away from sin but one in which he is
in the future

assuring God's people that God has blessings for them/ Now we find these

pa ssages very frequently in the prophetic books and I have come to the conclusion

which I have never come across (9) I think it must be since it such a

reasonable deduction from the fact but I have come to this conclusion that the

attitude of the prophet may be thought of this way. They look at the people,

the nation as a whole and they see it going on in sin and they rebuke it. They

call on the nation to turn away from sin . They call on them to turn to God and

as they give this message great numbers of the people pay no attention they are

hardened in their sin, they continue as they are. It is obvious that the nation

is going to have to have great changes (8-3/4) But there is a portion

of the nation which hears the prophet's words and as a result tends to give way

to despair because this portion of the nation sees very clearly that all the

prophet says about the sin of the nation is true that this is true of the nation's

sin and they are implicated in the sin of the nation. They know the nation ix

deserves and must suffer for it They know that they can not help suffering

themselves in hes this implication. They are implicated in it even though

they are trying to get away from it trying to turn to God. So the godly
nation

portion of the p*e as it hears the xp1it words of the prophet tends to give

way to despair and to say what's the hope, everything is hopless . There is

nothing but (8) It is as if the prophet having given his terrible denunciation

and declaration of rebuke then sees a great tendency to despair and the danger

of despair in the people and says don't give way to despair God is not through

with his people God has great blessings ahead for them . There are wonderful

promises that you can cling to in spite of the terrible punishment that is bound

to come for the sin of the nation. So not all of the material by any means in the
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prophetic books can go under these two headings but in many sections of the

prophetic books most of the material can go under these two headings and they occur

usually exactly in this order . First the Rebuke then the Blessing. The

rebuke addressed to the nation as a whole . The blessing addressed to the godly

among the people in order to keep them from giving in to despair. Now that being

the case there is a sort of alternation which is often found in the prophetic

books., between these two types of passages and the alternation often enables us

to divide to divide into sections putting a rebuke passage and blessing passage

together as one united section. Now this is particularly obvious when you look at

the book written by a man who was a contempory of Isaiah. This man is called

Micah and people sometimes speak of him as Isaiah's younger contemporary but I

don't know what they base that on . I have no idea how anybody would know him to

be younger or older. I don't see how they can tell what his relation was in age.

to Isaiah. This we know that he wa s in the same general perio4because the book

of Micab begins with the words @"The word of the Lord that came to Micah the

Morashthite in the days of Jotham, Ahaz and Hezekiah, kings of Judah which he saw

concerning Samaria and Jerusalem." Now you notice he does not mention Uzflah

he mentions Jotham, Ahaz and Hezekiah may be that is why they say younger because

Isaiah mentions Uzziah. When you realize that Uzziah reigned a bout fifty years

and he Probably only actually reigned only about ten then was a leper the rest of

the time and Jotham reigned for many years . When you realize that the fact that

Isaiah mentions Uzflah and Micah doesn't , doesn't prove that Micah was any younger

than Isaiah. On superficial examination you would think he was younger but it is

very superficial. In this book of Micah you look at the beginning of the book of

Micah and he says rebuke God is threatening the people with punishment for their

sins. Therefore, vese six says, I will make Samaria as an heap of the field

and as plantings of a vineyard; There is a terrible punishment coming for their

sins and then you get to verse 12 of Chapter 2 and you have wonderful blessing
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in two verses , return from exile. Then you ha ye chapter 3 of Nicah and he is

rebuking them for their sins and he ends chapter 3 with 1Therefore shall Zion

fvø your sake be plowed as a field, and Jerusalem shall become heaps and the mountains

of the house as the high places of the forest." A verse we are going to refer to

again because although we are dealing with Isaiah , Micah can throw much l light on

Isaiah . But you notice he continued immediately after "aHxthxtaiExnixtiIe

kuzKxa3xRx1dxp±rnxHfxkKxfBxEztxi here is your rebuke pointing out their

sins telling the terrible things that must come forth ending with verse 12 of Nicah

and chapter 4 verse 1 of these chapter divisions are (4)

@But in the last days it shall come to pass, that the mountain of the house of the

Lord shall be esta blished in the top of the mountains , and it shall be exalted

above the hills; and people shall flow unto it. " Wonderful blessing that us coming

you have rebuke followed by blessing. So the book of
~ca~

in three divisions

Chapter 1 " e Chapter 2:U and 13 blessing that is one division

Chapter 3 rebuke and Chapter 4 and 5 of Micah are blessing. Chapter 6 again

"Hear ye now what the Lord saith: Arise contend thou before the mountains, and

let the hills hear thy voice. Hear ye, 0 mountains, the Lord*s controversy

and the Lord*s controversy with his people . Rebuke in Chapter 6 and 7 and the

latter part of 7 again is a prayer of wonderful blessing and so you have the three

sections of the book of Nicah. Each of them having rebuke followed by blessing
1-3

Well, now, in genara the outline of Isaiah/is quite similar to the outline of

the seven chapters of Micah. Yu èok at Isaiah the first chapter and it is

practically all rebuke . God is going to punish his people for their sins. It

starts right away in verse 2 Hear, 0 heavens, and give ear, 0 earth; for the

Lord hath spoken, I have nourished and brought up children, and they have rebelled

against me." Rebuke upon them for their sins verse l3"B ring no more vain oblations;

inc4nse is an abomination unto me;" verse 20 But if ye refuse and rebel, ye shall be
devoured with the sword;" verse 28 " And the destruction of the transgressors and
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of the sinners shall be together, and they that forsake the Lord shall be consumed.".

The greater part of Chapter 1 is rebuke . Chapter 2 though begins with that

marvelous promise of blessing just like Chapter 4 of Micah . Verses 1,2, 3

lle shall judge among the nations and shall rebuke many people: and they shall

beat their swords into plowshares and their spears into pruninghooka: . A marvelous

promise of a day which has not yet come . This is one of the great millenial
here

prophecies of the Scripture . It is the beginning of Isaiah 2/ and it is almost

word for word the first chapter and part of the fourth chapter of Nicah. We

are going to compare this and see how they agree and how they how they differ and

how each of them throws light on the other. It will be an interesting study and

a very important one because they are two of our most important (l)

Thus we have I would say the first part of Isaiah (l

The first part consists in a long passage which is mainly r- ci'Chapter 1 and then

a short passage blessing Chapter 2

B3

You begin the second section of the Book of Isaiah and you find rebuke. Look

at Chapter 2 verse 11 "The lofty looks of man shall be humbled, and the haughtiness

of men shall be bowed down, and e Lord alone shall be exalted in that day."

What does this
mean/,,in

that day" that is a very interesting phrase, "in that day"

It occurs often (l4) We have two phrases that occur that are of interest to

us. In Chapter 2 verse 2 It shall come to pass in the last days. Some people

say that the "last days" are the period of the millenium, the very end of the age

And they find something that happened at the time of Christ that says in the last days.

So it doesn't quite fit . What does it mean by the "last days" that isthe thing

we want to look into . How will you look into to see what the "last days" mean?

One way is to see exactly the word is. Look at the Hebrew, look at the Greek

see exactly what the word means. This may throw some light on it, it may not
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I think it does when you look at it really carefully but usually people don't

look at it carefully enough to see. Then it is not conclusive, the vital way

to find what something means is not etymology (13-3/4) The way to find what

something means use it constantly that's the way to find what it really means

in any language. l3) And so in this before the year is over I

hope that you will look up this phrase in the "last days" in a good concordance

and get all of the facts which will not be difficult and make a theory and look

at the facts and see if your theory fits all of the facts and if it does may be

your theory is correct. If it doesn't make a new theory and se4c what you can

get to fit all of the facts . Now that is fairly difficult and I don't expect
I

you to do that unaided. It will be quite a bit of studying before VNz reach a

conclusion on it. We will spend a little time doing and if you try to do it first

you might prove I'm wrong in my conclusion which would be a valuable step forward

But even if you don't suceed in proving that I'm wrong, nor suceed in working out

the correct answer but if you have done some work on it yourself first you'll

get much more good out of our discussion together. Your mind will be ready

(l2)

I'm not assigning it yet but I'm mentioning it as among the interesting things that

we should look forward to in this course. Another interesting thingswe shhuld look

into is this phrase "in that day" that is used a number of times here. Some

people say "in that day" that mea ns the end of the age . That is "that day"

Why should the phr ase "in that day" mean that, well, it could. You can take any

phrase and make mean a specific thing that is with technical use of language something

that occurs in every type of study people give technical uses to terms. I had a

Professor of Botany once who was very, very happy to tell us that strawbervy is

not a berry . He thought that wa s wonderful that strawberry was not a berry.

Well, of course, that is not the word berry and strawberry has been called a berry

from time limmemorial. It is a berry in the sense in which the word berry was used

when strawberry was called a berry. n Some one else will say a whale is not a fish
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Well, when the whale was first called a fish was anything that swims in the water

permanently and the whale does , so a whale is a fish in the common sense of the word.

LAstrawberry is a berry in the common sense of the word berry but the scientists

today chooses to take these words and use them in a technical sense and he has a

perfect right to do that but he should tell us before . He says I'm going for the

sake of my science to define a berry in a certain way , and this will fit most

of those things called berries so I give it a technical sense . (lO))

Then I find that strawberry doesn't fit this one. Therefore, I say a strawberry

isn't a berry . Well, it's nonsense to say a strawberry isn't a berry ., in the

sense that the word berry has been historically used but in the technica&isense
will

whic$/advance the science of botany you want to restrict the word berry to a

certain (103/4)

The same is true of a whale. A whale is a mammal. It is related to human

nature. It belongs to the general type of animal that we belong to which is very

different from the fish and even though it lives in water from a viewpoint of

structure, it is much nearer to us than it is to a fish so that if we are going

to take the word fish in a technical, scientific sense a whale is not a fish.

Well, we have a right to take any word and make a restrictive, specific, technical

use of the word but we must be sure that people know that is what we are doing

Now, I have a friend who said when tkxwx it says "in the end" in Scripture

it means a certain specific time . We showed him that it spoke of the end of

Palestine, the end of Jerusalem, the end of different things that they were all

different times. He said "Yes" but when I say the end I mean end is used

absolutely that is nothing and something just "the end" . He is a professor of

systematic theology and in a very fine seminary. He used to be a very good

friend of mine and he said"the end " is the end use absolutely means that

specific part and can't be any millenium because the end (83/4)
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Well, then I found the use of "the end" where it did not have anything to do with

of this and was used absolutely . He said )82)

Well, if the Bible wanted to use the "end" always in once specific sense it would

be reasonable to tell us so and if it doesn't it doeai'.t have to (8)

We have no right to say this word always means that but these are non-technical

they don't go under that. When we get to that we are in utter confusion . We

have a right to build up the science using a word in a certain sense but when we

go through a book that others have written we cannot insist they use the word in a

certain sense we must examine the evidence to see whether they have. Now there

are people who say "in that day" is a technical term which means a certain point.

Now is it? That is a thing for investigation . If you find (7k)

Or, if you find forty cases where it always applies to the s ame kind and you find

four more where it might apply to then you can say now with these four (7)

not
But no one of these four has clear evidence it does/day that then you can say there

is a strong probability that this phrase is used technically for that . But if you

find one case where it is very obvious that it doesn't fit that you have no right

to say this is a technical phrase . Here is one that clearly doesn't fit . So we

we want to look at this phrase "in that day" . Does that phrase "1 in that day"

refer to a specific point in prophecy or does "in that day" simply I1E*RR mean
Is that what it means

the day we have just been talking about .1 Well, if that is not what it means
to examine

what is it . So you see we have two possibilities/but they do not cover all!

possibilities . There may be something entirely different as I personally think

there is so that if you find in all of these the day I have just been talking about
now I'm going to talk about that part
but if you find that doesn't (6)

But we offer in language on the assumption that such cases 53/4)

that is to say we endeavor to interpret a word in one sense, of course one sense
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doesn't stop like a period . (5k)

But we expect to find a gen eral idea which will cover all (5)

That is a procedure we have to in language if we want to (51/4)

And then we find that there are two distinct words . That when you say "see"

you open your eyes and when you say "sea" you mean the ocean. They are two distinct

words unrelated. Well, you could easily find prof of that in the text then you

will expect each of them to be unified meanings . (4-3/4)

And so with this phra se 'at
-;~

are anxious to see exactly what it means.

It just doesn't have a lot of different meanings . What is its usage as used by

the prophet. What is its usage as used by Isaiah Well, you find that he says
1-6

"in that day" in Chapter $X he uses the phrase quite a number of times and there are
that we can draw some conclusions just from these six chapters

sufficient number of times andxkxKxEf So, I hope you will keep

that in mind, but now we were speaking about the division we have a first division

consisting of Chapter 1 and the division which is at the beginning of Chapter 2

Just how far shat does that really go . This Bible I have here has the paragraph

division at the beginning of verse six but I have another Bible at home that has

a paragraph division at the beginning of verse five Which place should it be.

Well, before we jump to conclusions we want to examine to see which it is . Isaiah

didn't tell us so we (3)
But now we have a new division starting at either 5 or 6 I want you to make a

conclusion on that make a suggestion as to what you think is the correct answer

and here we have rebuke through Chapter 2 and rebuke through Chapter 3 until you

get to Chapter 4 and in Chapter 4 you read that in verse 5 "And the Lord will create

upon every dwelling place of mount Zion and upon her assemblies, a cloud and smoke by

day, and the shining of a flaming fire by night; for upon all the glory shall be

a defence." verse 6 "And there shall be a tabernacle for a ahadow in the daytime from
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heat and for a place of refuge, and for a covert from storm and from rain."

A wonderful time of blessing. Chapter 4 is in general then a picture of blessing.

So we say Chapter 2 and 3 are in general rebuke Chapter 4 the last verse of it

is exclusively blessing, verse 5 is exclusively blessing v erse 4, verse 3 . We will

say a blessing comes after a long rebuke . Two long chapters of rebuke a short

chapter here is the whole of the chapter blessing or is most of it blessing . That

is the thing for you to consider. Now I believe this division here was made by

the Archbishop he was a very godly man. He looked at Chapter 3 and said all of this

is rebuke, but now we start the wonderful blessing we read about how the seven virgins

zkz**xtakKx*xafxmx1IzR take a hold of Christ and join themselves with the Lord

and band with him so we read in Chapter 4 verse 1 "And in that day , in the time

of Christ, seven woman shall take a hold of one man saying . We will eat our own

bread, and wear our own apparel; only let us be called by thy name, to take away

our reproach." So that is the seven virgins coming to Christ and so that imparts

the wonderful blessing that it contains in the next five verses. But there are

many people today who don' tx&ggx aggee with the Archbishop as to what that first

verse means. As you look at it closely you may think it is not the seven virgins

coming to Christ you may think it is something different especially if you look at the

chapter before, at the latter part of the chapter. You may think it goes with the

chapter before instead of with the rest of Chapter 4 and so that is a question . Just

where does the passage of blessing begin but our present great interest at this point

is not to decide where the passage begins but in noting the fact that you have two

chapters of rebuke and approximately one short chapter of blessing . So you have

a second section to our main part to our Book of Isaiah , now that is the thing I'm

interested in now Anyhing I don't make clear please ask me. Anybody's mind

can wander a little, don't figure well I'll catch on. If you don't please ask me

because I've been in lectures and my mind has wandered a little bit and as a result

I've lost the trend and may be lost twenty minutes of lecture before to it. If you

do, don't hestitate. Everybody's mind wanders occasionally. The only thing is today
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I'm covering quite a few things that are background for our study rather than

directly in it and some of them if you don't get now you can ask about later

or I may repeat them. I know that some of you have had several courses in Isaiah

and a lot of what I said today is just rehash and some of you may have had nothing

of it (14)

But try to get everything that I gave you today either now or to have it later.

Because it is very important what we went over today . But now we have these two

sections of Isaiah that we looked at. The two parts I mean of this section

that is Chapter 1 to 6 . Now the third part of it begins with Chapter 5 which is

practically all rebuke. Verse 13 "Therefore my people are gone into captivity,

because they have no knowledge; and their honourable men are famished, and their

multitude dried up with thttst . Therefore,aell hath enlarged herself, and opened

her mouth without measure; It is all rebuke practically all of Chapter 5 is

rebuke and with light darkened in the heavens thereof. But then Chapter 6 is thet,/
personal

story of Isaiah's inaugural blessing, a wonderful picture of God's/blessing to

the prophet.So it doesn't strictly follow this analogy but it is rebuke followed by

a different sort and it follows more or less the parallel of Micah where you have

rebuke , blessingg , rebuke then blessing , rebuke and then a wonderful prayer.

This is a little different but somewhat on that analogy . Now our first part of the
spent

semester will be /in the study of these six chapters and there is a tremendous amount

in these six chapters . Many interesting problems in them many things that will

throw light on all sorts of sections of the Bible. So we will take quite a bit of

time on them . We will go more into detail on these things than we will on the last

ten. There we have some very interesting (12)

Some remarkable things will come out but we will run over a lot of the less important

details there . More accurately (11-3/4)

But these six are sort of a general introduction a general picture of Isaiah's

message . Now there is one other thing I want you to look for in these chapters and

that is the matter of prediction. The word prophet is unfortunately used in modern

speech in Engèish a great deal as an exact equ ivalent of prediction , it is not thqt.
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Prophecy is forthtelling not foretelling but forthtelling may include foretelling

and if God is God and knows all the future it is bound to include some foretelling

so since the forthtelling of God's message often includes foretelling the word

has come to mean foretelling and a prophet is one who foretells and that is

unfortunate. Foretelling is a utka*xx*tsl or predicting is a vital part of prophecy

but far from the whole thing. We are interested in these chapters in looking at

all of the predictions and whenever we see a prediction we are interested in asking

ourselves is this definitely a prediction or is it a description . Sometimes that

is very hard to be sure about . Look for instance at verse 7 "Your country is

desolate , your cities are burned with fire; your land, strangers devour it in your

presence and the daughter of Zion is left as a cottage in a vineyard. " Is this a

prediction of something that is going to come or is it a descri ption of something

that is then there. Well, it is not easy to tell from the verse which it is,

whether he is saying this is a situation you are in now or whether he is saying it

is a situation you are going to get in . Well, in the time of Sennachrib(sp)

when he came ouxxatand overran the country this would fit it exactly. Is he writing

this at that time, describing their situation or is he writing it earlier than that?

So there are many cases whether it is a question azx if it is a prediction or not.

Then if something is a prediction is it an absolute prediction or is it a conditional

Look at verse 19 "If ye be willing and obedient, ye shall the good of theland. But

if ye refuse and rebel, ye shall be devoured with the sword; " Here are two

predictions they contradict each other. You'll eat the good of the land but you'll

be devoured by the sword . They are exact opposites. How can he make two opposite

predictions . Because they are conditional if you do this , this will if you

do that , that will . Which of the predictions are conditional and which are

unconditional . There may be an implied condition. There is always that possibility

isn't. There may be an implied condition and so I say to somebody I say You will

graduate in the Spring of 1964. 1 mean if you proceed at your present rate
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of study if you do the same type of work you are doing now you will graduate then.

I don't promise anybody I will graduate then . I don't promise anybody he will

graduate in 1964 or 1965 anybody can change h work and lose his interest and

quit showing the type of work he can do . All predictions of that type that we make

are conditional but the condition may only be implied it doesn't have to be

expressed. Now how about these how much is implied how much is expressed . Where

can we say this is an unconditional prediction. This is what God says is going

to happen. Well, we certainly can s ay that in Chapter 2 . "1K will come to pass

in the last days that the mountain of the Lord's house shall be established in the

top of the mountains, many people shall come" This whatever else it is , it is

an unconditional prediction . He does not say if you do something, something

is going to happen . It is not dependent on man , it is dependent on God . It is

a promise that God gives that is absolutely unconditional. Now in this first

chapter how much of it is conditional and how much is uncoãditional and if it is

uncoáditi onal when is it going to be fulfilled . What is the time of it

That is an interesting question in all predictions , what is the time of it.

Is it literal, is it strictly literal or is there a figurative element that is

the thing we are interested in investigating about everything which we read . So

we have these various questions we want to look into . Now I'm in a rush to get

to Chapter 2 (71/4)

But in Chapter 1 I'd like you to look through with these questions in mind

What is prediction , what is conditional and what is unconditional . What are the

signs of these condiøions . Another thing that I am very anxious to do is to examine

the differences between different translations. Now we have our King James Version

which we all are pvubably (6 3/4)
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I would appreciate it if you would always bring both to class because we never know

when we will need tm one or the other. I would appreciate it if you would

a*warzxx*ng always have them here. That is the English Bible and the Hebrew

Bible . But now we are not going to take time to read these chapters

in the Hebrew Bible . I wish we could and examine them carefully

you will find many interesting things . It would take more time than we have

But there is what I want to do. I want to examine our passages in the King James

Version also in theAmerican Starnl!rdJIer&ion . How many of you have a copy of the

American Standard Version ? I want to see how that idiffers and which is right.

Now how many of you have a copy of the Revised Standard Version . I want to compare

that and see what it sa . How many of you have copies of the (5) version

which came out about two years ago . I'd like to compare that . How many of you

have copies of Noffett's Version? (5k)

Sometimes Noffett will translate a verse exactly right He will give the precise

meàathñg as no other translation I've seen . He expresses , that's a thought

that's what I figured out exactly what the Hebrew means but I didn't know how to

say it and Wffett said it. In the next verse he throws the Hebrew aside (5)

He is truly undependable as a translator you cannot trust him but he is wonderfully

helpful but so often . On many occasion he exactly expresses in English the

thought of the Hebrew . Now how many of you have the American Translation? This

is a translation published by the University of Chicago (4 3/4)

Now I would like somebody to take everyone of these so we can have somebody here who

know what the (4)

Is there somebody here who can look in the Library and see what copies we have

If anybody could I'd (3)
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We trust that you all have the material ready that I asked you to write out for today.

I gave you quite a bit because for one thing I wanted y ou to cover a bit of ground

early in the semester and then we could take a little lighter later when other

courses get heavier and then I was anxious to give you the assignment over the week

than betwenn Monday and Tuesday . But the passages I gave you to investigage

were Micah 4 and Isaiah 2 and suppose we look first at Micah. We look then at

Micah 4 and if you look at Micah 4 the first thing you ought to look at would be

contexts that is all of in anything that you read, that you study, that

you want to investigate to see what light can be thrown upon it from contexts.

Somebody said thain a tezttwithout a context is only a pretext and it certainly is

true that you can prove most anything about anybody if they've written very much

if you can grab something out of context. Now very often there is no context

that proves much about a fact but if there is we have to determine it and when

you come to Micah 4 there is no question that the context is tremendously important

,-Micah 3 is a chapter dealing with the sins of the people of Judah rebuking them

for their sin and saying that as a result of it God is going to punish them and

in verse 10 they $ ay eThe build up Zion with blood, and Jerusalem with inquity.

The heads thereof judge for reward, and the priests thereof teach for hire, and the prophets

thereof divine for money: yet will they lean upon the Lord, and say, Is not

the Ord among us? none evil can come upon us." Therefore, because of their

insincerity , therefore because of their sin, therefore because of their thinking

that God will bless them regardless of their sin and they can be His and yet be

totally contrary to the type of people he wants them to be . Therefore, Re says,

sahil Zion for your sake be plowed as a field, and Jerusalem shall become heaps,

and the mountain of the house as the high places of the forest . Now I make the

statement that the passage in Micah 4 :1-5 if it is going to be interpreted correctly

must b interpreted in relation to this precedidg context and I wonder if any

one here can present a good argument why that is so or if you prefer why it is not
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so. Do you feel that Micah 4:1-5 has to be intecpreted in relation to what has just

preceded it or do you think we can say "Oh well we finish a chapter , we finish a

section may be Micah wrote this Chapter three and twenty years later started

Chapter 4 and it had no relation to it whatever. What arguments would you give

in one direction or the other on this point Mr.Abbott All right, Mr. Abbott

suggested the starting point the fact that you have a (10)

at the beginning of Chapter 4 . Fifty years a go they never split (9 3/4)

Then, many scholars decided the reason to change (93/4)

Now it may be consecutive in most cases but there are certain books of the Bible

which start with this sort of a (9k) and therefore if a book can start with this

sort of a it would seem to be evidence that it is possible to begin a

passage with a that changes the tense of the verb with which it is connected

without it being a continuation of anything . Therefore, while Mr. Abbott's

suggestion is a very interesting one I don't think we tan take it as conclusive

evidence that Chapter 4 is necessarily related to Chapter 3 . Mr.

do you have any point to suggest on one side or the other in this question

Mr. suggests the analyses of the problem which is that it is very possible

to have a passage which presents rebuke, evil and its punishment followed by a passage

which points out blessing in the future and which is addressed to the godly to keep

them from giving way to despair . Now that is a very common feature in the prophetic

writing. Particularly in Isaiah and Jeremiah . And that being the case a strong

presumption may be established that we have that here and yet may be we don't

May be Micah finished with Chapter 3 and he finished the book and he started a new one

with Chapter 4 later on and the two simply got put together . May be there is really

no relationship between them . I consider this argument to be one of considerable

importance but I'm asking is it there anything of (8)

Mr. Curry would you have any suggestions ? Now Mr. Curry is very close to what
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impres ses me as an inescapable argument for relationship that is to say if you

are talking about something and continue talking about the same thing and what

immediately follows it seems to suggest a relationship , a connection. I would

go further than he has he mentions Zion and Jerusalem I would say more than that

the very same phraseology is used. What is going to be wrecked in verse 12

Chapter 3 Zion is going to plowed as a field. Jerusalem shall become heaps and the

mountain of the house is going to be as the high places of the forest . Here are

three things Zion, Jerusalem, the mountain of the house *zxg*ngxtxkxas. They

are all going to be wrecked because of the people's sin . W hat starts in Chapter 4

it starts with the mountain of the house the one with which verse 12 ends is what

it begins . The mountain of the hots e is going to be exalted and then we go on and

we come to Zion and the law shall go forth of Zion, the end of verse 2 and the

word of the Lord from Jerusalem. So we have three different things mentioned at the

end of verse 12 . We have these same three things in verses 1 and 2 . In verse

12 these three are suffering destruction , in verses 1 and 2 these three are receiving

exa.irt'et1n . Therefore, there is a very close relationship it seems to me between

verse 12 and Chapter 4 verses I and 2 . The very same three things which are here

told are going to be destroyed we read in the last days are to be exalted. That

seems to me that that ties them together very closely . I don't see how one can

escape in view of that tieup saying that this is one continuous discourse in which

you yum have the rebuke, the punishment, you have the terrible things that are going

to happen but that's not the end. God's people are not to be spared God still has
here shown

blessing for His people because these very same three things which are kxze± ax

. Waxmx*iixthRx*aztxzxx*1*xxvxa*xxxzuuxt
as

tkaxaxe going to be destroyed these

three are going eventually to be exalted and have a central position in God's

economy for this world . Well, that would seem to tie the two closely together.

Well, if that's the case it would seem to me that we have a context here in Nicah 4:
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which would require that any explanation of what these mean over here be shown in

some way to have a relevancy to what is said about their destruction. Now you take

them just by themselves you can use any term as a figurative term if you want

You can say the world of poetry, you are using the word "world" rather figuratively

aren't you? You can say the "ship of state" using the word "ship" rather

figuratively. You can say that the poetry marches forward like an army . You can

take most any term and you can use it in a figurative sense but to speak specifically

of a physical destruction that is going to come to these three things and then go

right on to say the great glory that is going to come to them later and say Oh we

are talking of entirely different things there is no relationshipthat that seems

extremely irrational. It would seem to me that we are compelled to say that kaxR

xgx when we say the mountain of the house of the Lord and when we say Zion, when

we say Jerusalem, verses laand 2 we mean the saething as we mean back in verse t2 ?

Therefore, they cannot be simply a description of the Church in America and in England
of something

A description of God's people scattered throughout the world, a descrippion/used in

a figurative way over here unless you can apply the same figure back in verse 12

Then whatever else may be involved in the thought of these two verses there must be

also involved in them a literal reference to specific place on earth which was

described as being subject to terrible devastation at the end of verse 12. Well,

then if we have a literal background for the beginning of this passage that does not

necessarily explain what the whole passage is going to mean and I do not say you have

to take the wh6le passage literally . I certainly don't say that anybody hass

that say I take everything in the Bible literally well, they have never read the Bible.

You cannot take everything in any book literally it is impossible. If you have to

take it predominantly literal, largely literal , mainly literal or you get into

something so vague that it could mean almost anything at all but you can have figures

of speech and many figures of speech in most anything and so we are not going to say

we have to take this literally no, but we are going to say what is the central thought
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of the passage What does it mean and how much of it do we take literally?

If anybody says we can't take any of it literally well (2)

So we look at this first verse and we say what does that mean "Bt in the last

days "well, we are not at present going into the "last days" does this mean the

time of millenium, does this mean the end of the age , does it mean the period

after the birth of Christ from then on or does it just mean after a while , later

on. We are not going to go into that now. It is not important to our present

problem . I'm not going to build any arguments in other words on the phrase

"In the last days" . We are simply going to agree that it must me an at least

something later than the destruction of Zion in verse 12 that we agree on. If

someone later on wants to come forward and build for us a big argument based on
at liberty

the precise meaning of "the last days "xiih±ie why you are/z±xtig to do so,

but unless somebody has material and evidence on the basis on which hey wish to

make such an argument now we will lay that problem asid e (3/4)

Mr. Abbott

B6

Yes, I would definitely say it is not something that precedes (15)

It is at least a while after vs. 1 but whether that while is fifty years or

two thousand years , ten thousand years unless someone has some specific evidence

they want to present and has all of the details ready we just won't go into that now

If you have evidence anytime later we will be very glad to hear it but for the

present I want to direct our attention to other features so we simply take it that

there is going to be a time this is going to happen. What is going to happen

"The mountain of the Lord's house shall be established in the top of the mountains

does that mean the place where the temple stood in Jerusalem is going to be so lifted

up that it is going to be higher than Mt. Everest that would be taken strictly literal
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and you cannot do that because it goes on to say people will flow unto it and

they don't flow uphill so that if you are going to say that the people flowing

not meaning that You throw them in the water and they just

flow in a certain direction or they get in boats and the boats just glide along

by the forde of the water in a certain direction. If you are going to take that

figure why there is no reason at all in the world to say why you have to take it
that

all literally and it seems much more reasonable to take itxkxt this doesn't mean

a physical lifting up of the height of the hill where the temple is but rather

an exaltatio n of its importance so that it is exalted in importance abbve

Mt. Olympus which stands for Greek Art, Greek learning, Greek civilization

above the seven hills of Rome which stands for great governmenàànd power. Above

any force upon this world that which will be supreie, most exalted, most glorified

will be the hill of the Temple of the Lord in Jeñusalem. It is then an exaltU.on

of glory but not only that people flow to it. It attracts people they come there.

And now verse 2 goes on many nations come and say Come and say Come let us go up to

the mountain of the Lord, to the house of the God of Jacob; and he will teach us of

his ways, and we will walk in his paths: Many people are attr acted by getting that

which has come from Jerusalem and they want to go there and get more because the

law will go forth in Zion ahd the word of the Lord from Jerusalem . This can be

a picture of the message of belief in God and in the Old Testament going forth from

JerusIém . This can be a picture of the Gospel going forth from Jerusalem . It can

be a picture of a kaxztzt*a a series of authoritative commands going forth from
three

Jerusalem . All three are possible.As far as these twa verses are concerned I do

not think you can say that these three verses show which of these three it is but I

do believe we are justified in saying it must be one of these three , one or more.
/

Yes, Mr. (Ilk) The first is, it might be after the exile descri

12? the jews will come back to Jerusalem and then from Jerusalem they will go forth

into all of the world telling people there is one God that created heaven and earth
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He is the Supreme God. This Old Testament is his message and he calls on you to

accept it and believe it. If that happens and they went forth all over the world

carrying this message and many nations said come let us go to Jerusalem and hear

more about this that could be a satisfactory fulfillment. Now you read in Acts 2

that they were gathered in Jerusalem Parthians and Medes and Elamites and the dwellers

in Mesopotamia, people from many nations they were gathered in Jerusalem . They

were there on the day of Pentecost and heard the disciples all speaking in their

own tongues . Now was the fact that the Jewish religion was carried to other
gouxt in those countries
countries and made a considerable impression/and many people came to Jerusalem to

learn more about it. Was that sufficient to be a fulfillment of verses 1 and 2

It does not seem to me that it is . It seems to me that in quality that could be

but in quantity it is insufficient because certainly these people who came to

Jerusalem were at that time a tiny minority out of all of the people of the world.

A tiny minority and in the eyes of the vast bulk of the people of the world Greek

Civilization, Greek Culture, Greek Learning was far superior than anything they

ever heard of as coming from Jerusalem and in the eyes of most of the people of the

world at that time the political power that went forth from Rome was a far greater

factor than anything that had come from Jerusalem so that first interpretation

which I suggested as a possible interpretation of verses 1 and 2 here is something

which was fulfilled before the time of Christ to a .1.ãht extent qualitatively

it was this quaaihtatively it does not and it is something which has not to the present

been fulfilled sufficiently to be a fulfillment of this passage but it is something

if it were to be fulfilled in the future so that the jews were to carry the message

of the Old Testament to all of the world and from all of the world multitudes were to

come to Jerusalem to learn more about them and it were to become a greater factor in
vast

the world than any other factor in the influence in the lives of the/arity

of the people of the world that could be a fulfillment of verses I and 2 . Now I see

no Possibility , I mean no probability of such a thing ever occurring and I see no
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Scriptural prediction of such a thing ever occurring. But if it did occur that

could be taken as a fulfillment of verses 1 and 2 . And of course if that was

the only way to interpret these two verses I would say that's what is going to

happen . Even if everything on earth looked against it . I would say that if these

verses definitely mean that, that is what is going to happen , there is no question

but I don't think it is the only possible interpretation . Now there is a second
-7

interpretation and that is that the Word cfothe Lord , the law that wazxx z goes forth
goes forth

from Zion and the Word of the Lord that wasxuu from Jerusalem is the ssage of

salvation txñ through the Lord Jesus Christ. Carried by the apostle , carried

by Peter, Paul and the others apostles , carried out to many nations as a result of

which many nations say "Come let us go to Jerusalem and learn more about this God

who has given this wonderful gospel and so Jerusalem comes to have a position in

human life far above that of Mt. Olympia or the seven hills of Rome or any other place

and in order to take it that way you have to take the mountain of the house of the Lord

figuratively . You have to take Zion and Jerusalem they are the place where the

word started to go but the people aren't go back to those spots they are coming to

the preachers of the Gospel. They are coming to centers where the Gospel is proclaimed.

They are not in any great extent going to Jerusalem . So up to the present it is

not fulfilled in a literal way in that sense. But taking it somewhat more figuratively

you could say it has been fulfilled in the Gospel Dispensation up to this point . But

strongly against that view in my pinion is the relationship to the context to k

verse 12 which precedes which would seem to suggest that these are thought of literal

places on earth rather then that they are thought of as being simply symbols for

the Christian Religion or something like that. Yes, M6 3/4)

Yes, the statement which you have in the first verse where it says that the mountain

of the Lord shall be established in the top of the mountains and it shall be exalted

above the hills above what hills? Well, if you take it strictly literally it would

mean above Mt. Everest it gets higher than Mt. Everest but that doesn 't fit with
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people flowing to it. Anyway you don't find anything else in the scripture

to say that == look it up thousands of feet above the earth that's not the thing

we are interested in -- (6) it's exaltation . Now if it is going

to become glorious , exalted above the hills does it mean it is going to become

more important than the hill that Faith Seminary stands on here? sesss Does it

mean it mean it is going to become more important than some little hills down in

Tennessee . It must mean the hills which are most famous most glorious and certainly

in those days those were Mt. Olympus and the seven hills of Rome . I appreciate

the question and I want to be sure that we make these things clear and sometimes

it is very easy to think you have had made something clear when you haven't
Ism

So please ask whenever there is anything I don't make clear. Miss (51/4)

No, thank you for that question. First of all, Zion will be plowed as a field

C,Zion
s the place where David's piaza palace was. Well this is the great center

of2olf olitical life it is going to be plowed as a field. It was customary to the Romans

at least when they destroyed an enemy city to run a plow across the middle

This is going to be plowed land this isn't going to be an urban center or a

political center . Now that actually that did occur and to this day (4 3/4)

Bxtxix**txtk±ak Zedakiah was killed and the people were taken off into exile and

Zion which was ixa* formerly this great city, the capitol part of the city in fact

just becomes a ø* plowed heap. And Jerusalem becomes heaped that is the destruction

of course that it just becomes a mess, buildings that have been burned and knocked down

wrecked as happened at the beginning of the exile . And the mountain of the house

that's the hill on which the temple is , the mountain of the house is going to become

just like a place out in the woods where there is a place a little higher than the

t others . Just like a high spot in a forest not in a city, not a center of light,

a center of activity just like a place out in the woods. That is what happened, she

was just left ruins for seventy years during the time of the Babylon

Just left her wrecked (31/2)
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So that verses 1 and 2 can be interpreted as a picture of the Gospel being

carried out to the world resulting in Jerusalem assuming an importance today far

greater than any other center of that day and many people would think a center

greater than any other center today . Far greater importance many of us would think.

And if we had only verses 1 and 2 I would say this may be what is predicted here

The Gospel going forth and having a tremendous influence throughout the world. It

may be what is here predicted and if you look at Isaiah 2 you find that Isaiah ends

with a words and all nations shall flow into it . And many people shall say

but this says that people shall flow inøbit and many nations shall come and say

so there is a difference that Isiah makes it all and Micah just makes it many . Today

we can certainly say many look to Christianity as the great center of their lives.

But can you say all or does that go to far Isaiah goes much to far to say that

is has been fulfilled up to the present. As far as Micah is concerned may be you

could say it. It is an interchanging regarding people and nations but I don't

believe )disk Nicah ever says all. It is only in Isaiah that you only get the

all . Yes, Miss (1 3/4) No, many. Verse 2 in Micah says many nations verse 3

in Isaiah which is the parallel says many people but verse 1 in Micah and people

shall flow unto it and verse 2 in Isaiah the parallel says all nations which makes

it greater than Micah . In Isaiah you read that the mountain of the Lord's house

will be established in the top of the mountains and exalted above the hills; In

Micah we say the mountain of the Lord's house shall be established in the top of

the mountains and it shall be exalted above the hills; It makes a little more emphasis

but I don't think it really affects the sense except to make it slightly more

(3/4)

B7

So that we now have these two verses which we have two possible interpretations . Now

there is a third which as you look at these verses you cannot help, well may be you can

help but you might at least think of it as another possibility that would be that
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these two verses are speaking of something more m ar than what we have looked

at yet to that which preceded it. Previously(Zion as a center from which the

wx± word of King Hezekiah went out to the little ountry of Judah and his law

went out establishing peace throughout that little area and telling people what they

should do. Now you could say these two verses mean that this place was Hezekiah's

political center from which his orders went out, settling disputes and establishing
become

peace and order to the little country of Judah . That this is going to/again

beeemeza political center important as it was before but that it is going to become

a political center of far greater importance than it ever was under Hezekiah. That

in fact it is going to become the greatest political center in the world. It will

be exalted above all other centers of political power in the world. It will be

so exalted that many people from all over the world are going to say let's go there

and learn about this place which is the greatest , most important political center

in the world. We will let him teach us of his ways and we will walk in his paths

the ways of the God of Jacob for the law will o from Zion and the word of the Lord

from Jerusalem. Not simply the word of the Gospel, not perhaps specifically the

Gospel but commands dealing with the situation throughout the world that need attention

in order to establish peace and harmony throughout the world. Now to the average

Jew living in Jerusalem in the day of Isaiah I think this would doubtless seem

to be the most natural interpretation of the two verses but tk t the average
anytime

christian living as since the time of Christ it would not be the most immediately

occurring answer to the question, As far as these two verses alone are concerned

because they lend themselves so readily to the idea of the gospel going out and

people wanting to go there and learn more about it but we would recognize that at

least it is possible interpretation of the two verses and the two verses don't stand

alone they go on to another verse. We will look at that u±xzk verse and see what

it is talking about. We read there "And he shall judge among thcz bdx, many
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people and rebuke strong nations afar off; You ask can it be that this is a

picture of the Gospel going out? It judges among people and rebukes strong nations

afar off. Well, certainly the message of Salvation rebukes us for our sin, it judges

us in our lives. It judges us and rebukes us. Yes. It is not the most usual

way to speak about the Gospel. The more immediate ikUsK understanding of this
forcibly

phrase is that it deals lust with what we do that is wrong and settle our difference

and our errors. That is the more natural interpretation of that. But then you go on

and they shall beat their swords into plowshares and their spears into pruninghooks;

why would they do that ? Nation shall not lift up a sword against nation , neither

shall they learn war any more. Now there are two ossib]cpitations to that.

The most immediately natural one would be that since all disputes between nations

are settled by the word that goes forth from Jerusalem and since whenever any
something

nation does anEks that is wrong . The Lord rebukes this wrong nation (10 3/4)

therefore , there is no need of having swords and spears and therefore they use

the material that was in them to make agricultural implements . That s would be

the most natural interpretation of that phrase. Nation will not lift sword against

nation . They won't even learn how to fight because they don't need t because

there is a force from Jerusalem that settles all of their disputes so that not only

do they not need to prepare for war, there is no point in it because they couldn't

carry on a war anyway. Well, you might say if in after the Revolutionary War the

thirteen colonies here had each remained a separate colony. Each of them would have

had barriers against all of the others and tariffs to go from one to the other.

You would have to show a passport everytime you went over into New Jersey or New York

there would be disputes between these different areas and inevitably there would s

probably be war . It would be necessary for every state to have an army to defend

it against an attack from another state. But we do not have anything of that kind

now in our different states because every state knows that if a neighboring state

does something to injure it. There is a federal government which will step in
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and investigate and determine the rights and wrongs of the thing and enforce it,

and no state has sufficient power to resist that so there is no point in getting ready

to resist it or in trying to resist it and, therefore, our state as states do not

learn war. They do not build armies , state armies. We have a national army

which makes state armies unnecessary and useless and meaningless. The natural

V interpretation of this is that national armies will be unnecessary because the command

comes forth from Jerusalem settling any disputes and putting an end to any aggression.

That is the most natural interpretation of verse 3 but if a person interprets verses

1 and 2 in what to the Christian is perhaps the most natural interpretation of these

two but this is a picture of the going out of the gospel then it is a possibility

to say let's interpret 3 in line with that All right you interpret 3 in line with

that and that means is that the pJ.4us_a.nring.people and rebukes nations far

away and these nations used to be warlike and hostile and making trouble and

aggression they are going to change. They are going to quit being warlike they

are going to beat their swords into ploughshares and spears into pruninghooks. There

no longer will be any aggression and, therefore, there is no need of our having any

army because we know that every nation near us is a christian nation which wouldn't

think of injuring us. And so to interpret this as simply saying the gospel is going

to go out and going to save many people . Impossible. It has to go beyond that

If it is picture of the gospel going out it must mean that the gospel so converts

every nation that the neighboring nations don't need to fear war and don't have to

prepare for it . It must be the progress of the gospel to such a point that it brings

a peaceful attitude throughout the earth. And it can only be said that such a thing

has not yet occurred. Whether it is ever going to occur , it has not yet occurred.

That can be definitely said. There were early interpreters in the third or fourth

century A.D. who said Well, this is wonderful. This prediction is fulfilled because
cast

the gospel of Christ ka8 its light backward as well as forward and from just about

the time Christ was born the emperor Augustus established peace and throughout the
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Roman Empire there was peace . There had been wars and difficulties in the three

or four hundred years , but then on, just about the time of Christ there was peace

throughout the Roman Empire. Paul could travel here and there without any fear

of wars and there was aes a reign of peace which lasted two or three hundred years

with an occasional uprising, an occasional difficulty but on the whole it was

such a period of peace he said, here is what Micah and Isaiah predicted which is

fulfilled . Christ came and peace was established throughout the Roman Empire and

this peace has continued for two or three hundred years without a break . Then

the barbarians broke through the walls of theRoman Empire and marauding armies

marched back and forth across it and the whole thing came to an end . Then the

unbelievers said Look here . You said the Old Testament predicted twice that

peace was coming but look peace is all gone and there is war everywhere now . You

are entirely wrong this isn't a divine book . (51/2)

Well, certainly it was not predicted then . What was it predicting? That's the

question and Yes Miss iciett I don't know. I don't know whether m uch uniformity

amongst jewish intrepeters whether you can speak of anything as the

of the jews but I can't see how any ew could say that verse three had yet been

fulfilled. I don't see any way that aniy could say verse three has yet been

fulfilled. You might say within the Roman Empire there was peace, jes, they were

learning war in the Roman Empire . There were swords everywhere and spears everywhere.

you cannot say that this was in any literal way fulfilled. There was a remarkable

period of peace for two or three centuries which came to an end and there has never

been peace again during any sizeable period of time since that on this earth and

that three has yet been fulfilled is pretty difficult to say. Now there are interpreters

who say this is the picture of the Christian Church . It shows the Christian Church.

There is peace in the Christian Church everybody is in harmony everybody loves

each other . This is the proof of the Gospel it is so beautiful the peace in the

Christian Church that you can describe it in figurative language by saying we all

have beaten our swords into ploughshares and our spears into pruninghooks but I
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afraid that anybody who is an active pastor in these days for as much as fifty years

or may be ten will find out that there are some people in his congreg ation who have

not beaten their swords into ploughshares and their spears into pruninghooks. That

age has just not yet come upon this earth and some churches have some pretty violent

times within the church. In every generation we have found that . This age has

not come. It is in my opinion utterly unsatisfactory to say that this is a picture

of something that has occurred as yet. It seems to me that it must be a picture

of something that is still future and, therefore, I see no other possibility of

interpreting verse 3 except that there is a time coming in the future when

there will be universal peace upon earth when no nation will prepare for war and

the reason they won't prepare for war will be because they are such good Christians

but because there is nothing that they need to fear. They don't prepare for war

because they don't need to prepare for war. Now that may be because all of the other

people are christians, therefore, they don't ha ye to prepare for war or it may be

because there is a political power reigning in Jerusalem settling all disputes and
unnecessary

making it not only become n asax; but improper for any nation to make war and

therefore, nobody will feel like learn ing to make war because you couldn't

do it anyw ay . Those are the few possibilities of this picture. It is a picture

of a time of freedom from fear it is not a picture of a time when the peoples hearts

are changed so (2) It is a picture of a time when the people around them

(2) It is the end of fear rather than the end of aggression within

the people's (1 3/4) And so it is impossible in my opinion to

consider it as a picture simply of the church as it has existed up to this time but

it must be a picture of something that us yet to happen and that thing which is yet

to happen is universal peace a time when no nation need fear an attack from another

nation and the reason for that may be because the gospel has converted the whole world

Or, it may be because there is a power at Jerusalem that makes it impossible for you

to think of attacking. Now those are two possible interpretations of the end of the

verse 2 . In the time of Nicah I'm sure most everybody would have thought of it this
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means a powerful force at Jerusalem that goes out. Among christian people most

naturally would think the Gospel goes out . (1)

But whichever it is the result is universal freedom from fear and when you look at

verse 4 here in Micah it makes it absolutely clear because verse 7rsays they shall
B8
sit every man under his vine and under his fig tree; and none shall make them afraid;

Now what does that mean. Well, somebody has said the vine is the Old Testament and

the fig is the New Testament and it shows how people are going to get the benefit of

the whole word of God . They are going to sit under their vine and under their

fig tree . Well, that is a highly spiritualized interpretation but if you are going

to try to find a real xhIR sensitive (l4) historical situation it would

be much more reasonable to say what it means is that the people are not going to be

as they were in the days of Hezekiah unable to go and sit out in the open somewhere

without being on their watch lest somebody attack them . We had a situation here

about two or three years ago when two women in Illinois went to stay at a resort

they went out to just a little walk in the country and the bodies of the women were

found all bludgeoned there. The women were dead and it took weeks of investigation

and finally they found an employee in the hotel had attacked the women in order to

steal what little money they had. Well, that sort of thing does not happen all of the
in the country

time by any means but it happens often enough that we just don't sit out/anywhere we

feel like and know there is nothing to make us afraid . We still have locks on our

doors, we have locks ion our cars. As you go into South America ixte into a land

which has not had the Protestant heritage easv that we have here you will find that

practically every building has great big iron bars over all of the windows on the

first floor because they do not know when somebody is going to break in. Here it

shows a situation in which none shall make them afraid. They don't have to be they are

perfectly safe and that in the time of Hezekiah seemed very unlikely that it just

didn't seem possible that there would ever be a time like this and so Micah says

for the mouth of the Lord of hosts hath spoken it. This is a divine prediction.
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This is a divine message. Thi is God's guarantee that this wonderful thing is
the sin

going to happen. There is going to be terrible calamity because of tkKizxsiRx

of the nation Zion is going to be ploughed in the field . This awful overthrow is

coming but God is going to bring a day later on no more war. There is no more

destruction . There is nothing we need to be afraid of that day is coming. Now

how is that day coming? Is it coming because there is a force in Jerusalem that

compels the
nation4

be peaceful and settles all of their disputes. That is a

very natural interpretation of the end of those verses or is it going to happen

because the gospel has kept on spreading through the world and all of the nations

have been converted by it. That is not an iazs**i*t3r impossible interpretation

of the end of verse 2 but whichever it is. It is a time when the whole world is

free from fear when there is no longer danger daziax that is the picture which

is here. It is freedom from fear. It is not individuals in the midst of a

situation of danger on every hand and yet peace in the heart because the heart is

stayed on the Lord . That is a marvelous promise of the New Testament . A

marvelous promise that the christian can have no matter how terrible things are

around you he can have absolute peace in the Lord and trust in Him and rest in Him

but that is not the promise given in this passage . This is a different promise

when we don't need to fear because there won't be anything around us to fear because

either everybody else will be converted or everybody else will know that there is a

power ruling the world with such control that they wouldn't think of doing anything

injurious to us. It is one or other of those two. I asked you to look at different

commentaries to see what these commentaries say about it. I have here a commentary

of Crexmont(?) from which I read t o you last time what he says about Isaiah 2 . Now

let me read you what he says about Nicah 4. and follow it in your Bible and see how

he interprets as you remember from last time. He quotes a phrase from the Bible which

he has blacked and then he gives his interpretation in light letters. He says

ae calls this heading Chapter 4 "The Glory, Peace and Victory of the Church"

Then he says for the heading here, the glory of the house of the Lord. verse 1
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But in the last days in the great Messianic Period it shall come to pass that the

mountain of the house of the Lord. typical of the Church of the True God , this is

not a literal Jerusalem , this is the Church of the True God., Now I think that would

be a very possible interpretation if it were not for the close connection with the

verse preceding which seems to me to,make it extremely *zs**E improbable that

it changes the scene so abruptly from that to this . But he says then, it shall be

established the top of the mountain the ideal Zion to be elevated above all else

in the world and it shall be exalted above the hills, visible to the eyes of all men.

And people shall flow unto it , members of all of the nations of the world shall be

added to the community of the saints and many nations shall come, namely, in the

representatives whom the Lord would choose to come and say Come and let us go

up to the mountain of the Lord the place where Salvation is proclaimed and to the house

of the God of Jacob , the church of the Messiah . This isn't at Jerusalem this is

for theChurch and he will teach us of His ways, the one way of deliverance and

sanctification and we will walk in his paths in agreement with the revealed truth

concerning the sanctification of the Lord's people for the law as the revelation of

Holy and Righteous Will of God shall go forth in Zion and the Word of the Lord

particularly in the revelation of the way of Salvation from Jerusalem the proclamation

of the Word in speaking of sin and grace be in the hands of the church and He the God

of the Covernant shall judge among many people teaching through justice and, of course,

with His will and rebuke strong nations afar off to make them cease their enmity

against Him a nd they shall beat their swords into ploughshares and their spears into

pruning hooks. Not in earthry temporal, millenial peace of which men are dreaming

from time to time but in the spiritual peace in Him who is our peace Ephesians 2:14

In whom there is truly peace on earth. Nation shall not lift up a sword against nation

neither shall they learn war any more. This being said of the inner peace and harmony

of the Church of Christ., compare John ? Verse 4 But they shall sit every man under

his vine and under his fig tree; in the rich enjoyment of the rich blessings of the

New Testament . He doesn't say the Old (7) And none shall make them afraid
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All of the enemies of mankind having been overcome by the power of the Messiah . Up

to this point (73/4)

In other words he (73/4)

His interpretation is wrong approach to this particular passage . This is not a

picture of the inner peace and spiritual life of the church. This is a picture of

a world in which danger has been removed and whether it is removed by everyone

having been converted or whether it has been removed by a force in Jerusalem that

it makes it impossible to have aggression, in either case it is a picture of a
security

situation of universal peace and uxit in which there is nothing around to (63/4)

He admits that at the end agaas negating practically everything he said before.

Wax] ux1xEmaXzxi.ix There were 34 commentaries used so that is quite a number

that were looked into. A good many were only looked at

by one person, some by two, some by three and two and three by by four. It is good

to get wide coverage of commentaries this way . Please be sure to give me these

papers back again at the end of the hour . Now we were looking together at the
Micah

last hour at this passage inxks as we are examining as being parallel to the

passage in Isaiah. I have not explained to you why we have looked at Micah before

we have looked at Isiah. I think that we can discuss that a little later. Here in

Micah wExkaxerxxw±*xRx you will notice how it relates to the previous times? which

I think has a real bearing on its meaning . I don't see how you can possibly interpret

it properly inside the context without taking the context into account and saying

that both places referred to in verse 12 are the same places referred to in Chapter 4

verse 1. It is pretty difficult to say that the British are going to come to

Washington as they did in the war ci 1812 and burn the White House and leave the city

in desolation but the time is going to come when British representatives will come

to Washington to a sk for help in order to protect them against Hitler . Now if
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1.6 Tie cok as a whole

1.8 Chronologically in order or not?

Hardly according to 1:1

1.20 Possible, tho unlikely, he received it all at once but did not tell it till later

1.26 1:1 written at the end

2,8 Four chapters very difference from the rest of Book

2:25 Chapters 6 -39
Mainly historical

5:7 59:7 prediction
Meaning of "good" here

5:21 Biblical usage of "son" viz. anyone who is descended from the one named.
A descendant, not next immediate generation

4.3 Relation between ch. 36-59 and what follows noted

4.6-15 Dated sections of the iook

4.21 Oh. 28 has same background as ch. 7

4.27 Oh. 7-12; 28-55 tied to specific historical background

5.2-7 Oh. 1-6 have message & material of general rather than specific historical importance

5.14 Oh. 6 near the beginning of Isaiah1s prophecy

6. General aervey must precede detailed analysis

1.1-15 Some detailed work necessary before can make general survey
Like the archaeologist approach to digging into an ancient city

1.16 Open mind -_ like trying to carry water in a can open at both ends
25 Have mind set with certain definite problems which you are looking for answers

2.1 sulk of material of prophets falls into two cate&ories
Rebuke
1e8aing

Explanation offered for the blessing portions

4.3 ;Alternation between rebuke and blessing
10 Also seen in icah's prophecy
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Page

5.1 Rebuke followed by blessing in Micah

.i4 Micah's three-,divisions
Each has rebuke followed by blessing

6.1-14 Isaiah begins with rebuke

18 Discussion of phrase "in that day"

7.3 Etymology not conclusive; usage is

7.24 iotany professor - strawberry not a berry in technical sense, but in common sense

8.]. le is a fish in common sense of the word

8.20 The Prof. who insisted "the end" is always used absolutely.

9,18 More discussion on "in that day"

10.5 "See" and

1046 Division between sections and "blessing" portions

11. ch. 2,3 rebuke

11.4 4:,6 blessing (after long rebuke)

11.23 One short chapter of blessing after two of rebuke

12.9 ch. 5 practically all rebuke

14 oh. 6 Isaiah's inaugural blessing

29 Prediction

13.5 Foretelling not the whole of prophecy

any cases where it is a question whether it. is a prediction or not

13.19 If a prediction, is it absolute or conditional?

14.5 Condition may be implied and not expressed directly.

15 Various versions

16.6 Micah 4

17. Its relation to what precedes
Various suggestions

18'. Same 3 things mentioned at end of ch. 3 are found in beginning of ch.4

19,4 Any term can be used figuratively, if you want.

Discussion on literal and: igurstive. "':

20 No decision on weaning of "in the last days"
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21 People flow9 unto Jerusalem

Not a physical lifting up of the height of the hill, but rather an exhaltation
f' its importance -- an exhaltation of glory.

Law will go forth from Jerusaler may mean:

1) A picture of the essae of belief in God going forth from Jerusalem

2) A picture of the Gospel going forth from Jeruslaem

3) A picture of a series of authoritative commands going forth from Jerusalem

21.26 First Possible Interpretation
The Jews will come back to Jerusalem and then from Jerusalei they will go
forth into all the world telling people there is one God who created. heaven
and earth

22.3 As result many nations will want to go to Jerusalem and hear more about this

4 Acts 2 -many from these different lands present to hear the disciples

11 Insufficient to be a fulfillment of vs. 1,2
Quality sufficient; quantity insufficient

23.6 Second Interpretation
The Word of the Lord going forth from Zion is the message of salvation
through Jesus Christ

18 People arn't going to Jerusalem to any great extent to get the Gospel

24.14 Center of political life will become plowed as a field

25.10 Isa. says "a1l' nations shall flow into it
Micah says "many nations -

26 Third Possible Interpretation

26.5 Zion is to again become a political center, in fact the greatest political
center in the world

27.4 Judging among many people and rebuking strong nations - not the Gospel

27.10 Nation shall not lift up awordaainst nation means: either:
28.6 1) National armies will be unnecessary because diaputeiare settled by

command from Jerusalem.
12 2) As a result of the gospel judging among people, the nations cease

being warlike and hostile. Impossible

24 Interp. of some in 3rd & 4th cent. A.D.
29.8 200 or 300 yra. of "peace" broken
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29.18 Noway to say 2:3 has been fulfilled.

24 Those who say that it is a picture of the Christian church where everyone
is in harmony and love one another

30.4 Some churches still have some pretty violent times!

8 Not something that has occurred as yet, but still future

12 Universal peace, not because everyone is such good Christians, but because
there is nothing they need to fear.

31 Don't prepare for war because don't need to prepare. Either because:

14 1) All the others are Christians

1- 2) Political power reigning in Jerusalem prevents it

32.13 Freedom from fear -- not the kind promised the Christian in this day

33. I4icah 4:1-4 wrongly interpreted by a commentator

34.8 Picture of world in which danger has been removed, either by
universal congersion, or by
a force in Jejsale that makesi it impossible







1/7/63 Is 27

" Yes, but I have to have, but I don't think the same word is used, but I think
is (Q)

that/the word 4s related to different one. No, I say that the question is the

"4s Does the use of the same word twice in a verse mean that it necessarily

refers to the identical thing?" Often it does, but often it doesn't. Often it

does'nt. In this verse there is no (13.75 If there is any verse in

any statement you may, if you repeat the same word you are apt to refer to

the same thing, but not necessarily. You may use it ft referring to two different
to

things/both of which it could refer.t-o-' That may happen. And in this tase if
in

you put a semicolon &t-the right place, you put a semicolon after

in advance, then you go on to the fact that you have used the same word again

which you used before doesn't necessarily mean that it is that you (13.25
would

Vsay, if you take any sermon, and look through and see where you find any
in the same sense. th'of

same word used here/ You will find that maybe in three or foucases it refers
of

to the same one, but in the least of the fourth ,óases it doesn't. You iv4kae

don't have to assume that the fact that the same word is used is necessarily

(13.00 You will examine it and see it. But (Q) Yes..........

Well, He is at the right hand of God and he makes intercession for us. Yes, but
greatly

is he not also,4nterested in,&w-salvation7 of our souls for whom He died?
we include

Surely he is. But I don't think that is what 4s ordinarily pi'wed under that
it

phrase. But/certainly is a part of his activities. It is the word of Christ.

It is the knowledge of Christ. He is interested in it, and there is no question

as to the fact. I just question whether this particular statement is referring

to that phase,, but He is surely in evangelistic work constantly. Yes?Q)

I think, "Father, forgive them for they know not what they do.@ Yes, I

think that statement is a statement ndso much expressing a particular desire

on the part of Christ as a desire that we should understand someifg- sorEthing
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deeds are

that the worse Vj444-s-not often the most heinous because people often do things

thk-without realizing what they are doing, and in God's sight they are not

nearly s bad-a-s- -hefi- hei -hen- heinous as those that do not will, and those

that neal-y- really. For instance, you take a person who , you take a person

who-, some innocent person. He is an ordinary human., He is a sinner.
murder that man. See

But is not a person who deserves death. And they hef-t-maR-4-e-ee

n-they-say- and you will say, isn't that terrible. How he murdered him.

Now you take somebody who has murdered the Son of God,. the most -pet'eet--

glorious, the most perfect individual who has ever lived. -He-i-s- He is murdered.
did not

Isn't that five times worse than the others? No, it isn't, if he does not realize
wa-s

what he is doing. You see. "Father, forgive them for they know not what they

do." -Ge 44e-e-9--e He does not mean,th- e' es-met4ed- do not hold

sin of murder against them. They certainly are murderers. Certain1- ar-e4he

9ae-4'-one-e-'th-- they have slain the one who is innocent. They certainly

are terrible sinners in doing this. But they are not as terrible sinners as they appear to

be to one who realizes that this is the Son of God, and then killed Him.

Surely they who killed the son of God is thousand times worse. Well, you might

take like the, one time when I was going to a mission field down
New

iry'Mexe co, I talked to a man whom I met on the street, and I found him in

the lobby, and he went along (10.00)

He went on and one, one word and another, and then he asked me what I
to night

was oingi' and so I answered him, I was preaching down here in a church.

Oh, is that so, hew- well, it is nice to meet you. Excuse me for the

langugage I was using. I am awfully sorry. I did not realize you were ....

Well, how-weil4 yoe-e-wieee- how is it any worse for him to commmit

that sin of using that language when I wasn't there than when I was.?
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God was there all the time. Idrt doesn't make any worse, if I was there.
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in any case, you say,

It it is/' sin, it is always sin, It seems like a greater sin. But ,omebody
and

says, you heard a story of a man who started to tell a filthy story,/he says

I see there no ladies present, so I will tell you, and then somebody speaks
no

up and says, there is 0' lady present, but there is a gentleman present. And the

fact pg -ef4t-4-the-eie of it is that the thing which is wrong is wrong, and it
was
is wrong for these people e that crucified him, and the man whoever he was,

but it would appear to be thousand times worse, In the Middle Ages they talk

about Judas that he was the worse criminal who has ever lived. He was not

probably the wor one of the criminals who ever lived. He seems to be the

worse because he slayed the Lord of glory, but there are others who have

done worse than he did, because he they had greater knowledge, greater

understanding of what they were doing, and e- I cannot help thinking that
was the prayer

that prayer/that we should understand the person, it is the attitude of the

heart rather than the fact is that we don't know, and well, I was, I was,

you think of many higs-- cases where you do some little things and some

terrible results come from them. Then you think it's terrible. Oh, you think

it's terrible. You think your whole life is ... terrible thing came upon you.

When it is something that -&etwkds- some other people have done and nothing
the fact is that

happen to come from it, It was wrong, Yes , but/¬his particular one

like this terrible ... does not make it worse than other similar acts which

other people have done. (7.75) We are judged

by what we know. We all deserve our punishment before the Lord. But
a to our knowledge of what

we deserve condemnation the-- to some extent into person0' -what- e.he'e-
wehave done 1) r
dee- rather than necessarily according to the full results W-I'l
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they know
wj4- I would feel like what (7.50 /what they do I don't think

w
that is because in this verse it was I think it -s'iould

have been perfect, and I don't think it would have been imperfect. I think imperfect

would he quite out of place here, if it is a continued , but it is

adding a new thought, a vital thought , one which they wouldn't understand

fully, one which we think so important that we include in our own creeds and
everything
______ and we realize that it's already given here in this fifty-third Isaiah.

Yes? (Q) Well, this particular word... That is clearly Qal, but this is not Qal.

This is distinct from Qal. Now, He is making an intercession at the right

hand of God. It is a similar word, yes. If you want to extend the word

further, _ I have no objection, but I am afraid that it is basically

is There is a difference if I would think that

INAUDIBLE. When you translate two different tenses in identical way,
run into a

you 4et-m&k-e-a certain confusion. It is harder for people to get what

you originally intend to say. Well, it's time to go. We have two more classes,

/and ....

We are unforunately rather crowded. I say , we are unfortunate in a way
I think

from your viewpoint. /infortunate from your view poirt, iii-a- from my viewpoint in a way

fortunate, because I am tremendously interested in wcr king into dvery detail of
from

this section,/forty to fifty-six, just as much as possible. And so far as I am
have taken fer- on certain I have found

concerned, the extra time we ta4e-4i-me-4e-t-ake %fé details of it i4/very

stimulating and very benefitial, and I trust that you have too. But it means that

we are jammed with getting through the two and half chapters in the course of
because

two day/ They are very interesting and vital chapters. First we have spent

a fair amount of time on 53. 1 wish we could have more time on chapter 53.
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I wish we could spend two three hours more on chapter 53. I wish we could

spend about fifty hours on it, because there are tremendous amount of material

of vital importance in it. But we notice that the chapter ends with "and he made interceE

intercession for h the j transgresors, and previous to that we have a description

of the atoning work of Christ by which He died that whosoever believeth in Him

might not eperish, but hae eternal life. In chapter 54, we go on to the results

of this, Fifty-four follows the fifty-three. 54. "Sing, 0 barren, thou that

didst not bear; break forth into singing, and cry aloud .. . ." There is a great

rejoicing over what has been accompoished in chapter 53. There is a great
are to

rejoicing over the results that/come from it. Them results are described,

and pictured, and based upon, so on in this chapter, then fifty-five takes
54

the results of fifty-three, and applies it in a more individual way. I,i4s applying
to

it more to a larger group of people. 55 applies to- more/individuals. In fifty-four
disagreement about the

there might be a considerable cY%4/Ø interpretation as-te-hew-te of it as a whole,

and even more about the interpretation of the particular section. Chapter 55 if

you relate it to sixty-three,ai4 it seems to me is hardly open to the question.

55 is much simpler to interprete it. It seems to me that it is only reasonable

to interprete fifty-four in the light of fity-three and fifty-five, both of them.
n move

And that being the case, I am going to46 forward to fifty-four and fiftJ-five

and take it before we take ifty-fotw- sixty-four. If it actually follows directly

upon fifty-three, we don't have to follow one commentator who says that fifty-

five is supposed to be connected with fifty-three, and we must consider
nee1to

fifty-three as an interpolation. We I don't think that wItake that view

at all. But I do thin1 k the view that fifty-five and fifty-four both of them

proceed out effrom fifty-three, directly out from it, and he deals with one aspect
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and then he deals with another aspect. And so, that-the, you can't take this

directly after fifty-three, but it is le4ah- Isaiah's messageT-d-- which deals with

o ne aspect, and hand then with another aspect. We have a parallel to that over

in chapter sixty-five where we have a prayer in the last half of chapter sixty9

e- three and sixty-four,a prayer that God will come and help Zion, help

Jerusalem, help His people, and deliver them and allow ,1.(e the area to be

rebuilt, and then at the end of that prayer in chapter sixty--three four and we

h ave in chapter sixty-five the passage that As Paul said, God is turning to the

Gentiles, and we have , it sounds alike a very strong rebuke to Israel, and the

after that we have a wonderful blessing to the Israel, and then the building pf

of Jerusalem, which has been asked, and David says, at the end of sixty-four

it starts with , after thiqonderful, ________ prayer for God's les sing, and

for God's help, God cannot but give a good, favorable answer. However,
for Israel

before He does this, He turns aside,' moment to rebuke/for certain things

that need to be rebuked. Now it seems to me that that is almost as bad as
this must be

the othe&4nterpreter who s-y says that y''an interpolation because the two
63 64

immediately follow the chapter. God deals with the prayer of and and90
65

the latter part of , and what- He is going to give what s in that,

but first He deals with j aspect of prayerwhich needs a careful attention.

weh-- For they have shown a wrong attitude and a wrong spirit, and He shows

there His turning from them to the Gentiles as a natural result of that.

No 28




individual in the form of the wonderful gospel called ........
We have no other passages like this quite in the Old Testament. And we whave no

gospel
finer/presentation anywhere in the whole Bible than this presentation. It is a

wonderful appeal to accept God's free grace given with no condition attached to

it whatever. Here is the- this in chapter 6* 63. There is no conditions attached
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TO it because God has already fulfilled the conditions //t in Chapter 53. He

has made the atonement, now, it can be taken advantage of by any who will come

and accept the wonderful offer. Mr. Downs? (Q) In Hebrew? In Hebrew?

I don't claim to be an expert on Hebrew, but I have looked into it a certain

amount. (Q) Oh, Isee it, it's applying to it,specifically to that. 'Heb. 4:4'/ 2:

Let us therefore fear, lest, a promise being left us of enterning into his rest,

Verse 2, For unto us was the gospel preached, as well as unto them: but the word pea

preached did not profit them, a not being mixed with faith in them that heard it."

It seems to me that the author of the book of Hebrews here is referring to the
im

conditions only in hi/mediate time, isn't he? (Q) Yes, he gives the illustration

before those who were lost because of unbelief. Then you mean that he is speaking

here not about the saints lost in his days but referring back to the lost in the

previous time, and showing that it was the lack of faith which resulted in

the preaching of lithe gospel. )Q) Well, the word gospel of course means
Calvary' s

good news. And the good news is that God sent His own son to die on cross

that whosoever believeth on Him might nt perish but have eternal life. That
But

is the good news. /Before he actually came, the godd news would be that he is

going to come to make the provision for sin so that whoever accept his provision
be

can be saved. And that of course wo8ld/illustrated with the sacrifices and

forms, ceremonies which all of Israels started 4e revealed in advance.
it=

The provision God is going to make now. But they didn't understand/as we

do, but they looked forward to the very thing which we look backwai so that

good news would be God's provision for sin in either case, but here in

chapter fifty-five we have a good news presented in a way which tie right
would

up with the atonement v j-elei4y and definitely and very clearly. WE/have
the people

no reason to think that/In the days of Moses had a clear understanding
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of it as one should have after reading Isaiah ch. 53. (Q) In the understanding

yes. The Lord gives us a glimpse of something, then gives another glimpse,
He

and then another glimpse, and then/clarifies -the it and enlarges it. He does not

gives us anything that is false, but He constantly gves--u-s- is giving us more

completely. Yes? (Q Yes, yes, well, the world falls into sin (10.75)

and w- the whole nature of man's mind is affected by sin. That is the point
he

where 46 doesn't w-nawant to know god, H he wants to turn away from God,

he is antagonistic, and he his mind is affected as$ well as his understanding is

affected. And then God begins bringing to the world that has turned away
to

from God a knolwedge of Himself and opening up or-the understanding and

revealing little by little in no to much that the difficulty is with him as with us,
the truth

it is our ability to understanding. He is giving us, leading us on to/'little

by little and still reaches the point where we can understand more. Yes, Mr.?

-p (Q) We do, Yes. Peopled fail. Yes, certainly. But I don't think that

when one says that one has a very scriptural material to back it up with it.

If you go through the Scripture you find that ti-- it is man's rejecting, and

God gradually almost forcing them-t-e men to recognition of realization that

and introduce to more and more understanding before him. The Scripture does

not present man working things out, but it presents God revealing. (Q) no, No,

this is what you have pictured is of course the attitude of a natural man. It is

the general attitude of the natural man-iii which k-s-s-s.41e-to is possibly

held by everybody. like this Mr. Kim I have seen to sign in one of the books,

Why (8.60 signed by man since the search of truth

began. Well, now that is &t- not the teaching of the Bible. The Bible is

by God. But when man giving their human interpretation

of the world in general, they try to fit t-it.e the Bible into it, a nd they find
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This
that it just doesn't fit. The Bible doesn't fit into their category. ,'is not an

idea developed by anybody who goes to the Bible to see what it teaches, e-ha-

evelpeo-te- but an idea developed on the ground of human thought, and

then go to the Bible, and they try to fit it into it, and it doesn't fit. Now as it

is presented, it is somebody who knows little about the Bible to others who

know nothing about the Bible-.--t-see-ver-y- it sounds very true, but I think

I told you how 1 was asked by a-gotp- this groups of the Westchester Teachers'

College whe ich was reqjjired to use the text -book e in the hsstory of

civilization that was written by PAesse-a professor of Rochester University,

and he showed the progression in the context of God until you get to the

second Isaiah who had a god who was so far away from the human being that

he could not affect any human being on earth.

It is the first)the second Isaiah, ee the one distant, so distant

that he could say that My ways met- are not your ways, and my thoughts are

not your thoughts. I simply sat there, and read from the Book, and skimmed

through there, and then I said, now we find this verse in verse nine of chapter

fifty-f9ve: "For as the heavens are higher than the earth, so are my ways higher

than your ways, and my thoughts than your thoughts." But you look at the

context, and verse 7 reads, Let the wicked forsake his way, and the unrighteous man

his thoughts: and let him return unto the Lord, and he will have mercy upon him;

and to our God, for the will abundantly pardon. For my thoughts are not yours thoughts,

neit1 r are your wa my ways, saith the Lord." The God of Israel is that, God
them a

is so interested humanity that He is ready to offeVmeans of deliverance which
and

they de-net- know nothing about. He is so interested in them,'(Ø'you say,
be intetested in against Him

How can God d.eIiIIeZ us who have sinned/so terribly be ready to do such things

Cs
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as this, Why he says, because my thoughts are not your thoughts, netierh are

your ways my ways, ... For as the heavens are higher than the earth, so are

my ways higher than your ways, and my tboughts than your thoughts." So the

thought of the verse is the great superiority of God's character over that of

human being, because God is so interested in human beings, and so he is

ready to help them. The man who takes the verse out of contest made it teach

exactly the opposite of what it teaches in the context, and presented that in

this text book of the history of e±14v civilization to show the evolution' of the

deas of God in the Old Testament. And if you are going to take a verse out

of context, I guess you can prove anything from any (5.75)

But you go to the Bible and see what it has. It has a picture of God gradually

revealing Himself to the world that puts gGod out of His mind. And God is
along

leading them e- -i3they-get- until they get a furdr understandLng so that

they eai'i-mene- more here the realization of what the true God wants us to do.
to but you can bear them not,

Jesus said, I have many things 7-b*t-4ea-iet tell you , eeae-yei-.eat-bea

theac -th4-ngs-r you have no understanding. Then when he sends the Holy

Spirit, He will lead you all miD His truth, and then on the road to

the people just did not have any idea as to the resurrection, and yet

explicitly wrong. But we are in t-ei-w&y-same- the same way. We hear these

things, but we don't understand it. It takes us a long tcrne to get where you

are abel to take in place. And it is true of individuals and it is true of the

(4.80). And so God is gradually bringing this teaching. And here i-s- in sixty-five

we have a- given in a way that cannnot be exactly a- parallel

anywhere in the Old Testament. Is this call to receive the ree gift of God

with nothing to be given There certainly is an information, but
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here it is fully expressed in a way you cannnot parallel for (4.30)

" Ho, every one that thirsteth, ceom ye to the waters, and the that hath no money;

come ye, buy and eat; yea, come, buy wine and milk wihout money and wit out

price." This is not meaning wine and milk, but this is the material provided

free, and there is rthing to it. It costs nothing to get. No, God has won/it.

God has prepared b what was prepared in Is. 53. He gave His Sea- own Son.

He has ordered it in order to make it possible -te that 55 and 56. exist. 55 alone,

it is/meaningless. 55 is connected with 53. It is a marvellous presentation
grace

of the free gift of God. There is nothing that we can order, but God Himself

has provided the tremendous cost of it. So to us, it is without cost, without
in making

money, without price, but on His part it cost a tremendous cost te-4e it available

to us. We better not go into the dea-il- details of it._______ _(3.50)

Continued with the same thoughts in verse 2, "Where do ye spend money

for that which is not bread? and your labour for that which satisfieth not ?

hearken diligently unto me, and eat ye that which is good, and let your soul
and

delight itself in fatness." Man is struggling to- working to get that which

will never wa satisfies him. God provides what satisfies without cost, without
had

money, but H'paid a tremendous cost for it. "Incline your ear, and cone unto me:

hear, and your soul shall live; and I wilimake an everlasting covenant with yo

even the sure mercies of David." Now- tan-mer-ces how does
and

David (2.80) If you go through the book of Isaia1 you will

find that David -met4e-etly-thr-ee is mentioned only three times. Back in chapter

9 where we find that "For unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given: and the

government shall be upon his shoulder: and his name shall be called . . . He is

going to sit on the throne of His Father David. That _(2.60) from

chapter 55. and then there is one other mention, now I do not know exactly
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where it is now. Man chapters back here now. Here we have incidental

reference here today, and then in our whole present fe- of fo(rty

and fifty-six, fifty-three on1y-mei-eft- mentions David. Here he says,

I will make an everlasting covenant with you, even the sure mercies of

Daivd. Now what are the sure mercies of Davd? Now first there are those

who say that this means that as God shows mercy to David, He will show

mercy to us, as God gave David wonderful blessings, He is going to give

wonderful blessings to us. That is true that the ways of to David was
The unmerited fa.or was

an unmerited grace. it-we-s a wonderful way in which God pe'Mee¬1- treated

David. It is the effects of ways he is going to treat those

who come to Him to be saved. It is a wonderful picture of what it certainly
is

must be the full meaning of this verse by m any means. Why ee-David

mentioned here? It ties up with David. We have been reading about the

we have been studying about the servant, the servant of the Lord who suffered.

He had nothing to tie himself up with a fan ily, to tie him up with the house
to

of David, tie him up l4/the Messianic King who is to reign from David's line.

But here l=- we have the name of David brought in in connection i-4- with it.

7 Sure mercies of David are involved in the covenant that is made with those

who accept God's free grace which is provided through the death of Christ.

And so he says, he goes on and say, "Behold, I have gien him for a witness

to the people, a leader and commander to the people." And some say, well,

this goes back to David's line. David has conquered many m nations a round

about, and as a result of i4- his conquering them, they received some
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knowledge of the true religion. However imperfect, however 1itt they have got,

they have got something, and therefore to that extent, David witnesses to these

people, and so I have given him for a witness , and he was, David was certainly

was a leader and commander to all these nations round about him whom he had

conqired. Wall, that is all true, but it certainly is not the reasonable basis

for giving the verse at this point.

Isaiah No 29

Throughout the whole record-the (No. 29) the machine skips.
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We are still interested in return from exile, /this would be a wonderful picture
return from and be led

we--¬1iaw-fr-o/-he exile. You go out with joy, you set forth peace, and mountains
r

and hills shall break forth before yosinging, all the trees will gladly clap their

hands." We have this statement back in one of the early chapters 40




I would say that is what is described, and that is all. I don't think we have

any right to look into further .... I would not say that that is in chapter

40. We hope to have an hour or so at the end of the course to look back the 40
the

which is
'
prologue which lays the m emotions for it, and then we see how

it supns up the whole of the sixteen chapters and chapter 40. But in chapter 40

that might be, but in the 41 and following this would be a picture of return from

exile, but here now the thought has been developed to the point where we are dealing

not merely with return from excile, but deliverance from sin and with the whole

course of God's dealing with the whole Gentile world as described and suggested

in the previous verses, Surely verse 12 summarizes his dealings with all His

people as a result of the atonement as described in 53. He says, You will go

forth with joy, and be led forth with peace" is,of course, you might sy,
the

this is true of the return from exile, but here he is ps- speaking of/much later

result, not a specific leading of the country, not a specific movement, it is

more figurative, speaking of the fi.*gi future progress of God's people. They

are to go out with joy, and be led forth with peace, and what does this mean, the

mountains and hills break forth before your singing, all the trees of field shll
seems to rejoice

clap their hands? Does that just mean, ally-the- natureYseeRe6-l-l4r-eeee

because you are so happy? Well, you could say that way, you have the fifth

verse alone. In the description of retu.n from exile, it certainly would be a

proper' way to interprete the latter part of the verse as a figurative & :n
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of the great joy of all nature in God's delivery of His people from the exie,

But it has to be taken in connection with verse 13, and verse 13 describe

not merely a facilitation of a return to their own land, but a perpec1ual change
s will

in the natural situation, instead of the thorr/tho-t-w-oi4 come first, instead of

flies- briers will come up the myrtle tree. This is to be perpetual, it is to be

the Lord's for a name for an everlasting time that shall not be cut off. Surely

you have the removal of the curse. The removal of the bridle, the myrtle

trees are to be up, the 1 removal of the curse, there will the e reestablishment

of the condition, the nature free from the results of man's $ sin.
(11.75)

And man is given a perfect place in which to live, and no power is going to

be able to destroy which God has (11.60 (Q) We have no

way of proving that. But certainly Eden was in the period that there
al

was on the earth. Whether the rest of the world was,+eady in the condition in whicf

it was when they went. It would appear to me the.t more likely that the whole

of the creation o- was affected by it. We read, God said to- in chapter 3 of

Genesis that ' , he said in verse 17, to Adam he said, Cursed is the ground

for thy sake; fer-th -s44t--et- in sorrow shalt thou eat of it all the days of thy

life; Thorns also and thistles shall it bring forth to thee; and thou shalt eat

the herb of the field;' There is a change in the condition. Now you might say,

in Eden they didn't have these things. He is going to put them out to the place

where they will have these things. But certainly the more (10.45)

place is that anow the whole world is now under affected as a result of this.

God placed a curse upon the creation. Of course, that suggests he- how he did

it. He could have put the rest of the world in the condition where it would

be a result of curse still . But we have no evidence that he did.
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I think it more natural to think that He laid the curse then upon the whole
a

world. But at. any rate we now have the- teturn of Edenic condition, whehter

that's the whold world or kewhether it resulted, it's caused by man
7

being brought back to Egypt, we are not told. The simple interpretation of

it is that the world as a whole is changing. At any rate as far as man is

concerned, Edenic condition is being restored, Yes, Mr. ?(Q)No, I would

think that verse, the first part of verse twelve is a very general description

of the whole future course of the world. (Q) Come,and receive the gospel,
you

and yff become a member of God's own people, and from now on dco you

go out with joy, and be led forth in peace, and (9 00) a tremendous

blessing follows which would necessarily come to pass at once, but which

would look forward over your course of It is the result of

the redeemed, and man immediately after the resurrection of Christ, he had,

they were led forth, they went out with joy, they were led forth with peace,

the peace of their God was in their hearts in the midst of the persecution,
it

and the wonderful spiritual blessings God gave them, but certain ly/lookdcs
ing

forward to the time when first as a result of God's work/through them, and

their loyally serving him the persecution to be brought about to an end of

the whole Roman Empire is to become nominally Christian as a result of the

Christian life in the people. The great social change would kiicdczie come

to the whole world, and there is a level of life on this earth that is different
s then

from what it would have been without the resull/of the Gospel. But/looking
through

on beyond that/the change of Christ .(7.80) Millenium

-i
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)-i-+ There that is certainly included, that is certainly included, but

if that were the main thought, it would be a strange way of expressing that.
it does

The emphasis on it is external rather than on the person, ±s-"t- speaks of joy

aRd peace, and all the rest of it talke about what is round about us, and it

kgigx speaks of chans, in-the-nature. and it says -e-is this is

going to be, the Lord for a name of an eversting that shall not be cut off ....
with

It doesn't fit very well, $ that being a primary purpose. That can be included

but if this is a spiritual picture of simply of that, you might say anything.

(Q) In verse 12 alone without 13 that could be a very possible circumstance.
to be a

When you ask 13, it gets/coo much for that to be/very satisfactory explanation.

But certainly it is included. 12 alone certainly you could say it. But y' when

you get to verse 13, you go through those specific changes in the nature,

and then you are told that it not merely the natureobut is happy, but the nature

is changing in 13. And it is to the Lord for an everlasting sign that wouldn't be

cut off. That doesn't fit with "You are going to have peace in your heart,

you are going to have joy, you are going to be spiritually better, and

there will be to the Lord an everlasting sign that shall not be cut off.

That pictures that put stress on it. (5.25) That would seem

to me to destroy the possible of there being really (5.15

(Q) __________ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - I4GRA

INAUDIBLE.

The myrtle, and trees are both used for fine things. And the

thorn and brier are used for a sign of curse, but as to beyond that,

whether you can get a specific suggestions as to myrtle tree or

(Q) I would say ....
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1idotkk I would say that the particular thing of having one brier disappear
UP -yo the big

and one tree come/Is not thought of the passage, but it is the-- a part

of the thought of the passage. It is a part of the thought of the passage,/ which

kands for the whole change that will take place, that there is egto be

a great change in nature so that what formerly was disagreeable, it becomes
the change

pleasant, and this change in nature goes along withAYin the entire world.
in the

The change $Y'human heart alone might be all that is meant in verse 12.

When you stress a change in nature to this extent, there will be an everlasting

sign that shall not be cut offr. Specially this way I don't think we are

justified to think it is purely a figurative speech, that it is a literal change
from s

the disagreeable feature/of the world which are the results of the

curse removed to the agreeable features. Yes, Mr. Grafton? (Q) Oh, yes,

you mean the predictions about Palestine? Yes, Palestine is desolate, but

it does not quite tie mp with that. There the emphasis is on the removal of (1.75)

THAT which produces .p food, and here we have the food stressed in the beginning

of -t-e chapter, but here you don't get food from the myrtle or the fir. It simply is

more pleasant than the mqx specific--I think that that makes it less likely that

it is a type (?) of Palestine. It refers more to the whole world . (Q) I wkould

think that it is not nearly as explicit or as full. It is such a tremenduous thought
would not

that I4eel justified in building this thought on this passage a1oi, but I would

feel that this passage is difficult to interpret satisfactorily in any other way

than that ,a nd that we have that thought clearly taught -e&1 elsewhere, a'i d

this fits with this thought and ties it up , and that is the result of it, one of the

results of it. (Q) Now, exactly which section do you mean . (Q) Yes, I would

think it would certainly be a logical thing to think. Now, We have exactly one
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--We have only one more hour . I wish we had much more time thati we have

had for this passage. There is such a 9C tremenduous amount in it, but we must

round it out, and so please look at 56, and make a definite dei-s4- decision.

How -ffieumuch of 56 belongs to 40-55. Where does the break come. Do you

want to stop &i at the end of 55 ai d say Now, 56 starts a brand new subject,

a brand new section of the book of Isaiah, or do you want to say, No, 56 belongs

before 55. Give definite consideration of that, now if there is a break somewhere

n the course, of it, then what does the first part of 56 deal with. What is i-s.

its purpose. What is its main subject. Well, now I seii- would like to go into

it in detail but we don't dare because we have to look at 54, so look at 56 like

that, then look at 54 , and as you look at 54 remember that it is hum- hung be

tween 53 and 55, and tell me this about each verse of 54. Is he talking about

Israel? Is he talking about the church? Is -the He talking about the Gentiles?

Who is He talking about? Is all of 54 about the same ones or is it talking about

two different ones and if w so , which part deals with one and which with the

other. I hope that you will be able to have time to get some def4ftt-e-e- def nite

ideas on this thing. Maybe you had better give a week during vacation to consider

ation of it and be ready to discuss it, -adwe

We last time looked at S5and saw the marvelous gospel call in that chapter but

about as explicit as anything you can find in the O.T. That is certainly as

fine a presentation of the free grace of God as you can find anywhere at all and

surely it is quite appropriate that this should come immediately after the verses

with which the previous chapter ends. This is the heritage of the servant of the

Lord, and their righteousness is of me.--from me, sa& saith the Lord. Their

r ghteousness is from me. -T-he We have the servant of the Lord inter. introduced

you know in Chapter 41, long passage about him, ending wi th that great dramatic
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Passage from 52-53, after that we know longer have the servant of the Lord.

But we have the servants of the Lord, so these are the followers of th servant

of the Lord. And the heritage of the servants of the Lord, their righteousness is

from God. It's a wonderful presentation of justification by faith. It is very

clearly not simply a statement of God's mercy to Israel , but it is a statement

of God's ,oc marvelous blessing who are redeemed through the Servant of the

Lord. Now, we want to look back into 54. I think before we do that we wil 1

look ahead into 56, because I want to be sure and look at 56 and it being the

smaller of the two subjects we &can more easily judge our time on the larger

one if we get the smaller one out of the way first. How many of you feel that

all of 56 is a part of the section that begins with chapter 40. Well, how many

of you feel that none of it is 2 Well, I would say this, that up from 40-55 we have

practically no real rebuke. We have a sort of indirect criticism for certain features.

But we-he- don't have anything like His watchmen are blinI, they are all ignotant,

they are all dumb dogs, they cannot bak- bark; sleeping, lying down, loving to

slumber, yea, they are greedy dogs which can never have enough, and they are

shepherds that cannot understand: they all look 1D their own way, every one k

for his gaink from his quarter. Come ye , say they, I will fetch wine, and

we will fill ourselves with strongdc drink; and tomaorrow shall be as this day,

and much more abundant. The righteous perisheth, and no man layeth it to

heart: and merciful men are taken awy- away, am none considering that the righteous is tak

Is tai taken away from the evil to come. --Utterly different , whole atmosphere

which we have in chppters 40-55. The end of 56 is certainly in an entirely different

area. But now in the first part of 56 we have an exhortation and we have zx

some definite promises, and this is quite different from what you expect toward

the end of the chapter. It seems rather different from what precedes too, but
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where would you say is the line l3etwwe11 between the type of material you

have in the 4fr-st first part and the type of the material you have in the second

part of the chapter. How many think it is between 7 and 8 , between 8 and 9,

between 9 and 10. Well, we have a certain difference of k opinion here. It

would seem to me that verse 8 would go with what precedes because verse

8 is still 4De4se blessing. The Lord God who gathered the outcasts of Israel

says Yet, will I gather others to him besides those who are gathered unto Him.

He is reaching out to other people and bringing them unto the fold. Here is

blessing in verse 8 and in verse 6 and 7 we have the sons of the -s-tap stranger

that join themselves to the Lord brought to the Holy Mountain and mad- make

ey-i- joyful in His house of prayer. Surely verse 8 would go with verse 6 and

7. (Q) We want to look into that a little, but the general tone of 7 and 8 goes

together. Now , you look at nine, and immediately one can t-h±iig- think of 9

a s going k with 7 and 8 because they are bringing strangers to the temple

just&s- gatherir the outcasts of sf'ea- Israel, and nine is "All ye,beasts of

the field come to devour, yea, all ye beasts in the forest." But it cones to

devour, and it be- goes on and speaks of the dumb dogs, the watchmenx that

are blind, tIt can't prevent the beasts of the field coming. So that verse nine

quite definitely goes with ten rather ta- than with what precedes. And I would

feel that the main break after chapter 40 , the main break bew between 39 and 40

- an equally important break bdveen verse 8 and verse 9. From nine on now,

for many verses it is all rebuke and e- severe rebuke re for extreme sin. It's

quite a distance before you get to any blessing in what continues here But

it is bet- blessing or e,hortation from verses one up to verse 8, and the general

theme in verse one up to verse 8 is blessingthat is ahead for those who tr-uy-- truly

belong to the Lord and particularly the cutting down of barriers that prevent certain
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ones from being recepients of the blessing. Here we have the blessing here

to those who are truly the Lards, in verses one aid two , "my salvation is near

to come, and my -nt-hf righteousness to be revealed. Blessed is the man that

d oeth this and the son of man that layeth hold on it; that keepeth the sabbath

keepeth h-s- his hand from d- doing evil and then those others are included

in this , the son of the stranger--he shouldn't say the Lord has separated

me from k His people. The euigh eunuch say, I am a dry tree. Regardless

of the ceremonial circumstances which would seem to shut one out from the

covenant of Israel, even to them God says in verse five , Even unto them will

I give in mine house and within my walls a place and a name better than of sons

and of daughters: I k will give them an everlasting name. " In other words these

ceremonial lines and ac so on, if it were necessary to hold the --to guard the

truth through the O.T. times, to keep it alive in a hostile world. These are to

be broken down as the message goes out and spe spreads in all directions . And

the Spn o f the stranger who joins himself to the Lord , to serve Him, to love the name

of the Lord, to be his servants, everyone that keepeth the sabbath from polluting

it, and taketh hold of my eve covenant, e even them will I bring to my holy

mountain, and make them joyful in my house of prayer their burnt offerings

and their se sacrifiees shall be accepted upon mine altar; eh- for mine house

shall be called an house of prayer for all -peepd people." Well, Mr. Downs

thiaks this is a prediction that all people from all over the world are going to

become Jews and carry on the sacrifices and going to recieve salvation through

the extension of the O.T. sacrificial system then. Well, that is one possible

it*-epFe- interpretation, but it is not an interpretation that would f1t x with our

understanding of God's plan, and the teaching that we find in the N.T. and the

teaching suggested very clearly in other parts of Isaiah is that God's blessing



is going to reach out into all the world but not necessarly in exactly the

same form in which it has gake to Israel, and so I think under the circum

stances we either have to say there has been a mistake and we are all going

to come back to circumcision and ceremonial serving, or to say that some to

of these expressiorEare used in a somewhat figurative sense, and that when

it says that God is going to accept their burnt offerings and their sacrifices

on His altar, he is referring to that which all the sacrifices represented, the

atonement of Christ as described inlsaiah 53 and pointing out that this is not

for Israel , that it is for all of those who believe on His name, and , consequently,

the thought of 56:1-8 makes- which may seem to us a little bit like an anti

climax, after the tremenduous picture of the An Atonement in 53 and the marvelous

picture of the gospel call in 55, it may seem to us a little like an anti-climax,

but to the people who are right in the middle of it it xAc uldn't be at all, because

t says the middle wall of partition is broken down and all the- of these circum

s tances which so large then are done away and the whole world is

to k have a full opportunity to profit by what the sacrifices represent, the death

of Christ on Calvary. (Q) Well, I think we have to say that a statement of I Peter
1:
1:10-12, "of which salvation the prophets have inquied and searched diligently
wo-p
who prophesied of the grace that should come unto you, searching what or what

manner of time the Spirit of Christ which was in them did signify, when He tes

tified beforehand of the sufferings of Christ and the glory that should follow, unto

whom it was revealed that not unto themselves but unto us they did minister the

things which are now reported unto you by them k that have preached the gospel.

Now, in other words, the promise was given marvelous gl-i-mp-1-ee glimpses of truth

of which they understood very considerable about but there was a considerable

amount which they wo uld get further into as they got more light, and which wouldn't



be fully understood until we had the N. T., and I think the principle teaching

of the atonement through Christ could be understood from ISaiah 53 alone

without any further , later light at all. Then when you have that , then in the

light of this, you would begin to get an apprehension, of this but you w*l

wouldn't fully understand it until the time of (Q) / e"da(65
7r

We cannot certainly observe certain things definitely . .. 56" beret believe

that this is predicting the outworking of what happened as described in chapter

53. And consequently it says that after the actual atonement is made ±e you are

ic going to find an increase in the outreaching of the Gentiles, so that it would

certainly have a very great relevatce to the present age. Butdoubtless, it goes beyond
the present age

cbbezatboocxi1x(Q) N0, the nineth verse I belibcx eve is the
new

ik,oxxf beginning of the entirely L section. Section of rebuke
quite

to Israel for their sin which is,' brand new thought. I feel that after verse 8,

we have to stop and say how Isaiah has another separate section dealing wW±c in

his presentation (13.80). Certainly we yesterday. Mr. Brooks?

(Q) Yes, itseems to me that the Archbishop made one of the worst mistakes

YV he made anywhere in the Bible, with making a chapter start with 57:1.

That chapter should have started with %%/6 56:9. At 57, it should go

right straight on continuing )( the previous four verses, and there is no break

whatever, but at that is one of the reatest breaks in the whole book. I think

it is the one of the worst mistakes in the chapter. Now Ken Morgan says, in 9 cases

,.out 10 chapter division is wrong. I think much of (13.00) between)

My iguess is that at leastt!&47D were pretty well made. But there are

some of thadx them that are rather bad, and fused Jj i4/
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I think this one is very bad. I think the one that begins with 53 is

because the previous three or four verses are definitely a part of that section

of the presentat on o6 the servant of the Lord. There is no
because one

This is much worse than that./That is a division into one section, part of the

big section whereas this is a division into one of the main section of the whole

book. Yes?(Q) Yes, There are some who try to make a general judgment.

There is certainly no presentation of anyone saying so whatever.It could have
the presentation of

been/the judgment of the ungodly. That is the distinction that has to be nade.

Even some who are strongly opposed to pre-millenial interpretation recognizes

the fact. Well, there are many details that ar ey-itert±i- it would be

very interesting to go into details// 56 here We could continue one more

semester on this. We could spend two or three days ....

But 54 we could spend two or three weeks on, if we had the time. All we can do
vdk guiding principles

is to try to get a few mair/1±xzix in 54. And 54 is the chapter in which
y

there are certain things which there would be no difficull/indefinitely

interpreting, and I think there would be a great difficulty t-there-wekd-13e if you

did not have the context that throw light upon it. But it does happen that we
ly a lot of

have a kne tremendous aciiixkxIcontext in connection with 54, because we

have 53 before it, the meaning of which is absolutely clear, because we have
clear

55 afterwards, the meaning of which is absolutely W/ and we have the end

of 54 coming, fitting right in with the blessing upon the followers of the Servant

of the Lord who are here called the se&iants of the Lord, and their righteousness
from

is 4/iz1e, saith the Lord." The imputaticn of the righteousness of Christçxax

to them and their development in sanctification as the Lord gives to them. So that

we have at the end of the chapter , undoubtedly we have the whole of the people
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who are the people of God saved through Christ/ regardless whether Jews or

Gentiles. We have that at the end of the chapter. Now what do we have in the

beginiaing of the chaper? Here after we finish the marvellous presentation of
his going to the

the atonement, and then it ends up with yJ,Ie mOOJnqx=Ohw right

hand of God the Father, j(l making intercession for the transgressors, and then

ezrzz then we read:"Sing, 0 barren, thou that didst not bear; break forth into

singing, and cry aloud, thou that didst not travail with child; for more are the

children of the desolate than the children of the married wife, saith the Lord."

Now I have here Skinner's Commentary on Isaiah ±K which is in general a

modernistic commentary. There would a case where he has made a rather
statement.

evangelical øiga1±x, but the interpretation which he gives on this passage

will be a rather standard interpretation among those Who do not look upon it

somewhat thoroughly evangelical view, and he says, tk This Zion,kx addressed

as a barren, desolate woman, is comforted with the assurance that her children
numerous she

are more ixuzbof than those udw formerly had as the married wife of Jehovah.

She is bidden to extend her tent so as to receive them, for they shall spread

abroad on every side, peopling the deserted cities and taking possession of

the territory of the Gentiles. Then over in the introductory chapters as a whole

he discusses verses 1, 2, 3 as the ideal guidance called upon the rejoicing

multitude of her children. More are the children of the desolate than the

The contrast is not between Zion and other cities, but between Zion adatk present

and past. "Even now in her widowhood and barrenness she has more children

than she had before her separation fr-mS from her husband. Now, of course, that

is an interpretation, trying to fit it in with the idea that everything here is return

from exile; deliverance from exile. And we have nothing here of any relation to



Christ or to the returning to the Gentiles or anything like that whatever. But

that doewn't fit, it just doesn't - fit at all. "Sing, 0 barren, thou that didst

not bear; break forth into singing, and cry aloud, thou that didst not travail with

chilc for more are the k children of the desolate thati the children of the married

wife, saith the Lord." Does this mean that Zion was at one time the married

wife of the Lord before the e1. exile, and then Israel had many si'a- spiritual

children, but net- now she is restless. Now she has no husband. She is not the

married wife, she is in widowihood and yet now she has more children thati than

b efore. Of course that's nonsense. If Zion as Israel is not going to produce more
was

for the Lord, to be spiritually greater than before, if she4-s-his bride before, she

is many times more so now. To call her ncw the one who is desolate, the one who

i s barren , the one who is the widow now, it just doesn't fit. 5
he is spiritually

more productive now than she was before. It is because of God's blessing. It's

because she is having a closer relationships than before, arid some say it means

there were no children born to them during the time 2E of the exile, which of course

is nonsense. But at any rate, there is a contrast x between two different oi s

here. One is spoken of as the married wife, literally the one who has the husband,

the ee other is spoken of as the one who has never had any children. "0 barren

one that didst not bear, the one who is desolate. MOre -(A--h-e- are the children

of the desolate than the children of the married wife. And under the circumstances
having

and knowing what we do about the turning to the-Gentles- Gentiles ancJ/±i all the

references to the Gentiles that have eeeite occurred in our section before, surely

the most natural interpretation of this is to say that after the carrying out of this

wonderful thing predicted in k chapter 53, that a st- strange thing is going to
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spiritually
happen the one which has been previously/unproductive, which has bee, seemed '7 I)

to be outside the covenant of Israel. The ba3i barren woman which was bair bare-
-




ing nothing , from a spiritual viewpoint, - now has more children than the children

of the one that has been God's particular people all through these centurgies . Surely

the reasonable interpretation in the light of 53 and 55 and of the NT. teaching of

course in- is that in verse one here wenc have a very definite pie" p44- picture of

the turning o- to the Gentiles. Not that there are not going to be many Jews who

are very profitable (?) members of God's kingdom, but that more of are the children

who seem to be outside the pale than the children of the married wife. And to say

that Israel is now the one who is outside the pale , who is definite (?) , who does

not have a husband, very definitely contradicts Chapter 50 where the Lord said, Thus

saith the Lord, where is the bill of your mother's divorcement, whom I have put

away? or which of my creditors is it to whom I have sold you.'?" The implication

b eing that I haven't sold you. I haven't givent up my relationships. Israel whichGod

had that- a very a very special relation s-i- still had a special relation the

exile just the same as before. The barren ones, the desolate ones, is not a picture

of Israel. This is the Gentiles K surely and here, then, in the beginning of 54 is

the tr-u- turning to the Gentiles, the gospel going k out to the Gentiles and having

an unusual and tremenduous productivity , for more are the children of the desolate

than the children of the married wife, saith the Lord. "Enlarge the place of thy

tent, and let them stretch forth the curtains of thine habitations: spare notIc, lengthen

thy cords, and strengthen thy stakes;" And William Carey in about 1798 , if I

recall correctly , began , preached that great sermon which began the modern

missionary movement and this was the text which he used. The text that he used

to start the first great modern missionary f-efee-f-ef board to send out missionaries
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to distant lands, "Enlarge the place of thy thent, and let them stretch forth the

curtains of thine habitations." He said we do- could send missionaries to India

to carry the gospel over to these people in India. And you just read about that in

the life of William Carey and you say, What a crazy thing, you just pick a verse

out of the middle of the te- context, t-ak- talking about Israel going back from

exile. and going to have so many people that they can extend Jerusalem and he

takes this and he spiritualizes this aid-make th- text and makes it a call to start

mission work. Well, a person just reading the text may think that way, just grabbing

a verse to present an idea, and ministers do that a great deal , even sound ministers

who ought to know better, but Carey did not do that , that is what the verse here

is saying is that the gospel is to go th- to the Gentiles, and they are called upon

to reach out and to stretch out to all the world with the message of the gospel. It

is s e i-feie- specifically a missionary te-s- text, and the modern missionary movement

did not etet- start on a foundation of incorrect interpretation. It started directly

on a specific prediction of the Bible that the Word of God would reach out and

extend and go to the very ends of the earth. "For thou shalt break forth on the

right aft- hand and on the left; and thy seed shall inherit the Gentiles, and make

the desolate cities to be inhabited." And so these first three verses, in the light

of context, seems to me the only reasonable interpretation of it in the light of con

es- text, -it-s- is a prediction that the desolate, the ones formerly desolate, the

ones who had not been the center of God's favor in the past is going to be- prove

spiritually productive, even beyond that group that God had set apart as the means

by which He would keep alive the knowledge of Himself through the ages of darkness

until Christ came and the message was ready to be taken out to the whole world,

and so these first three verses form a unit, they are undoubtedly expressed primarily

to the GeiiMea Gentiles, these first three verses. But then k you come to the fourth
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Is the fourth speaking to the same one or to someone else. "Fear not; for thou

shalt not be ashamed: neither be thou confounded; for thou shalt not be put to

shame: for thou shaift er-t -forget the shame of thy youth, and shalt not remember

the reproach of thy widowhood any more. For thy Makes Maker is thine husband;
The

the Lord of hosts is His name; and thy Redeemer the Holy One of Israel;/hy God

of the whole earth shall lx he be called." Surely here He is looking back to Israel

again, and Israel is going to be delivered from exile. God is not

through with Israel. Exiled Israel is to be delivered from sin. Israel is to have

God's blessing continuing upon her. Israel is still to be the recepient of God's

mercy, but He is, in ad4i-o- addition, going to c be called the God of the whole earth.

"For the Lord hath called thee as a woman forsaken and grci w- grieved in spirit,

and a wife of youth, when thou wast refused, saith thy God. For a small moment

have I forsaken thee; but with great mercies will I gather thee." This verse

seven has no application to the Gentiles. God has not forsaken us for a small

moment. We were outside of Israel. We had turned aside from God. The whole

race had turned aside from Him. They put Him out of their minds. They didn't

want to know Him, and in this situation where the whole world turned k against

God, God called Abraham and selected Abraham and his family as the means by

which He would keep alive the Word of God and prepare the way for the coming

of His Son, and He has not forsaken Israel. He has still His purpose through

Israel, -ether- after the exile, on to the time when Christ comes to Israel. After

that there were many of Israel who were members of the original church and through

the ages there have been constantly some of Israel who have been won through the

message of Christ, and in the end there will be a nation born in a day.
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11 have only one more hour . I wish we had as much more time as we have had.
Isa. 5 and 56--there's a tremenduous amount x in it, but we must round it out and

so please look at 56, and make a definite decision abut this. How much of 56 belongs

with 40-55. Where does the break come. Do you want to stop at the end of 55, and

say, now 56 starts a brand new subject, a brand new section of the Book of Isaiah,

or do you want to say No, 56 belongs with5 40 to 55, or do you want to say there

is a break somewhere in the course of it. Give definite consideration of that. Now

if there is a break somewhere in the course of it, and then, what does the first part

of 56 deal with. What is its subject, what is its main subject . Well, now, I would

like to go into this in detail but we don't dare. We have to look at 54, look at 56 like

that and as you look at chapter 54 , w remember that it is coming between & 53 and 55,

and tellm me this about each verse of 54. Is he talking about Israel , Is he talking

about the Church , is he talking abut- about the Gentiles, who is he talking about.

Is all of 54 about the same ones, or is it talking about two different ones, and if so

which part deals with one and which part deals with the other. I hope that you will

be able to-&s-wer- have time to have some definite ideas on the subject, and if any of

you have any though about the notes there, please get them in.

I wish we could lx have added another hour and not have had to loose these

seven or eight minutes. But I think if we go fast, we can touch the main things in

the section that is still left to us. I hope that all of you have read that announcement

put up about Isaiah because it is helpful to me in determining what to do next semea

ter if I should find any strong desires one direction or another on the part of any students.

We, last time, looked at 55 and we saw the marvelous gospel call in that chapter. But

as explicit as anything as we can find anywhere in the Old Testament. And is certainly

as fine a presentation of the free grace of God as you will find anywhere at all. And,

1 0-
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surely, it is quite appropriate that this should come immediately after the verse with

which the previous chapter ends. This is the heritage of the-Leid- Servant of the Lord

and their righteousness is from me, saith the Lord. X We have the servant of the Lord

introduced in chapter 41 , long passages about him, a-i d ending with that great climatic

passage from 52 -53. After that, we no longer have the Servant of the Lord, but we have

the servants, of the Lord, so these are the followers of the Servant of the Lord. And the

heritage of the Servants of the Lord. Their righteousness is from God. It is a wonderful

presentation of justification by faith. It is very clearly not a statemert of God's mercy

to Israel but a statement of justification by Faith. it i 1e-4s It is a statement of Gods

meiey-t marvelous blessing for those who are redeemed through the great work of the

Servant of the Lord. Now, we want to look back into the- 54, but I think before we do

that we will look ahead io_56, because I want to be sure and look at this prediction, and

it being the smaller of the two, we can more easily judge our time, if we get the smaller

one out of the way first. I asked you to look at 56 today and 54 and how many of you

feel that all of 56 is a part of the eeeie section of Isaiah that begins with chapter 40.

Would you raise your hand. Well, how many feel that none of '1ru Would you raise

your hand. We have only one who feels that none of it is. We have none that feel that

all of it is. Well, I would say this, that up from 40-55 we have practically no real

rebuke, we have sort of an indirect criticism 4e-m of the people from certain features,
don't

but we/have anything like , "his watchmen are blind, they are all ignorant," r+-d4r-ect

141G-1S4t@trbUrt .... utterly different, whole atmosphere that that

which we have in chapter 40-55, so the end of 56 is certainly in an entirely different

area . But now in the first part of 56 we have an exhortation and a-ea-H some definite

promises , and this is quite different from what we have toward the end of the chapter-

it seems quite different from what precedes too, but where ycwol would you say is the
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line between the type of material you have in the first part and the type of material

you have in the second part of the chapter. Mr. Downs? Between 7 and 8, how

many think it is between 7 and 8, how many think it is between 8 and 9. How many

think it is between 9 and 10. Well, we have a certain difference of opinion. It would

seem that ac verse 8 would ix go with what precedes because verse 8 is still blessin.g.

The Lord God who gathered the outcasts fcx of Israel says Yet, will I gather others

to Him besides others who are gathered unto Him. Here, he is reaching out to other

people and bringing them into the fold. Here is blessing in verse 8, ard verse 6 and

7 we have the sons of the stranger join themselves to the Lord, brought to His Holy

Mountain, surely verse c 8 will go with 6 and 7. Well, now that's a problem we want

to look into a little, but the general tone of 7 and 8 go together. Now, you look at 9,

and immediately one can think of 9 as going with 7 and 8, because they are bringing

strangers to the temple , br4g--etit-- gathering the outcasts of Israel , and verse 9

says All you beasts of the field come, and devour and then it comes on and speaks of

the dumb dogs , the watchmen that are blind that can't prevent the beasts of the field

coming. So, verse 9 very definitely goes with ten rather than what precedes. And

I will feel that the main break comes after 40 ,-yet-e-ped- from 9 on for many verses

it is rebuke , and the general theme from verse one to verse 8 is blessing that is ahead

for those who truly belong to the Lord and particularly the cutting down of the barriers

that pevent eera- certain on from being recepients of the blessings. We have the

blessings here for thcs e who are truly the Lord's . And verses one and two, "My sal

vation is near to cme, and my righteousness to be revealed. Blessed is the man that

doeth this, and the son of man that layeth - hold on it; that keepeth the sabbath from

polluting it, and keepeth his hand from doing any evil." The Son of a stranger , he
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shouldn't say The Lord hath separated you from his people. The u-4 Eunich shouldn't

say , "I'm a dry tree. Regardless of the ceremonial circumstance which would seem to
five

shut one out of Israel, even to them, God says in verse ,&i-, "I have -g4i-v giveN in

mine house and within my walls a place and a name better than of sons and of daughters:

I will give them an everlasting nee- name, that shall not be cut off.X Even unto them

will I give in mine house and within my walls a place and a name better than of sons and

of daughters: I will give them an everlasting name, that shall not be cut off." In
guard

other words, these oeel-m ceremonial lines and so on that were so necessary to ,le

the truth of N.T. times , to keep it alive in a hostil world. These can be broken down

as the message goes out, and spreads in all directions, ard the sons of the stranger

who joins himself with the Lord, to serve him, and to love the name of the Lcrd, to

be his servants, everyone that keepeth the sabbath from polluting it, and taketh hold

of my covenant; Even them will I bring to my holy mountain, and make them joyful in

my house of prayer: their burnt offerings and their sacrifices shall be accepted upon

mine altar; for mine house shall be called an house of prayer for all people. Well,

Mr. Downs thinks that this is a prediction that all people from all over the world xx

are going to become Jews and carry on the sacrifices and are going to receive salvation

through tl ext4-i extension of the Old Testament sacrificial system. Well , that is one

possible interpretation. But it is not an interpretation w4-t which willwuld fit with

oulr understand ng of God's plan. The teaching that we find in the N.T. AND the

teaching suggested very plainly in other parts of Isaiah, but not -fteees-sy- necessarily

in exactly the same form which had gone to Israel. But rncx under the circumstances

we have to say there has been a mistake and we-h ete-ba-e3&id- are all going to come

back to circumcision and -t-e- the ceremonial service , Yet, to say that some of these

expressions here are e used in a somewhat figurative sens and when it says that God

-,-1 6
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is going to accept their burnt offerings and their sacrifices on t- His altar , He is

referring back to that which all the sacrifices represented the Atonement of Christ as

in Isaiah 53 and pointing out that this is not just for Israel bet--, that s it is for all

those who believe on His name. And, consequently, the thought of 56:1-8 which may

seem to us a little like an anti-climax a,4 is here a tremenduous picture of the Atone

ment in 53 and the marvelous picture of the gospel call in 55 , it may seem to us like

an anti-climax, but the people who are right in the middle of it, it wouldn't be at all,

for it says the middle wall of partition is broken down , and all of these circumstances,

are done away, and the whole wol world is to have the p4 y-w1t-t4-saei4ee- op

portunity to profit by what the sacrifice represents, the death of Christ on Calvary.

(Q) Well, I think we have to say the statement e-eie I Peter l:lO2 that 'bf which

salvation the prophets have inquired and searched diligently , who prophesied of the

grace that should come unto you, searching what or what manner of times, the spirit

of Chris t which was in them did signifr when he testified beforehand the sufferings

of Christ and the glory that should follow, unto whom it was revealed that not unto

themselves but unto us they did minister the things that are now reported unto you by

them that preach the gospe. Now, in other words as the promise was given marvelously

of which they understood a vej considerable amount which they would get further into

as they got mo'e--r more light and which wai ldn't be fully understood, until we had the

New Testament, and I think that the principle -teafh-i- teaching of the Atonement through

Christ could be understand from Isaiah 53 alone without any further major light at all,

and then when you have that in the light of this, you would begin to get an apprehension

xibut you wokin't fully understand it until the time of
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We can observe certain things about this, that this in 56 here I believe is predicting

the outworking of what happened in 53, and consequently , that it says that after

the actual atonement is made they are going to find an increase in the outreadh to

the Gentiles, so that it would certainly have a very great relevance to the present

age, but doubtless reach on been beyond the present age to something. No, the

ninth verse I believe is the beginning of an entirely new section, the section of rebuke

to Israel for its sin , which is quite a brand new style. I feel that after verse 8 we

have to stop and say how Isaiah has another separate section to deal with in his

presentation. Mr. Brooks? It seemse d to me that the Archbishop made one of the

worst mistakes anywhere in the Bible with making a chapter start with 57:1, that

chapter should have started with 56:9, that at 57:1 it goes right straight on continuing

the previous four verses, and there is no break whatever, but at 9 there is one of the

greatest breaks in the whole book, so I think it's one of the worst mistakes in the

chapters. Campbell Morgan said, "In nine cases out of ten the chapteix divisions

are wrong, and I think there is My e guess is that in at least 8 out of

10, they are pretty well made. But there are some of them that are rather bad like

this one. And I think the ones at the beginning of 53 ... because the previous three

of or four verses are definitely part of that section, starting with 52:12--there is no

reason to break 53:1 . But this is much worse than that, because that is a division

into one section, one part of a big section where this is a division into one of the

main sections of the whole book. (Q) There are some who try to make it a general

judgment, but there is certainly no presentation of anyone saying that whatever. It

is clearly a presentation of the judgment of the ungodly. Even some who are strongly

opposed to pre-millenial interpretation recognize that ...Well, there are many details

are very interesting to go into in 56 if we could continue one more semester on this.

e If we could spend o or three days profit on it, but 54 we could spend two or three
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da& h-profk-e7-u-&4-we weeks on it as profit if we had the time. All we

eeuld-de -eq- can do in the time we have is to try to get a few main guide-posts in

5 -4-- 54 and 54 is te a chapter in which there are certain things in tc which there would

be no difficutp in definitely interpreting, others in which there would be great difficulty

if you did not have context to throw light on it, but as it happened we have a tremenduous

lot of context in connection with 54, because we have 53 before the meaning of which

is absolutely clear, we have 55 after , the meaning of which is absolutely clear, and

we have the end of S- 54 fitting right in with the blessing cf the followers o f the

Servant of the Lord, who are here called the Servants of the Lord and their righteousness

is from me, saith the Lord. The imputation of the &i4hrighteousness of Christ and a

development in sanctification as the Lord gives it to them. And so we have at the end

of the chapter of 54--undoubtedly, we have the whole of- of thepeople who are the people

of God saved through Christ, regardless of whether they are Jews or Gentiles. We have

that at the end of thechapter . Now, what do we have at the beginning? Here after

we finish this marvelous s-peeeh presentation of the Atonement, it ends up that he is
transgressors

going to be at the right hand of God making intercession for th -efcesses-. Then

we read, "Sing, 0 barren, thou that didst not bear, break forth into singing and cry

aloud, thou that didst not travail with w child. For more are the children of the desolate

than the children of the married wife, N saith the Lord. Now, I have here Skinner's

Commentary on Isaiah which is in general a modernistic commentary, though he occasion

ally has some rather evangelical statements. But the interpretation which he gives on

this is the rather standard interpretation among those who do not look upon it from a

thoroughly evangelical viewpoint. He says of this Zion addressed as a barren and

desolate woman. Is comforted with the assurance thatix her children are more numerous

than those she formerly had as the married wife of Jehovah. She is visibly extended

her tent so as to receive them. She shall spread abroad on every side, peopling
'-1



the deserted cities and taking possession of the territory of the Gentiles, and then

ever- discussion of 1 to c 3 it says the ideal Zion is called upon the rejoice in the

multitude of her children. More are the children of the desolate --the contrast is

not between Zion ard other cities but between Zion, her present and her past, even

now in her widowhood and barrenness she has more children than she had before her

separation from her children. And of course t-ht- that is an interpretation to try to

fit in with the idea that everything we -has- have here is return from exile, deliverance

from exile. And we have nothing here of any relation to Christ or the -th turning to the

Gentiles or anything like that wwhatever. But it doesn't fit, it doesn't fit at all.

"Sing, 0 barren, thou that didst not bear; break forth into singRing, and cry aloud,

t hou that didst not travail with child: for more are the eh1 children of the desolate

than the children of the married wife, " Does this mean that Zion was at one time

the married wife of the Lord before the Exile and then Israel had many spiritual children

but now she is desolate --she has no husband. She is in widowhood, and now she

has more children than befo. Of course that's nonsense, if Zion i-s-- and Wlsrael

is going to produce more for the Lord , is to be spiritually greater than she was

before. If she was he his bride before she is many more times so now. To call

her now the one that is desolate-the one who is barren, the one who is the widow now,

it j-& just doesn't fit. She is spiritually more productive now because of God's blessing.

It is because they are having a closer relationship, rather than being further away.

And some say there were no children born in Jerusalem d during the time of the exile,

which, of course , is nonsense. Clearly there is the contrast between two different

ones here, one is 4eF spoken of as the married wifie, literally, the one that has

a husband, the other is spoken of as the one who never had children, 0 barren one,

that didst not bear, for more are the children of the desolate than the children of the

married wife. And under the circumstances and knowing what we do about the turning

(



to the Gentiles, and having all the references tothe G-eJee Gentiles, and having
occurred

±o-the all the references to the Gentiles that have/eeeitt'ei in our section before,

surely the most natural interpretation of this is to say that after the carrying out

of this wonderful thing predicted in chapter 53 that a strange thing is getg- going to

happen, one which previously has been spiritually unproductive , which is seen to

be outside the Covenant of Israel, the barren one which was bareing one fe.r- from a

spiritual viewpoint now has more children than the children of the one who has been

God's particular people all through these centuries. Surely, the reasonable interpretation

in the light of 53 and 55 and of the N.T. teaching , of course, is that in verse one

here we -h&e have a very definite picture of a turning to the Gentiles, not going to

be many Jews t4 geg- who are very profitable members of God's Kingdom, but

that more are the children of those who seem to be outside of the pale than the children

of the married wife. To say that Israel is now the one who is outside the pale , who

is desolate, who does not haie a husband, very definitely contradicts 50 where the

Lord says, Where is the bill of your mother's divorcement , whom I have put awya7

away, to which of my creditors have I sold you, the implication being I haven't sold

you, I haven't given up my relationship to you. Israel to which God -h&s had a very

special relation still had that special relation after the exile, just the same as before.

The picture of the barren one, the desolate one is not a picture of Israel , this is the
then

Gentile surely, and here/in the beginning of 54 is the turning of the Gentiles, the gospel

going out to the Gentiles and having an unusual and tremenduous productivity , for t

more are the children of the desolate thanthe- the children eth- of the married wife,

saith the Lord. Enlarge the place of thy tFe- tent, and let them stretch forthe the curtains

of thine habitations: spare no , lengthen thy cords, and strengthen thy stakes. And

William Carey about 1798, if I recall correctly, preached that great sermon which began

the modern missionary fiW- movement, and this is the text which he used to start the
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first great modern missionary board to send out mis enar-y- missionaries to distant

lands. "Enlarge the place ot the-y-t thy tent, and let them stretch forth the curtains

of thine habitations:" He says we should send missionaries to India, thx carry the gos

pel over to these people in India, and you just read that in the life of William Carey

and you say what x crazy thing, He just picked a verse out of the middle of the

context, talking about Israel going back from exile, -and--they going to have sorn many

people that they can extend Jerusalem , and he takes this and he spiritualizes the

text and he makes it a call to start mission work. Well a person just reading that he

used the text-that-emay think that way, that he was just grabbing a verse to present

an idea, and ministers do that a great deal, even good, sound ministers who ought

to know better. But Carey did not do that, that is what t he verse here is saying, that

the gospel is to go to the Gentiles, and they are called upon e-- to reack out, and

to stretch out and reach all the world with the message of the gospel. It is definitely

a missionary text, and the modern missionary my movement did not start on a foundation

of incorrect interpretation. It started directly on the specific prediction of the Bible

that the Word of God would reach out and extend and go to the very ends of the earth.

"For thou shalt break forth on the right hand and on the left, and thy seed shall inherit

the Gentiles, and make the desolate cities to be inhabited. " And so, these first

three verses, in the light of context seem to me -te the only reaonable interpretation

of them in the light of context is a prediction that the one formerly desolate, the one

that had not been c the center of God's faith in the matter is goi:g to prove spiritually

productive, even-bee- beyond that group that He had set apart as the mea-s-- means by

which he would s-et-apar-t- keep alive the knowledge of Himself through the ages of

darkness.until Christ came and the message was ready to be taken out to the whole

world. And so these first three verses form a unit as they are undoubtedly expressed
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to primarily to the Gentiles, these first three verses. But then you come to the

fourth. Is the fourth speaking to the same ones or to someone else. "Fear not,

for thou shalt not be ashamed: neither be thou confounded: for thou shalt f no t

t be put to shame : for thou shalt forget the shame of thy youth, and shalt not remem

ber the reproach of thy widowhood any more. For thy Maker is thine husband; the

Lord of hosts is His name: and thy Redeemer the Holy One of Israel;"e-G- Surelyh

here now he is looking back to Israel again, and Israel is going to be delivered

from exile. -i.s-geig4e God is not through with Israel. Exiled Israel is to be

delivered from sin. Israel is to have God's blessing continuing upon here. D Israel

is still to be the recepient of God's mercy, but He is the Redeemer, ef the Holy one

of Israel. He is going to in addition to be called a- t at the end of verse 5 the God

of the whole earth shall he be ea1 called." For the Lord hath called thee anel as a

woman forsaken and grieved in spirit and a wife of youth, when thou wast refused,

saith thy God. For a small moment have I forsaken thee; but with great mercies will

I gather thee. Verse 7 has no application to the Gentiles. God has not forsaken

for a very small memeR- moment. We were outside of Israel. We had turned aside

from God. The whole race had turned aside from Him. They put Him out of their mind,

they didn't wHat- want to know H1m, and in this situation where the whole world turned

against God, God called Abraham and selected Abraham and his family as ty-e- the means

by which He wail d keep alive the knowledge of God and prepare the way for the coming

of the exile, and He has not forsaken Israel. He has still a purpose to Israel after

the exile on to the time when Christ oe- comes to Israel. After that, there were

many of Israel who were members of thee original church and through the ages there

have been eeHsta etee&ta-ee constantly some from Israel who have been won to

the message of Christ, and in the end Israel is to be a nation born in a day. (Q)
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I would say definitely that in the x first three verses he is looking to the Gentiles

those that were desolate and outside .. He-l-eok-ds- looks to them now, the results

coming to them now and shows the results coming to them . And then, after three

verses of 4-A that , he looks be back to them, and of course our biggest emphasis

is on Israel all through Isaiah, but we also have these definite emphasizes upon the

Gentiles. And here , this verse three might be very di-ffu- difficult to understand

in that time. It might be very hard to see, it doesn't seem to make &esn- sense 31

on any basis that would seem natural to them, but then when Paul comes he quotes

from other passages that are no clearer than this one to show God's mercy to the

Gentiles, as predicted already in the Old Testament. This fits right in, this one

which he doesn't specifically-ie-me-iibe quote fits right in with the others. (Q)

I don't know whether he did or not. He may have understood.it. He may tc have

thought now, I just don't understand exactly what the particularly words mean.

cx There are certain suggestions which I don't quite catch, -t4ee-may+eve--beerr

they may have said them, I don't know Because Peter said the prophets were

questioning what or what manner of time the Spirit of Christ which was in them

did signify when he pr-ophee- prophesied beforehand the sufferings of Christ and

the glory that should follow. And when the thing comes, then you see how it fits

together, and then Paul and the others could say, Look , this is what e= you would

expect. Jesus said to the men on the Emmaus Road, Dtyou think c everything is

a failure, you thought you were going to be the one to redeem Israel, and 1ff here

Jesus died, and you think these are old w-±f. wives tales that somebody has found

but he says this is what the prophet says , the Son of Man must suffer and die

and be raised again the third day. Well, it K was thei in the prophets but they

hadn't understood it. How many did understand it, we just orit know. Jesus said,

/
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they should have understood it. He said, Fools and slow of k heart to believe

all the ... . (Q) Yes, I would say it is that way. There are quite a number of pas

sages which can only be understood on that account, that the Thou . . . and you have

to tell from the words what is meant. Ordinarily, I qe would quite agree with you

that when you find a Thou, look back to your context and see if you have light

on who the thou is. Like the end of-5-4- 52, w1e re we compare Him with Thee, and

it shows exactly what it is , but there are quite a number of passages w1 re ±.t He

speaks of one and then turns his attention to another, and you have to gather ±fc it

from the context. Israel is also spoken of as a nation. Well, the word Gentile

here is -there is ... 1L'he word Gentiles is the Greek word meaning nation. No,

Israel is called a Goa in the Bible. It is a nation, but since there are many many

other nations, and Israel is ene-eny- only one nation , when you speak of the

nations, ordinarily -you you ma meanx the nations other than Israel, but if you

can speak to one nation, and say you will reach out to the other nations, you can

speak to a group of people from the nations; that is, the word Gentileg here does

not prove that the one addressed is not a Gentile. Well, I would say simply this,

that verse 5 is very clearly addressed to Israel. Verse six is very definitely to the

Jews: "The Lo,--d hath called thee as a woman forsaken.' Now, 1±x if that is to the

Jews in 5,6,7 , who will 4 go with, with what k precedes or what follows. And

since four speaks of widowhood , and I don't think you could speak of a widow he

thowe who had not been united with God before. Therefore, it would seem to me

the widowhood there suggests that the place where the break comes. You see, I

would say that the last- -tw-o-verscof 54 is addressed to all the people of God as

a unit--all those who believe in the service as-a- unit- servant as a unit. I would say

that is true of the latter . Then I would say that the first Ic verse is undoubtedly
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addressed to the Gentiles who come to believe,that small group of Gentiles who

come to believe, comparing them with tle group who had been God's chosen people,

and in between these are many verses referring to Israel, and to decide exac5ly

exactly wle re the transition comes may require very careful attention. I wish we

had three or four hours to work over the details , but my present feeling is that

between three and fo.r is where one of the -tr- transition comes , but the x big

aspect we can be e- definite that k all the people of God who are saved through

the suffering servant is verse 17, that verse one is the Gentile believer, that

verse 6 is Israel , and then before the transition .... (Q) The -e reproach of thy

widowhood , now )t what does that phrase mean. That wouki refer to those who seem

to have been forsaken, those who , God had let k His temple be destroyed, the capital

of His worshippers be left a ruin, the people carried off into exile, they seem to be

-iek- like a people in widow-hood. He says, of course, God has forsaken me.

What makes you think that God has forsaken me, where is your mother's bill of

divorcement. I haven't forsaken you. It was on account of your sins that I sent

you into exile . It was part of God's plan to purge them, to cleanse them, to fit

them to be the people whe through whom He is o±j going to bring the Messiah into

the world and through whom k he is going to keep alive the knowledge of God until

that time when the Messiah comes. -The-- This widowhood is figurative to that extent,

that it means the eper-a-eh- reproach would seem to be in widowhood rather than

actually being. Of course the whole -a-ppfeeh idea 4-s- -es- of the figure anyway, be

cause they are not the wife of God, but because He speaks of Israel as His wife in

Hosea, particularly you have that figure used of the one whose erring wife He is

nevertheless true to and does so much for, and that is the same figure here. It

doesn't seem to be that it could refers to anything except Israel. So that I feel
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rather definitely that verse 4 is a reference to Israel , but I don't see how verse

one could possibly be. (Q) Yes, "thy seed" in verse three could be your literal

children or it could be your spiritual children, those that you bring to the knowledge

of the Lord. It would have to be one of those. And of course we do have the term

used of Abraham, Abraham's literal children is frequently used of the descendants

of Abraham according to the flesh, and then we have the reference to the seed of

Abraham, those who are His spiritual children, so "thy seed" here could be either

way. And if this were simply a reference to return from exile and eeenng- becoming

numerous again back in their own land, it would stand for physical descent, but in

the context it seems to me that it stands for the spiritual descent, the ones who are

brought into the kfiewel knowledge of the Lord through their ________, AND it parallels

back in 49 where we are told that as a result of the actions of the work of the

Servant, that the Word is going to go forth. These will come from far ---these

from North and West, and these from the land of Canaan. (Q) Yes, where Paul

there in Galations says this he spoke of Not of .... as many but of . . as of one.
passage

That is a very unfortunaixte translation. That/word is i4 used over and over

as a proof of verbal inspiration, that the O.T. used the 1gtta-l-f singular instead

of the plural. It doesn't mean that at all. It is an exegesis of it, not a proof. He

is not building an argument on the fact that it is singular , not plural because right

in the same passage in the 0. T. God says to Abraham , Thy seed shall be like the

sand of the sea ... the word is collective, but Paul is saying this singular word

in this case does not mean .. . .1 guess that is all the time we can spend on this

section Ic of 40-52.
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